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ABSTRACT 

This longitudinal, nine-seroester, teacher research investigation focuses upon 

young, hearing-impaked students' responses to literature through the sign systems of 

language, drama and art. Theories underfying this study are the transactional theory of 

literature as conceptualized by Louise Rosenblatt (1938/1983) and the seroiotic process of 

signification put forth by C.S. Pefrce (1839-1914). 

The questions guiding this mvestigation focused upon 1) the role of literature m 

this classroom, 2) the role of dramatization in students' "lived-through" experiences of 

literature, 3) patterns of visual and verbal response in these students' drawings and 

dictations, and 4) changes in these children's visual and verbal literary responses over the 

course of time. 

Research findings mdicated a stead&st pattern of visual response (n=SS9), i.e., 

students depicted story characters (94%), story settings (3%), or somethmg else brought 

to mind (3%) m respondmg to literature through art. This focus was found also m 

students' accompanying dictations which explicated story characters' actions or feelings 

41% of the time. 

These dictated responses revealed that students also gave retellings of story events 

(22%), paraphrases of story events (20%), identifications of items in drawmgs (4%), 

combmed paraphrase/retellings of story events (4%), evaluations (6%) or other types of 

statements (1%). This study indicates that retelling as a form of literary response can serve 

muhiple purposes withm the classroom context and merits fiirther mvestigation. 
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Unique^ characteristic and focused themes of personal response were found m this 

investigation as well. Three of these themes are explicated in case studies of selected 

students whose responses to classroom literary experiences led each to pursue a path of 

self-realization as an artist, language learner, and contemplator of self-identity. 

This study indicates that contextualized literary experience within and across 

multiple sign systems allowed these hearuig-inq)aired students to develop muhi&ceted 

understandings of literature, art, drama, language and life. These muhi&ceted 

understandings, m turn, led these children to deeper understandings of thek own worlds of 

experience. 
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Chapter I 

A JOURNEY OF THE HEART: 
REFLECTIONS OF A TEACHER RESEARCHER 

Almost all of us have spent a significant part of our childhood and 
youth in a classroom. Thinking back to this period of our lives yields a 
variety of interesting memories, some from in and around the classroom, 
and some having nothing to do with it. If we are honest with ourselves, I 
think we will have to admit that the interest of our school memories is 
patently emotional. Even if we recall those moments when we were 
conscious of having really learned something we realize that the only 
reason we remember the experience is that it had some kind of emotional 
value for us...[and that] whatever we remember, whether it is the growth 
or the pain, it is the lingering emotion which gives those remembered 
scenes their vitality today (Bleich, 1975, p. I). 

My musings upon this statement about the emotionality connected with school 

memories and the necessity to document the history of this mvestigation brought to mind a 

childhood memory which indirectly influenced the undertaking of this teacher research into 

young, hearmg-^aired children's responses to literary experiences. That remembered 

event occurred years ago in a dark, cavernous schoolroom where I, the only hearing-

impaired child in my school, sat at a desk in the ^ reaches of the room. 

From that vantage point, the sea of desks m firont of me was filled with fiiceless 

children whose interminable dronings were drowned in waves of echoing sound. On the 

day of that event, I was keeping a finger between the pages of my basal reading text to 

mark the painfii% slow progress of the class "drone-aloud" while readmg a more 

interesting story at the back of the book. Then, when the "sound" of silence impinged 

upon my story world, I glanced up oi time to catch the teacher's usual reference to me 

when she ordered another chikl to, 'Tell the dummy to read the next page." 
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Further musings brought other memories to mmd. Such as the tnne that 

seventh-grade English teacher interviewed me about my readings over the previous 

summer. The shocked disapproval on her ^e at my mention of Margaret Mitchell's 

novel Gone With The Wind made me realize that my unrestricted access to the public 

library was questionable in her eyes. This reaction, m conjunction with my near-

"invisibility" in school, convinced me that keeping thoughts and reading habits to myself 

might be a wiser course of action in the fiiture. 

By the time that I entered high school most of my educational experiences had led 

me to believe that learning was a task which was accomplished in isolation after teachers 

had given out their respective assignments. As a result of this thinking, I decided that 

daily class attendance was not necessary to my completion of class assignments or 

requisite examinations. 

This idea was one which "worked" throughout my years of high school and 

beyond. During my undergraduate days at the University of Arizona, my class attendance 

proved, but I was still an mvisible being as I navigated my way through the labyrinth^ 

graduation requirements with only a coUege catalog for guidance. After eammg a 

Bachelor of Arts degree in Russian and political science, I turned my attention to the 

College of Education at this same institution. 

Durmg my first semester m this college, I was enrolled m a "teacher preparation" 

course taught by Dr. Florence Reynolds, who proctored an exammation meant to test the 

general knowledge of prospective teachers. To the best of my memory, this examinatbn 
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included tests of writing and granunar usage. When she received the results of the 

examination. Dr. Reynolds was so delighted to leam that mine had received the highest 

score that she announced the news in class and led everyone in a round of applause. 

Amazingfy, that single test was to have a resoundmg effect upon my life. It was 

during this time that I applied for admittance into the department of special education to 

work towards a Master of Education degree in the area of deafiiess and hearing 

impairment. This application was denied on the basis of the &ct that I was hearmg-

impaired. 

When I mentioned the letter of rejection to Dr. Reynolds she brought up the 

results of my examination and announced that she intended to speak to chairman of the 

special education department about the matter. The outcome of that conversation was a 

second letter granting me acceptance into the degree program. 

These two letters, the &st with its unstated assumption that I was not qualified to 

pursue this degree and, the second which offered a half-hearted acceptance into the 

program were strong reminders of my educational experiences as a second-rate, hearing-

unpaged learner. My subsequent experiences in this department mkrored the experiences 

of my past and, as a result, earning a Master of Education degree had little-to-no effect 

upon my (mis)conceptions of the educational leammg process. 

Finally, admitted to ranks of the teaching profession, I walked mto an empty 

classroom m the Tucson Uni&d School Distrkt. My &st task was to scrounge some 
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discarded textbooks from the supply closets. One of my "finds" included an old literature-

based reading series which offered familiar folk tales and Mry tales. 

After allowmg time for me to get everything in order, the prmcipal made her first 

visit to observe my classroom. From my perspective, everyth^ went well dur^ her 

stay. The students had been well-behaved and they had read stories from the literature 

series with great fluency and obvious enjoyment. However, during our post-observation 

conference, the principal casualfy^ asked if I was using this series to teach reading. When I 

replied in the afBrmative she announced that this series was '̂ fine for supplemental 

reading" but, from that pomt on, I would have to use the state-adopted reading textbooks 

because of the need to ensure that I was teaching the "correct scope and sequence of 

reading skills...." 

Soon after this conference, a set of books and teacher's manuals was delivered to 

my classroom and I set about teaching the "scope and sequence" of whatever the manuals 

told me to do. After a few years of acting as a "technician" in the classroom, I was 

losing nQT enthusiasm for teaching when I received a notice about a literature workshop 

for special education teachers in the district. That meeting was scheduled for a Saturday 

mommg and, when a group of us made arrangements to attend, the most in^rtant aspect 

of the day focused upon our plans for a luncheon get-together after the presentation. 

To our surprise, this presentation proved to be so outstanding, that those of us 

who met for lunch barefy noticed our food as we talked excftedly about "Kathy Short's 

incredible book collection" and the ideas that she had brought up in her discussion of 
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children's literature. Another surprising resuk of that presentation was my decision to 

enroll m Dr. Short's children's literature course which was being offered in the 

Etepartment of Language, Reading & Culture at the University of Arizona. 

My intention at that t^ was to take this one class during the summer break and 

then to go about the rest of my life. This e^qsected course of events never materialized 

because, after eighteen years of schooling, I discovered the power of learning withm a 

"live" (as opposed to bookish) social context. 

At first, I was taken aback by all of the social learning contexts in Dr. Short's 

children's literature class—the small group discussions, the whole-group discussions, the 

group readings, the group-reflections, the group-evaluations and the "class-sharing." It 

was as if I had entered into another dimension and my old ways of "learning" were being 

chaUenged by this "strange being" who questioned me about where "my voice" was to be 

found in the scholarly-sounding assignments that I prepared for her class. To make 

matters even more confusing, where were the grades that I was accustomed to seeing on 

my work? What was the purpose of all of the self-reflections and self-evaluations that we 

were do^? Why were we using dialogue journals and who cared what students thought, 

anyway? 

These questions, and the concision that I experienced as my old ways of leammg 

became "moperable" in that class, needed answers. So, finding those answers meant that I 

had to take another class and, then another, and then before I knew what was happening. 
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I was seeking a Master of Arts degree in the Department of Language, Reading & 

Culture. 

As I explored different areas of children's literature in this degree program, I 

noticed that, whfle Dr. Short's various syllabi reflected the focus of each of her courses, 

one aspect of these syllabi, a list of assumptions about the nature of learning, remained 

constant: 

1. Learning is an active process of inquhy, of searching out and exploring 
the questions that matter in our lives. 

2. Learning is a social process of collaborating with others. 

3. Leammg occurs when we make connections to our experiences. 

4. Learners need choices to make connections and &el ownership. 

5. Learning is reflective as well as active. 

6. Learning occurs within a multicultural world with many ways of 
knowing 

As I progressed through my course work in this department, I came to realize that 

these del^ated assunq)tions were more than platitudinous statements and, as in the case 

of a musical composition which ofifers potentialities for variations of interpretation. Dr. 

Short's "composition" offered simflar potentialities as well. In my acts of practicing this 

"composition," these assumptions about leam^ reflected my variations upon this theme 

which became "afBrmations for leammg:" 

• Search out and explore the qoestioiis that matter. 

• Support learners In their efforts to reflect upon their own thoughts and 
thought processes. 

• Support learners in their efforts to colfaiborate,niahe choices, create 
points of connection, and experience feelings of''ownership'* in the 
dassroom. 
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• Explore the poteatnlhies of aHemative *ways of hnowing' in the 
coltiiralfy diverse world of the classroom. 

These assun^tions and affirmations were important principles which I utilized 

when revismg the language arts curriculum in my classroom. This envisioned curriculum 

was to be literature-based ui content and grounded in a theory of literary response. Unlike 

my previous attempt years earlier to develop such a curriculum around the use of a 

literature-based reading series, this effort to create curriculum was met with administrative 

approval. 

An important aspect of this evolving curriculum centered upon the extensive 

exploration of literature with my students. These &r-ranging literary explorations had the 

effect of revitalizing the curriculum which my students and I were developing together on 

a day-by-day basis. This revitalization was evident every time that my students burst into 

the classroom to listen to stories and then again when they exploded into action to record 

the daily reading events in then* literature logs. 

Observing these children's unbridled restraint as they grabbed crayons and worked 

upon the creation of their journal entries reminded me of occasions when Dr. Short 

placed various "text sets" on a classroom table and then quickfy^ retreated out of the way 

when herds of students rushed forward to lay claim to the books which they wanted for 

themseh^es. Similar caution was called for whenever it was t^ for my students to record 

the day's readings m their literature logs. Their tremendous enthusiasm for this task was 

an mtriguing phenomenon for thought. The intensity of purpose evidenced in these 
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childreii's actions made me curious as to why these journals were such an in^mrtant 

aspect of these classroom reading events. 

At that t^, the functioa of these children's literature logs was to serve as 

personal records of remembrance of the stories which we had read together. The pages of 

these togs offered spaces for story titles, dates of occurrence, and areas for student 

drawings. As I mused over my students' actions and studied the contents of their 

literature logs, I began to question whether or not these chOdren were doing more than 

just recording the occurrence of a reading event. 

This Ime of thought led me to speculate that acts of drawing might be allowing my 

students to: 

• Scarch out and explore the questions that mattered to them. 

• Reflect upon their own thoughts and thought processes. 

• Collaborate, maice choices, create points ofconnection, and experience 
feelings of''ownership'* in the classroom. 

• Explore the potentialities ofaltemative'ways ofimowing'in the 
culturally diverse world of the dassroom. 

These various considerations made me wonder if my students were not only 

recording these literary events but also responding to them through the sign system of art. 

This exciting possibility with its hnplied potentialities for literary response and a reluctance 

to leave the Department of Language, Readmg & Culture after receivmg a Master of Arts 

degree inspired me to continue learning and resulted in the conceptual^tion of this 

longitudmal mvestigation into hearing-mqyaned children's responses to literature. 
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The Focus of This Invesdgatioii 

This teacher research investigatioii focuses upon the literary responses of a group 

of young hear^-in^aired students in a public school setting in Tucson, Arizona. The 

investigation of these children's responses to classroom literary events commenced hi the 

sprmg semester of 1994, and concluded (nine semesters later) when the last child-

participant graduated from elementary school in May of 1999. 

These classroom literary events encompassed all of the different aspects of these 

students' experiences with literary texts read during daify^ "literature group" sessions. 

Therefore, throughout this dissertation, the term "literary event" refers to an all-inclusive, 

two-, three- or, four-fold exploration of literary texts which could comprise (at 

minimum): students' experience of text through classroom read-alouds and thebr 

subsequent reflections upon such literary experiences. A three- or four-fold literary event 

could incorporate explorations of students' personal and/or social literature-to-life or, life-

to-literature connections and/or, acts of extension designed to enhance students' 

understandings through dramatic, artistic and/or linguistic forms of response. 

The nature of these multifold classroom literary events resulted hi the formulation 

of several research questions. Over the course of thne, these questions underwent many 

evolutions until th^ were distilled mto the followmg resultant forms. 

The Research Questions 

This mvestigatk>ii into hearmg-hiq)affed children's responses to classroom literary 

experiences focuses upon these five questions: 
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1. What role does literature play in my classroom and in the lives of my students? 

2. What role does dramatization play in my students' constructions of meaning withm 
then* lived-through experiences of literature? 

3. What do nqr students choose to draw and verbally express when they respond to 
multi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

4. Do these drawings and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 

5. How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

For the purposes of this dissertation the following definitions apply. The term 

visual responses refers to children's literary response drawings, and the terms verbal 

sttaements or verbal responses refers to children's oral dictations or written statements. 

In the course of investigating these research questions it became apparent that my 

students and I were mvolved ui "enterprises of the heart" whenever we engaged m our 

classroom explorations of literature. Therefore, an organizational theme focusmg upon 

the lieart" of our endeavors became part of my research report. This theme is reflected in 

the title of each chapter of this dissertation. An overview of these chapters is offered 

below. 

The Organization of This Research Report 

This research report is organized mto nine chapters. The topics of these chapters 

are as follows: 

Chapter I, ''A Journey Of The Heart: Reflections Of A Teacher Researcher," 

provides a brkf overview of the history and events preceding the conceptualization of this 
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investigation; a statement of the focus of this study; a listing of the research questions, and 

an explication of the organization of this research document. 

Chapter 2, "Getting To The Heart Of The Matter: A Review Of The Literature," 

provides a review of the research literature m the area of literary response and a discussion 

of the semiotic theoretical lens used m mterpretmg the data for this report. This chapter 

also delineates the curricular framework employed in this investigation. 

Chapter 3, "The Heart Of The Investigation; Children With Hearing Loss," 

provides an overview of the nature of hearing loss and possible effects of hearing 

impairment upon children's development. This chapter also discusses the educational 

settmg of this investigation and some of the issues and ramifications of educational 

"mainstreaming." The final section of the chapter then introduces each of the participants 

involved in this study. 

Chapter 4, 'The (Re)Searching Heart: Methods of Evaluation And Analysis," 

delineates the research methodology employed in this mvestigation. 

Chapter 5, 'Tollowmg One's Heart: Individual Pathways To Understanding," 

focuses upon my first research question: 

=> "What role does literature play in my classroom and in the lives of my students?" 

In answering this question, this chapter examines the literary responses of three children 

with similar hearing losses. This examination highUghts the unique paths of understanding 

taken by these children as they constructed personal meanings m the sign systems of art 

and language. 
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Chapter 6, "A Commumon Of Hearts: Responding To Literature Through 

IDrama," focuses upon my second research question: 

What role does dramatization play in my students' constructions of meaning within 
their lived-through experiences of literature? 

This chapter examines the "literature-to-drama-to-life" cycle utilized in my 

students' dramatizations of literature. A vignette of a classroom literary dramatization of 

Samuil Marshak's (1987) poem/story In The Van is presented and, then followed by an 

examination of students' subsequent visual and verbal responses to theu: drama 

experiences of this story. 

Chapter 7, "Drawing From Heart: Responding To Literature Through Art," 

focuses upon three research questions: 

What do my students choose to draw and verbally express when they respond to 
multi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

=» Do these drawings and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

This chapter details my analyses of these students' visual responses to classroom 

literary events and discusses the resultant findmgs relative to the above research questions. 

Chapter 8, "Seasons Of The Heart: Responding To Literature Over Time," 

focuses upon the fiial research question: 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 
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This chapter examines the above question from the personalty unique perspectives 

of response undertaken by three of the hearmg-impaired students involved in this 

investigation. These students' responses to literature over the course of time are 

examined within a case study format which focuses upon these children's processes of 

self-actualization via literary response. 

Chapter 9, '"Lessons From The Heart: What These Children Can Teach Us About 

Ways of Knowmg," discusses the broad implications of the research findings of this 

investigation into hearmg-impaired children's responses to classroom literary experiences. 

The &ial section of this dissertation includes bibliographic listings of the chfldren's 

books which were explored in each of the classroom literary events discussed in this 

report, professional references, and appendices. 
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Chapter 2 

GETTING TO THE HEART OF THE MATTER: A REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE 

Holding a copy of The Great. Big. Enormous Tumip in the crook of her elbow 
Melanie quickty slips mto the just vacated rocking chav. She surveys the classroom and 
savors a moment of triun^h before openmg her book. As she studies the illustrations of 
the text she quietly hums the melody to "The Farmer in the DelL" Melanie's qu»t 
humming turns into a soft song—only this time the ^cs have undergone a 
transformation, "Dedushka called his wife. Dedushka called his wife. Hi-ho-the-derry-o. 
Dedushka called his wife. They pulled, and pulled, and pulled. They pulled and..." 

Bustling back and forth, stopping to look over each other's shoulders to ofifer 
comments and/or suggestions, a group of first-graders concentrate on drawing, coloring, 
and cutting out n^riad construction paper figures—colorful huts with doors that open, a 
church with an onion dome topped by a gold cross, a priest with a long beard and black 
robes, numerous villagers, a pack of menacmg wolves, and a Russian Baba Yaga. 
Finishing an arti&ct, Justine holds it up for the generous approbation of her classmates 
before carrying it over to the unfolding mural on the floor. Drawing close to the mural 
she comes to an abrupt standstill and says wondering^, "Oh....so, that's a village..." 

In another scene, a Chmese-American child stands alone in an attitude of 
wistflilness repeating these words, "The magic of that simuner lives in my heart to this 
day. The rock was magic all right, but the real magic was the memory of n^ ol' man. 
Anytime I want, I get quiet and still mside, and I am little again. I think of that summer by 
Potter's Pond. I have the gift ofthat memory anytime I recall it. A memory that brings 
back Gramma, the parrots, the cruismg machine, and, most especially, my ol' man. A 
memory that will last as long as chiklren tell others about &th^ they love." These 
closing words from Patricia Polacco's heartwarm^ recollections of her &ther (MvOl' 
Man. 1995) meld mto an unforgettable moment as Amelia looks sadly mto the emptiness 
around her and turns to walk away... 

A casual observer of these events might fiid them to be rather unremarkable—just 

a group of school children engaged in typical classroom activities. However, to a teacher-

researcher mvestigating children's responses to literature, these vignettes reveal the 

multi&ceted nature of young childrea's responses to literature as they move deftfy m and 

out of the different sign systems of language, performance, and art. 
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It is onty in recent years that children's responses to literature have become a focus 

of scholar^ investigation. In the following review of the literature I will explicate the 

theoretical foundations underlying this study of children's responses to literature and relate 

key concepts from those theories to a broader perspective of reader response. 

Louise Rosenblatt: The Transactional Theory Of Literature 

Formalist literary criticism is an approach to literary study that is characterized by 

close attention to the text and by a concern with the forms of literary works. Throughout 

the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, the New Critics were the preeminent spokespersons of 

formalist criticism. New Critics viewed the literary work as an mdependent object achieved 

and shaped by an author's creative balance of meaning and form embodying determinate 

meaning which could be objectively studied and analyzed. 

In Literature As Exploration. 4th ed.(l938/1983), Louise Rosenblatt chaUenges the 

New Critics' emphasis upon text and literary form and calls instead for a focus upon the 

reader and the act of reading. In her initial conceptualization of a transactional theory of 

literature, Rosenblatt contends that a literary text is smply symbols on a page and that the 

literary work, or "poem" as she later designated it, exists onty in the "live circuit between 

the reader and the text" (p. 25). In recognizing and explicatmg the active and creative 

nature of the reader in the reading process, Rosenblatt suggests that the literary experience 

should be phrased as a transaction between the reader and the text. This co-enq)hasis upon 

reader and text is elaborated m Rosenblatt's later work The Reader, the Text, the Poem 

(1978), Miiereni she characterizes the reader's transaction with text not as a unilmear action. 
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such as text acting on reader or reader acting on text but as a "situation, an event at a 

particular time and place in which each element conditions the other" (p. 16). 

Rosenblatt del^ates the nature of the reader's relationship to text durmg various 

kinds of reading events, and she contends that, depending upon the reader's purpose, the 

reader assumes different stances ui his or her transaction with literary text. These stances 

which can be placed along a continuum from more efferent to more aesthetic indicate the 

focus of the reader's attention while reading and also the reader's readmess to respond in a 

particular way. Rosenblatt states that in an efferent readii^ stance the primary focus of the 

reader is upon what he or she will carry away from the reading— the information that will 

remam as the residue of the reading. In contrast, the primary focus of the reader involved in 

an ae^hetk reading stance is upon his or her experience of the literary work and the 

savoring of the images, thoughts, and emotions evoked as a result of the literary experience. 

These crucial theoretical insights have led, over the years, to a growing body of 

reader-response research that is aimed at providmg insight into readers' understandings of 

literature and the ways m which these understandings are related to experience and human 

development. A review of some of the reader response studies which have shaped this 

investigation follows. 

Studies In Readers' Responses To Literature 

Traditionally, investigations into readers' responses to literature have focused 

prunarity upon the written and verbal responses of adolescents and young adults to 

particular literary works. Squire (1964) focuses upon students' elicited verbal responses to 
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short stories at various predetermined points in thev readings of texts. His conclusions 

suggest seven categories of response: literary judgments; interpretational responses; 

narrational reactions; associational responses; self-involvement; prescriptive 

judgments; and miscelbneous responses. Squse notes that those students who evidence 

more emotional involvement with texts also tend to of^ more literary judgments, an 

observation which calls "into question the tendency to assume an unnecessary opposition 

between intellectual and emotional responses to literature" (p. 22). This particular study 

also describes how readers process a text during the act of reading: the reader's early 

formulation of judgment upon the merits of a text; an intense absorption with the text which 

is accompanied by occasional attention to memories and associations which the text brmgs 

to the reader's mind; and a final evaluation of the text at the conclusion of the reading act. 

Purves and Rippere (1968) examine adolescents' written responses to literature and 

identify more than 100 kinds of written statements that might be made about a literary work 

which cluster into four major categories: 

Engagement-involvement statements which indicate the respondent's 
mvolvement in the work, the strength of its emotional impact upon him/her, 
or the degree of interest that the text has aroused within the respondent. 

Perception statements which describe the work itself such as retellmgs of 
the story, summaries of the content, comments about formal elements or 
historical context. 

Interpretive statements which atten[q>t to ascribe meanmg to the text, to 
explain or generalize about it, perhaps to move beyond the text to broader or 
more mchisive issues than those considered in the text itself. 

Evaluative statements about the quality of the work. 
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Until recent years, examination of children's responses to literature have focused 

primarily upon patterns of human development (Applebee, 1978; Cullman, Harwood and 

Galda, 1983; Lehr, 1988). However, Hickman's (1979) exammtion of children's 

responses to literature in naturaify occurring contexts broadens that focus and reveals social 

and ten^ral aspects which are mfluential Actors in children's response. In this participant-

observer study Hickman identifies and categorizes the followmg range and sequence of 

child behaviors as response events: 

Listening behaviors in response to hearing stories read aloud: body 
stances, laughter, applause, chimmg in with exclamations and refirains. 

Contact with booics: browsing, mtent attention, and keeping books at 
hand. 

Impulse to share: reading together and sharing discoveries. 

Oral responses: retelling, storytelling, discussion statements, and fi:ee 
comment. 

Actions and drama: echoing the action, demonstratmg meaning, dramatic 
play, chfld-initiated drama, and teacher-initiated drama. 

Making things: pictures, three-dimensional constructions, miscellaneous 
products. 

Writing: restatmg and summarizmg, writing about literature, deliberate use 
of literary models and indvect uses of literature. 

Responses associated particularly with young children in grades K-1: 

1. Tendency to browse 
2. Motoric responses to echo the action and to demonstrate 

meaning 
3. Reliance on character prototypes 
4. Futures tend to "collect" ftems and kieas versus beuig placed 

mto a fitmiework of interrelationsh^s. 
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5. No deliberate use of literature as a model for original stories. 
Most attempts become restatements or summaries. 

Kiefer's (1991) observations of children's interactions with picture books in natural 

classroom settings provide a descriptive framework for children's responses to picture 

books: the classroom context for responses; the importance of time in deepening and 

extending children's responses; and the variation in children's responses (emphases mine). 

In subsequent investigations Kiefer (1993) adapts Halliday's (1975) functions of language 

to describe children's verbal responses to picture books: 

In using the infonnative function of language children report the content of 
illustrations; provide information about art styles or techniques; describe or 
narrate pictured events; compare content of fllustrations with real-world 
objects; or compare one book with another. 

In using the heuristic function of language children "wonder about the 
events or contents of the illustrations" (1993, p. 272); make mferences about 
events, settings, or the personal characteristics, motivation, or actions of 
characters; make inferences about cause and effect or potential outcomes; 
make inferences regarding the preparation of illustrations; or make 
mferences about the iUustrator's mtentions. 

In using the Imaginative function of language to recall, create, or 
participate in an Aginary world, chfldren enter into the story world as a 
character or onlooker; create/use figurative language; or describe mental 
images. 

In using the personal function of language children make personal 
connections to events, settings, or characters; express emotions or describe 
the personal impact of art elements upon themselves; or express opmions 
about or evaluate the illustrations. 

In^licit in these diverse studies is the notion that reader response is an elusive 

concept for researchers and practitioners alike. It is difficult to define and to evaluate, and 

it confounds efforts to design a straightforward and unconq)licated curriculum for literary 
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study. Efforts to iiiq)leinent such curricula frequently result in a pedagogical enq>hasis upon 

an efferent staiKe of readmg, which forces the student to attend to particular aspects of text 

for the purpose of acquumg information for later use. However, Rosenblatt (1982) 

stead&stty maintains that in the teaching of literature "our primary responsibility is to 

encourage, [and] not get in the way of, the aesthetic stance," (p. 275) and she asserts that 

focusing upon the literary evocation for its own sake may well have the effect of producmg 

the "educational, informative, social, and moral values for which literature is often praised" 

(p. 275). 

Reader Stance And Pedaeocv 

The effect of efferent and aesthetic stances vis-d-vis literature is the focus of a 

recent study by Many and Wiseman (1992a) whose findmgs appear to corroborate 

Rosenblatt's belief Many and Wiseman report that students who respond aesthetically are 

more likely to interpret story events, to apply their experiences with literature to life, and to 

generalize, abstract, or create new understandings as a result of thenr encounters with 

literature. In contrast, they report that students who respond efferently are more likely to 

focus solely upon story analysis and/or story content. 

Pedagogical approaches which influence and/or determine which stance students 

take hi literary events are the focus of Zarillo and Cox's (1992) mvestigation which 

d^rentiates and describes instructional practices associated with efferent and aesthetic 

approaches to literature. They find that efferent teachmg is "more fu% realized than 

aesthetic teachmg," (p. 245) and they suggest that this might be the resuh of the tradition of 
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literature teaching in Amerkan secondary schools combined with the legacy of 

methodology associated with the use of basal reading texts and materials. Zarillo and Cox 

pomt out that the shift from the use of basal reading texts to the use of children's literature 

has not engendered a shift m instructional methodology, which they characterize as bemg 

focused upon the teaching of reading skills, information findmg, and textual analysis. They 

note that while efferent teaching is predominant in the classrooms in which they observed, 

many of the teachers involved attempted to incorporate elements of response-centered, 

aesthetic teaching in their lessons, and that they "seemed convinced that the more that they 

did with a piece of literature, the better" (p. 246). This mixture of efferent and aesthetic 

teaching is characterized by the researchers as "instruction that seemed to progress 

unfettered by a theory or model that would provide a clear direction" (p. 246). 

These observations underscore Rosenblatt's (1991) argument that traditional 

pedagogical methods appropriate to "the transmission of knowledge of the content or 

techniques of literary works are not primarily adapted to producing readers capable of 

evoking literary works for themselves, or of derivmg the pleasures and insights claimed for 

literary study" (p. 61). Rosenblatt's concerns about traditional pedagogical methods and 

Zarillo and Cox's (1992) observation about instruction that lacks theory or model maybe 

related to an underlying issue—prevailing notions about the roles of emotion and cognition 

in human experience. 
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Emotion And rnpnitinn Tn Hiiman Experience 

Eisner (1994) argues that cognition and the development of cognition is too 

narrowly conceived. He contends that the educational/psychological tenet that certain 

modes of thought are "cognitive and intelligent" and that other modes of thought are 

"affective and emotive" is a misconception. He maintains that human experience of the 

world is mediated through the senses and that "we literally get in touch with the world 

through our increasingly refined ability to experience the qualities of the world we mhabit" 

(p. 17). Eisner's view is similar to the Deweyian (1934) perspective that in an "integral 

experience" each aspect is inextricabty linked as opposed to merely succeeding one another, 

and that it is inqwssible "to divide in a vital experience the practical, emotional, and 

mtellectual firom one another and to set the properties of one over the characteristics of the 

others" (p. SS). In the following excerpt Nelson Goodman (1976) presents a counter 

proposal to "the domineering dichotomy between the cognitive and the emotive" (p. 247): 

On the one side, we put sensation, perception, inference, conjecture, all 
nerveless inspection and mvestigation, feet, and truth; on the other, 
pleasure, pain, interest, satis&ction, disappomtment, all bramless affective 
response, likmg, and loathmg. This pretty effectively keeps us fi:om seeing 
that m aesthetic experience the emotions Junction cog^itively. The work of 
art is apprehended through the feelings as well as through the senses. 
Emotk)^ numbness disables here as deMtely if not as conq>letely as 
blindness or deafiiess. Nor are the feelmgs used exclusivefy^ for explormg 
the emotional content of a work. To some extent, we may feel how a 
pamtmg looks as we may see how it feels. The actor or dancer—or the 
spectator—sometimes notes and remembers the feelmg of a movement 
rather than its pattern, msofer as the two canbedistrnguishedataO. 
Emotk)n m aesthetic experience is a means of discemmg what propertks a 
work has and expresses (p. 248). 
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Scheffler (1991) holds that this dichotomy of human experience must be 

challenged ''for it distorts everything it touches"—mechanizing science, sent^ntalizing 

art, and splittmg education into "two grotesque parts: unfeeling knowledge and mindless 

arousal" (p. 3). Like Dewey, Goodman, and Eisner, he contends that "cognition cannot 

be cleanly sundered &om emotion...[and that all] these spheres of li& involve both &ct and 

feeling ...sense... [and] sensibility" (p. 3). 

The wholeness of human experience that is central to these viewpoints is articulated 

in Rosenblatt's (1982) description of the aesthetic reading experience; 

In aesthetic reading, we respond to the very story or poem that we are 
evoking during the transaction with the text. In order to shape the work, 
we draw upon our reservour of past experience with people and the world, 
our mner linkage of words and things, our past encounters with spoken or 
written texts. We listen to the sound of the words in the inner ear; we lend 
our sensations, our emotions, our sense of being alive, to the new 
experience, which, we feel, corresponds to the text. We participate in the 
story, we identify with the characters, we share then: conflicts and their 
feelUigs (p. 270). 

Defining the notion of aesthetic experience can be a circuitous and elusive process 

which is well beyond the scope of this investigation. Knieter (1970) suggests that a more 

pragmatic approach would be to identify essential characteristics of the aesthetic experience 

which, he contends, is a natural function of human behavior at every stage of life. In his 

delineation of these characteristics Knieter argues that the aesthetic experience involves; 

• focus (whkh is highly directional and mvolves an energy flow &om the respondent to 
the work of art) 

• perception (a process through which data finm the senses are utilized) 
• affect (physiological change and feetingfiil reaction) 
• cognition (^ellectual awareness that is manifest m one or more of the cognitive 

processes; anafysis, synthesis, abstraction, generalization, evaluation) 
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• the cukunil matrix 

It is evident from this description that aesthetic experience encompasses many acts 

of mind within specific social and cultural contexts. However, for this study I am proposing 

a reconceptualization of these ideas which emphasizes the unity and wholeness of human 

experience in a literary evocation. 

In this proposed conceptualization an aesthetic literary experience is a threefold 

event involving: 

• experience—the act of liv^ through an event. In the act ofliving through a literary 
event a reader active^ engages in muhiple transactions with the text. These 
transactions lead to the evocation and creation of the literary work. 

• response—the inner process of awareness m which a reader contmually shapes her or 
bis personal understandings of text. This process involves a perceptive/ affective/ 
cognitive/experientiai matrix m which each aspect informs the other. 

• reflection—m a literary experience readers focus upon the emotions, understandmgs, 
questions, and/or personal experiences which are evoked in the course of then: 
transactions with texts. In this process they construct new personal and social 
understandings which are reflective of their personally unique and/or shared social 
contexts. 

The mvisible nature of the aesthetic literary experience is oftenthnes problematic for 

practhioners and researchers as they attempt to develop or implement curricula and/or 

instructional practice which is compatible with reader response theory. As noted earlier, 

readers' responses to literature have been well-documented m previous investigations. 

However, the task to develop "a practical, constructivist pedagogy to replace the more 

traditional positivist theories that presently underlie literature education" (Langer, 1994, p. 

2I0)remams. Noting Sloan's (1984) maxun that "effectwe practice can onfy be developed 
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where there is a theoretical understructure of consequence" (xk), I am proposing the 

following response-centered curricular framework as an instructional/learning model which 

integrates n^ understandings of Rosenblatt's (1978,1982,1983,1991) transactional theory 

of literature with classroom practice. 

A Response-Based Curricular Framework 

Literary Event Framework 

Figure 2.1. A response-based curricular framework. 

In this curricular model (Figure 2.1), the oval surrounding the four aspects of the 

literary event — the experience of text, the extension of personal aiKl social responses, tl» 

reflection upon response, and the connection of response to experience—represents the 

social and cultural context within whk:h the framework is established. The actions listed 

at the four comers represent speci& contexts in which students continuousfy^ create and 
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shape their personal/social responses and understandmgs (depicted at the innermost 

portion of the model) related to their literary experiences. As the arrows indicate, m this 

fiiamework, there is no hard and &st rule as to which aspect foUows the initial experience 

of text. In actual classroom practice student needs and interests determine the sequence, 

the manner, and the degree of attention that each aspect receives during any given literary 

event. The premise underlymg this framework is twofold: 

• the development of literary understandings is a conoplex response process rooted in 
students' knowledge and life experiences, and 

• this response process can be profoundly marked by the type and/or quality of literary 
experience engendered in the classroonL 

Within this framework there is a recurrent flow among the different aspects of 

experiencing text, extending personal and social response, reflecting on literary experience, 

and making personal and social connections across literature and into life. This ongoing 

movement results not in one single experience but in a unity of experience and experiences 

which allows teachers and students to utilize thev personal knowledge of each other and of 

themselves as individuals and as learners to create and design curriculum that is context-

specific to meet the needs of their own classrooms. A brief description outlming my use of 

this framework is offered in the following sections. 

Experiencmg The Text 

The educational benefits of reading to children are recognized by many parents, 

educators, and researchers. Readmg to children is known to fricilitate language development 

and the acquisition of literacy skills (Brown & Cazden, 1965; Cazden, 1966; Chomsigr, 

1972; Wells, 1986). These educational^ signfficant benefits are derived not as the result of 
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teachmg, but rather as the result of chikireii's natural engagements with books. Inso^ as 

classroom engagements are concerned, Charlotte Huck (1987) reminds us that "so much of 

what we teach in schools is concerned with &cts. Literature is concerned with feelings. 

The quality of life. It can educate the heart as well as the mind" (p. 9). 

In my classroom this process begms with my oral reading of picture books to the 

class. My particular style of oral reading might be characterized as an "interpretive 

presentation" of text as it involves an active use of &cial expression, gesture, body 

movement, and physical contact with listeners, in addition to the use of intonational features 

of pitch (the rise and M of the voice in speech), stress (accent or loudness), and juncture 

(pause). Besides adding to the immediacy of a literary experience, this manner of oral 

interpretation greatly enhances hearing-impaired chfldren's understandings of literary text. 

In the course of each read-aloud experience my students' actions and comments 

about a story quite often indicate some of the avenues of investigation that we might take to 

extend their initial responses and understandings. 

Extending Initial Aesthetic Response 

In the classroom students' mitial literary responses are extended as they engage in 

activities which encourage them to refocus attention upon their initial literary experiences 

(to attend to the emotions, associations, memories, ideas and images evoked through the 

literary experience). Such engagements induce readers to explore, create, and extend their 

understand^s of text as they consider different aspects of their literary experiences. 
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My students generally initiate their reexperience of texts by acting out stories m 

mformal performances. The inunediate choice of dramatization suggests a strong desve to 

recapture and to prolong the initial literary experience. Edmiston (1993) suggests that 

through drama we can "enter the world of story with others [and that] our private world of 

literature can become a drama world, a public shared world of the text in which we can 

walk around and interact with other people..." (p. 256). In this perspective of drama 

"students can have lived-through interactive experiences inside the worlds of literature" (p. 

264) which will have the effect of producmg new social understandings. 

My students also reexperience or respond to texts through other response-centered 

activities such as rereading the story, participating in choral read^ or choral response, 

retelling the story, drawmg, painting, singing, dancing, puppetry, readers' theater, or mime. 

Depending upon the situation and the educational objectives, other ways of responding may 

include talk or discussion which focus upon specific aspects of story or illustration, or 

participation in individual or whole-group projects. 

The decision to engage in extended response activities is influenced by a variety of 

Victors, one of which is the overall degree of interest evinced by listeners during the read-

aloud event. If the audience response to the text mdicates onfy polite interest, fiirther 

consideration of the story is generalfy^ unwarranted, and another read-aloud event is initiated 

at that point. 

In most instances, fiirther exploration of the text is indicated and leammg 

experiences are designed and in^>lemented according^. Such experiences can be as 
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elaborate as a class project or as sniq>le as a one-time group discussion. Oftentimes 

seemingfy^ casual talk or dialogue is instrumental in helping students to articulate their 

thoughts about texts and textual experiences. Barnes (1995) states that "often we need to 

work to achieve new understandings, making connectrans with what we already know, 

trying out the new ideas m other contexts and for other purposes, testmg whether other 

people 'see' things in that manner, too" (p. 3). He asserts that conversation with others 

often helps us to make sense of new information, and that "by talking, we may reconstruct 

our understanding, shaping it anew in the effort to make it available to other people with 

whom we are eager to share ideas" (p. S). Barnes maintains that "understandmg" is 

something that does not happen in a moment and is something that needs to be worked on. 

His succinct analogy illustrates this point: "To think that all that is needed is to tell students 

what they should know is to expect them to arrive without having traveled" (p. 6). 

Barnes states that exploratory talk, in particular, aids the speaker to clarify and to 

reshape ideas. He notes that such talk often lacks a clear sequential development of ideas, 

and that in many cases it is characterized by hesitation, &lse starts, and qualifications on the 

part of the speaker. Barnes contends that students often are asked to talk and to write 

about new topics m a public style before th^ are ready to do so, and he maintains that it is 

necessary for students to participate in exploratory talk in order to perform these tasks 

successful^. 

In reference to children's literature discussions this stage of talk is pithily 

characterized Short (1992) as "mucking around." In "mucking around" students develop 
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and share thev onpressions and personal responses to books as they engage in such actions 

as retelling story events, discussing &vorite or confus^ parts of stories, and mak^ 

intertextual connections to their own lives and to other literature. 

Unlike traditional approaches to the teaching of literature in which there is a linear 

progression from readmg texts to findmg, extrapolatmg, and express^ meaning, the 

process of explormg and extending personal and social understandings through exploratory 

talk and other forms of expression is seldom predictable or straightforward. However, the 

uhimate result of this type of approach is a deeper, more immediate, and richer experience 

of text as students consider and reflect upon their literary experiences. 

Reflecting On Personal Response 

In many classrooms students frequently are asked to demonstrate their literary 

understandings through verbal or written means. Peter Abbs (198S) argues that in the study 

of literature students are directed by teachers to think "outside rather than mside" (p. 13) 

the medium of study. He attributes this influence to "the mordinate power of the discursive 

to confer educational respectability" (p. 14) stating that if a teacher says: 

"Write an essay about it!" it is considered serious; if however the teacher 
struggles to keep the activity in the aesthetic mode ("read the poem on 
tape", "onitate the form", "close the poem in an ahematwe way") then it is 
invariably feh that somethmg 'soft' and 'easy' is bemg called for (p. 14). 

Abbs argues that if we accept the notion of non-discursive symbolism that "it 

follows that [in order] to develop an adequate response to the meaning of art we must use 

teachmg methods that keep the response of our pupils in the aesthetic mode..." (p. 13). 
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III the classroom, reflecting upon personal responses to literature can be 

accomplished through a variety of means. The use of literature journals to record readers' 

thoughts, ideas, questions, and impressions is becoming a widespread practice. However, 

formal literature journals of this nature do not adequate^ reflect young children's literary 

understandings. Young children oftentmies have difBculty using oral and written language 

to express their responses to literature and literary events. This difBculty can be 

compounded m the case of young hearing-mipatred students. Therefore, in my classroom 

children are invited to draw pictures of'̂ whatever the story makes you think about," and 

then to tell (dictate) "whatever you want (me or another adult) to write about your picture." 

The act of drawing is looked upon as an external expression of an inner state, both 

intellectual and emotional (Brittain, 1979). However, Brittain maintains that "the art 

activities [of drawing and painting] do more than just reflect the inner child; they help to 

form it" (p. 104). He holds that this formative effect occurs as a child concretizes, clarifies, 

organizes, and portrays her thinking m visual symbols which are important and meaningfiil 

to her. He asserts that a child's drawing "takes on the role of a symbol which becomes both 

a record of an object or event and also a record of the process of assimilation of that 

information" (p. 186). 

As a response to literary events, the act of drawing is an aesthetic activfty which 

affords children a time of reflection as they depict personalty significant moments of the 

literary experience. However, since the significance or "meaning'* of such drawings is not 
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readily apparent to the viewer, some verbal explication on the part of the child is needed if 

the viewer is to share in the child's understandmgs. 

One way in which to share and to record children's understandings is through the 

use of dictations. E)yson (1988) encourages teachers and researchers to recognize and 

appreciate the drawmg and dictating of young children as symbolic "materials" which allow 

them to structure meaning, asserting that "both drawing and language provide children with 

opportunities to reflect upon, organize and share experiences" (p. 26). The use of 

dictations provides additional benefits, as well. In writing down a child's words, the 

seriousness of purpose behind her task is communicated to her. Also, when dictated 

statements are repeated back to her, the child is able to verify, revise, extend, or clarify 

meaning as she deems necessary. 

Connecting Response to Experience 

Rosenblatt (1991) states that assumptions basic to the teaching of literature are: the 

nature of the learning process; the nature of the reading process; the relationship between 

the reader and text; and ultimately, the nature of language and its relation to how human 

beings know their world. In reference to teaching literature Scholes (1985) states that 

behind the question of "what texts should we teach and how should we teach them?" lies 

the question of "...what are we trying to teach here and why are we trymg to teach it?' He 

strong^ suggests that the "object of such study ought to be textuality; textual knowledge 

and textual skiU" (p. 20). Scholes argues that students should be helped "to come into their 

own powers of textuallzation: to see that every poem, play, and story is a text related to 
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others" (p. 20). Short (1990) carrfes this idea further and suggests that students should be 

helped to make mtertextual connections across literature and life, statmg "...reading is an 

open, transactive process of makmg muh^Ie connections across texts, ideas, and 

experiences that keep changing over t^ with each new experience and text..."(p. 2). 

In this study, this process of making connections across texts, ideas, and experiences 

is accomplished through the multiple sign systems of language, performance, and art. This 

focus came about not so much by design but as a resuh of my students' strong and abidmg 

desure to realize their literary experiences through acts of drawing and performance. 

As human bemgs we are not limited to a single sign system to create and share 

meaning. We have, dependmg upon personal inclination and social contexts, a variety of 

sign systems—language, art, movement, music, drama, mathematics—in which we can 

explore, develop, and express our worlds of feelmg, thought, experience and knowledge. 

Eisner (1994) expresses this notion when he argues that "some aspects of human experience 

are sai^)ty better expressed through some forms than through others. If it were possible to 

convey with one or two forms of representation, the others would be redundant" (pp. 41-

42). 

The educational nnport of a sign system perspective is the subject of a recent study 

by Short & Kauffinan (in press) who advocate that through engagement with different sign 

systems "students create new ideas that go b^ond ther original conceptions" (p. 4). In this 

manner, students are enabled to think criticalfy^ and reflectively upon an experknce which 
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"supports greater complexity of thought and the consideration of new connections and 

ideas" (p. 4). 

The subject of the forthcoming section of this literature review may be found in 

Siegel's (1984) observation, 'To suggest that meaning can be made through sign systems 

other than language is to take a semiotk: turn" (p. 6). This "semiotic turn" and the semiosic 

process whereby meaning is constructed in sign systems will be discussed and related to 

Rosenblatt's (1978,1983) transactional theory of literature. 

C. S. Peorce: The Triadic Sign and the Process of Signification 

Modem day semiotics, the science or doctrine that studies signs, has its roots in 

the work of Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), who is credited with being the "&ther of 

modem linguistics," and Charles Sanders Penrce (1839-1914) called the "most original and 

most versatile inteUect that the Americas have so &r produced" (Fisch, 1980; quoted in 

Sebeok, 1994, p.5). 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the Peircean notions of sign and 

signification, I am mcluding the followmg excerpt which expresses many of my own 

thoughts and feelings about Pekce's contribution to this study: 
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What one can fiid of Peace's work, in century-old journals on dusty 
shelves, in sporadic collections, m scattered comments on his work in 
journals and books here and there, and in microfilm contaming most of his 
unpublished papers, is breathtaking in scope and depth. It sparkles with 
insight, amazes one with occasional pyrotechnical displays of genius, and 
piques one mto thinking what one had never before thoi^ht. But it 
remains fi'agmented and incomplete. There is no master plan that one can 
take in hand and foray out into the universe of signs...the uleas Peffce 
offers are rich, but, with no all-encon^assing blueprint, the parts are not 
separable from the whole in order that one can by studying the parts 
assimilate the whole, bit by bit. One set of concepts may seem 
independent, but on fiirther scrutiny, it is discovered to be interrelated with 
everythmg else. All too often, as a consequence, scholars attemptmg to 
mine patches of promisii^ terrain withm Peace's work become bst m tlK 
whole topography, and they resort to digging up a few uncut stones and 
trying to pass them off as polished gems (Merrell, 1995, pp. 29-30). 

In "minmg" the patches of Peirce's semiotic, I am resorting "to digging up a few 

uncut stones" and thereby presenting a very abbreviated version of Pevce's explanations 

for signs and sign action. These ideas then will be related to Rosenblatt's (1978) notion of 

the "poem" and, through extension, to multiple sign systems. 

In semiotics, a sign is anything that stands for somethmg or someone—a gesture, a 

word, an object, an idea, and so forth. Signs literally represent the world of beings, 

objects, ideas, and events within the confines of mental space. Signs "aUow us, 

figuratively speaking, to carry the world around with us in our heads" (Danesi, 1994, 
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In conceptualizing his notion of the sign and sign action, Peiice states: 

A sign, or representamen, is somethmg which stands to somebody for 
something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, it 
creates m the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more 
developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first 
sign. The sign stands for something, its object. It stands for that object, 
not in all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which I have 
sometimes called the ground of the representamen. (quoted in Corrington, 
1993, p. 149). 

According to Peircean thought, the universe is perfiised with signs which are 

bound together in irreducible triadic relationships. Through the process of semiosis (the 

comprehension and production of signs), the dynamic interrelationship(s) of 

representamen, object, and interpretant evoke meaning (signification) in the mind of the 

perceiver. 

Interpretant 

Representamen Object 

Figure 22. Peirce's basic triad (Merrell, 1995). 

In this triadic structure (Figure 2.2) of representamen/object/mterpretant, the 

representamen is a sign-vehicle, or sign, which represents an object. In Peircean theory, 

this object is not a physical one but a cultural concept or hypothesis. The interpretant is a 

second sign which is evoked in the mind of the perceiver as a result of the representamen/ 
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object/interpretant interaction. 

The interactbn of these triadic elements is not necessarily linear in nature— 

beginning with a sinq>le forward progression from the representamen to the object, and 

then to the interpretant. Corrmgton (1993) describes this mteraction as "£ir more 

dialectical. In one movement of the dialectic the object can come first, and hence spawn 

the sign and, through a different movement, the interpretant. In another movement of the 

dialectic the interpretant can come first and shape the contour of the representamen and 

the object. In yet another movement of the dialectic the sign (representamen) can shape 

the immediate object and its interpretant(s)" (pp. 148-149). 

Peace's basic triad (Figure 2.2)—representamen/object/interpretant—represents a 

single instance of semiosis in a (potentially) infinite and complex stream of signification. 

In the chain of semiosic signification (Figure 2.3) mterpretants become, in turn, 

representamens of other triads m an ongomg process of signification, as depicted below. 

Figure 23. Cham of semiosic significatioa(Merrell, 1995). 
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When a literary experience is viewed as a semiotic process of evocation (Figure 

2.4), the "ink spots" (Rosenblatt, 1983) on the pages of a book comprise the sign 

vehicle/representamen; the reader's hypotheses about the text potential comprise the 

object; and the poem, or personal text, is the interpretant. 

Poem 

Book (sign vehicle) Potential Text/ 
Object of thought 

Figure 2.4. The evocation of the poem. 

In defining the literary evocation Rosenblatt (1978) states; 

The poem must be thought of as an event in time. It is not an object or 
an ideal entity. It happens during a coming-together, a compenetration, of 
a reader and a text. reader brings to the text his past exper^e and 
present personality. Under the magnetism of the ordered symbols of the 
text, he marshals his resources and crystallizes out fi:om the stuff of 
memory, thought, and feeling a new order, a new experience, which he sees 
as the poem. This becomes part of the ongomg stream of his life 
experience, to be reflected on from any ai^e inqmrtant to him as a human 
being (p. 12). 

The experience of literature is an essential aspect in readers' evocations of text and 

response. To have a worthwhfle or meaningful experience, the reader has to be engaged 

in an effort of personal meaning-making/transactionr—to do otherwise is to be engaged m 

superficial activity. In engagmg m and reflect^ upon literary experience, readers 

undertake a semiotic enterprise described by Culter (1981) as "a contmual exptoratran of 
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and reflection upon signification hi all its forms: an interpretation of experience; a 

commentary on the validity of various ways of interpreting experience; an exploration of 

the creative, revelatory, and deceptive powers of lai^uage; a critique of the codes and 

interpretive processes manifested in our languages and in previous literature" (p. 35). 

While focusing upon the sign system of language as a way to interpret literary 

experience. Culler's statement appears to predict future dvections and/or possibilities for 

literary signification in alternative, or multiple, sign ^stems—^*a continual exploration of 

and reflection upon signification in all its forms"; "an interpretation of experience"; and 

finally, "a commentary on the validity of various ways of mterpreting experience." 

As stated previously, human beings are not limited to a single sign system to 

construct, consider, or convey personal and/or social understandings. Neither are they 

bound by a smgle sign system. Through the process of transmediation it is possible to 

examme experiences in ahemative sign systems and to create new understandmgs. 

Transmedration across sign systems "is essentially a process of rotating the content 

and expression planes of two different sign systems such that the content plane of the 

original sign system is projected onto the expression plane of the new sign system" 

(Siegel, 1984, p. 383). In this manner transmediation unleashes "the potential for 

achievmg new insights"(p. 383). 

In respect to classroom literary events these processes of signification and 

transmediation within and across difi^ent sign systems may occur m any sequence or 

combination of ways. The followmg exan^les serve to illustrate how literary signification 
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may proceed through the specific sign systems of language, performance, and art in an 

educational setting. 

Personal Texts 

Potential Text/ Book (sign vehicle) 
Object of thought 

Figure 2.5. The creation of personal texts. 

For young children, the act of creating a personally unique literary text generally 

occurs withm the context of a read-aloud event during which an intermediary orally reads 

a text—infusing into it multiple layers of meaning through the use of &cial expression, 

tone of voice, intonation, stress, and gesture. In the course of attending to the spoken 

words and to text illustrations during oral readings children make muhiple connections 

across texts, experiences, ideas, and feelings to create their own personal literary texts 

(Rosenblatt, 1978,1983,1992; Short, 1991, 1992,1993; Short & Kauflfinan, in press). 
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Performance 

Book (sign vehicle) 
Personal text ("poem") 

Potential Text/ 
Object of thought 

Figure 2.6. The creation of texts through performance. 

In acts of performance, children's intrapersonal and interpersonal knowledge are 

highlighted as they merge their literary understandings into a kinesthetic-linguistic realm of 

reality and imagination. In the drama world of literature they temporarily assume the 

identities and lives of the characters whose roles they perform. In creating lived-through 

social worlds of literature children develop new lights and broaden thev personal and 

social understandings of life and literature as a result of then' multi&ceted experiences 

(Barton & Booth, 1973; Edmiston, 1993; King, 1981; Wol^ Edmiston, & Enciso, 1997). 
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Dialogue 

Book (sign vehicle) 
Personal text (**poein") 

Potential Text/ 
Object of Thought 

Performance 

Figure 2.7. The creation of texts and intertextuality through dialogue. 

Through dialogue children are able to construct, explicate, and revise their 

personal and social understandings of literary experiences. They create texts, textual 

understandings, and intertextual links between life and literature as they chat about 

characters, recount story events, discuss illustrations, and/or articulate connections 

between past and present literary experiences (Barnes, 1995; Britton, 1993; Short, 1991, 

1992,1993; Short & Kaufl&nan 1996; Wells, 1986). 
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Art 

Book (sign vehicle) 
Personal text C^poem") 

Potential Text/ 
Object of thought 

Performance 
Dialogue 

Figure 2.8. The CTeation of visual texts: Art as interpretant. 

In respondmg to literature through art chfldren are able to consider the whole of 

their literary experience and to distill from that some personally significant aspect for 

representation. In creating visual texts chfldren are able to thmk about and give form to 

thea* experience as they "simultaneously record and work out on paper their ideas and 

feelings about relationships, events, and the nature of things in general"(Engel, 1995, p. 

26). (Amheun, 1969; Brittam, 1979; Cohen & Gainer, 1984; Engel, 1995; Ernst, 1994: 

Hubbard, 1989; Lowenfeld [1947] & Brittain, 1987). 
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Other Texts 

Book (sign vehicle) Potential Text/ 
Personal text Cpoem'*) Object of thought 

Performance 
Dialogue 

Art (sign vehicle) 

Figure 2.9. Art as a sign vehicle for the creation of other texts. 

In the course of literary response, visual texts can become sign vehicles/ 

representamens for the creation of other texts. In this process of signification visual texts 

(self-created or otherw^) become objects of thought in any chosen sign system—art, 

language, music, performance, et cetenn-thus giving rise to further interpretants which 

have the effect of extending or creating new insights (Seigei 1984,199S). 

Each of the processes of signification illustrated above (Figures 2.5-2.9) offers 

different potentials for the creation of personal and social understandings through both 

personal and/or social experience. The processual nature of these experiences contribute 

to human growth and learning through what Oewey (1938) terms the "principle of 

contmuity of experience." Dewey states that "every experience enacted and undergone 

modifies the one who acts and undergoes, while this modification affects, whether we wish 

it or not, the quality of subsequent experiences" (p. 35). Such contmui^ of experience 
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''means that every experience both takes up something from those which have gone before 

and nrmdifies m some way the quality of those which come after" (p. 35). Dewey 

emphasizes the continufty and connectivity of experience and learning in the following 

excerpt: 

The two prmcipies of contmuity and interaction are not separate from 
each other. They intercept and unite. They are, so to speak, the 
longitudinal and lateral aspects of experience. Different situations succeed 
one another. But because of the pr^iple of continuity somethmg is 
carried over from the earlier to the later ones. As an mdividual passes from 
one situation to another, his world, hu envvonment, expands or contracts. 
He does not find himself livmg in another workl but in a different part or 
aspect of one and the same world. What he has learned in the way of 
kirawledge and skill in one situation becomes an instrument of 
understanding and dealing effective^ with the situations which follow. The 
process goes on as long as life and learning continue (p. 44). 

This notion of continuity and connectivity of experience extends to literary 

response. In the course of responding to literary experiences through performance, 

language, art, and/or other sign systems, children create unique tapestries of personal and 

social understandings. Rosenblatt (1969) envisions the contmuity and connectivity of 

literary experience and literary response in the following way; 

For the youth as for the young chfld, there should be a contmuing 
reinforcement of habits of sensitive and responsible organization of literary 
experiences. The sequence to be generated in a literary program is thus a 
sequence of more and more con^lete, more and more sensitive, more and 
more con^tex experfences (p. 344). 

In this view of literary experknce there is neither culmination nor closure—there is 

onfy^ a contmumg realization of more and more completeness, sensitivity, and conq)lexity 

because, "We ahvays live at the tmie we live and not at some other t^, and only 
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extracting at each present t^ the M meaning of each present experience are we 

prepared for doing the same thing m the fiiture" 1934, p. 49). 

Summary 

In the field of education Louise Rosenblatt's (1983) transactional theory of 

literature has been influential in challenging the hegemony of New Critical literary thought. 

Rosenblatt's (1983) focus upon the active and creative role of the reader in the literary 

transaction and her co-emphasis upon the reader and the text has resulted in a body of 

reader-response research aimed at providing insights mto readers' understandings of 

literature and the ways in which these understandings are related to experience and 

personal development. 

This body of research focuses primarily upon the written and verbal responses of 

adolescents and young adults. However, beguining with Hickman's (1979) seminal 

ethnographic study of children's literary responses in naturally occurring contexts 

diverging lines of mvestigation began to appear (fCiefer, 1991,1993). In reference to this 

state of affairs Martmez and Roser (1990) note that recent efforts to describe children's 

responses to literature represent only a beginning and that what does exist is just an 

emergmg picture. 

The aim of th^ teacher research investigation is to contribute to this emergmg 

picture through a long-term, classroom study of young, hearmg-iD^)affed children's use of 

language, drama and art to respond to literature. This focus, hopefiiUy, will serve to 

broaden current understandings of young children's meaning makmg via literary response. 
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Chapter 3 

THE HEART OF THE INVESTIGATION: CHILDREN WITH HEARING LOSS 

In this chapter I describe the educational setting in which this reader response 

study was conducted and, since one focus of this mvestigation is upon children's 

drawings, I have integrated exanq)les of student work throughout the body of the chapter 

which illustrate, or sinply relate to, the topics under discussion. An overview of hearing 

impairment and its possible effects upon children's devebpment is discussed in light of 

two models: a currently prevailing model of "the cham of effects of hearing tnq)ainnent 

on children's development," and a proposed, modified version thereof. In the final section 

of the chapter the participants in this study are introduced. 

The Research Setting 

Figure 3.1. "Arrival at Chaparral Elementary School" (Justine, age 7). 

This study was conducted in a special education resource classroom for hearmg-

onpaired children at Chaparral Elementary School m Tucson, Arizona. Data collection for 
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this study was initiated during the spring of 1994, and contmued throughout the 1994-

1995,1995-1996,1996-1997, 1997-1998, and 1998-1999 school years. The special 

education resource classroom at Chaparral is one of two elementary classrooms in the 

school district which serves hearing-impan%d children whose academic and social needs 

cannot be met in their neighborhood schools. Chaparral is located in a working-class, 

middle-income, neighborhood on the city's east side. The neighborhood is comprised 

mostty of single-&mily homes, with a senior citizens' apartment complex within walking 

distance, and several large-scale, &mily-oriented, apartment complexes located near or 

adjacent to the school The school itself is a well-mamtamed, square, brick structure with 

a patio at its center. The front wing of the school houses the ofiBce, multipurpose room, 

library, nurse's office, teachers' lounge, and conference room. Kindergarten through 

fifth-grade classrooms, two special education classrooms, a computer lab, and the school 

counselor's office fill the other three wings of the buflding. Chaparral has been 

characterized by one district social worker as bemg one of the "better elementary schools" 

in the district in terms of "educational environment and student achievement." The 

atmosphere within the school community is one of acceptance and warmth. The principal 

and teachers are friendly, collegial, and supportive of one another. A small, but active, 

parent group has been instrumental in raising funds to provide artist-m-residence 

programs, conq)uter equipment, playground equipment, and the like, for the benefit of the 

students bi the school There is also a strong volunteer program made up of parents, 

senior citizens, and others who, among other things: tutor students; assist in the library or 
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classrooms; and/or supervise groups of children on field trips and excursions. 

The hearing-m^)aired program has been a part of this school smce 1974, and it is 

viewed m a positive light by the children and &mflies of the community as well as, by the 

&culty and staff of the school This positive perception is one reflection of the successful 

mainstreammg of hearing-impaired children into the general education program, which will 

be discussed in further detail m the foUowing section. 

In conjunction with the hearing-inqpaired program at Chaparral Elementary 

School the school district provides an array of support services: a full-time, certified 

teacher of the hearing-impaired; a speech/language therapist; a teacher-assistant; weekly 

counseling and audiological services; FM wnreless auditory traming systems; and other, 

additional services, as needed. 

Given the unique nature of this student population it is unportant to understand the 

broader context of hearing-unpaked students in the United States and how students in the 

Chaparral Hearing-Impaured Program relate to this broader context. 

Overview of Hearmg In^)airment 

In the United States, it is esthnated that there are approximately 16 per 1000 

school-age children with average hearmg losses between 26 and 70 dB (decibels) in the 

better ear. When one considers the mcidence of hearing losses m the range of IS to 26 dB 

in the better ear, the esthnate of children with educational^ significant hearmg losses is 

probabfy^ closer to 30 per 1000 school-age children (Ross, 1990b). In the Tucson Uni&d 

School District (March, 1996, census) there are presentfy^ 1 IS hearmg-inq)aired students 
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out of a total district population of 61^77 students who receive special education 

services; 59 elementary school students; 25 middle school students; and 31 high school 

students. Most of the hearing-impaired children at the elementary level attend their 

neighborhood schools where itinerant teachers meet with them for varying amounts of 

time as determined by thev Individualized Education Plans (lEPs). Those hearing-

impaired chfldren who requke more extensive special education services are transported to 

one of two elementary schools within the school district, one of which is Chaparral 

Elementary School. Although the hearing-impaired students at Chaparral are considered 

to be in a more restrictive educational setting, they are, nonetheless, nmmstreamed to the 

greatest extent possible, into the general education program. 

Mainstreaming can be broadly defined as the placement of hearing-impaired 

students in classrooms and/or schools with normally hearing students. Nationwide, 

seventy-five percent of the hearing-in^)aired student population is partially to totally 

mainstreamed (Conway, 1990). "Mafflstreaming" according to Ross (1990b)" is always 

an mdividual matter. Groups are never mainstreamed; only specific chfldren, who may be 

part of a group, are mainstreamed" (p. 327). Ross emphasizes that: 

l^amstreammg is not a polar phenomenon. A chfld is neither fiilly 
mamstreamed nor fiiUy segregated. Chfldren can be appropriately 
mainstreamed for some ac^emk; and nonacademic activities and not for 
others. This does not that onfy the mainstream experwnces are 
valuable and that the others are not. All, however, shouki be relevant to 
the chfld's abflities and needs" (p. 327). 

This tenet is one that is upheld and advocated m the Tucson Unified School 

District, where eighty^five percent of the hearing-ioqiaffed student population is classified 
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as being resource students, which means that they are mainstreamed for more than 60% of 

the school day. The remaming fifteen percent of this group is classified as self-contained 

students. This designation, however, does not mean that this group of students is not 

mainstreamed. It s^ly means that they are mainstreamed for less than 60% of the 

school day, and that they receive instruction in the core subjects of language, mathematics, 

and/or reading from a teacher certified in teaching hearing-impaired students. Likewise, 

the majority of the hearing-impaired chfldren at Chaparral are classified as bemg resource 

students and are, therefore, mainstreamed for more than 60% of the school day. 

Three underlying assumptions for mainstreaming hearing-impaired children mto 

general education programs are: mamstreaming fosters social interactions with the 

''hearmg world;" it provides hearing-paired children with normal linguistic and 

behavioral models; and it offers access to wider curriculum possibilities (Ross, 1990a). 

In practice, mamstreaming entails &r more than smq)ly "pulling" students out of, 

or "putting" students into, general education classes. For mainstreaming to be a 

beneficial and successful experience, each child's social, emotional, and academic needs 

have to be taken mto consideration, and then a balance struck between the two types of 

programs to allow the chfld to derive the maximum benefit possible from each setting. 

Joey, a &st-grader who entered the Chaparral Hearing-In^yahred Program in 

November, 1994, was the embod^nt of a mamstreaming "nightmare." As a 

kindergartner, Joey attended school m Houston, Texas, where he received no special 

services. He and h& mother then moved to Tucson and she enrolled him at thenr 
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neighborhood school. Withm a short time Joey had a reputation for being a difBcuh child 

and for always being at the center of playground disputes. After an evaluation process, 

the special education team of his school recommended that Joey attend the hearing-

impaired program at Chaparral. 

When Joey arrived at my classroom, I was struck by his naivete and his absolute 

air of helplessness and confusion. It soon became apparent that Joey had been "fiilly 

included" hi the general education program at his previous schools, which meant that, in 

essence, he had been left to his own devices to "sink or swim" in the educational 

mainstreaoL As a matter of survival, Joey had fiilly mastered the art of looking busy and 

productive. He could spend prodigious amounts of time writing, erasing, re-writing, 

drawing, coloring, tracing, and doodling on whatever assignment he was given. His 

characteristic response to havmg to read a story, or to write m a writing journal, was to 

break mto sobs and to say that he could do neither. The &st priorities in Joey's case were 

to build his self-confidence; to instill in him a belief that he was capable of learning to read 

and write; and to show him that the processes for learning these skills could be enjoyable 

experiences in and of themselves. 

Joey's first readmg and writing "assignments" in my classroom included Bill 

Martm, Jr.'s, When It Rams. Tt Rains (1970). Withm minutes Joey was readmg the story 

and reproducing it into a booklet to take home to read to his mother. By the time winter 

break arrived Joey had adjusted to his new environment and he ceased to cry whenever he 

was &ced with the prospect ofreading or writing. In order to mamstream Joey into the 
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general education program, he was placed with a first grade teacher who was e}^)erienced 

at working with hearing-impanred children. He was "assigned" to a hearing-impaired 

"buddy," Rennie, who became his peer mentor and Mend in the general (mamstream) 

classroom. Initialfy^, Joey went to this class for opening activities, computer mstruction, 

music, library, PE, and social events. Eventually, by the middle of the second semester, 

he was being mainstreamed for social studies and math, as welL The balance of Joey's 

day was spent in the HI resource room for language arts, reading, and "literature group." 

In the M of his second grade year, Joey drew the followmg picture which shows hm 

turning a somersault on the school lawn and he wrote the following statement about his 

school experiences: 

Figure 22. "Joey and Friends." 

I was m School WD's corD [called] tne fatt fish and KiD's corD me fott son 
anD CorD me 0 [zero] WD an [I moved here and] I got frooon s [friends] 

This story illustrates, to a certain extent, some of the decisions and actions that 

uRiiSn 

were impleiiieiited to assist Joey to succeed intheeducatioiialinaiDstieainatCbapainiL 
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However, the most telling evklence of Joey's success is told in his o>vn words, "1 got 

friends." 

As stated previous^, mamstreaming requves a balance of special education and 

general education programs. This balance is achieved through the consideration of 

students' social, emotional, and academic needs. In addition to these considerations, the 

nature of students' hearing impairments and audiological needs, play a role, as well. 

The Nature of Hearmp Tmpaimient 

It is difficult to describe mainstreamed hearing-impaired students in a general 

&shion, due to the high degree of heterogeneity that exists m this population. The impact 

of a hearing loss can be mitigated or exacerbated by a variety of Actors which include, but 

are not restricted to: type of hearing loss; degree of hearing loss; configuration of 

hearmg loss; an individual's age at the time of onset, and/or detection of a hearing loss; 

an^lification history; and educational intervention/experience. 

Three major types of hearmg loss are: 

• conductive hearing losses which result from an interference or blockage of the outer 
or middle ear structures. Common causes are malformation, mjury, or disease of the 
outer or middle ear. In most cases, this type of hearing loss is correctable by medical 
and/or surgical means. 

• sensorineural hearing losses which result from malfunction of the cochlea (inner ear) 
and auditory nerve. Common causes are genetic defects, mfections, and/or 
degeneration of the inner ear and auditory nerve pathway. This type of hearing loss is 
not reversible by medical or surgical means, and is, therefore, permanent. 

• mixed hearing losses are a combmatmn of conductive and sensormeural hearmg 
losses. 
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Hearing losses can be either unilateral (in one ear) or bilateral (in both ears), and 

they can be experienced in varying degrees; mild (27-40dB); moderate (41-55dB); 

modentefy severe (56-70dB); severe (71-90dB); and profound (91dB or greater). 

Type and degree of hearmg in:q)airment are affected by the "shape" or configuration of the 

loss, as well. For example, individuals whose hearing losses are "flat" across the 

audiometric frequencies of500,1000, and 2000 Hz display consistent behavior in their 

diminished abilities to respond to speech and other sounds. However, individuals whose 

hearing loss configurations slope sharply across these frequencies display mconsistent 

behavior in their abilities to respond to auditory input. This inconsistency of response to 

auditory input is a conundrum encountered by anyone who has had contact with hearing-

impaired individuals. People, oftentimes, are perplexed, and find it difficult to understand 

why hearing-impaired individuals are able to comprehend speech in some situations, but 

not in others. Most hearing-impaired children can participate in &ce-to-&ce 

conversational exchanges with relative ease and comprehension, but oftentimes, when they 

do not respond, or respond inappropriately in other shuathas, their behavior is associated 

with inattention, daydreaming, or wOlflil disregard and/or misimderstanding rather than 

with hearing loss. 

General Observations About Children With Hearing r.nss 

Hearing-inq)aired children whose losses are within the mild and moderate ranges, 

are dMcuk to identify at an earty age because they frequently ^pear to respond to 

audhory stmuli and they may demonstrate age-appropriate speech articulatron and 
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adequate language skills. DeConde (1984) states that two behaviors, "insecurity'' and 

"paranoia," are common to school-age children m these categories of hearing loss, and 

that these "problems stem firom the partial hearing of conversation or instruction 

necessitatmg these students to speculate constant^ and to fill in information in order to 

respond appropriately" (p. 26). She holds that for many students "this becomes a tedious 

and frustrating task, so much so that a chfld who lacks the necessary perseverance and 

self-confidence gives up easily and withdraws fi'om the situation" (p. 26). Younger 

children in these two categories are described as appearing "inattentive or distracted" 

because of the difBculty inherent in sortmg out the auditory input that they receive under 

less than optimal listening conditions. DeConde argues that because these children 

communicate orally and appear to function much like normal hearing children that the 

"expectations placed upon them have generally been unreasonable" (p. 26). 

In regard to children whose hearing losses are withm the severe and profound 

ranges, £)eConde states that oral speech skills are "limited in this population because 

normal conversational speech occurs at a softer intensity than can be heard" (p. 30). She 

adds that even with the use of anq)lification devices to increase the loudness level of 

conversation, that the inherent distortion of sound associated with sensorineural hearing 

loss, oftentimes necessitates the use of "sign [language] systems" to ensure that 

information can be maximally understood. 

The majorfty of the children in the Chaparral Hearing-Impaired Program have 

moderate-to-severe bilateral sensor^ural bearing losses, however the overall range of 
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hearmg loss within the group varks from mild to severe-profound in nature. Concomitant 

with their hearing losses, these children also manifest a variety of speech, language, 

academic, and social needs which have to be addressed within the educational context. 

Hearing Loss And Academic Performance 

'Targe-scale, published statistics on the performance of hard of hearing children in 

the regular schools are not available," state Ross, Brackett, & Maxon (1982), and the 

basic reason for this set of circumstances is because "hard of hear^ children are not 

ordinarily enrolled in a special progranL...and thus are not easily accessible as a group for 

studies and evaluation. They are rather, scattered across in *mamstream' settings 

throughout the country, with no single public school administration, at any hierarchical 

level, able or interested in developing and collecting the information regarding their 

performance" (p. 16). 

This contmuing state of afi&irs leaves us with a body of research that presents an 

overly pessnnistic view of the abilities and acconq)lishments of hearing-impaked children. 

The vast majority^ of studies reporting on the academic achievement of bard of hearmg 

children show two- or three-year performance delays m most areas (Ross, Brackett, & 

Maxon, 1982; Brackett & Maxon, 1986; Ross, 1990a). The strongest hnpact of hearing 

loss upon children's academic achievement is manifest in the areas of readmg 

comprehension and word meaning, and a direct e£fect of hearmg loss 'Ms a language deficit 

that varies in degree and kmd for each hard of hearmg chikT (Brackett, 1981, p. 47). 

Such findings lead Ross, Brackett, & Maxon (1982) to state that, "[W]ith regard to 
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academic abilities, a bearmg loss has its greatest efifect on areas requirmg the greatest 

degree of language con^tencies" (p. 39). Similar^, Davis, Elfenbein, Schum, & Bentler 

(1986) report that hearing loss of any degree appears to affect psychoeducational 

development in three major areas: verbal skills; academic achievement; and social 

development, leadmg them to conclude that children '̂ vith any degree of hearmg loss 

appear to be at risk for delayed development of verbal skills and reduced academic 

achievement" (p. 61). 

A prevailing model which depicts this pessimistic state of af^s is offered by 

Davis (1990). In this model there is a direct, Imear relationship between hearing loss and a 

cham of effects which looks, m essence, like this: 

Hearing Loss—> Impaired Speech Perception—Speech and Language Delay— 

Reduced Academic Achievement—>Lowered Self-Esteem—^>Isolation 

This sin:q)le, straightforward model clearly delineates some of the major 

problematic areas related to hearing loss and children's development. However, Davis' 

(1990) model is based upon an assumption that these effects of hearing loss are ^vitable 

and/or unavoidable. This model also does not take mto account the importance of 

incidental learning, nor does it mclude the possible effect of reduced opportunities fbr 

mcidental learning. More often, than not, hearing-impaured individuals M to hear 

mcidental mformation that is relayed in the course of everyday activities. This loss of 

incidental information and knowledge has been noted m connection with different aspects 

of leammg. In reference to social leammg Heller (1990) states '*[H]earing-inq)aired 
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chfldren are vulnerable to delayed social skills because the hearing loss itself may reduce 

expernntial social learning and access to the subtleties of social interchange. It is not easy 

for a hearing-inq)aa:ed child to learn social meanmgs in an mcidental way since he or she 

may not overhear relevant conversation, thus reducing 'experience' in the social sphere" 

(p. 67). In regard to communication exchanges in classroom settings Conway (1990) 

states "hearing-impaired students may have difSculty understandmg classroom instructions 

or exchanges yet be unaware of these comprehension difScuIties. Therefore, they do not 

seek or request the additional information or clarification" (p. 135). Sunilarly, in 

connection with hearing-impaired chOdren's vocabulary development, Ross, Brackett, & 

Maxon (1982) state that hearing-impa^ children "do not perceive or comprehend 

incidental language very weU, that which flows around them in their home or school, or 

via television or radio; nor can many use linguistic context effectively to figure out the 

meaning of a new lexical item" (p. 32). 

I am proposing an adaptation of Davis' (1990) model in which the possible effects 

of hearing loss are not faits accomplis over which we, as educators, have no control. In 

this proposed model hearing loss is recognized as a sensory in^)airment which has a direct 

mpact upon the perception and understanding of speech and other auditory input. 

However, unlike Davis' (1990) model, this ahemative model does not consign hard of 

hearing children to experiencmg delayed speech and language, reduced academic 

achievement, low self«steem, and/or social isolation. 
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Figure 3.3. Possible effects of hearing loss. 

The above model provides a "frame of reference" wherein possible effects of 

hearmg loss: delayed speech and language; reduced academic achkvement; social 

isolation; poor self-esteem; and reduced opportunities for incidental learning, are not 

"givens." Each aspect of this model are areas of concern which should be continual^ 

monitored and redressed those involved in the education of hearmg-in^>affed children. 
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As a fi-ame of reference this model offers us the opportunity to recognize the 

unique needs of hearing-impa^ children, and to accept the challenge to bring into 

realization, Ross & Nober's (1981) vision that, "[W]e are saying that hard of hearing 

children can be educated successfully alongside their normalfy^ hearing peers, m spite of 

our long, national history of &ilure in this regard. We have the means and the 

information; what we need are dedicated and competent professionals and parents to make 

our goal a reality"(p. 10). 

For this educational goal to be realized it is necessary for those involved in the 

lives of hearing-in:q>aired children to recognize that they, like normal-hearing children, are 

unique individuals whose personalities, strengths, and needs vary. This individuality of 

character is evidenced among the participants in this study who are introduced in the 

foUowing sections. 

The ChOd Participants—^My Perspective 

Lindsey, a perennial &vorite, has a sunny, generous, and loving disposition which 

elicits admbration and affection. In addition to havmg a significant hearing loss, Lindsey is 

also handicapped by a neurological condition which severely impacts the intelligibility of 

her speech and her ability to understand and use both oral and written language. As a 

result of these multiple handicaps, Lmdsey has onfy^ a small circle of people m her life with 

whom she can communicate. 
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Justine, a prolific writer, talented singer, and imagmative story teller, is multipty 

handicapped—by a mild-niental handicap and a moderate hearing-impaimient. Justine's 

dual handicap greatly limits her participation in regular classroom settmgs and events. 

Jenna, a serious, reserved, and stoic child, is set apart from her peers by 

cranio&cial abnormalities which have necessitated more than twenty surgeries. Jenna's 

English language development has been slowed for various reasons: a basic reticence to 

interact with unfamiliar adults (due perhaps, to the frequent medical procedures that she 

has undergone at the hands of strangers); her moderate hearing impairment; and her need 

to leam English outside of the home. Jenna's quiet demeanor and physical appearance 

make her somewhat of an outsider in the general education setting. 

JT, whose hearing loss is mild in nature, has had severe difficulty in learning to 

read and write. Two of JI's siblings receive special education services for learning 

disabilities and it is probable that his difficulties are related to this &mily history. 

Krystal, a perfectionist by nature, has a moderate hearing loss which is 

exacerbated by extreme shyness. Krystal's timidity and self-consciousness greatly limit her 

participation in the general education setting. 

Rennie, a loving, expansive child, has a moderate hearmg loss which was not 

detected until he was five years of age. Rennie experiences great difficulty in the general 

education setting due to the combined effects of his hearmg impanment, lack of language 

dominance m either English or Tagalog, a severe language disorder, and an attention 

deficit disorder. 
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Joey, a look-alike of the Cy Young Award winning pitcher, Orel Hershiser, has a 

severely sloping moderate-to-severe bilateral hearmg loss. This severe hearing impairment 

has had tremendous repercussions m all aspects of Joey's life. In the educational setting 

Joey tries to rely solely upon his residual hearing to get the gist of whatever is going on 

around him and, as a result, his understandmgs, at best, are vague and/or incomplete. 

Selena, the youngest member of the group, is an exceptional^ mature first-grader 

whose moderate hearing loss was discovered durmg a hearing screening at school. 

Despite the late identification of her hearing loss, Selena's speech and language 

development has been affected minimally by her hearing impairment and she excels in 

school, thus far. 

NoeUe, the oldest member of the group, joined the class during the 1995-1996 

school year. While Noelle's hearing loss is mild-to-moderate in nature and she does not 

requnre speech and/or language services, her academic progress has been impacted 

severely by poor school attendance. 

Self-Portraits Of The Participants 

As a matter of explanation, ui the followmg self-introductions and throughoiit this 

dissertation, the use of an htUicized font indicates an oral statement on the parts of the 

child-partic^ants. Theuseofthe'fQ'dpnnt* font indicates that those statements were 

written by the child-participants. 



Figure 3.4. Self-Portrait: Lindsey, age 9 

**I am nine years old. I have brown eyes, I have curfy hair. 

Pm happy. I Ulte to read a book about horŝ " 

Figure 3.5. Self-Portrait: Krystal,age6 

when my mom and Kassie me maed a tcARtrr 
we po on? lieT 

(When my mom and Kassie and me made a Christmas tree we put on Ugbts) 



Figure3.6. Seif-Portrait: JT,age? 

I KTA KLF acd A BSBt 

(I got a glove and a baseball) 

Figure 3.7. Setf-Portrait: Justine, age 8 

I have Baby cat from my mom dad home Tboy are hut I have 2 fo teme 
than mom ran away the mom did not feed tame Thoy said Mow Mow Mow 

(I have baby cats ftom my mom dad home/Th^ are hurt/1 have 2 of them) 
(Their mom ran away/The mom did not feed themAliey said, "Meow, meow, meow^ 
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Figure 3.8. Self-Portrait: Selena, age 6. 

This IS Me I eMa Tagnei a peikr iva My sister 

(This is me I am taking a picture of my sister) 

Figure 3.9. Sel^Portralt: Rennie,age8. 

I lite to go foot ball with my dad. My fdvont teme [team] is Anzona Wildcats 
taht's [that's] my dad favorit team to he love to go foot ball wnet [when] im 8 years 
old I did not go to foot ball because we dot [don't] have tikt [tictets] fare [very] mhse 
[much] I have a good tiem [time] at foot ball but I was sad to go foot ball but I whis 
[wish] to go foot ball that's my fdvont to go alot I love to go foot ball evre day 
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Figure 3.10. Self-Portrait: Joey, age 9 

I lihe school a Lot and I like to play with my Fnends at school. IN school I lite to do 
math and art and work at school. Tm 9 yers old and Im in 2nd grad. My favonte 
game is soccer and basket ball and foot ball. My favorite book is Dr. sess and 
Patricia Polacco. My favorite movie is Free rele [Willy] and Free rele [Willy] 2. This is 
nvy favorite school. I lite to play bastet ball and soccer. I won't to be in 3rd grad and 
Hth grad. I lite to stay in this school. I'm a pece BuLier [Peace Builder]. I lite reding 
[reading] a Lot I lite my familey and my Twcher's and my friends in school and at 
home. I lik speech a lot Chaparral School is the best Tm are most [ainrwst] in 3rd 
grad. I love potriaa polacco stay's [stories]. 
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Figure 3.11. Self-Portrait: Jenna,age9 

I am 9 1/2 years older. My favorite sport is bastetball, socerball, swimming. My 
favorite subjects is reading, drawing and spelling. I have many friends at school. I love 
my family and my teachers. My favorite team bastet ball is magic and Pheonix suns. 
My favorite foot ball team is Dallas cowboys. My favorite nwvie is Disneys and My 
favorite school is Chaparral and University high school. My favorite books is Disneys 
books and My Rotten redheaded older brother. The End 
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Figure 3.12. Self-Portrait; Noelle, age 10 

'*My name is Noelle. Vm ten years old. My favorite things are: 
animalSf schooi, atioring, writing in cursivet roller bladings riding bikesj 
pitting, eating ice cream, and drinking soda." 

In concluding this introduction of the participants m this teacher research study a 

brief discussion of my professional background is in order. All, but one, of my years of 

teaching has been in the Hearing-Impaved Program of the Tucson Unified School District. 

I was one of the origmal teachers in this special education program which was started as a 

result of P.L. 142-9 which mandates equal education opportimities for handic^ped 

children. At that t^, I held a Master of Education degree in the area of Special 

Education fi'om the University of Arizona. In 1992,1 received a Master of Arts degree in 

the area of Language, Reading & Culture firom this same institution. My experiences in 

this particular master's degree program had been so rewarding that I was very reluctant to 

take leave of the university. This situation then led to my decision to pursue a Ph.D. in the 

same department. The other aspect of my professional life—teachhi^—is described in a 
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report written by a graduate student in the University of Arizona's Department of Special 

Education. 

The author of this report, "Terri Smith," was a reluctant teacher-intern in my 

classroom for one semester (Fall, 1993). 'Terri's" philosophical intransigence had 

prompted her advisor to place 'Terrf in an "oral" classroom where she (hopefully) would 

recognize positive aspects of a public school program for hearing-inq)aired children. 

Unknown to me, 'Terri" was required to write an exit report about her observations of my 

role m the classroom. This report was forwarded to me by the advisor who felt that 

'Terri's" placement had been a very beneficial experience. 

The Role Of The Resource Room Teacher 
For Deaf And Hard-of-Hearing Children In The Mainstream Setting 

After a semester working with LaFon Phillips at Chaparral Elementary School 
and numerous conversations I have observed that the resource room teacher is 
responsible for communicating with a wide variety of personnel and her duties span just 
as wide of a range. 

The most important people she interacts with, in my opinion, is (sic) the students 
assigned to her through their lEPs. LaFon is responsible for carrying out the 
requirements of their lEPs. She also must create lesson plans to meet the requirements 
of the lEPs. LaFon must also meet the individual academic needs of the students and 
include in lesson plans aspects which will benefit the student[s] in their areas of need. 
Because LaFon focuses so much on the importance of reading and writing, she heavily 
incorporates literacy goals into her classroom and lessons. LaFon also feels that she is a 
"surrogate parent" ofsorts. I have seen her reinforce good performance with a touch or 
a hug, she atteruis to signs of the kids being sick (once Anthony was developing an ear 
infection and she took him to the nurse immediately based on his behavior and [facial] 
expressions) and has even allowed a place for a nap when she sees that a child obviously 
didn 't sleep well or at all the night before. Because she is a special education teacher, 
LaFon is required to design lEPs, set up meetings regarding the LEPs for all involved 
staff, and implementing the lEPs. 

The resource room teacher must also act not only as a co-worker but as an 
advisor to the regular mainstream teachers. They together determine where the child 
needs resource room help and when they should remain in the regular classroom. 
Equally important for <kqf and hard-of hearing chilî en in the mainstream is the 
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equipment they depend on to interact -with the children and teachers who have normal 
hearing. One problem that came up during the semester was a teacher who had two 
[hearing-impaired] children in her classroom that depended upon their phonic ear 
equipment in the classroom. During centers the teacher liked to separate these two 
children so they did not become so dependent on each other. This meant that one of the 
children was not able to use the microphone during centers. So, once this was brought to 
LaFon 's attention, a second microphone was provided during center time. 

The teacher's aides also require a great deal of input and aid from LaFon. She 
must give them guidelines for lessons including content and materials suggestions. In 
return, she depends on them for feedback on student progress. She must also provide 
assistance to the aides as needed. 

LaFon must also work with the speech therapist and audiologists. She must work 
with them to determine scheduling for the students to work with them. She must allow 
time away from her lessons to have weekly equipment checks with the students. There is 
also a variety of paperwork including establishing time lines for audiological evaluations 
and obtaining signatures for three-year review meetings. There is also work with the 
diagnostician which includes setting up academic evaluations for the children. LaFon 
also works with the school counselor doing troubleshooting, being an informant of [a] 
child's behavior and progress, and attending conferences. As with any teacher, the 
resource room teacher must also establish good rapport and regular communication with 
the school's principal. 

The resource room teacher, like all other teachers, must have communication with 
parents. She must keep them informed of their child's academic progress. She must also 
set up and attend various meetings: lEP, parent-teacher conferences, informal and 
formal conferences, etc. 

Finally, because LaFon took on the responsibility of an Intern this semester she 
also added to her duties. She was responsible for supervision, advising for lesson plans, 
materials resource for lessons, feedback on performance in the classroom and with the 
students and suggestions for improvement or related ideas for lessons. 

It is clear that the resource room teacher takes on more duties and has more 
expected of her than a regular education teacher or even a teacher of the deaf in a 
residential or day schoolfar the deaf. Because of the environment she becomes the 
resident expert on anything related to deaf and hard-of-hearing issues as well as 
educating students. 

These observations, which conclude this section introducing the participants in this 

mvestigation, reflect many of the realities of professional life in a special education 

resource program. However, it should be noted that 'Terri's" statement that the resource 

room teacher has more expected of her than a regukir education teacher is one with which 
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I do not agree. From my perspective, this is a &Ise iii^)ression on 'Terri's" part which 

may change if she has an opportunity to teach in a shnilar settmg in the fiiture. 

Summary 

This chapter provides an overview of the nature of hearing loss and possible 

effects of hearing impairment upon children's development. A contextualized discussion 

of educational mainstreaming provides a basis for understandmg some of the issues and 

ramifications of this practice in reference to the students hi the Chaparral Hearing 

Impaled Program. 

It is important to note that this generalized discussion may leave the nnpression 

that there is a great deal of homogeneity to be found'm the population of hearing-onpaired 

children in the United States. If so, that nnpression would be misleading because just as 

there is heterogeneity m the population of normal-hearing children, there is heterogeneity 

in the population of hearmg-impanred children also (Davis, 1990). The majority of my 

students would fit Ross' (1990b) description, "A hard of hearing child is one whose 

hear^ abilities are more or less abnormal, but whose development of speech and 

language (albeit ordmarily inqperfect) occurs primarity through the auditory mode, and 

whose primary system of mterpersonal communication is auditory-verbal. In this respect, 

the hard of hearing child is much more like a normally hearing child than a deaf child, the 

opposite of the conception held by many professionals and lay people" (p. 5). 
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Chapter 4 

THE (Re)SEARCHING HEART: 
METHODS OF EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this chapter is to explicate the methodology of my imrestigation 

into hearing-impaired children's visual and verbal responses to literary experience. The 

forthcoming sections of this chapter delineate the development of the research questions 

for this study, the classroom context in which this study was conducted, data collection 

procedures, research processes underlying the data analyses, and discussions of data 

anafysis processes and the trustworthiness of this investigation. 

Methodology of the Study 

The following sections detail the methodology of this investigation of hearing-

mipaired children's responses to literature. 

Research Context 

There are, as a general rule, ten to twelve students enroUed at one time in the 

special education classroom for hearing-m^aired children at Chaparral Elementary 

School. Most of these students have moderate-to-severe hearmg m^airments. However, 

their overall range of hearing impairment varies &om mDd to profound hi nature. 

Concomitant with their hearmg niq)aoinents, most of these childreii manifest a variety of 

speech and language problems, and a smaller number have additional handic£^pmg 

conditions as well. 

This study focuses upon a total ofnine students who were, or who had been, 

partic^Mmts ia an ongoing literature group since the sprmg of1994. At that tmie most of 
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the chfldren in the group were first-graders who participated in daily literature experiences 

in my classroom. Figure 4.1 below lists each group membership by academic year. 

1993- 1994 1994 -1995 1995 -1996 

Joey (7) first grade Joey (8) second grade 
Rnaie (6) first grade ReHMC (7) first grade Reaaie (8) second grade 
JcHfl (7) first grade Jeau (8) second grade Jcaaa (9) third grade 
Liadscy (7) first grade Liadscy (8) second grade Uadscy (9) third grade 
Scleu (6) kindergarten SclcM (7) first grade Melaaic (6) first grade 
Jmtiae (7) first grade Jastiae (8) second grade NocUc (9) third grade 
Krystal (7) first grade Krystal (8) second grade 
JT (7) first grade JT (8) second grade 

Figure 4.1. Literature Groups (1993-1996). 

The seven founding members of this ongoing literature group were; Rennie, 

Jenna, Lindsey, Selena, Justine, Krystal, and JT. Other children who jomed the group in 

subsequent years were: Joey, (1994-1996); Melanie(1995-1996) who wasnotpartof 

the study; and NoeUe (1995-1996). After the first phase of this investigation (1994-1996) 

the group was discontinued and mdividual students were followed bi order to fiirther 

document any changes which may have occurred over the course of time (1996-1999). 

To conclude this section on the research context, a reiteration of the research questions is 

ofifered below. 

1. What role does literature play m my classroom and in the lives of my students? 

2. What role does dramatizatioa play in my students' constructions of meaning within 
then- lived-through experiences of literature? 

3. What do my students choose to draw and verbal^ express when they respond to 
muhi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

4. Do these drawings and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 
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S. How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

In searching for answers to these questions various types of data were collected 

over the course of this three and one-half year investigation. These data sources are 

detailed in the following section. 

Data Collection 

"A careful researcher," state Brause & Mayher (1992) "takes many prelimmary 

steps ni preparing the design for collecting data. A basic issue is whether to coUect data 

by carefully controllmg the setting, or as it naturally occurs without manipulating the 

setting. The researcher needs to decide if it is more important to discover what really 

happens in real situations (to generate hypotheses) — or to find out what happens in a 

situation created by the experimenter drawing on a theory (to test hypotheses)" (p. 133). 

Data for this inquny were generated as part of a daily activity in my classroom 

which was referred to as "literature group." The collected data consist of student 

drawings and dictated response statements, literature response portfolios, student-created 

arti&cts, audio-taped/transcribed literature discussions, and teacher field notes. 

Student drawings and response statements. At various points durmg each 

classroom literary event students responded to the stories under consideration by drawmg 

pictures and dictating statements to accompany then- drawings. The student dictations 

served a dual purpose in this study as a source of data and as a means of member check^ 

(Lincoln & Guba, 198S) to verify, correct, and/or expand upon children's verbal 

statements. During the data collection periods for the literature groups (Spring 1994-
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Sprmg 1995/ Fall 199S-Sprmg 1996) a total of559 drawmgs and dictations were coUected 

for analysis. Other drawmgs and dictations were collected from mdividual students during 

the 1996-1997,1997-1998, and 1998-1999 school years. These drawmgs and dictations 

served as a primary data source for this investigation. 

Literature response portfolios. As a part of most literary events, students created 

group and/or individual projects to explore, expand, or share their personal and social 

understandings. They also created arti&cts which included drawings, written documents, 

charts, webs, sketches, or notes, which were generated in response to various literary 

events. Most of these original arti£tcts were collected upon the conclusion of these 

activities for use as a secondary data source. 

Audio-taped/transcrihed literature discussions. Literature discussions allowed 

students the opportunity to express personal connections, to explore new perspectives or 

new ideas, and to create new understandings through mteractions with others. The use of 

audio-taped/transcribed literature discussions as a source of data became possible during 

the 1995-1996 school year when a classroom teachmg assistant volunteered to transcribe 

audio-tapes. This source of mformation had not been available m previous years because 

of an Ability on my part, or on the parts of untramed, unfamiliar, listeners, to transcribe 

the speech of these hearmg-unpaired children. Figure 4.2 below lists these transcribed 

tapes by date of occurrence: 
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Date File name Context/Subject of Conversation 

9/15/95 tackytalk Group discussion of Three Cheers For Tacky 
10/27/95 koalatalk Group discussion of Koala Lou 
11/6/95 Jennatalk Discussion with Jenna about Polacco's Chickoi Sunday 

11/14/95 wlfrid Group discussion of Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge 
12/1/95 conversation Group conversation during drawing activity re; My 01' Man 
12/6/95 lizard Group discussion about "remembering" and f.izard's Song 
12/6/95 vova Group conversation during drawing activity re: Uncle Vova's Tree 
12/8/95 ragcoat Group discussion of The Rag Coat 
12/11/95 comp Group comparison of "Memory" stories (5 previous stories) 
1/18/96 process Process drama: "Big Anthony Goes To School" 
1/19/96 process2 Process drama: "Big Anthony Goes To School" 
1/19/96 process3 Process drama: "Big Anthony Goes To School" 
2/14/96 red Group discussion of Mv Rotten. Red-Headed. Older Brother 
2/15/96 red2 Remarks during response to Mv Rotten. Red-Headed. Older Brother 
2/27/96 drama Conversation (R&M) how drama "helps" literary understandings 
2/28/96 drama2 Discussion (JA & ̂ 0 how drama "helps" literary understandings 
3/1/96 drama4 Continuation of previous discussion 
3/4/96 drawtalk Discussion about the importance of drawing 
3/6/96 birthtaik Discussion of birthdays and Polacco's Some Birthday! 
3/13/% obadiah Discussion of Thv Friend. Obadiah 

Figure 42. Audio-taped/Transcribed lito^ture discussions (1995-1996). 

Field notes: As a general rule, teacher field notes were taken on a daify basis 

when students were engaged m creatmg visual responses or other "literary response" 

arti&cts. If this t^ was unavailable, key words, recorded on post-it notes, enabled me to 

recall, reconstruct, and record noteworthy events at the end of the day. These notes were 

then incorporated with hard copies of student dictations m an effort to keep all related 

information together. Field notes served primarity as a secondary source of mformation m 

this study to either confirm or to discon&m research findings of the major data sources. 

These data, generated as a part of the daify^ classroom routine, have been studied 

for vark>us purposes. My first goal was to gam a deeper understandmg of nqr students 
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both as individuals and as members of a learning community. These understandings, 

combmed with my professional knowledge, guided n^ actions as a teacher to create a 

warm and nurturmg learning enviromnent in which structure and freedom were coexistent 

features—an environment reflective of Martinez and Roser's (1990) characterization, 

"Seemmgly, the classroom organization that fosters response has clear-cut expectations, 

so there can be comfort with its consistent features, and therefore the freedom to create" 

(p. 652). My final purpose in studying these data was to fiid possible answers to my 

research questions through a generation of hypotheses about these children's 

constructions of meaning through various sign systems vis-a-vis literary experience. To 

that end, the following section contextualizes and details my research processes underlying 

my analyses of these data. 

Research Processes Underlying Data Analyses 

Merriam (1988) states that "[A] qualitative design is emergent: One does not 

know whom to interview, what to ask, or where to look next without analyzing data as 

they are collected. Hunches, working hypotheses, and educated guesses direct the 

investigator's attention to certam data and then to refining and/or verifying one's hunches. 

The process of data collection and analysis is recursive and dynamic" (p. 123). 

The leitmotif of recursiveness and dynamism is a theme which resonates in 

qualitative research. Used as a benchmark it serves to establish and corroborate the 

trustworthmess of one's research findings. This theme is echoed and extended by Mayher 
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& Brause (1992) whose outline of "characteristics of effective teacher-research" (p. 209) 

explicates this process: 

1. The teacher takes an mquk^ reflective stance, questioning and 
researching traditions and assumptions about learning inherent in 
his/her classroom practices. 

2. These questions and the research which is conducted to answer the 
questk>ns are identified fi'om working with our students in our 
classrooms. 

3. The research is structured to obtain clear understandmgs of the learning 
processes of individual students in our classrooms, sampling student 
products over an extended tune period thereby gettmg to understand 
more about all students as learners. 

4. The research questions and processes draw on the teacher's knowledge 
base which is derived firom a combination of working with these 
particular students and reading extensively in our professional 
literature. 

5. The teacher-researcher interprets findmgs and plans activities to ensure 
the academic success of students while exciting them to become 
perpetual learners. 

6. Teacher-researchers share outcomes in professional contexts 

In this delmeated form, these characteristics of teacher research serve as a useful 

tool for organizmg and explicating one's thinln'ng about the research process. In the initial 

phases of this inquiry my appreciation and love of children's art led me to question 

whether or not the pictures that my students drew in response to literature were not more 

than just "items on a page" (Hickman, 1979). From an adult perspective this observation 

could be an accurate descr^tion of pictorial content. However, m my musings, I could 

not help but wonder why drawmg was such a con^llmg way of response for my students. 

Why, at the conchision of a read-aloud event, dU they literally spill fi'om their chairs to 
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seize crayons and response journals? Was I overlooking something in their drawings? 

From Toy perspective, these children's diligent efforts at picture-making were indications 

that there was more gomg on than youthM enthusiasm for a ''iun activity." Their actions, 

to my way of thinking, had to serve purposes other than for just pleasure or decoration. 

What thinking was going on in the minds of my students as they drew picture after 

colorM picture? These and similar questions about my students' drawmgs fiieled n^ 

growing curiosity about the potentials of art as a way to respond to literature, and it was 

thus that the seeds for a research endeavor were sown. At that juncture, little did I know 

or suspect, that these seeds would take a very long time to take root and mature into the 

following questions: 

What do my students choose to draw and verbal^ express when they respond to 
multi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

=> Do these drawmgs and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 

How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of tbne? 

As the days (and years) passed, I had to consider that literature and the 

dramatization of literature were powerful influences in the learning of these children. 

Indeed, my underfying purpose in using drama as a form of literary response was to create 

a naturalistic and '*fun" way for my students to develop, explore, and extend their 

Imguistk:, personal, and social understandmgs of literature (and life) through supported 

dramatizations of literary text. These considerations about the roIe(s) of literature and 

literary dramatization m nqr classroom eventually developed into the following questk)ns: 

=> What role does literature play m n^ classroom and m the lives of my students? 
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=> What role does dramatization play in my students' constructions of meaning within 
their lived-through experiences of literature? 

While these posed and, yet-to-be-posed, questions were taking root oi the back of 

my mmd, my role as a teacher-graduate student-researcher continued to evolve as I 

engaged m the process of seeking those "distant teachers" (John-Steiner, 1985) in the 

professional literature who could mspire and mform my work. Here again I had no inkling 

of the many crisscrossing paths and lines of investigation that lay ahead of me. Following 

these lines of mquny meant extensive reading m the areas of research methodology; 

hearing mipabment and issues relevant to the education of children with hearing loss; 

literary theory and readers' responses to literature (reader response); meaning construction 

in. the symbol systems of drama, art, and language; sociocognitive psychology, and 

semiotics. Throughout this investigation these readings proved to be of inestimable value 

to me as I examined, re-examined, "made sense o^" and anafyzed my students' responses 

to literary events in light of the different perspectives offered by "distant teachers" in the 

professional literature.. 

As they are organized in the preceding paragraph, these areas of research appear to 

be relatively neat and tidy. However, m actuality, they represent a journey that sometimes 

meant wandermg, skipping, tramping, ploddmg, trudgmg, tiptoemg and, upon occasion, 

staggermg through familiar and unfamiliar terrain m a seemmgfy^ never-ending atten^)t to 

clarify, extend, interrelate and synthesize my evolv^ understandmgs of each. 

Readings in the area of research methodology figured strongfy m the initial and 

closing phases of this mvestigatran. These readmgs enabled me to accomplish several 
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aspects of this study: to devise a "plan of attack'* (a k a research design); to reflect upon 

my theoretical stance in light of my research experience(s); and, to serve as a model for 

the presentation of my research. To these ends, my "distant teachers" in the area of 

research methodology were those whose Avritmgs in journals and books are listed below in 

Figure 4.3. These writings are organized alphabetically according to author(s) and date of 

publication. Underscores differentiate titles of books from titles of articles and book 

chapters. Complete citations for these writings may be found in the "Reference" section 

of this dissertation. 

AUTHORS) READINGS 

Applebee, A. (1987) 

Bianchi, L, & Cullere, B. (1996) 

Cochran-Smith, M, &Lytle, S. (1993) 

Collins,! (1992) 

Dekker.M. (1991) 

Allen, J., etal (1988) 

Hiamnersley, M., & Atkinson, P. (1992) 

Glaser, B., & Strauss, A. (1967) 

Bissex, G. (1988) 

Brause, R. (1992) 

Brause, R, & Mayher, J. (1992) 

Dyson, A. (1997) 

Bissex, G. (1986) 

Studying change: Teachers who become 
researchers 

Musings..Jeachers and the process ofresearch 

Research as duet: Teachers with complementary 
literacies slutfy orality's links to literacy 

On becoming teacher experts: What's a teacher-
researcher? 

On learning and not leamingfrom teaching 

ffypothesis generating studies in your classroom 

Collecting and analyzing classroom data in theory 
and in practice 

Inside/outside: Teacher research and kmwledee 

Testing f̂ potheses in your classroom 

Books, reading, and response: A teacher-
researcher tells a story 

Children out of bounds: The power ofcase studies 
in exparuiing visions of literacy ckvelopment 

The constant comparative method of qualitative 
analysis 

Ethnoergphv. orincioles in practice 
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AUTHORrS) READINGS 

Hubbard, R.. & Power, B. (1993) The art of classroom inauirv: A hane&ook for 
teacher-researchers 

Kutz,K (1992) Tecaher research: A^hs and realities 

Lincoln, Y..&Guba, K (1985) Naturalistic inauirv 

Lytle, S.. & Cochran-Smith, M. (1990) Learning from teacher research 

Mayher, J., &Brause, R. (1992a) Concluding and beginning 

MayfKr, J., & Brause, R. (1992b) Finding and framing questions 

McConaghy,J. (1986) On becoming teacher experts: Research as a way 
of knowing 

Merriam, S. (1988) Case studv research in education: A aualitative 
(WDroach 

Strickland, D. (1988) The teacher as researcher: Toward the extended 
professional 
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Figure 4 J. References related to research methodology. 

Readfflgs in the area of hearmg-impaimient and issues relevant to the education of 

children with hearing loss encouraged me to reflect upon various aspects of my life as a 

hearing-impaired person and as a teacher of hearing-unpaired children. In reporting my 

research, a discussion of the nature of hearing impairment and ramifications/m^lications 

thereof was of vital nnportance m establishing the context of the study. Reviewmg the 

literature was an integral part of that process. Interesting^, this review held no surprises 

for me since there » still a dearth of research on ^sues and Duplications of mild-to-severe 

hearing loss, and the body of research vis-a-vis profound hearing loss (deafiiess) continues 

to receive the lion's share of attention m this &ld of educatron. These read^s reminded 
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me that hearmg-impaired, or 'liard-o^heaiing" (a preferred designation for some), 

children contmue to be the "forgotten chOdren" (Davis, 1990) m classrooms and m the 

area of research. While there were no revelations to be found in these readmgs, they did 

lead me to reconsider these issues as they inqpact(ed) my life and the lives of my students. 

They challenged me to examme and articulate the philosophical belief underlying my 

educational practices. They also informed my writing as I attempted to create a 

descriptive narrative which would explicate these issues without overburdening 

uninitiated readers for whom this may be new information. Those writings which were 

influential in these processes are offered below in Figure 4.4 which is organized in the 

same &shion as the preceding figure. 
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Figure 4.4. References related to hearing-impairment. 

As a lifelong reader I have always known the experience of literature. Novels such 

as, Louisa May Alcott's Little Women: Lucy Maud Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables: 

Frances Hodgson Burnett's The Secret Garden: Alexandre Ehunas' The Three Musketeers 

and The Man in the Iron Mask: Charles Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities, and Lev Tolstoy's 

Anna Karenina were some of the literary texts which marked the early years of my life as 

a reader. During those years and beyond, the multitude of rich experiences which I 

discovered within the worlds of story were of primary interest to me. Sojourns withm the 

worlds of story furnished me with many understandings—understandings of courage, 

cowardice, cheerfulness, despair, friendship, betrayal, cold-heartedness, jealousy, 

infidelity, indifference, greed, hardship, fear, and &ithfulness. The settings and events of 

those story worlds contributed other understandings, as weO, such as, understandings of 

life h colonial India; the history and honors of the French Revolution; the domestic 

vicissitudes encountered by &milies whose Others and husbands were away at war; and, 

the privileged aristocratic way of life in pre-revolutionary Russia. These, and myriad 

other literary experiences are part and parcel of my life as a reader and, when I first 

encountered the works of Louise Rosenblatt (1978; 1982;I983;198S; 1991) who afBrmed 
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what I knew to be true of my own experiences of literature, my reaction was one of 

puzzlement—after all, everyone knows what it means to have a literary experience. Upon 

second thought, I realized that everyone did not know this to be true, especially in the 

case of classroom experiences of literature. Rosenblatt was an advocate against 

classroom practices which precluded the reader from having an aesthetic experience of 

literature. These thoughts, and others about the many "dividends" that I had received as a 

result of my personal experiences of literature were the impetus for change in my own 

classroom. After realizmg that my students had little to lose and much to gain by 

exploring a response-based approach to literature I decided to follow my convictions and 

to put aside state-adopted textbooks m &vor of real books. This decision resulted in the 

development of the curricular framework discussed in Chapter 2. However, in adopting 

this approach I had to overcome a strong personal resistance to going beyond the literary 

experience and into the realms of student response—acts which I felt were potentially 

violathre of the aesthetic experience. Visions of serious, spectacled child-critics parroting 

learned phrases,"/ like this story because of the atahor 's use of dialogue, simile, 

metaphor.." et cetera, made me hesitant and quite cautious in seeking out my students' 

responses to literature. Over tune, this initial concern, and others, receded mto the 

background as n^ students and I developed our mutual understandings of mamtaining a 

predommantfy^ aesthetic stance m responding to classroom literary experiences. In 

achiev^ this delicate balance my "distant teachers" (Figure 4.5) in the area of reader 

response were in^rtant in the conceptualization and, day-to-day nurturence, of these 
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effi)rts dffected toward explor^ and extend^ students' personal and socml 

understandings of literary e^qierience. 
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Reviewing the literature m the area of drama was an unforeseen aspect of my 

research process. Initial^, the classroom routine of story dramatization was a practical, 

albeit enjoyable, way for my students to deepen their understandings of a story and to 

practice using unfamiliar language through contextualized experiences. What I had not 

taken into account was that respondmg to literature through the sign system of drama 

would become another compelling way of response for my students. This development 

meant sidetrackmg into an area which I thought made for mteresting reading but which 

was not on my planned dissertation agenda. To make matters worse, the majority of those 

readmgs Seated that I was not "domg" drama k an appropriate manner. Evident^, 

dramatizing stories was pass^ and the "approved" way of respondmg to literature was 

through the use of dramatic improvisation. I was dismayed when Stewig and Buege 
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(1994) stated that most teachers who used drama enactments m the classroom were 

merely mterpreting the story. Then- comparison of these ways of domg drama is offered 

below: 

In doing stoiy drama with children, one begins with mterpretation of 
the story, that is, the teacher encourages children to choose characters and 
to portray, or act out, the character's role. In interpretmg a story, the 
en:q)hasis is on fidelity to the author's story line and on retaming the basic 
characterization...ai mterpretation, the emphasis is not primarify what the 
chfld can create, but rather on the ability to bring to life the author's words. 

In doing a story improvisation, [one] use[s] the basic story as a 
departure point, and ask children questions that will encourage them to 
extend, expand, or m other ways go beyond the basic thematic material... 
(p. 94). 

To elucidate these definitions the authors stated that in working with students on a 

particular poem, they examined "the ideas that the word scuttle brought to our minds" (p. 

11). In the course of this discussion an enactment took role durmg which the students 

dramatized a school of mhmows scuttling away. The authors concluded that this 

enactment was time well-spent because "...our goal was not simply literal mterpretation of 

what was there, but rather improvisation, which is the essence of drama..." (p. 11). These 

remarks provoked no small amount of umbrage on my part as I considered them m b'ght of 

my students' dramatizations of literature. Were the authors implying that there was a 

smgle meaning to be derived firom words written on a page? Was it their belief that m 

transmediating the words of a literary text mto the sign system of drama that students 

were prechided fi-om exploring and expressing then: personal and social understandings of 

ideas, words, thoughts, mages, or emotions which may have been evoked as a result of 

having a lived-through experience of literature? If not in fiict, weren't these statements 
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rather elitist and presumptuous in tone? Somewhat annoyed at havmg been sidetracked 

into this avenue of research just to find that I was 'Svrong" in what I thought was a 

beneficial and appropriate way to respond to literature, I decided that another side to this 

issue had to exist—after all, I had encountered at least two sides to every issue in my 

other reviews of the literature. 

True to form, an almost-contrapuntal discussion offered by Wol^ Edmiston, & 

Enciso (1997) exammed "two large families of drama as they exist m classrooms today" 

(p. 493). In their examination, these authors brought up an important issue related to the 

underlying purpose(s) that dramatization may serve in the classroom, 'The distance 

between literary text and dramatic enactment often works in accordion-like ^hion— 

shrinking and stretching to meet the needs of the moment" (p. 493). Wolf, Edmiston, & 

Enciso held that each (emphasis mine) of these ways of dramatization—"center of the 

text" and "edges of the text"—^were both art forms and ways of leammg. Dramatizing at 

the center of the text roles a written piece of literature "at center stage [where] children 

read, interpret, and negotiate the enactment of text adhering (more or less) to the 

characters, dialogue, and plot written on the page" (p. 493). In making meanmg through 

this approach "there is a sense of remaining 'true' to the text on the page" (p. 493). 

In dramatizing at the edges of the text a story may become a narrative prop 

"around which students and teacher raise questions and enact possible situations. Rather 

than providing students with words to interpret and enact, the whole or parts of the 

narrative become a prop or 'pre-text' for creatmg a play world which intersects and 
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interacts with both the world of the story and the actual world of the students" (p. 494). 

In the concludmg remarks of this article, the authors submitted that each of these 

ways of dramatization "are rarely used creations searching for classrooms that will make 

room for the integration and expression of the head, heart, voice, and band" (p. 502). 

One of the effects of these readings was to goad me into experimenting with 

improvisation in my classroom. One particularly memorable improvisation could have 

been entitled, "Big Anthony Goes To School." Big Anthony, a favorite character drawn 

from Tomie dePaola's Strega Nona series, is a bumbling, doltish figure who always 

manages to do the wrong thing no matter what the situation. As to be expected, m this 

improvisational drama Big Anthony drove the teacher cra^ with his ineptitude. However, 

the most telling aspect of the dramatization was the true-to-li& actions and words of the 

overwrought "teacher" who struggled to mamtain his/her composure while dealing with a 

group of unruly children. After a hearty laugh over aU of these shenanigans my thoughts 

then and now were that mprovisation has a role m the curriculum, but that our usual way 

of "doing drama" served different purposes and that it, too, was equally deserving— 

popular opinion to the contrary. The above-mentioned "distant teachers" and others in 

this area of research are included for reference in Figure 4.6. 
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Exploring classroom literature through drama 

Dorothy Heathcote: Collected writines on 
education and drama 

Drama for leamine: Dorothy Heathcote's mantle 
of the expert approach to education 

A drama of learning: Morale of the expert 

Using drama in thematic teaching 

From literature to drama to life 

Plavine their part: Laneuaee and leamine in the 
classroom 

Motivating dramatic story enactmertts 

Children and drama (2nd ed) 

Creative drama in the primary trades 

Creative drama in the classroom (5th ed) 

Reading, response, and realization: 
The relationship between drama in education and 
literacy to leamine in the elementary classroom 

Working with drama: A (Ufferent order of 
experience 

Maldnit sense of drama: A euiek to classroom 
practice 

Structurine drama work: A handbook of available 
forms in theatre and drama 

Evaluating the drama process 

Drama in education: A currictdum dilemma 

Imagined worlds in theatre and drama 

Drama worlds: A fi-amework for process drama 

Drama structures 
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Stewig, J., & Buege, C. (1994) 

Paley, V. (1978) 

Robbins, B. (1988) 

Smolkin, L (1995) 

fTrigH L (1985) 

Verriour, P. (1985) 

Wagner, B. (1990) 

Wolf, S., Edmiston, B., & Enciso, P, (1997) 

The uses of dramatics in kindergarten 

Creative dramatics in the language arts classroom 

The literature of the theater and aesthetic 
response: Welcoming plays into the \mrld of 
children's literature 

Dramatizine literature in whole laneuaee 
classrooms (2nd ed.) 

Face to face: Negotiating meaning through (kama 

Dramatic improvisation in the classroom 

Drama vmrlds: Roles of the heart, head, voice, 
and hand in dramatic interpretation 

Preparing teachers to put drama in the classroom 

Figure 4.6. References related to the sign system of drama. 

The frustration that I experienced in my readings related to the sign system of 

drama was trifling in comparison to what lay in store for me in my review of the literature 

related to the sign system of art. Reviewing this literature was the equivalent of bemg cast 

out of Rapunzel's tower into a tangle of punishing thorns which held me captive for a 

period of months. In retrospect, these readings encon^assed a century of thought 

devoted to establishing the meaning and value of chfldren's art—the result bemg a 

potpourri of views by artists, psychologists, philosophers, and educators. In struggling to 

come to terms with this kaleidoscope of thought I fiially realized that, like Rapunzel's 

lover, I had been blinded by (theoretical) thorns and that my efforts to construct a 

theoretical framework vis-a-vis children's art were being obstructed by "the domineering 

dichotomy between the cognitive and the emotive" (Goodman, 1976, p. 248-247). The 

onplicit sociocognitive and socioaffective assumptions m these readings had kept me in a 
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continuous state of disequilibrium until that metaphorical "moment" of realization. This 

recognition was a critical breakthrough which allowed me to go back and reexamine this 

body of literature to find a common (and more comfortable) ground between these views 

of chfldren's art making. 

As it turned out, my great sense of relief at having "solved" this problem was 

premature and short-lived because another one was waiting to take its role. This problem 

centered on the issue of how to present my students' work. What would be the best and 

most effective way to do this? How could this presentation be structured so that readers 

could assume an aesthetic stance when viewing examples of students' visual responses? 

What understandings did I hope for readers to take away fi:om this experience? These 

nagging questions might have been easier to answer if I had been able to articulate them at 

the outset of my analysis process. However, like many questions they were only half-

formed ideas which led me to either reject or to accept different approaches directed at 

solving this troublesome issue. 

One of my goals for this presentation was for readers to be able to experience 

some sense of appreciation for these drawings—^to realize enjoyment, amusement, and/or 

pleasure from their acts of viewing. Related to this goal was the problem of articulating 

my personal understandings of these drawings without being sinq>listic, reductionistic, or 

exagerrative. 

To these ends I analyzed each of the drawmgs used m this dissertation for 

whatever it was that I foh that each child was attempt^ to communicate and/or express 
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through the sign system of art. This process of analysis was made more difiScuh by virtue 

of the &ct that my own experience of art has been limited, for the most part, to casual 

spectatorship. Therefore, my understandings of art and, of the langtiage used by those who 

are conversant in this sign system, were chrcumscribed by my intellectual comprehension 

of such words as, line, shape, value, space ad infinitum used to describe elements of art 

and artistic technique. 

My understandmgs of the language of this sign system was made easier by two 

very dissimilar works. The first, Mollv Bang's Picture This: Perception & Composition 

(1991) describes picture structure in terms of viewers' perceptions of and, responses to 

different picture elements. The second, Brenda Engel's Considering Chfldren's Art: Whv 

And How To Value Their Works (1995) was particularly helpfiil in that descriptive 

characteristics in examining chfldren's art are explicated in conjunction with a discussion 

of visual perception and children's use of symbolization, conventions, and techniques m 

visual representation. 

These insp^tional "distant teachers" and others whose contributions were vital m 

develop^ my understandmgs of this area are listed below m Figure 4.7. 

AUTHORfS) READINGS 

Amheim, R. (1969) 

Amheim, R. (1989) 

Bang. M (1991) 

Brittain, Wi (1979) 

Brookes, A£. (1986) 

Visual ihinkine 

Thouehts on art education 

Picture this: Perception and composition 

Creativitv. art and the voune child 

Dramne -with chikh-en 
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Brawn, M, AKorzenik, D. (1993) Art makine and education 

Cohen, E., & Gainer, H (1984) Art: Another lamuaze for learning 

Dewey, J. (1934) Art as exoerience 

Engel, B. (1995) Considering children's art: Whv and how to value 
their works 

Ernst, K. (1994a) Picturing leamine: Artists and writers in the 
classroom 

Ernst, K. (1994b) Writing pictwes, painting words: Writing in an 
artists' workshop 

Fein, S. (1974) Heidi's horse 

Fein, S. (1993) First drawings: Genesis of visual thinking 

Gaitskill, C., & Hurwitz, A. (1975) Children and their art (3rd ed) 

Gardner, K (1980) Artful scribbles: The significance of children's 
drawings 

Gardner, H. (1990) Art education and human develooment 

Goodman, N. (1976) Languages of art 

Goocbmw, J. (1977) Children drawing 

Greer, W. (1984) Discipline-based art education: Approaching art 
as a subject of study 

Kellogg. R. (1969) Analyzing children's art 

Kellogg, R. (1973) Stages of development in preschool art 

Kellogg, R. (1979) Children's drawinings/children's minds 

Korzenik, D. (1977) Seeing it with pictures 

Lasky, L, & Mukerji-Bergeson, R. (1995) Art: Basic for voung chilcb ên 

Lewis, D., & Greene, J. (1983) Your child's drawings...their hidden meaning 

Lewis, H (Ed). (1973) Child art: The beginning of self-afRrmation 

Lowenfeld, V. (1957) Your child and his art 

Lowenfeld V., & Brittain, W. (1987) Creative and mental growth (8th ed) 

McFee, 1 (I960) Preaaration for art 

Morgan, M. (Ed). (1988) Art 4-11: Art in the earlv vears of scfumling 

Paley,N.(1990) What children want to knawdxm art 

Rosenblatt, £1, Winner, E. (1988) The art of children's (tawing 
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Unsvmrth, J. (1992) 

Vygotsky, L (1971) 

Winner. K (1982) 

Re-thinking Lowenfeld 

The Dsvcholoav ofart 

Invented worlds: The psvcholoev of the arts 

Figure 4.7. References related to the sign system of art. 

From the outset of this investigation I realized that the sign system of language 

was an area which requked a cautious approach on my part because of its multitudinous 

possibilities for study. Therefore, after a survey of this literature, my focus in this area 

was restricted to my understandings of my students as "meaning makers" (Wells, 1986). 

My distant teachers in this area provided me with numerous insights into normal-

hearmg children's ways of creating meanmg through theff use of language. Personal 

experience as a hearing-impaired learner told me that these ways of making meaning apply 

also to hearing-impaired children's efforts to construct meaning if these children are able 

to apprehend (hear) language, comprehend (make sense of) language, and use (learn 

through and about) language in then* daily lives. 

These readmgs, and personal experience as a hearing-impaked reader, informed 

me that multisensory literary experiences offered tremendous potentials for developing, 

supportiDg, and enrichmg hearmg-^ased children's personal and social understandings 

of language, literature, and life. 

These personal and professional belief guided my actions as a teacher and as a 

researcher throughout the course of this mvestigation. When, for instance, it appeared 

that my students relied heavily upon the use of retellmg in responding to literary 

experiences my belief was that this strategy had to be meaningfiil to them. If this was so. 
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then perhaps the prevailing view that literary retellings constituted an 'immature" or "low 

level" of reader response (Applebee, 1978) should be reexammed rather than just accepted 

at &ce value. Therefore, throughout the study I took a "wait and see" attitude toward 

this way of student response in the expectation that something, one way or the other, 

would become evident over the course of t^. In preparation for that eventuality, I 

noted any readii^s which shed light on this topic and proceeded with my day-to-day life as 

a teacher researcher. Those and other readings which contributed to my understandings of 

children's meaning making in the sign system of language are offered below in Figure 4.8 . 

AUTHOR(S) 

Barnes, D. (1990) 

Bames,D. (1995) 

Beaver, J. (1982) 

Blan,G. (1978) 

Britton,J. (1989) 

Britton.J. (1993) 

Bruner,J. (1988) 

Chomsky, C. (1972) 

Danielson, K. (1990) 

de miiers. P., & de Villiers, J.. (1979) 

Deyvey.J. (1938) 

Dyson, A. (1986) 

Edelsky, C., Altwerger, B., Flares, B. (1991) 

EgamK. (1990) 

READINGS 

Oral language and learning 

Talking and learning in classrooms: An 
introduction 

Say it! Over and over 

Playing with language 

Writing-and-reading in the classroom 

Lansuaee and learning (2nd ed) 

Research currents: Life as narrative 

Stages in language development and reading 
exposure 

Creating interest in words with literature 

Early Laneuaee 

Experience and education 

Stî ingfree to dame with the children: The 
dangers of sanct̂ ying activities in the language 
arts classroom 

Whole lanauttte: What's the dUferetue? 

Harnessing the power of language: First graders' 
literature engagement with Owl Moon 
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Ferguson, P., & Young, T. (1996) Literature talk Dialogue improvisation and 
patterned conversations with second language 
learners 

Fisher, B., ACordeiro, P. (1994) Generating curriculum: Building a shared 
curriculum 

Gaveiek, J., & Raphael. T (1996) Changing talk abota text: New roles for tetxhers 
and students 

Glazer,J. (1986) Siqjporting children's language development 

Goodman, K. (1986) What's whole in whole language 

Goodman, K, <6 Goodman, K. (1990) Vygotsky in a whole-language perspective 

Halliday, M (1985) Three aspects of children's language development: 
Learning language, learning through language. 
learning about language 

Hanssen, E. (1986) The social creation of knowledge in the classroom: 
What reader response theory suggests abota 
language curriculum 

Harste, J., Woodward, V, & Burke, C. (1984) Laneuaee stories and literacv lessons 

Harste, J., Short, K., & Bttrke, C. (1988) Creatine classrooms for authors: The readine-
writine connection 

Heath, S. (1983) Wavs with words: Laneuaee. life and work in 
communities and classrooms 

Hol̂ nvay, D. (1979) The foundations of literacv 

ffynds,S. (1990) Talking life and literature 

Irwin, P., & Mitchell, J. (1982) A procedure for assessing the richness of retellings 

Leigh, J. (1980) Whole language approaches: Premises and 
possibilities 

Leung, a (1992) Effects of word-related variables on vocabulary 
growth through repeated read-alouds 

Lin^ors,J. (1990) Speaking creatures in the classroom 

Lindfors, J. (1991) Laneuaee and leamine (2nd edi 

Afeek,M. (1991) On beine literate 

Mills, K (1990) Teachers and children: Partners in learning 

Mitchell, J, (n.d) Perspectives on retelling 

Moe,A. (1989) Picture books for reading vocabulary development 

Noyce, R..&Wyatt,F. (1978) Chilcbvn 's books for language exploration 
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Panofify, C. (1989) The Junctions of language in parent-child book 
reading events 

Parker, R., & Davis, F. (Eds.). (1983) Develooine literacy: Youne children's use of 
laneuaee 

Pierce, K. (1995) A plan for learning: Creating a role for 
exploratory talk 

Rubin, D. (1990) Introduction: Ways of talking about talking and 
learning 

Short, K., & Burke, C. (1991) Creatine curriculum: Temfars and students as a 
communitv oflearners 

Short, K., Harste, J., & Burke, C. (1996) Creatine classrooms for authors and inauirers (2nd 
ed) 

Strickland, D. (1990) Emergent literacy: How young children learn to 
read and write 

Tackett,D. (1994) Educational chanee: Construction of a shared 
meaning usine a retelling strateev 

Throne, J. (1988) Becoming a kirukrgarten of readers? 

Vandergrift, K. (1996) Wavs ofknowine: Literature and the intellectual 
life of children 

fVallach, a, & Miller, L (1988) Laneuaee intervention and academic success 

fVeaver, C. (1988) Readine process and practice: From socio-
Dsvcholineuistics to whole laneuaee 

Weils, G. (1986) The meanine makers: Children leamine laneuaee 
and usine laneuaee to leant 

Wolf, S.,& Heath, S. (1992) The braid ofliterature: Chilcben's world of 
readine 

Figure 4.8. References related to the sign system of language. 

My readmgs in the areas of sociocognitive psychology, semiotics, and sign systems 

represent a search for the best interpretive tens for examming and explicating my students' 

responses to Ifterary experience(s). In the early phase of this investigation the Vygotskian 

perspecthre of psychology emerged as a possible lens because of its emphasis upon the 

role of education in human development. According to Moll (1990), ''Vygotsky's primary 
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contributioii was in developing a general approach that broi^t education, as a 

fundamental human activity, mto a theory of psychological development. Human 

pedagogy, in all its forms, is the definmg characteristic of his approach, the central concept 

in his system. And as part of his approach he provided the necessary theoretical concepts, 

the instruments with which to apply and elaborate his insights in practice" (p.l 5). 

Attendant Vygotskian concepts of internalization; zone(s) of proximal development; 

interpsycholoffcal activity; and intrapsychological activity offered intriguing lenses for 

examinmg my students' verbal responses to literary experience. Questions which grew out 

of these particular readings included: Could these concepts shed light upon my students' 

use of retellings in literary response? Does the activity of retelling constitute an 

interpsychological-intrapsycholgical process of learning? Do retellings provide a 

temporary scaffold for children's internalization of narrative structure and/or new 

vocabulary? What does the activity of retellmg indicate about zones of proximal 

development? Since no immediate answers were forthcoming for these questions they 

were put on a back burner for later consideration. 

In the meantime, my readings in the area of semiotics and sign systems began to 

take precedence over those m the area of sociocognitive psychology. These particular 

readmgs hivolved "staggering through ^miliar and unfemiliar terrain in a seeming^ never-

ending atten^t to clarify, extend, interrelate and synthesize my evolving understandings of 

each." Fortunately, along the way, I had the company of not onty distant teachers but also 

sister travelers on this arduous trek of understandmg. These conq)anions were members 
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of a study group (the "sign group") led by my dissertation director. Dr. Kathy Short. This 

group gathered together on many Friday afternoons (on average of two times per month 

for about two years) to discuss issues related to semiotics, sign systems, and the use of 

multiple sign systems in the classroom. These meetings were a valuable source of insight 

and companionship during this time. 

My "distant teachers" in these areas included Magorie Siegel (1984) whose 

groundbreaking study Reading As Sipnificatinn was informative, insightful and 

inspurational. When I was struggling through my readings of semiotics she and my 

dissertation director, who spent an entire aftemoon discussing Peircean concepts with me, 

got me over "the hump" and on my way to developing a semiotic fi'amework for my study. 

My distant teachers in the areas of sociocognitive psychology, semiotics, and sign 

systems are listed below in Figure 4.9. 

AUTHORfSi READINGS 

Abbs, P. (1985) Art as a way of knowing 

Alejandro, A. (1994) Like happy dreams—integrating visual arts. 
writing, and reading 

Berghoff.B. (1995) Inquirv curricxdum from a semiotic oersDective: 
First eraders usine multiple sien svstems 

BerghoffB. (1998) Multiple sign systems and reading 

Berk, L, & IVinsler, A. (1995) Scaffoldine children's learning: Vveotskv and 
earlv childhood education 

Clyde, J, (1994) Lessons from Douglas: Exparuiing our visions of 
what it means to "know" 

Corrington, H (1993) An introduction to C.S, Peirce: Philosovher. 
semiotician. and ecstatic naturalist 

Culler, J. (1981) The pursuit ofsiens: Semiotics, literature. 
deconstruction 
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Danesi, M. (1992) Introducing semiotics: An antholoev of readings 

Danesi, M (1994) Messages and meanings: An introduction to 
semiotics 

Deely.J. (1990) Basics of semiotics 

Dixon-Krauss, L (1996) Vvgotskv in the classroom: Mediated literacy 
instruction and assessment 

Dyson, A. (1988) Appreciate the drawing and dictating of young 
children 

Dyson, A, (1990) Symbol makers, symbol weavers: How children 
link play, pictures, and print 

Eisner, E. (1982) Cognition and curriculum 

Eisner, E. (1994) Cognition and curriculum reconsidered 

Ernst, K. (1994a) Picturing learning 

Ernst, K. (1994b) Writing pictures, painting words: Writing in an 
artists' workshop 

Feeney, S., & Mdravcik, E. (1987) A thing of beauty: Aesthetic development in young 
children 

Fennessey, 51 (1995) Living history through drama and literature 

Gailimore, R., & Tharp, R. (1990) Teaching mind in society: Teaching, schooling, 
and literate discourse 

Gardner, H. (1982) Art. mind and brain: A cognitive aooroach to 
creativitv 

Gardner, H. (1983) Frames of mind: The theory of multiple 
intelligences 

Gardner, H. (1991) The unschooled mind: Haw children think and how 
schools should teach 

Gardner, H. (1993) Multiple intelligences: The theorv in practice 

Greene, M. (1970) Teaching for aesthetic experience 

Goodman, N. (1978) Wavs ofworldnaking 

Hqfeli,M. (1997) Connecting ideas through materials: Visual arts 
leading in the primary classroom 

Harste,J. (1993) Inquiry-based instruction 

Havell, C. (1985) The cbrcana process as aesthetic experience 

Hubbard, R. (1989) Authors of Pictures, draughtsmen of words 

Hubbard, R., Winterbovme, N, &Ostrow, J, Usual response to literature: Imagination through 
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(1996) images 

JoknSteiner, V. (1985) Notebooks of the mind: ExBlorations ofthinkimt 

Kiefer.B. (1997) The visual arts mack accessible through picture 
books 

Knieter, G. (1970) The nature of aesthetic education 

Krechevsky, M., & Malkus, U. (1997) Telling their stories, singing their songs 

Leland, C., & Harste, /. (1994) Multiple mtys of knowing: Curriculum in a new 
key 

Merrell,F. (1995) Peirce's semiotics now 

Moll,L (Ed). (1990) Vveotskv and education: Instructional imolications 
and aovlications ofsociohistorical psvcholoev 

Monson. R., & Monson, M. (1994) Literacy as inquiry: An interview with Jerome C. 
Harste 

Nachmcmovich, S. (1990) Free olav: Imvrovisation in life and art 

Nodelman,P. (1988) Words about pictures: The narrative art of 
children's picture books 

Nye, R., Thomas, G., & Robinson, E. (1995) Children's understarulings about pictures 

Pellegrini, A. (1997) Dramatic play, context, and children's 
communicative behavior 

Raffel,B. (1991) Artists all: Creativitv. the university, and the 
world 

Rowe,D. (1986) Literacy in the child's world: Youne children's 
explorations of alternate communication svstems 

Scheffler.L (1991) In praise ofthe cognitive emotions and other 
essavs in the philosoohv of ecbtcation 

Sebeok, T. (1994) Siens: An introduction to semiotics 

Short, K. (1990) Learning: Making connections across sign systems 

Short, K., &Kauffman, G. (in press) Exploring sign systems within an inquiry 
curriculum 

Siegel,M. (1984) Reading as sienification 

Siegel,M. (1995) More than words: The generative power of 
transmediation for learning 

Singer, D., A Revenson, T. (1978) A Piaeet primer: How a child thinks 

Smith, a (1995) Cultural psychology and semiotics: Cor̂ nting 
meaning in educational practice 
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Sobkin, V., & Uontiev, D. (1992) 

Stephens, D. (1994) 

Stetsenko, A. (1995) 

Stewig.J. (1992) 

Sufior, C. (1984) 

Suhor,C. (1992) 

Sweet, A. (1997) 

Tiemey, R. (1997) 

fudge, J. (1990) 

Vygotsky, L (1978) 

Vygotsky, L (1992) 

WertsckJ. (1985) 

Whitin,P. (1996) 

Wolf, J. (1997) 

Tfie beginning ofa new psychology: Vygotsky's 
psychology of art 

Learning that art means 

The psychological function ofchildren's drawing: 
A Vygotskian perspective 

Reading pictures, reading text: Some similarities 

Towards a semiotics-based curriculum 

Semiotics and the English language arts 

A national policy perspective on research 
intersections between literacy and the visual 
communicative arts 

Learning with multiple symbol systems: 
Possibilities, realities, paradigm shifts and 
developmental considerations 

Vygotsfy, the zone of proximal development and 
peer collaboration: Implications for classroom 
practice 

Mind in society: The development of higher 
Dsvcholoeical processes 

Thoueht and laneuase 

Vvsotskv and the social formation of mind 

Exploring visual response to literature 

Balancing act: Using drama to even the exchange 
of information in the classroom 

Figure 4.9. References related to sociocognitive psychology, semiotics & sign systems. 

If, m striving to achieve a realistic portrayal of my research processes, I have 

presented an overly gloomy picture of what oftent^s seemed like a Sisyphean task, the 

ultimate reward of my endeavors lay in seeing these tangled threads of thought assume a 

totality of bemg from which my understandings of the data are woven. In the followmg 

section, a discussion of specific processes used ui analyzmg these data is offered. 
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Specific Processes Used in AnalyTinp Data 

As stated previous^, all of the data generated during this investigation were 

examined with various purposes in mind: to gain deeper understandings of my students as 

individuals and as members of a learning community; to guide my decisions and actions as 

a teacher; and to generate possible answers to my research questions. This multiplicity of 

purpose meant that these data were being examined on an on-going basis throughout the 

course of the investigation. 

The primary data, student drawings and dictations, were gathered on an almost 

daily basis as students responded to various literary experiences in the classroom. Other 

collected arti&cts such as, student and^or teacher-student created charts, webs, sketches, 

notes, and written documents were gathered upon completion of various classroom 

activities. Typescripts of audio-taped literature discussions and teacher field notes were 

additional sources of information which were incorporated with correspondent data for 

purposes of analysis. All of these data were used in order to describe the participants and 

settmg of this study (Chapters 3,4,5,6, 7, & 8) and the history and the curriculum therein 

(ibid.). 

Chiring the &st three semesters of the data collection period. Spring 1994-Spring 

1995, no attempts were made to categorize either the drawings or the verbal dictations of 

my students. Student drawmgs were gathered and pasted onto colored paper which 

served to mat and identify students' work (e.g., red for Selena, yellow for Lmdsey, etc.). 

Dictations were handwritten verbatim statements which were read back to students 
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immediately upon completioii for verification, correction, and/or clarification. These 

dictations were typed shortly thereafter and hard copies were roled mto a '̂ Research 

Notebook" in chronological order. Additional copies of these dictations were cut into 

strips and pasted beneath correspondent drawings. These color-coded original drawings 

and dictations were kept in clear mdividual sheet protectors which were arranged 

chronologically in large three-ring bmders. As a body of work, these drawings and 

dictations gave me a general feel for how individual students were responding to their 

literary experiences. They also gave me a sense of the uniqueness and commonalities of 

these responses. Therefore, at the end of the first data collection period (Spring 1994-

Spring 1995) I analyzed each of the collected drawings for pictorial content and the 

accompanying dictations for verbal content as I focused upon answering my initiai 

research questions: 

^ What do my students choose to draw and verbally express when they respond 
to multifoceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

=> Do these drawings and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student 
response? 

^ How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) 
change over the course of time? 

Possible classification categories for these visual and verbal responses were 

emergent at this point but curiosity made me wonder whether or not my students were 

focusing upon specific aspects of story events—initiatmg events, conflicts, and/or 

resolutions. Therefore, I examined these arti&cts to determme this were the case. This 

decismn proved to be a fiilse start in that the information that I was compiling did not 

seem significant nor did it seem to be emanent fit)m the data. My next step was to go 
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back to my origmal nnpressions and to pay attention to what I had seen withm the data. 

This tnne, creating categories of classification and assignmg student responses to those 

categories seemed almost effortless. This preliminary classification efifort yielded twelve 

categories of verbal response. A similar examination of the pictorial content of the 

drawmgs mdicated a strong tendency in terms of students' choice of subject matter and a 

prunary focus of attention m both the visual and verbal responses. 

These preliminary anafyses therefore provided tentative answers to the first and 

second questions below: 

=> What do my students choose to draw and verbally express when they respond to 
muhi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

=» Do these drawings and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 

Inso&r as the third question was concerned: 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of tinje? 

there was no noticeable change evident in either the visual or the verbal responses of these 

students. 

The analytical processes described above conform to what Glaser & Strauss 

(1967) describe as the constant comparative method for the construction of themes and 

categories. Therefore, havmg constructed tentative categories of response I then put them 

aside whfle I contmued to teach and gather more data which 1 felt would either confirm or 

discon&m these categories of response. At the end of the second data collection period 

for the literature groups (Spring-Summer 1996) I had collected a body of data >x^ch had 
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been generated over the course of five consecutive semesters. At that time (Summer 

1996), I re-coded the first set of data to determine whether or not they still their 

assigned categories and I then coded the second set of data. Both sets of data fit easily 

mto the previous^ constructed categories of response. The next step in my analytical 

process involved tallying the occurrences of these responses and then determimng the 

percentage of each type of response in each set of data. These sets of data were then 

compared against one another in order to determme if there were any patterns of change 

evident between the sets of data. This conq)arison revealed significant changes in the 

nature of students' verbal responses to literary experiences but no change in terms of 

visual content or focus of depiction. These analyses therefore provided some answers for 

the third question; 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) 
change over the course of time? 

The results of these different analyses are discussed in depth in Chapter 7, 

"Drawing From The Heart: Respondmg To Literature Through Art" and, in Chapter 8, 

"Seasons Of The Heart: Respondmg To Literature Over Time." 

The above-mentioned data analyses clarified and highlighted broad patterns of 

visual and verbal response. However, as I considered these findings my thoughts kept 

returning to Antome De Samt-Exupery's (1943) allegorical tale of The Little Prince, in 

which a fox states, "And now here is my secret, a very single secret: It is onfy^ with the 

heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye" (p. 70). 
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My knowledge and personal understandings of my students told me that these 

patterns and categories of visual and verbal response constituted only the most visible 

aspects of these data and that, in order to realize greater understandings, I would have to 

examine what was essentially invisible to the eye. In my musings on this subject, these 

data had different meaning potentials much like the stars discussed by Saint-Exupery's 

Little Prince (p. 85): 

'*A11 men have stars," he answered, "but they are not the same things for 
different people. For some, who are travelers, the stars are guides. For 
others they are no more than little lights in the sky. For others, who are 
scholars, they are problems. For my businessman they were wealth. But 
all these stars are silent. You—^you alone—will have stars as no one else 
has thena—" 

"What are you trying to say?" 

"In one of the stars I shall be living. In one of them I shall be laughing. 
And so it will be as if all the stars were laughmg, when you look at the sky 
at m'ght... You-onty you—^will have stars that can laugh!" 

A study of my "stars" made me realize that what was invisible in these data were 

the unique and characteristic ways in which my students constructed and expressed their 

personal and social understandings of literary experience. These distinctive ways of 

meaning creation became more and more evident as I examined the arti&cts, transcriptions 

of chfldren's discussions, and fiekl notes collected durmg a classroom study of Patricia 

Polacco's story Babushka Baba Yaga (1993). My understandings and analyses of these 

data informed my efforts to answer a fourth research question: 

What role does literature play m my classroom and in the lives of my students? 
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which is discussed in Chapter 5, 'Tollowing One's Heart; Pathways To Understanding." 

In anafyzing the data mentioned above, student-created arti&cts, verbal comments, 

and the generated categories of classification for students' visual and verbal responses 

provided a broad outline map for exploring and mvestigating these children's responses to 

this story. However, in order to go beyond the superficial features of these responses I 

had to devise a "key" which would help me to follow the map. That key was my personal 

understandmgs of these children as individuals and as members of our learning community. 

This map and "key" allowed me to explore these various responses and to discover 

anomalies within them which enabled me to discern individual students' unique 

perspectives m responding to this communal literary event. These uniquely personal ways 

of response are elaborated in Chapter 5 which focuses upon the question of "What role 

does literature play in the classroom and m the lives of my students?' 

The next research question to be considered was: 

^ What role does dramatization play in my students' constructions of meaning within 
then* lived-through experiences of literature? 

The data which informed this question were generated in response to student 

dramatizations of Samuil Marshak's poem, m picture book format. In The Van (1987). 

Initially, this set of data (drawings and dictations) did not strike me as being anythmg 

"special" because they were rather ^ical in terms of students' representational technkiues 

and verbal expression. However, this initial impression was deceiving because beneath the 

sur&ce of these chfldren's expressed and unexpressed understandings there was an 

unusual concurrence m visual subject matter along with visual indications of an inq)licit 
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understanding of the participant-spectator stance in literary response. A M discussion of 

these data and the question, "What role does dramatization play in my students' 

constructions of meanmg withm their lived-through experiences of literature?' is offered in 

Chapter 6, "A Communion Of Hearts: Responding To Literature Through Drama." 

The previously discussed analyses of student drawings and dictations mdicated 

changes in patterns of student verbal responses to literature over the course of time. In 

order to go beyond the resultant statistical data informing my final research question: 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

I reexamined the accumulated data for mdications of themes or patterns m individual 

response. This reexamination underscored the in^rtance of my &miliarity with the 

circumstances of my students' lives. Such knowledge, oftentimes, was mstrumental m 

allowing me to discern unique themes of personal response m the work of these chfldren. 

These various considerations guided me in determming which three chfldren in this 

investigation would serve as focus students for in-depth exammations of their responses to 

literature over the course of time. Whfle any one of the chfld-participants in this 

investigation could have been chosen for case study presentation, two of the three 

students selected for this role were chosen on the basis of their long-term rolement m the 

Chaparral Hearing-Impaired Program. These chfldren, Jenna and Rennie, remained at 

Chapparal untfl ther respective graduations from elementary school. The presence of 

these chfldren allowed me to foOow and document their literary responses for the longest, 

possible period of t^. The third chfld, Selena, was chosen for case study presentation 
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because of the strong contrast between her literary responses and those of her classmates. 

These children's unique themes and patterns of literary response ofifer insights into 

my final research question, "How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary 

experience(s) change over the course of time?" These insights are discussed in Chapter 8, 

"Seasons Of The Heart: Responding To Literature Over Time." 

These detafled descriptions of the analytical processes used throughout this 

investigation lead directly to considerations of trustworthiness. This issue is addressed in 

the following section. 

Trustworthmess 

In qualitative research the researcher is the primary research instrument and the 

trustworthiness of her findings is of major concern. Merriam (1988, p. 169) lists sbc basic 

strategies which investigators can use to establish reliability, validity, and trustworthiness: 

1. Triangulation - usmg multiple mvestigators, multiple sources of data, or multiple 
methods to confirm the emergmg findmgs. 

2. Member checks - taking data and mterpretations back to the people firom whom they 
were derived and askmg them if the resuhs are plausible. 

3. Long-term observation at the research site or repeated observation of the same 
phenomenon - gathering data over a period of time in order to increase the validity of 
the findmgs. 

4. Peer examination - askmg colleagues to comment on the findmgs as they emerge. 

5. Participatory modes of research - research involvmg particq)ants m all phases of 
research from conceptualizing the study to writing up the hidings. 

6. Researcher's biases - clarifymg the researcher's assunq)tions, worldvkw, and 
theoretical orientation at the outset of the study. 
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Most of the above strategies were incorporated into the design of this 

investigation—triangulation, member checks, long term observation, peer examination, 

and delineations of researcher assunq)tions and theoretical orientation. 

Triangulation. In this study triangulation involved the use of multiple sources of 

data to confirm or disconfirm findings. These data sources included student drawings and 

response statements; literature response portfolios; student-created arti&cts; literature 

discussion typescripts; and teacher field notes. 

Member Checks. Member checks involved reading student dictations back to 

them in order for them to confirm, clarify, correct, and/or revise their verbal response 

statements. 

Long-Term Observation. My involvement as a teacher of the children m this study 

has been of a long-term nature (from a minimum of one year to a maximum of six years). 

The four and one-half year duration of this study allowed me to observe and to document 

theff growth and change over the course of time. 

Peer F.xaminers. Four peer examiners—^an itinerant teacher of hearing-impaired 

children, Christine Dye; a district speech-language pathologist, Janice Johnson; a district 

audiologist, Margaret Ste&nski-Brown; and a general classroom teacher, Marjorie 

Miller— graciousfy read and commented upon various chapters of this dissertation as it 

was bemg written. Thek un^ue professional and personal knowledge of the chfldren in 

this study allowed them to contribute valuable insights and observations. I am especially 

indebted to Margaret Ste&nski-Brown for her close reading of Chapter 3, 'The Heart Of 
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The Investigation; Children Hearing Loss/' My husband. Professor Del Phillips, 

deserves mention as he oftentimes served as a surrogate examiner whenever I needed to 

discuss ideas or problems related to the mvestigation. 

Delineation Of The Researcher's Biases. A delineation of researcher bias requires 

a careful articulation of the assun^tions, perspectives, and theoretical orientations 

underlying a research endeavor. Multiple instances of researcher stance are discussed in 

Chapters 2,3,4,5,6,7, and 8. 

Summary 

This teacher research investigation focuses upon young hearing-impaved children's 

visual and verbal responses to classroom literary experience. The settmg of the study was 

an eastside elementary school in the Tucson Unified School District. This study 

commenced m January of 1994, and concluded in May of 1999. The data collected for 

this study included; teacher field notes; twenty audio-taped/transcribed typescripts of 

student literature discussions; students' literature response portfolios; and a body of 

student drawings and dictations. 

This mvestigation focused upon five research questions: 

1. What role does literature play m my classroom and in the lives of my students? 

2. What role does dramatization play in my students' constructions of meaning within 
their lived-through experiences of literature? 

3. What do my students choose to draw and verbalfy^ express when they respond to 
muhi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

4> Do these drawings and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 
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5. How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of tune? 

In seeking answers for these questions the accumulated data were anafyzed for 

patterns or themes of student response using a constant comparative approach. Statistical 

data were developed and analyzed for evidence of patterns of student response and for 

change ui student response over the course of time. 

Five research techniques were employed to establish the trustworthiness of the 

study. These were triangulation of data sources; member checks with the participating 

students to verify their expressed verbal understandmgs; long-term participation in the 

research setting; peer examination, and delineation of the mvestigator's biases. 
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Chapter 5 

FOLLOWING ONE'S HEART: PATHWAYS TO UNDERSTANDING 

Gordon Wells (1986) contends that it is through a process of makmg connections 

between observable events that humans make sense of and give meaning to those events. 

For learners (and researchers) this means sifting through and making connections among 

various pieces of evidence which are "given meaning by being embedded in a story in 

which it makes sense" (xii). He argues that there can be no absolutely "true stories" (xiii) 

because the evidence can never be so complete nor so unambiguous as to rule out 

alternative interpretations. In order to judge the worth of a story he suggests that one 

must then ask oneself the question, "Does it fit the &cts as I have observed them and does 

it provide a helpful basis for fimire action?" (xii). In my efforts to answer the following 

research question: 

=> What role does literature play in my classroom and m the lives of my students? 

I have attempted to tell a true story which explicates the place of literature m my 

classroom. 

Within this story the role that literature may play in the lives of my students is 

intimated in the literary responses of three children who "followed thev hearts" as they 

responded to a classroom literary event. From my perspective, this story relates and "fits 

the fiicts" of these events as I understand them. 
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The Beginning 

In every story there is an episode which sets events into motion. The openmg 

episode for this investigation was a confluence of circumstances which led to a focus upon 

my students' literature response journals. These journals have taken various formats over 

the years. The pages of the original journals however, offered designated spaces for book 

titles, dates of entry, and student drawings (Figure 5.1). Other journals incorporated these 

same features with areas for children's written responses (Figure 5.2). Viewed from a 

documentary perspective these journals revealed some of the changes that were occurring 

over tine as children developed proficiency m writmg and drawing skills. These journals 

also served as a record of the stories which had been read throughout the year(s). 

Figures.!. Journal entry fiy Peter and the Wol£ by Jenna. aee 6. 
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Figure 5 .̂ Journal entry for [ Went Walking, bv Lindsev. aee 8. 

However, the most intrigumg aspect of these journals (for me) was the wobbly 

lines and bright colors which conveyed the essence of objects, and animal or human forms. 

The question of what chfldren might be expressing when they respond to literary 

experiences through the medium of art was an unexplored topic m reader response 

research. Nonetheless, my confidence m chQdren as meaning makers (Wells, 1986) led 

me to believe that making meanmg is at the heart of children's efiSjrts whenever they set 

crayon or pencil to paper and so it was with this belief that I naively set out to investigate 

the area of children's art. 

Chfldren As Art Makers 

For the uninitiated researcher looking for a focus, discussions of children's art 

seem to have the %itastic quality of Alice's Adventures m Wonderland (CurmW 1963). 

On the one hand, there is a curious debate, fiieled by members of Harvard's Project Zero, 

as to whether or not children are "artists" and/or, ^^iiether or not children's works qualify 
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as "art". On the other hand, there is an ongoii^ defense and justification of art education 

being carried on by educators and art-practitioners (Cohen & Gainer, 1984; Dewey, 1934; 

Engel, 1995; Gardner, 1980; 1983; Goodman, 1976; Goodnow, 1977; Lasky & Mukeiji-

Bergeson, 1995; Lowenfeld & Brittam, 1987; Rosenblatt & Winner, 1988; Winner, 1982). 

The antecedents of these diz^^ and mind-boggling arguments may be traced to the early 

20th century "discovery" of children's art by educators, and cognitive/ developmental 

psychologists. Until that time children's efforts at art making were viewed primarily as 

unskilled and primitive attempts at representation (Rosenblatt & Winner, 1988). 

However, since that time, children's art has been used as windows mto personality and 

affect or, as perspectives on cognition and intelligence; personality structure; and 

conceptual development (Rosenblatt & Winner, 1988). Children's art has been used also 

"to help children grow in directions the community values" (Korzenik, 1993, p. 110) by 

educators influenced by shifting psychological viewpoints and social forces of the times 

(Dewey, 1934; Korzenik, 1993; Lowenfeld & Brittam, 1987). These socially sanctioned 

dbrections, delineated by Korzenik (1993) as "traditions" focused upon: 

• Art Makmg as Study Skills (understanding of school subjects) 

• Art Making for Jobs (preparation for employment) 

• Art Makmg for the Spvit (expression of feelings) 

• Art Makmg for Understanding Ourselves and Others (creation of personal/social 
relationships) 

These traditions have been described Lowenfeld & Brittam (1987) as two 

movements which were responsible for the development of art education programs m the 
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United States. One of these movements was dnected at filling the needs of industry for 

skilled workmen in such areas as landscape plannmg, mechanical drawing, architecture, 

and so forth. The second movement was directed at making children cultured members of 

society through the introduction of European art into the educational curriculimi "to 

elevate the appreciation and taste of (p. 55) of children. 

It is apparent from this brief overview that art has served and, continues to serve 

various purposes, functions, and roles m education and in the changing needs and desires 

of society as a whole. In a later chapter, this focus on art will be narrowed to a discussion 

of chfldren's drawing development and a theoretical perspective for considering children's 

artistic responses to literature. In the meantune, I wili resume the story of this 

investigation with a discussion of the place that literature holds m my classroom for 

hearing-impaired children. 

The Role of Literature in the Classroom 

Personal experience, as a hearing-impaired learner and as a teacher of hearing-

impanred chfldren, has convinced me that children's literature deserves a major place m the 

educational curriculum. This view is put forth by Huck, Hepler, & Hickman (1987) who 

delineate some of the personal and intrinsic values to be found in children's literature; 

• Literature provides delight and enjoyment as it enlarges the child's horizons by 
providmg new experiences and new insights. 

• Literature reM)rces narrative as a way of thinkmg and ordermg one's world. 

• Literature develops children's imagmations and helps them to consider nature, people, 
experiences, or ideas oi new ways. 
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• Literature provides vicarious experiences which can result hi new perspectives. 

• Literature develops insights mto human behavior by shapmg and givmg coherence to 
human experience. 

• Literature presents the universality of experience and helps children toward a fiiOer 
understanding of the common bonds of humanity. 

These outlined benefits suggest that a vast and conq)lex array of understandings 

may emerge as a result of literary experiences. However, Short (1994) has found that the 

primary role of children's literature in the classroom has been limited, for the most part, to 

the teaching of reading, and she maintams that literature can play at least four roles within 

the educational curriculum; 

• Literature as a way to learn language, especially reading and writing. 

• Literature as a way to learn about other content areas and topics such as science and 
social studies. 

• Literature as a way to critique the world through exploration of social, cultural, and 
political issues. 

• Literature as its own way of knowing about the world. 

A distillation of these personal, social, and educative values of literature expresses 

one of the tenets underlying my own educational practice—literature is a ¥iay of 

experiencing, considering, understanding, and teaming—an unqualified statement, 

this tenet neither de^s nor limits what individuals may experience, know, understand 

and/or learn as a result of literary experience. In this view, literature is seen as a way m 

which mdividuals experience, consider, understand, and learn whatever is meaningfiil to 

them m their personal and social experiences of literature. 
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This tenet does not mean that I do not have dvections or goals for student leammg 

in n^ classroom—^it snnpty means that I recognize that many educative benefits may be 

derived as a result of children's experiences with literature. Children's literature has the 

prunary place in my classroom for many reasons, one of which is that hearing, 

dramatizing, reading, and discussing literature offers a crucial dividend for hearing-

impaired children—language learning and vocabulary development. 

Recall (Chapter 3) that children with "any degree of hearing loss appear to be at 

risk for delayed development of verbal skills and reduced academic achievement" (Davis, 

El&nbein, Schum, & Bentler, 1986, p. 61) and that a direct efifect of hearing loss "is a 

language deficit that varies in degree and kind for each hard of hearing child" (Brackett, 

1981, p. 47). The majority of the hearing-in^mred children at Chaparral have significant 

language difScuhies related to thenr hearing unpanments. In addition to their academic 

programs, most receive speech and language therapy firom a speech/language specialist 

whose areas of expertise mcludes working with hearing-impaired children. One of the 

speech therapist's responsibilities is to evaluate students' receptive and expressive 

language skills and to rate those skills according to stringent guidelines (Figure 5.3) set by 

the school district. According to these district criteria any student whose language 

evidences the following characteristics or, whose language test(s) score is 1.5 (or greater) 

standard deviations fix)m the mean, is eligible for special services as a mfldfy, moderately, 

or severely language-mq)aired student. 
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A minimum of 30%40K of uneniices widi atypical dMiacteristics or discouiseaiots, OR. 

ascoteof 13 standard deviatidas or mofebdow the mean fir dmnological age or measufcd nueilectiial fiinctiaaihg. 

MILD 

41% - 50% of utterances widi atypical cfaafacterWcs or discoune errors, OR. 

asccreoflor mote standard deviatiaas below the mean Sir chronological age or measured intellectual fiinctiaiiing. 

MODERATE 

mote dan 5 Wand above ofuttenuKcs with atypical characteristics or discourse errors. OR 

ascoreof2.Sar more standard deviiuions below die mean for chimological age or measured imellectual fimctianing. 

SEVERE 

Figure SJ. Eligibility criteria for special education language services in TUSD. 

According to these criteria, the hearing-iiiq)aired children in this study were 

classified as having the following degrees of receptive/expressive language impavment 

(Figure 5.4). 

Student 1993-1994 1994-1995 1995-1996 

Reaiiie Severe/Severe Severe/Severe Severe/Severe 

Jenna Severe/Severe Not available (Noiie)/Moderate 

Lindsey Severe/Severe Severe/Severe Severe/Severe 

Justiiic Modemtc/Moderatc Moderate/Moderate Moderate/Moderate 

Krystal Severe/Severe Severe/Severe Moderate/Moderate 

JT Moderate/Moderate Moderate/Moderate MOd/MOd 

Joey Severe/Severe Severe/Severe 

Figure S.4. Degree of students' receptive/expressive language impairments. 

It should be noted that while it appears that some of these students were not 

hnproving m their receptive and expressive language skills that this was not the case. As 

these children became older they were evaluated against normal-hearing, same-age peers 

who were also improvmg m theff receptive and expressive language skills—thus setting a 

higher standard. 
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As stated previously, literature and literary experience may play vital roles in 

children's learning. Britten (1993) contends that three nnportant, simultaneously 

occurring events take place when teachers read to their students: children engage m 

social listening experiences; they gam auditory experience of the written forms of language 

which "contributes to the art of reading" (p. 150); and, they gain life experience from 

books by entering into the experiences of others. 

Inso&r as reading and subsequent vocabulary development is concerned, Britton 

contends that they go hand-in-hand when readers engage in the process of making sense 

of a text which has (a certain proportion of) unfamiliar words. He contends that this is 

the "normal way" (p. 162) by which readers enlarge their linguistic resources. In 

reiterating and extending this notion Britton adds, "...it is from reading (or more 

conqjletely from reading and listening, reinforced by talking and writing) that we learn to 

interpret the various contributions that a given word may make to the meaning of an 

utterance" (p. 163). 

Britton's discussion of language differences and the eSect of schoolmg upon 

children's language growth has important implications for hearing-impaired learners 

whose understandmg and use of language is lonited, "...opportunities for [a teacher to 

influence children's language] arise mainly in areas where new experiences demand new 

language, and m particular where problems are discussed m a way that is more general 

and more abstract than talk in many homes is likety to be. Again, as children grapple with 

the written language, &st by listening to stories read to them, and later in theff own 
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writing and reading, they nx)ve more directly into the sphere of influence of Standard 

English" (p. 135). 

Britton's verbal picture of the complex interrelationships between and among the 

various aspects of social learning, language learning, literary experience, reading, 

voc^ulary, and the e£^t of schoolmg upon children's language growth mirror my own 

belief and assun^tions about hearing-in^)aired chfldren's learning vis-a-vis literary 

experience. Britton's previous statement, '\..it is from reading (or more completely from 

reading and listening, reinforced by talking and writing) that we learn to interpret the 

various contributions that a given word may make to the meaning of an utterance" (p. 

163) may be analogized to the process by which readers explore, construct, and express 

theb: personal and social understandings of literature and literary experiences. 

Exploring Literature in the Classroom 

In my classroom, literary engagements generally take one of two courses—brief 

and wide-ranging engagements durmg which students listen to a particular story several 

times and respond to that story through one or a combmation of ways—mformal 

discussion, dramatization, and/or drawing and dictation. This approach allows them to 

engage with a variety of books and to buOd broad-based literary knowledge. 

The second type of engagement is an mtensive or, in-depth, exploration of a 

particular story. This approach allows my students to focus and reflect upon various 

aspects of a story over a longer period of time. 

The decision to engage in either short- or long-term literary exploration is usua% 
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determined by my students' general reaction to, and over-all interest, in a story. A case in 

point is the occasion that I read two pk:ture books—PaHrfingtnn Rear. (Bond, 1973) and 

Paddinpton at the Circus (Bond, 1974). During the readmg of these stories my students 

quite obvious^ enjoyed the bear's adventures. However, with the exception of Rennie, 

thebr mterest waned when they began to draw their visual responses to the stories. This 

lack of interest was evidenced first by a greater than usual amount of conversation among 

three girls—Jenna (age, 7), Krystal (age, 7), and Selena (age, 6): 

Jenna: I want to draw about something that happened. I'm thirsty, Mrs. DeMars. 
(leaves to get a drink of water). 

(Crystal: Can I write my own? 

Mrs. DeMars: Yes. 

Jenna: (voicing) Pattie Tin. 

Krystal: You say it wrong. 

Jenna: Pattie Kin? 

Selena: O.K. 

Jenna: (talking to self) You hurt my finger, (crayon) box! I'm drawing about 
Pattie Kin. 

Krystal: A brown bear. What are you drawing about? 

Selena: The last part When he's sleeping. 

Krystal: OJC 

Jenna: I'm drawing about when Pattie Kin was taking a picture. 

Selena: He wasn't taking a picture. 

Krystal: I'm doing the first page. 

Jenna: Look at him. Look at him there (holding up drawing). 

Krystal His ears aren't there. 

Jenna: They here. They are right here (pointing to top of bear's head). He's a bear. 

Selena: (runs over and picks up the book) See Owintmg to picture) they are right 
here. 

Jenna: How do you spell Pattie Km? 
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Krystal: Sound it out. 

Selena: Look at the book. 

Jienna: Look [the book] fell down and went bump! Pattie Kin. Pattie Kin—right? 

Selena: He's a bear. How do you spell it? 

Jenna & (Crystal: Sound it. 

Selena: B-A-R-D? 

Jenna & Krystal: No, no, no. 

Krystal: Look over there [at a book on the chalk ledge] 
(chanting) '*Brown bear, brown bear, what do you see?" 

Group: I see a redbird looking at me. 
Redbird, redbird, what do you see? I see a yellow duck looking at me. 
Yellow duck, yellow duck, what do you see? I see a blue horse looking at me. 
Blue horse, blue horse, what do you see? I see a gray mouse looking at me. 
Gray mouse, gray mouse, what do you see? 1 see a green frog looking at me... 

Jenna: I'm finished. I want to put story here, (voices and starts to write) /b/b/b/... 
Bear. 

Krystal: How do you spell bear? 

Jenna: /h/bi/b/...like that. 

Selena: I don't know how to spell bear, /b/b/b/—Bear? 

Jenna: No. It's "R". 

Krystal: B-A-E-R. 

Jenna: B-A-R. 

Krystal: No. B-A-E-R. 

Jenna: B-A-E-R..? O.K. 1 got it now. 

While the girls were focusing upon the correct pronunciation of Paddmgton, 

singing "Brown bear, brown bear," and trying to figure out the correct spelling for "bear," 

Rennie worked mtentfy on the foUowmg drawmgs (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). 
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Paddington to go home. 
PiuUingtoH wants to go 
to the house right now. 
He says, (waving) 
"Hi, people." 

That's enough* 
It's no more wrUing. 

Figure S. 5. Rennie's first response to Paddineton Bear (age 6). 

These drawmgs are typical examples of Rennie's work. The first drawing (Figure 

5.5) reveals Rennie's recall of a specific illustration and story event—Paddmgton's taxi 

ride to the Brown Emily's residence (complete with green door and the numeral 32). 

Interestingly, during his dictation (see above) about this picture, Rennie repeated the hand 

motion which I had included during my reading of that part of the story. Physical 

responses, such as this one, were to play an important role in Rennie's understandings of 

story events. 
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The girt go run up the 
stairs and the bem is 
in the water and the 
water is draping 
down. The b t̂r took 
out the water. 

Figure S. 6. Rennie's second response to Paddineton Bear (age 6). 

In his second drawing (Figure 5.6), Rennie has solved the problem of depicting 

two events which were occurrmg simultaneously on the upper and lower floors of the 

residence. On the upper floor, Paddington is struggling to stay afloat in the overflowmg 

bathtub and several large, descending drops of water are serving to alert the children to his 

dangerous predicament. The gvl in the picture is running up the stairs according to 

Rennie's dictation (note the indication of movement on the stan^ay). While this depiction 

is "incorrect" in terms of viewpomt, Rennie is more concerned, in my opinion, with 

depicting a matter of greater onportance—the high level of emotion and tension 

associated with a perilous event. 

The aiq)act of this brief literary engagement may be judged according to the 

courses of action taken by the children mvolved and thenr different "agendas"—on th& 
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occasion, the girls assumed a primarily efferent stance in then* ̂ proach to depicting thev 

responses to these stories while Rennie assumed a primarily aesthetic stance. For the girls, 

this reading event was pleasurable for the time that it lasted but it did not merit further 

exploration. For Rennie, it was both pleasurable and thought-provoking as evidenced by 

his intense mvolvement during the telling of the story and by his concentrated effort to 

draw pictures which were laden with meanmg(s) that he was unable to express verbal^. 

Before proceedmg to a discussion of an intensive literary event, the following table 

(Figure S.7) provides an overview of the various literary events which took place during 

the first semester of this investigation. 

Thnc Period for 
Rcadufs A Rcsdowcs Tltks of Books 

ladividaal aad/orCnNip 
Artificts/Proiccts 

February 18 - March 1 Sylvester and Ike Magic Pebble 
Drawings, Dictations, 

Group Composed Book 
"What 1 would wish for.." drawing 

Vfarch 2 - March 3 PoiUington Bear Drawings & Dictations 
March 4 PadtSngton Bear Goes to the Qrcus Drawings & Dictations 
March S Rechenka's Eggs Drawings, Dictations 

Ukrainian Easter Eggs 

March 8 - March 28 Babushka Baba Yoga 
Drawings, Dictations 

Time Line 
Mural 

March 30 RumpebtUtskiH Drawings & Dictations 
April 4 - April 6 The Lion and the Rat Drawings 8c Dictations 

April? RiunpelstUtslin Drawings & Dictations 
April 11-April 12 The Lazy Bear Drawings & Dictations 
April 14-April IS Oscar Mouse Finds a Home Drawings & Dictations 

May 2-May 4 Tke Two Greedy Bears Drawings & Dictations 
May S BobiMta'sDoU Drawings & Dictations 
May 6 The Lion and the Little Red Bird Drawings & Dictations 

May 9 - May 10 Babushka's DoU Drawings & Dictations 
Russian Paper Dolls 

M^ It -Mw 13 The Rainbow Fish Drawings & Dictations 

Figure S.7. Literary events in the spring of 1994. 
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Smce the Paddingtnn Bear texts were somewhat tame and lacking in vitality, I 

decided to read a more exciting tale about a character drawn from Russian folklore. 

Babushka Baba Yaea ( Polacco, 1993). Throughout the reading of this story, the group 

was completely spellbound—^taut &ces and still bodies revealed a host of emotions— 

empathy, puzzlement, apprehension, and finalfy, relief at the story's conclusion. At that 

point, there was no doubt but that Babushka Baba Yaga (Polacco, 1993) would have to be 

read several times over the coming days. 

Over the course of this particular literary event (March 8-March 28,1994) my 

students would hear this story several times in its entirety, and also, in part, as they 

responded to their literary experiences through a series of drawings and dictations, 

discussions, and a group project which entaUed the construction of a mural representing 

Babushka Baba Yaga's viUage. In order to provide a context for a further discussion of 

this intensive literary event a child's retelling of the story of Babushka Baba Yaga is 

offered below. 
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"The Story of Babushka Baba Yaga** 

Retold ty Justine, age 7 
Drawings by Selena, age 6 

Figure 5.8. "Babushka Baba Yaga in the forest," by Selena, age 6. 

Baba Yaga watched the rest of the babushkas talking then she 
thought she could be a babushka, too. She found some clothes so she 
looked like a babushka instead of a Baba Yaga. 

She put her fingers in the stream to clean her fingers. She 
scrubbed the forest off of her. 

"Oh, my ears!" she said. Then she remembered that babushkas 
always wear scarves. She got dressed. She looked happy and she went to 
the village. 



Figure S.9. "Babushka Baba Yaga in the village," by Selena, age 6. 

There was a brand-new baby there and the babushkas showed it to 
Baba Yaga and she saw Natasha and Victor walking to their little home. 

Baba Yaga wanted to take care of the house and Victor while the 
mother was working. 

"I can cook. I can clean," she said, 

Baba Yaga was so happy. Victor and Baba Yaga cleaned the little 
hut. They went to the forest. She pulled Victor into her arms and she 
sings him songs. She kissed Victor's eyes and held him in her heart. 
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Figure 5.10. '̂ bushka Baba Yaga and Victor," by Selena, age 6. 

Then one day the babushkas are telling stories to the children. 
One of them said, "There's a Baba Yaga around the forest." 

"She comes and gets you and eats you up at night," said another. 

Another one said, "If you don't behave, she 'II come and get 
YOU!" she said to Victor. 

Victor went up on Baba Yaga's lap. He was so frightened. 

That night, she [Baba Yaga] went to put Victor in bed. She signed 
a note. She kissed his eyes and her heart was heavy and she left to never 
return. 
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Figure 5. II. "Victor in the fiwest," by Selena, age 6. 

Victor was sitting at the edge of the forest. He saw the yellow evil 
eyes in the deep of the forest. One of them snarled and snapped his teeth. 

Victor's mother said, "Someone, help my baby!" 

The trees spread apart and all the babushkas screamed—"The 
Baba Yaga is going to eat Victor!" 

The Baba Yaga hugged Victor. He knew it was his babushka 
because of her warm hug. 
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Figures. 12. "Babushka Baba Yagaand Victor,"by Selena, age6. 

They had a party that night and one of them took Baba Yaga's 

hands and said, "Those who judge... ["one another on what they hear or 

see, and not on what they know of them in their hearts, are fools 

indeed!"]. 

Baba hugged Victor and held him in her heart. The End. 

The day after the mhial reading of this story the group was unanimous in wanting 

to hear Babushka Baba Yaga. Again, they listened attentively throughout and, after a 

brief discussion of various parts of the story, they seized upon my suggestion that they 

might depict the chronology of story events ia a series of drawings. These drawmgs and 

acconqKinymg dictations were arranged then mto mdividual time Imes. 

The followmg tnne Imes are the work of three children, each of whom manifests a 
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bilateral, moderate-to-severe, sensormeural hearing loss, and concomitant severe language 

mipairment. One might assume, finm this generic description, that these children are 

similar m other ways, as well—particularly with respect to their use and understandmg of 

language. However, as the followmg examples will show, great variation in language use 

and understanding may be found in these children's work. 

Lindsev: Focusing on the themes of lonelmess. love, heartache, and jov 

Where she sad for her 
sister. She went to the 
forest. 

Figure 5.13. "Babushka Baba Yaga in the forest," by Lindsey, age 7. 
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The baby went to Baba 
Yoga. 

Figure 5.14. "Babushka Baba Yaga in the village," by Lindsey, age 7. 

She*s sad and in the 
forest 

Figures. 15. "Babushka Baba Yaga in the forest," by Lindsqr, age 7. 
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Baba Yaga found the baby 
and hold the baby over her 
heart. The baby happy. 

Figure 5.16. "Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the forest," by Lindsey, age 7. 

You [th^J were hap/̂ . 
Because she was happy 
sister. 

Figure S.17. "Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the village," by LihdsQr, age 7. 

"Bold," "strildQg," or "expressive" are some of the adjectives which might be used 

to characterize Lindsey's drawings ofBabushkaBaba Yaga (Figures 5.13-5.16). 
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However, these particular drawings were unique in con[^)arison to Lindsey's work as a 

whole, and in comparison to the drawmgs of her peers. 

In previous drawings, Lindsey had represented human forms more con^letely, 

such as those in Figure 5.17, and this was also the case in subsequent drawings. Lindsey's 

unusual and stead&st representation of Babushka Baba Yaga as a "&ce" did not seem, 

therefore, to be a capricious or whumsical act on her part. An examination of Polacco's 

illustrations finally revealed one possible reason for this mystifying choice of 

representation—^Lmdsey had been influenced by Polacco's style of illustration. 

By drawing only a ^e to represent Babushka Baba Yaga, Lindsey had, in effect, 

created close-ups which called attention to Babushka Baba Yaga's feelings and emotions. 

Lindsey's dictated statements about these drawings— 

=> Where she sad for her sister. She went to the forest 

=» She's sad and in the forest. 

=> You (theyl were happy. Because she was happy sister. 

bear out her focus upon Babushka Baba Yaga's feelings of loneliness, love, heartache, and 

joy—emotions of which Lindsey is cognizant, but unable to verbalize except in terms of 

"happmess" or "sadness." 
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Rennie: Focusing on Persnnal Understandings 

7 

/ don *t know...! can *t say.. 

Figures. 18. "Babushlca Baba Yaga in the forest," by Rennie, age 6. 

aO O 

a 

Baba Yaga she had a 
heart and a hug. 

That (pointing) is a bottle 
and coffee. 

Hers a grandma. Hers 
mom. Shesayt '̂ You're 
good.** 

Figure 5.19. "Babushka Baba Yaga, Natasha, and Victor," Rennie, age 6. 
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Baba Yoga hoU the bird, 
She said [to herself), 
"Baba, you have to go to 
thevilhge." 

Figure 5.20. "Babushka Baba Yaga in the forest," by Rennie, age 6. 

The dog snapfsnapped at] 
the little kid. 
The tree had yellow eŷ  
The taher trees were 
scared [scary]. It was 
dark 

Figures. 21. "Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the forest," by Rennie, age 6. 

Raba Yaga was hiding 
the little kid. She found 
the little kid. 

Tgure S. 22. "Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the forest,"!  ̂ Rennie, age 6. 
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As usual, Rennie sat near me during the reading of this story. This arrangement 

aUowed me to reach over and touch him whenever his fidgeting escalated to the pomt of 

finger-twisting, knuckle-crack^, or slapping his palms aga^ the table. Rennie's 

recentfy diagnosed hearmg loss accounted for part of his problems with attending to and 

understandmg spoken language, but other contributing &ctors were his lack of language 

dominance m either Tagalog or English, a language disorder, and an attention deficit 

disorder (ADD). Despite this complex combination of problems Rennie's approach to life 

and learning was cheerful and matter-of-&ct. Rennie's visual and verbal responses to 

Babushka Baba Yaga (Polacco, 1993) reflected his earnest efforts to concretize and 

organize his personal understandings of this story. 

The first drawing (Figure 5.18) of this series depicts the 

solitary figure of Babushka Baba Yaga with a smear of green 

color in the background. After drawing this picture Rennie 

was unable to put his thoughts about it into words, but at the 

conclusion of this section I will ofifer a suggestion for what I 

th^ that he was atten:^)tmg to express m this picture. 

In the second draw^ (Figure 5.19) Rennie has 

mstantiated his vision of Babushka Baba Yaga's 

kitchen—a stove, a cabmet with counter top, a baby 

bottle, and a coffee pot. Rennie's dictated statement 

identifies the "grandma" and the "mom" m his picture, and also the role of the mother 
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figure who says, in essence, 'Tou're a good boy." 

The final drawings and dictations (Figure 5.20-Figure 5.22) focus upon Rennie's 

understandings of various scenes and events from the story—Babushka Baba Yaga's 

decision to go to the village (Figure 5.20); Victor's frightening confrontation with the 

wolves in the forest (Figure 5.21); and his ultimate rescue by Babushka Baba Yaga (Figure 

5.22). 

Retumfflg now to Rennie's first drawing (Figure 5.18) of Babushka 

, I Yaga, I would suggest that Rennie may have been attempting 

to convey the essence of Babushka Baba Yaga's solitary existence, 

"She...was a being of the forest. She ruled her world alone. She 

ate alone and slept alone..." (Polacco, 1993). 

Krvstal: Focusing OP the Human Need for Family 

n 

Baba Yaga is sad because 
she is (done. She slept 
alone. She doesn*t have a 
chiUL She ate alone. 

Figure S.23. "BabushkaBaba Yaga ta the forest,** t^Krystal, age 7. 
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VjtaC'vr''. 

v-r/ 

r« lV;!<t:; 

Baba Yaga hold the baby 
and the baby stud, **I love 
you." 

Baba Yaga sing to the 
baby. 

Baba Yaga told him a 
story. 

Figure 524. "Babushka Baba Yaga and the baby in the forest," by Krystal, age 7. 

BtdM Yaga put Victor to 
bed. Victor cried himself 
to sleep. 

Baba Yaga saw the letter. 
It said, "I lass your ̂ es 
and I hold you in my 
heart," 

Figure 525. "Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the village," by Krystal, age 7. 
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Figure S.26. "Victor in the forest," by (Crystal, age 7. 

The chUd said, "HelpI" 
The mother said, 
**Somebody help me!** 
Victor sawthe evil eyes 
and the mother screamed. 
The ¥)alf tried to catch 
and eat Victor. Victor 
sawBaba Yagaandthe 
mother said Baba Yoga 
was going to eat Victor. 
Baba Yaga holds the 
baby and kisses it 

jjye 

K) 

She hold Victor on her lap. 
Baba Yaga, she said to 
Victor, **1 kiss your eyes.** 
She hold Victor in her 
heart. She have afamify 
now and she have a 
grandchild now. She has a 
mother, a sisto', and a 
father. 

Figure 521. Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the village," Krystal, age 6. 

In hs entirety, Krystal's thne line mcorporates and summarizes specMc scenes and 

events from this story in both sign systems of art and language. At first glance, it might 

appear that the sole purpose behmd these responses is the recreation and retelling of those 

story events. However, ckcumstances m Krystal's own life might have been Muential m 
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determinmg her focus upon Babushka Baba Yaga's strong need for a fiunily in the first, 

second, and last drawings of her time line. 

In Krystal's first drawing (Figure S.23), Baba Yaga is lookmg 

forlorn^ toward the tree where the village babushkas have 

assembled to share news and gossip of the day. Krystal's 

dictated statement about this drawmg relates that Baba Yaga is 

sad because she is alone. This statement is anqplified by Krystal's comments that, "She 

slept alone. She doesn't have a child. She ate alone." 

In her second drawing (Figure S.24), Krystal uses two 

sign systems—art and language—to convey the close bond 

that exists between Baba Yaga and her new grandchild. The 

nature of this bond is emphasized by Krystal's written and 

dictated text, "Baba Yaga holds the baby and the baby said, *I love you.'" This first 

statement is extended with Krystal's dictation which describes Baba Yaga's actions, "Baba 

Yaga sing to the baby. Baba Yaga told him a story." 

In the last drawmg (Figure S.27) of this series, Krystal again 

en^loys both sign systems to convey Baba Yaga's actions and 

words, "She hoki Victor on her lap. Baba Yaga, she said to 

Victor, "I kiss your ̂ es. This statement is elaborated upon in 

Krystal's subsequent dictatk)n for this drawmg, "She hokl Vrctor ni her heart. She have a 

femify now and she have a grandchild now. She has a mother, a sister, and a &ther." 

W 
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As stated previously, {Crystal's sensitivity to Baba Yaga's strong desire for a gunify 

may have been heightened by parallel events m her own life. These events, which Krystal 

never mentioned throughout the course of this literary event, culminated in the long-

antk^ted reunion of Krystal's mother, who had been adopted as an in&nt, and Krystal's 

grandmother. 

These coUective responses bring to mmd David Bleich's (1975) statement that, 

"Once a person has seen his responses in action in a general way and how they are 

constant^ functioning, literature becomes less a subject he learns in school than a special 

opportunity to engage the emotions and thoughts foremost in his mind" (p. 20). It is 

evident from these responses that Lindsey, Rennie, and Krystal followed their hearts as 

they drew, dictated, and wrote about theff personal understandmgs of this story. 

However, having given form to what had "been lived through m the literary transaction" 

(Rosenblatt, 1982, p. 276) they contmued to clarify, deepen, and extend their 

understandmgs through conversations with one another. Unlike Peterson & Eeds' (1990) 

"grand conversations" these discussions were more like "heart-to-heart" talks such as this 

one between Lindsey and Krystal about Baba Yaga and Victor: 

Lindsey: Baba Yaga hold him and eat hint.. 

Krystal: She hugged him! She didn't eat himl 

Linebey: Vh-kuhl I saw her! 

fOystal: 7%e mother thinks the Baba Yaga is going to eat him. 

Lindsey: Baba Yaga hold him in her heart... 

Krystal: Baba Yaga kissed Victor and he renumbered the mtrm hug. 

Lindsey: Baba Yaga hold him on her heart and hugged 
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This excerpt, taken from a discussion about Polacco's illustrations, reveals 

Lmdsey's understandmg that holding a person "in your heart" means that that person 

must have been eaten! However, by the end of her heart-to-heart talk with Krystal, 

Lmdsey apparently revised her thmking and conceded that, "Baba Yaga hold him on her 

heart and hugged." 

At this point in time, sustained discussion about stories was not easily achieved by 

this group of children. However, their thoughts and understandings about a story could be 

explored, clarified, and/or extended as they responded verbally to illustrations of a text. In 

the followmg section, three first-graders, JT, Jenna, and Justine engage m a page-by-page 

examination and discussion of the illustrations of Babushka Baba Yaga. 

Exploring Understandings With Others 

In the following conversation, which took place midway through this literary 

event, these children verbalize their personal and social understandings of this story as 

they view and comment upon the illustrations of the story. Initial^, they are unsure of just 

how to carry on their discussion. JT's openmg comment focuses upon Babushka's 

appearance. Justme and Jenna then add fiirther details about her appearance and offer 

reasons for her behavior: 

JT: Baixishka is old. The [other] babushkas are talking about her. 
(pointing) There's chickens. 

Justine: Babushka is dwty. She was sad and she wanted to be a babushka. 

Jenna: Babushka don't have no grandchild and she don't have no &mily. 

JT: She gots long finger nails. 

Jenna: She love to be a babushka and she wanna cut her nafls. 
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At this point, JT recalls Babushka's decision to "borrow" some clothes from a 

villager's clotheslme in order to disguise her appearance, and Jenna and Justine agam 

clarify and extend reasons for her actions: 

JT: She's thinldngofborrowing those clothes. 

Jenna: She wants to borrow those clothes and she wants to wear them. 

Justine: She wants to wear them so she can be a babushka and she remembered that 
babushkas always wear scarves. 

JT: She [Babushka] said, "I shall scrub the forest off of me." 

Jenna: She said...she wished...She wants to wear babushka clothes. She get her finger 
and put it in the water to cut her nails. She wants somebody to comb her hair. 

Justine: She scrubbed her skin and she said, '̂ ow 'bout my ears? And she went to hide 
her ears. Babushka dressed herself up all day and then they went to Victor 
[Victor's house]. 

JT then comments that Babushka is happy because she is going to the village and 

then each child, m turn, relates and expands upon this course of events; 

JT: Babushka is happy because she gets to go to the village. 

Jenna: Babushka is happy because she gets to see the grandchild. 

JT: Victor and Natasha were walking to their little house and Babushka followed 
them so she could bal^-sit Victor. 

Jenna: Babushka was talking to Natasha and Victor. 

JT: Babushka said, "I could take care of Victor. I could cook. I could clean. 
I could do everything while you're [the mother] out thae." 

Justine: Victor stretched his arms out [to Babushka]. He never seen her all morning. 

Jenna: Babushka said sbe...1 need a place to stay." 

«««««« 

JT, Jenna, and Just^ then recount and mterpret the sequence of events which led 

to Babushka's decision to leave the village and to return to the forest: 

Jenna: The grandcfaild...the grandmothers be mean to Baba Yaga. 
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JT: The grandmothers told stories about Baba Yaga. "She flies through the air at 
night." 

Jienna: Victor was crying and he [was] scared. The grandmothers be mean. 

JT: One got up from her seat and hissed and gnashed her teeth. 

Justine: Babushka put Victor to bed and he cried himself to sleep. 

Jenna: Babushka's heart was heavy. 

JT: Babushka left a note—"I hold you in my heart I kiss you good night. 

Justine: She signed a letter and then left. 

In the following section Jenna begins to set the scene for Victor's encounter with 

the wolves. JT relates the events which lead up to that encounter, and Jenna offers a 

reason for the child's fear. IT then detafls Babushka's sudden appearance, and both he 

and Just^ describe Victor's recognition of "his" babushka: 

Jenna: In the forest there's a evil eyes belongs to the wol6...wolves. 

JT: Victor went to the edge of the forest almost every day and he screamed fix* help 
and the villagers ran. The wolves snarled at the villagers. 

Jenna: Victor was scared because the wolves [were] nmning at him and the 
grandmother was scream. 

JT: Then a tree spreaded apart and the villagers screamed, ''It is the Baba Yaga! 
She is going to eat Victor!" 

Justine: Victor hugged Baba Yaga. She hugged her [him] back. 

JT: Victor felt the warm hug. He said, "Babushka." 

In the final part of this conversation, Jenna and Justine's opening statements 

mdicate an aesthetic stance as they attempt to describe Babushka's return to the village 

us^ figurative language £*001 the text, which JT subsequently summarizes as a 

"celebratmn." At which point, Justine pronounces the happy ending to the story and JT 

and Jenna elaborate upon her remarks: 

Jenna: There's flowers and givmgs.... 
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Justine; TbQ^re giving flowers to Babushka and one of the babushlcas took her hand 
and said, "Those that judge [by what they] hear or see... 

JT: AndtheyhadabigcelebratioD. 

Justine: Babushka got a &mily...she hold Victor and kissed many eyes. 

JT: She stayed m the village with Victor and Natasha. 

Jeaaa: Babushka was happy because she had a new &mily. 

The above conversation reveals the collaborative nature of these children's efforts 

to express their understandings of the characters and events of this story. Throughout the 

course of their conversation each child frequent^ extends or expands upon the others' 

previous statements by providing additional mfonnation. This strategy of restatement and 

extension is illustrated by the following excerpt; 

Initial Statement: She's thinking of borrowing those clothes. (JT) 

Restatement: She wants to borrow those clothes and 
Extension: she wants to wear them. (Jenna) 

Restatement: She wants to wear them 
Extension: so she can be a babushka and she remembered that babushkas always wear 

scarves. (Justine) 

In the excerpts below, statements which indicate extensions, effects or 

mterpretations also "build ofP' of preceding statements: 

Initial Statement: The grandmothers told stories about Baba Yaga. '*She flies through the air at 
night" (JT) 

Effect: Victor got close to Baba Yaga. (Justine) 
Extension: Victor was crying and he [was] scared 
biterpretive Statement: [Because] The grandmo^ers be mean. (Jenna) 
Initid Statement: Babushka put Victor to bed and he cried himself to sleep. (Justine) 
Extension: Babushka's heart was heavy. (Jenna) 
Effect: Babushka left a note, "I hold you in my heart. 1 kiss you good m'ght. (JT) 
Extension: She signed a letter and then left. (Justine) 
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This heart-to-heart discussion reveals some of the ways through which these 

chfldren were able to communicate their thoughts and understandings about this story to 

each other. Theor talk also illustrates Chambers' (1996) point that conversation about 

books is a conqplicated and communal activity^ in which there "are various motivations and 

various flmctions smuhaneousty at work" (p. 13). These fimctions and motivations, 

delmeated by Chambers as "four kinds of saying" (p. 14-17) are evident throughout these 

children's conversations about Babushka Baba Yaga (Polacco, 1993): 

• Saying [SomethingI For Your Self m order "to hear said what has 
been so fer only uiwardly thought" (p. 14). 

• Saying [Something] To Others in the hope "that they will interpret 
what we have said and help us to understand it better'Xp-14). 

• Saying [Something] Together m a cooperative act of discussion 
"amied at discovering more about the text than would otherwise be 
possible" for an individual to accomplish alone. 

• Saying [Something] New through the generation of'*new 
understandings, [awl] increased appreciations, that no one till then 
could have articulated" (p. 17). 

While usmg a collaborative scaffolding strategy to sustain their dialogue about this 

story, JT, Jenna, and Justine were able to incorporate these "four kinds of saying" in their 

conversation. The end result of thev conversation was not onfy to clarify, deepen, and 

extend thek personal and social understandings of their literary experiences, but also to 

add a new body of experience to then: worlds (Britton, 1978). 

As the precedmg sections illustrate, all of these children expressed a variety of 

personal and social understandmgs of this story as a result of their multi&ceted literary 

experiences. By "following the dktates of thenr hearts," Lindsey, ItemiK and Krystal 
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expressed personalty unkiue visual and verbal understandings of human needs, actions, and 

emotions. The conversation between Krystal and Lmdsey, and the discussion among the 

other first-graders— JT, Justine, and Jenna— highlighted their socially-constructed 

understandings of these same issues. The process whereby these understandmgs were 

generated is aptly described by Vandergrift (1998) who contends that; 

An acquaintance with and an understanding of literary characters is one 
ofthe first ways a young child has of making sense of what it is to be 
human. We all come to know more clearty who and what we are while 
reaching out, imaginativety, for what we might become. As the child 
dwells in and womlers at the lives lived in story, she comes to know both 
herself and the world and begins to see that world as somethmg over which 
she, as a character in life, might exercise some control. The events of story 
are a means of exploration of the world, helping her to confirm, to 
illuminate, and to extend her own life experiences, in ways that give her 
power over them. Story gives publk: form to private meanings and thus 
helps those who receive its messages to reach out to other human beings m 
the world, knowing that they share some of the same concerns and feelings 
(unpaged). 

Summary 

This chapter explicates the role(s) that literature may play in my classroom and in 

the lives of my students. A "stor/' relating my students' responses to Paddington Rear 

(Bond, 1973), Paddington Bear At The Circus (Bond, 1974) and. Babushka Baba Yaga 

(Polacco, 1993) illustrates some of the determinmg Actors such as, disinterest or waning 

interest on the parts of my students, which mfiuence my decisions to engage m short- or 

long-term explorations of literary texts. In the course of this "story*' the work of three 

chiklren who manifest sunilar hearmg losses and concomitant severe language mipairments 
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illustrates the great variation ^^liicli may be found in the language use and personal 

understandings of hearing-onpaired children. 

These children's individual paths of literary response: Lmdsey's exploration of 

human feelmgs and emotions; Rennie's exploration of personal story understandings, and 

Krystal's exploration of the human need for femily suggest the many understandmgs which 

may be realized whenever story "gives public form to private meanmgs" (Vandergrift, 

1998, unpaged). In the case of these children, the public story of Bahushlfa Baba Yaga 

(Polacco, 1993) allowed them to develop thenr sense of story, to attain msights into human 

behavior and emotions, and to explore universal themes of humanity. The breadth of these 

understandmgs suggests the potentialities of literature to educate the hearts and mmds of 

all human beings. 
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Chapter 6 

A COMMUNION OF HEARTS: 
RESPONDING TO UTERATURE THROUGH DRAMA 

Dramatizatioii of literature truly involves a communion of hearts. In the case of 

children's picture books, it mvolves a communion of author, illustrator, and the reader-

actors who 'journey inside the story garden, so that they can reconstruct the symbols, 

images, and narrative sequence 'in action,' thus reexamining the story's ideas, 

experimenting with them, leammg to 'play' with the narrative, and in reflection, coming to 

an understanding of both the story's possibilities and the art form used to create it" 

(Booth, p.l95, 1985). 

The realization of these potentials of literary dramatization is a subtle but dynamic 

process of signification which may not be obvious to the eye of the beholder. Therefore, 

in this chapter which focuses upon the research question: 

=> What role does dramatization play in my students' constructions of meaning within 
their lived-through experiences of literature? 

I wiU attempt to explicate, through a description and discussion of a classroom 

dramatization and an examination of children's drawings and dictated response statements, 

my students' distinctive realizations of meaning in a literary response enterprise involving 

the sign systems of drama, art, and language. 

Responding to Literature Through Drama 

Rosenblatt (1991) has long contended that students frequent^ are hurried away 

from their "lived-through experiences" of Ifterature, and she holds that after a readmg "the 
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experience [of literature] should be recaptured [and] reflected on...tfarough finther 

aesthetic activities—drawing, dancing, mim^, talking, writing, role-playmg, or oral 

mterpretation" (p. 447). In my classroom, dramatization is a fevorite form of literary 

response as evidenced by nqr students' clamorous requests to "pl^y the story" after a read 

aloud. This equation of drama and play has significant implications in terms of children's 

literary experiences and their personal and social learning. One obvious but overlooked 

benefit of literary dramatization is that it naturally lends itself to "repeat" performances of 

texts which with every new experience allow chfldren to explore, clarify, and/or deepen 

their literary, personal, and social understandings. 

This cycle of "literature to drama to life" has been described by King (1981) as 

one which "provides children with a circular experience that starts by enabling them to 

enter someone else's world through reading or hearing a story, translating the meaning of 

that experience into another form (drama), which in turn gives rise to personal reflection, 

leading to a new or fuller understanding of life" (p. 166). In reference to using drama as a 

way of responding to literature. King (1981) delineates the foUowmg benefits: 

• Dramatization provides chfldren with opportunitks to physicalize, through nonverbal 
means, thoughts and feelmgs that result fiom reading or hearing a story. 

• It deepens chiklren's understanding of a story. 
• It enables chfldren to understand a story finm their own points of view. 
• It creates the opportunity to explore a story fivm alternative pomts of view. 
• It provides chfldren with an understandmg of both story and drama. 
• It enables chfldren to share comments which reveal d^rences in response without 

regard to theff "correctness." 
• It encour^es chfldren to notice detafl and to ask questions while explormg motivation 

and action. 
• It prov^es chiklren with opportunitKs to act, or behave, as if they were other peopfe 

and to "nnag^ tnnes and places other than then: own" (p, 166). 
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• It provkles children with imaginative experiences which "can serve as the basis for 
personal reflection, critical thinkmg, and increased vocabulary with which to express 
thoughts and emotions" (p.l66). 

This cycle of literature to drama to life may be accomplished through approaches 

which emphasize either interpretation or improvisation of literature. In the research 

literature these terms, and others, are often given conflicting de&itions. Therefore, for the 

purposes of this dissertation, the following definitions are offered to describe these 

approaches: 

=> dramaHc interpretation focuses upon participants' ''Mhful" enactment of plot and 
dialogue usmg body movements, gestures, &cial expressions, and voice in order to 
brmg characters, situations, and events to life. 

=> dramatic improvisation focuses upon participants' deliberate efforts (using body 
movements, gestures, &cial expressions, and voice) to go beyond the literary text m 
order to explore, extend, extrapolate, or enrich the "material" of a text. 

My approach to literary dramatization is centered in the tradition of dramatic 

interpretation because the "feithful" enactment of stories provides a definitive context and 

structure for hearnig-inq)aired children's use of new or unfemiliar vocabulary and/or 

language structures. The in^rtance of this context and structure m developmg children's 

verbal abilities through dramatization is afi&med by Paley (1978) who argues that "when a 

story is dramatized a specific plot is caUed for and each child can learn to express the 

words that propel the action" (p. 320). 

In my classroom, story dramatizatfons do not entail memorization of dialogue, 

rehearsals, or theatrical-like productk)ns. After a read aloud the members of the group 

assemble in the "drama area" of the classroom and decide upon their respective rotes. In 
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nQr role as the narrator/side coach, I then proceed to read the story and provide the 

performers with lines of dialogue which they incorporate into the dramatization. At the 

conclusion of their performance the chfldren quickly reassign roles and continue to repeat 

the dramatization as often as time permits. 

This methodology is similar in approach to Heathcote and Bolton's (1995) use of 

chamber theater which, de&ed by Breen (1978) is a technique that, "is dedicated to the 

proposition that the ideal literary experience is one in which the simultaneity of the drama, 

representing the illusion of actuality...niay be profitably combined with the novel's 

narrative privOege of examining human motivation at the moment of action" (p. 5). 

Through this approach, Heathcote & Bolton (199S) believe that showing a story becomes 

possible, "The narrator holds the form, while the showing involves the actors in the 

demonstration of actioiL Because the narrator tells the motivation and hnpulses of the 

people in the story, the actors are freed from the burden of carrying those feelings. All 

they are required to do is give a crude 'sign' of what the foelmg might be..." (p. 213). 

Although the responsibility for expressing underlying motives and emotions 

belongs to the narrator in this approach, the authors contend that the actors, on the other 

hand, come to an understanding of characters' motives and emotions hi an osmotic-like 

manner. They describe this process of understanding as one of invocation, "The narrator 

almost mvokes the foelmg and emotion ui the students as they demonstrate the behavior 

that convQrs the story" (p. 213). 
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In our classroom practice this process of understandmg may be characterized more 

accurate^ as being one of evocation because students assume for themselves the task of 

constructing and refiimg dramatic interpretations according to theff own understandings 

of each literary experience. One classroom dramatization which devebped in this manner 

was based upon a picture book version of Samuil Marshak's (1987) poem. In The Van 

(Figure 6.1). 
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A lady sent in the van; Just then an enormous hound 
Abag, Came over the rails at a bound. 
Abox, It was caught and put in the van 
A divan. Along with the bag and the box. 
A hamper. The hamper. 
A sampler. The sampler. 
Some books. The books. 
And a wee little doggy named Snooks. Instead of the doggy named Snooks. 

At the station in Red Banner Street The lady got out of the train 
She was handed a yellow receipt At a station in southern Ukraine. 
That listed the things for the van: She called to a porter, who ran 
Abag, To bring her the things in the van: 
Abox, The bag. 
A divan. The box. 
A hamper. The divan. 
A sampler. The hamper. 
Some books. The sampler. 
And a wee little doggy named Snooks. The books. 

And the dog — that was not named Snooks. 
When the luggage was brought to the train. 
It was counted all over again. The hound gave a horrible growl. 
And packed away in the van: The lady emitted a howl. 
The bag. ''You robbers, you rascals!" cried she. 
The box. "TWs isn't my dog, can't you see?" 
The divan. She tore at the handles and locks. 
The hamper. She kicked at the bag and the box. 
The sampler. The hamper. 
Theboolu, The sampler. 
And the wee little doggy named Snooks. The books: 

"I will have my doggy named Snooksr 
But off the wee doggy ran 
As soon as the journey began. "Just a minute, dear madam, don't shout. 
And only on reaching the Don And don't throw your luggage about. 
Was it found that the doggy was gone. It seems that you sent in the van: 
All the luggage was safe in the van: Abag, 
The bag. Abox. 
The box. A divan. 
The divan. A hamper. 
The hamper. A sampler. 
The sampler. Some books. 
Theboote, And a wee little doggy named Snooks." 
But—where was the doggy named Snooks? 

"But the smallest of dogs, as you know. 
In the course of a ioumey may grow." 

Fiinire6.1. "In The Van" SamuilMarshak, trans. Margaret Wettlin. Reprinted with permission. 

The dramatic potentials of this humorous poem nnmediatefy captured the hearts 

and imagmations of the children m this literature group and, as a result, th^ dramatized 

the story numerous times over the course of five days (March 6 through March 10,1995). 
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Throughout that time each of the children performed the various roles of narrator, lady, or 

porter with little to no prompting. However, the most con^llmg performances were 

those given by the children least likely to excel m the area of dramatic performance— 

Krystal, JT, and Justine. A vignette and discussion of their dramatization is provided in 

the following section which explicates some of the dramatic conventions used in 

structurmg drama work. 

Structuring Drama Work: 
Conventions for Mediatmg and Transforming Understandings 

"Meanmgs in theatre" according to Neelands (1990), "are created for both the 

spectator and participant through the actor's fictional and symbolic uses of human 

presence in time and space" (p.4). The creation of different kmds of meaning is made 

possible through the use of dramatic conventions "which emphasize dififerent qualities in 

the theatrical possibilities of time, space and human presence" (p. 4). Four dramatic 

conventions described by Neelands (1990) as being primarily concerned with the **process 

of theatre as a means of developing understanding about both human experience and 

theatre itself (p. 5) are categorized into the foOowing groups of actions (Figure 6.2): 

TTHT 

o 
«p 

Coomt BuOdnig Actiow 
NmiivBAAioiiB 

POttieAclim 
RcflecthwAcliaiis 

<9 
.0̂  

Figure 6.2. Conventions for structuring diainawoik(N(BeIaiids, 1990). 
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These conventioiis, representing four varieties of dramatic actions, aUow for the 

mediation and transformation of meanmgs in different ways: 

• Context buiMmg actions are those conventions which enable participants to create or 
engage with the dramatic context—^the concrete particulars of the situation, 
characters or roles which will mform and drive the action" (p. 9). 

• Narrative actions are those conventions which "mvolve individuals and groups 
moving the story on through the use of language and behavior appropriate to the 
context" (p. 21). 

• Poetic actions are those conventions 'Svhich emphasize or create the symbolic 
potential of the drama through highly selective use of language and gesture" (p. 6). 

• Reflective actions are those conventions which may be used as a means to review or 
comment on the action or "inner thinking" of a drama. 

In our dramatizations of this poem these various meaning-making conventions 

were manifest m the foUowmg forms: context-building actions included ""costuming (the 

use of hats to define and to build belief in roles); defining space (the use of available 

material/fumiture to represent the space where a drama is occurrmg); and the use of 

sound effects to accompany action. Narrative and poetic actions inchided rote-pttî ing 

and re-enactment which focused upon the participants' actualization of story through 

contextually appropriate language, movement, behavior and/or actions. Reflective actions 

included the use of narration as a device for mitiatmg and/or maintaining the forward 

movement of the dramatization. 

In the various dramatizations of this poem the context-building actions of defining 

space and costuming were key elements k the "stagmg" of the story. Three chairs placed 

side-by-s^e were dr{q)ed with a brilliant red banner to represent an elegant divan in an 
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imaginary "baggage car." Another chair placed forward of the "baggage car" served as a 

seat for the Russian lady who sat feeing toward the front of the "train." "Props" consisted 

of a flowered, veiled hat for the lady, a Russian for cap and clipboard for the porter, 

assorted pieces of "baggage," and two stuffed toy dogs—one small and one large. 

Students' drawings (which were created on the final day of this literary event) 

reveal tacit understandings of these context-building actions. The selected drawings 

below (Figures 6.3; 6.4; 6.5) illustrate the transmediation of these understandings from the 

original sign system of experience (drama) into the sign system of art. 

Figure 6.3. JT's face 7> visual response to In The Van. 

In the above drawing (Figure 6.3), JT's understanding of the convention of 

defiling space has been transmediated into the visual miage of a train (a flat-bed car, 

baggage car, and caboose). As visual symbols these can denote the setting (space) of the 

dramatization. The gray fiir cap on the figure m the foreground is denotatwe of the porter 

in both sign systems of response (drama and art). 
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Figure 6.4. Jenna's (age 8) visual response to fa The Van. 

Jenna's drawing (Figure 6.4) also reveals a knowledge of these context-buOding 

conventions. The seated figure is identifiable as a "lady" by her flowered, veiled hat. The 

reddish divan (in the lower right comer of the drawing) represents the imaginary baggage 

car m the dramatization. A porter (whose identity is indicated by a blue fiir cap) stands at 

the center of the drawing. The placement of this figure visually separates the "passenger 

car" (which is represented by a yellow chaff) from the "baggage car" in this drawing. The 

serral placement of these three elements (seated lady—porter—divan) constitute a visual 

definition of space similar to the physical definmg of space in dramatizations. 



Figure 6.5. Krvstal's (age 7> visual response to In The Van. 

Krystal's detafled drawing (Figure 6.5) depicts most of the context-buiidmg 

conventions used in structuring these dramatizations. In the background a rectangular 

magenta divan with sbc legs holds various items of baggage. Behind the divan there is a 

line of children waiting to initiate the movement of the "train" (symbolized by the divan 

and baggage) with sound effects and motion. In the foreground, a porter (denoted by a 

gray flir cap, clipboard with squiggles, and a yellow recent) is handing the receipt to a 

lady (denoted by her flowered, vefled hat). Krystal's understanding of the space defiling 

convention m dramatization is shown in her use of background and foreground space in 

this drawmg and by the relative sizes of the figures and context-building props. 

As stated previously, dramatic conventions offer an array of "theatrical 

possibilities" in terms of particq)ants' use of time, space, and human presence. The 

context-building conventions discussed above supported these children's transitions mto 
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the drama world of literature where they engaged in role-playing and re-enactment of the 

story. The dynamic quality of their journeys "inside the story garden" of drama are 

in^ssible to describe in a way which conveys the depth or degree of these children's 

involvement in creatmg meaning through this sign systeoL However, in the following 

section a vignette of JT's, Krystal's and Justine's dramatization of Marshak's (1987) poem 

illustrates, to a certain extent, this level of commitment. 

Joumeyn^ into the Story Garden through Drama: A Classroom Vignette 

With a hat and veil placed firmly on her head, Justine 

embodies a haughty and imperious Rtissian lady who, 

striding into the train station with a straggling, motley 

retinue bearing her baggage, commands that each bring 

her, "My bag, my box, my divan, my hamper, my sampler, my books, and my wee little 

doggy named Snooks!" 

Once everything is stowed away in the baggage car, 

the porter, Krystal, calls out the name of each item, 

"A bag. A box. A divan. A hamper. A sampler. 

Some books and a wee little doggy named Snooks!" 

as she meticulously ticks off each item on her lading 

document and then, with a great flourish, hands over a receipt to the toe-tapping, 

impatiently waiting Justine. In the meantime, the members of Justine's retinue have 

jostled themselves into place behind the banner-draped divan and are waiting expectantly 
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for Krystal 's cry of, "All ab-o-o-o-ard!" At this signal, they turn their bodies sideways to 

the audience and, in unison, pump their arms around and around as they chug off from 

the train station. 

Upon reaching the first stop of the journey the train 

comes to a thunderous, screeching halt. At this point, 

an "enormous hound" is shoved hurriedly into the 

baggage car. Krystal again calls out, "All aboardl" 

and the train leaves for its final destination. 

—|— At the train station, Justine's entourage busily gathers up 

t her baggage and discovers, to their dismay, that the little 

dog is nowhere to be found. Outraged and fitrious, 

Justine raises a hue and cry that brings the porter, JT, 

huffing and puffing to the platform. Mustering up an officious, indignant air he declaims 

the last verse, "Just a minute, dear madam—ihn't shout, and tUtn't throw your luggage 

about I It seems that you sent in the van—a bag; a box; a divan; a hamper; a sampler; 

some books; and a wee little doggy named Snooks.... BUT...the smaikst of dogs, as you 

know...in the course ofa Joumey....may.... .grow." At these final words, a speechless and 

sputtering Justine makes a grand exit—stalking "offstage " in a huff of unplacated 

indigĵ ation. 
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The Choice of Dramatization as Response 

These children's frequent and immediate choice of dramatization-as-response 

suggests a strong desire to recapture and to extend their mitial literary experiences. 

Edmiston (1993) suggests that through drama we can "enter the world of story with 

others [and that] our private world of Ifterature can become a drama world, a public 

shared world of the text ui which we can walk around and interact with other people..." 

(p. 2S6). In this perspective of drama "students can have lived-through interactive 

experiences mside the worlds of literature" (p. 264) which have the effect of producing 

new personal and social understandings. In the same vem Purves, Rogers, & Sotor (1990) 

contend that, "Using informal dramatic activities can be a powerM way to draw on 

students' own responses to a literary work, extend those responses, and build community 

mterpretations. It is a particularly useful way to allow students to take on various 

perspectives and to frame or reframe thek responses...[by allowing them]...to momentarily 

get 'inside' a literary work and to see things from another perspective" (p. 112). 

The actualization or, realization, of these potentials of dramatic interpretation are 

not by nature obvious happenings, and as such their occurrence must be ^erred from 

individuals' behaviors or actions. As stated previously, Krystal, JT, and Justme were not, 

to all outer appearances, likely candidates for best "actor/actress" awards. Krystal, a 

painiiilly shy perfectionist, refrised to speak above a whisper whenever she was the focus 

of attention m a group; JT, a slow-mov^, placid Adonis with blonde curls, d^les, 

extravagant^ frmged hazel eyes, and cleft chin, rarely displayed any emotion in the 
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classroom whfle Justine, a mildly mentalfy-handicapped child, gave free rein to her 

expression of emotion. However, when these three children stepped mto dramatk roles 

they underwent astonishmg metamorphoses of character. Krystal's shyness vanished and 

her voice, clearly audible, resonated with confidence; JT's lethargy was replaced with 

purposeful energy and animation; and Justme's histrionic temperament was put to such 

good use that she was dubbed, "Sarah Bernhardt." 

These chfldren's self-transformations in the sign system of drama may be related to 

Heathcote's (Johnson & O'Neill, 1984) suggestion that, *T)rama uses the person to bring 

it into being. Conversely, the person is brought into possible new being by the same 

process. The child enters the zone of circumstance permitted by the drama situation, and 

m shapmg the circumstance's future, the chfld's future is shaped, ready to be available in 

the real society..."(p. 198). This idea of recreation of self is extended by Bolton (I98S) 

who holds that the learning which occurs through dramatization is a result of refi'ammg 

one's personal understandmgs; 

To take on a role is to detach oneself fi-om what is implicitly understood 
and to blur temporarily the edges of a given world. It invites modification, 
adjustment, reshapmg, and realignment of concepts already held. Through 
detachment fi'om experiencing one can look at one's experiencing anew (p. 
156). 

While these "shaping" effects of dramatization were strongly evident in Krystal's, 

JT's, and Justine's reenactments of this story, then* personal understandings and those of 

their classmates, remamed unexpressed for the most part. Neelands (1984) suggests that 

this is not an unusual occurrence because younger children "...learn fiom 'living' in drama-
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time [and] their understanding of meanings is more likefy to be embedded in the imagined 

e}q)eriences of drama-t^" (p. 56). Therefore, in an effort to tease out some of these 

embedded understandings, I asked the group to listen to the poem once again and to 

reflect upon their literary e}q)erience(s) in the sign systems of art and language. Those 

drawings and dictated response statements are the subject of the following sections. 

Transmediating Personal Understandmgs mto Images and Words 

After the reading of the poem all ofthe children settle into favorite spots in the 

classroom where they quickly set to work, Krystal, Jenna, and JT comment quietly to 

each other as they huddle oxer their drawings. Justine's efforts are punctuated with 

chatter and humming. Rennie's chin rests upon the palm of his hand as he ponders what 

to draw. 

Lindsey, the focus of my attention, gazes intently at the revolving book rack 

where props and puppets are kept in a semblance of order. Lindsey's eyes squint in 

concentration as she considers her course of action. Looking back andforth between the 

rack and her paper she painstakingly draws a turquoise shape that resembles a turtle's 

shell. This action is followed by another equally serious study of the rack and a series of 

magenta squiggles are drawn inside this shape. With her crayon poised in the air, 

Lindsey looks again at the rack and then adds magenta circles to the center of each 

squiggle. Having done this, she selects another crayon and, pressing down upon each 

circle, she adds an overlay of yellow. Keeping her gaze fastened to the rack she gropes 
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around for a another crayon, holds it up before her eyes to verify its color, and completes 

her drawing with a swift series of downward and sideward strokes. 

A smile and look of satirfaction cross her face as she considers her finished 

drawing. Glancing up from her work, she notices my attention and she jubilantly calls 

out, "I'm done, Mrs. Phiwwips!" 

Figure 6.6. LindsQr's (age 8) visual response to In The Van. 

Without knowmg the circumstances of its creation, one's initial reaction to this 

drawmg (Figure 6.6) might be one of head-scratching perplexity. However, for Lmdsey 

this representational drawing signified the actual hat worn in her role as the Russian lady 

and her personal literature-to-drama-to-life experknce of this poem. As the above 

vignette suggests, Lmdsey's efforts to create visual meaning mvolved a concentrated study 

of the hat and a deliberate attempt to depict it through an accurate use of Ime, sh£^, 

pattern, and color. 
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Lindsey's accoii^)anymg dictation: 

The lady said, "The bag, the box, the van, the sampler, the hamper, and the 
little puppy named Snooks." 
"All aboard!" The train. 
"That's not my dog named Snooks." 
And she search all around. 

is a telegraphic retelling which demonstrates that, with the help of dialogue learned during 

her dramatic experience of this poem, Lindsey is able to recall, organize, and relate—in 

broad outline—her understandings of the events of this story. 

Justme's drawing (Figure 6.7) is a visual reprise of the opening scene of the 

dramatization. In this picture, she incorporates three elements taken from her 

experience(s) of the textual and dramatic worlds of literature: a white poodle wearmg a 

pink bow is singled out from the "textual world;" an amorphous collection of baggage and 

a pmkish divan represent the setting/scene of both worlds; and Justine, wearing a 

Figure 6.7. Justine's face 7> visual response to In The Van. 
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prominent bat, is depicted "in role." Unlike most of Justine's dictated response 

statements, which tended to be lengthy with much word-for-word dialogue, her dictation 

for this drawing is perfunctory and to the point: 

The lady went to the station. She brought a divan, books, box, sanq)ler, 
hamper, the wee little doggie named Snooks. 

The lady went mto the train and the journey began after the wee little 
doggie named Snooks ran off 

In these statements Justine demonstrates her developmg ability to order, 

synthesize, and relate textual mformation. Unfortunate^, m the process of ordermg, 

synthesizing, and relating this information, Justine's distmctive 'Voice" is lost and, along 

with that, the usual verbal indices of her "lived-through" literary experience. 

Figure 6.8. Jenna's faee 8'> visual response to In The Van. 

Like Justine's drawing, Jenna's light-hearted picture (Figure 6.8) is also a visual 

reprise of the &st scene in the dramatization. Wearing the flowered hat and feeing toward 

the front of the train, a smiling Jenna is waitmg for the tram to depart the station while the 

cheerM porter (KrystaO waits at attention. The en^ty divan provides balance to the 

pkmire and anchors the scene fim% to the edge of the page. Jenna's dictated response 
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Statement, which is typical of her "matter-of-̂ ct" verbal expression, collapses this scene 

into a few words: 

The lady went to the station. 

She said, "A bag, a box, a divan, a hanq)er, a sampler, and some books, 
and a wee little doggie named Snook[s]." 

Then they are ready. 

And the porter counts all the things. 

Figure 6.9. JT's face T> visual response to In The Van. 

JT's drawmg (Figure 6.9) also portrays a scene &om the dramatization. In this 

picture, a somewhat toothy JT, wearing the fur cap with fi>lded-up ear flaps, is in his role 

as the porter. In the background there are various railroad cars and a caboose-like car 

with smoke wafting firom the smokestack. The incorporation of a train in this drawing 

seems to be an indication that JT may be synthesizing elements fix)m his nnagmary and 

actual worlds of experience. The correspondmg flourishes on each side of the porter are a 

visual signature of JT's conviction of a drawmg. JT's dictated response statement is 
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limited to the first scene of the dramatization and his &vorite Ime of dialogue— '̂AU 

aboard!"— is highlighted by its presence m his first sentence: 

When the lady got on the tram the porter said, "All aboard!" 

When the tram started the wee little doggie named Snooks jun^)ed off and 
ran away. 

By the Don [River] the train stopped and the wee little doggie named 
Snooks was gone. 

Figure 6.10. Krvstai's faee 7> visual response to In The Van. 

(Crystal's detafled drawmg (Figure 6.10) of the first scene of the dramatization 

depicts her in the role of the porter; Justine in the role of the Russian lady; and theb 

classmates in thenr roles as the servants. Krystal, wearing the fiir cap and holding a 

cl^board (with scribbles), is extending the yellow receipt to Justme, who is wearing the 

flowered hat. Justme's smilmg retinue is assembled behind the divan and various pieces of 

baggagewherethey wait for Krystal to give the s^nal for departure. Krystal's dkrtated 
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response statement is an extensive retellmg of the story which underscores her role in the 

dramatization; 

The lady got a recent that listed all of the thmgs in the van. 

The porter said, "All aboard!" And the train started. 

When the lady got out of the train she said, 'Torter, bring me my bag, the 
box, the divan, the hamper, and the sampler, and the books, and my wee 
little doggie named Snooks." 

And the porter went to get the doggie named Snooks and the doggie gave 
a horrible growl. 

The lady said, "You robbers! You rascals! That's not my dog can't you 
see?" 

The man came up and took the dog and said, "Dear Madam, don't shout 
and don't throw your luggage about. The smallest of dog[s] in the course 
of a journey may grow." 

Figure 6.11. Rennie's (age 6) visual response to In The Van. 

In this drawmg (Figure 6.11), Rennie also has depicted a scene from the 

dramatization. This scene shows a very distraught and frantic porter—Rennie—searching 

through scattered pieces of baggage while the runaway poodle, at the upper right comer 
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of the paper, makes its escape. Rennie's verbal response to his drawmg articulates this 

state of afi^irs: 

The porter is trymg to find the wee little doggie named Snooks. 

The wee little doggie named Snooks jumped outside and begin to run. 

In this final drawing (Figure 6.12), Selena focuses upon the last scene of the 

dramatization where she (the Russian lady) has Men to the ground after her encounter 

with the growling, enormous hound. In this depiction, JT (the porter) is cut off from the 

various pieces of baggage (which are labeled and m a pile) by the grimacing, scowling 

hound. Selena's dictated response statement for this drawing provides a brief account of 

this scene which emphasizes the threatenmg aspect of the confi^ntation between lady and 

dog: 

The lady went to the porter and she sakl, "Give me my b^ and my box and 
my divjm, and the hamper, and my sandier, and my books, and my wee 
little doggie named Snooks." 

Figure 6.12. Selena's Cage 6 )  visual response to tn The Van. 
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And the porter gave her a big dog with a BIG GROWL and it scared the 
lady. 

The Generative Power ofTransmediation for the Creation of New Understandings 

The transmediation of meaning from one sign system into another entails a 

"reorganization of one's semiotic universe" (Siegel, 1984, p. 393). In responding to this 

poem through the sign systems of drama, art, and language these children's semiotic 

universe(s) underwent a series of reorganizations which gave rise to a variety of 

muhi&ceted understandings on each of their parts. 

In the sign system of drama they expressed understandings of characters' thoughts, 

emotions, and actions through their use of movement, gesture, &cial expression, and 

voice. While these understandings were demonstrated by all of the participants in this 

venture, they were especially evident in the spirited dramatizations given by JT, Krystal, 

and Justine. 

In the sign system of art these children exhibited understandings of visual 

representation such as Lmdsey's use of line, shape, pattern, and color to depict the hat, 

veil, and flowers in her drawing (Figure 6.6). Many of the drawmgs communicated 

personal understandings of the drama conventions of defining space, costuming, and role-

play, suchas Krystal's group portrait (Figure 6.10) m which she depicted herself in role as 

the porter and her classmates in their respective roles. Personal perspectives and a strong 

sense of klentification with the drama world of literature were revealed in all of the self-

and group portraits. These portraits also conveyed a deep awareness of human emotion 

and feelmg through depicted fiicial expressrons denotmg pleasure (Jenna's, JT's, Krystal's, 
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and Selena's portraits); disdain (Just '̂s portrait); consternation (Rennie's portrait); and 

hostility (Selena's drawmg of the grimacn^ dog). 

In the sign system of language pictorial content was clarified as in Rennie's 

dictated response statement," The porter is trying to find the wee little doggie named 

Snooks. The wee little doggie named Snooks jumped outside and begin to run." Story 

events were related through structured narratives which revealed myriad understandings of 

story content, sequence, point of view, vocabulary, and language structure such as JT's 

dictated statement, "When the lady got on the train the porter said, "All aboard!" When 

the train started the wee little doggie named Snooks junq)ed off and ran away. By the 

Don [River] the train stopped and the wee little doggie named Snooks was gone." 

These manifold understandings of literature, drama, art, language, and life illustrate 

"the generative power of transmediation for learning" (Siegel, 199S, p. 4SS). In 

translatmg meaning fi'om one sign system mto another these children engaged m 

generative and reflective thinkmg as they invented links between and among the different 

sign systems of response. This process of invention and transformation resulted m the 

crystallization and expression of thoughts, feelings, and understandings on each of thev 

parts as they symbolized various aspects of their personal and social literary experience(s) 

in the sign systems of drama, art, and language. 

Images and Words: Reflections of Literary Experience 

A fiirther examination of these literary responses reveals stfll other aspects of these 

chikiren's understandmgs. In reflecting upon thenr literary experiences through the s^ 
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system of art they vividfy convey the primacy of thenr participant experiences of this 

literary event. However, in the sign system of language they convey a different 

understandmg—their tacit awareness of a spectator point of view and their spontaneous 

assumption of that role in thek acts of reflection. These participant and spectator fimctions 

of language use are delineated by Britton (1993) in the foUowmg excerpt: 

Informing people, mstructing people, persuading people, argumg, 
explaining, plannnig, setting forth the pros and cons and coming to a 
conclusion—these are participant uses of language, uses of language to get 
things done. Make-believe play, day-dreaming aloud, chatting about our 
experiences, gossip, travelers' tales and other story-telling, fiction, the 
novel, drama, poetry—these are the uses of language in the spectator role 
(p. 122). 

While Britton contends that literary and drama experiences are spectator uses of 

language, one glance at these children's drawings dispels any notion that they consider 

their literary experience(s) to have been acts of spectatorship. Individually, and as a 

whole, these drawings communicate a strong sense of personal identification with this 

story. Their self-portraits, depicting either personal and/or "m role" enx)tions of 

displeasure, happiness, or dismay, leave no doubt as to the lived-through nature of these 

children's literary experiences. 

Britton's (1993) contention that, "in the participant role, the stress is upon 

interpreting the new, ongoing experience in the light of the sum total, the world 

representation" (p. 152) certamly describes these children's actions in the drama world of 

literature wiiere they actwely interpreted and responded to their literary experiences 

according to their own linguistic, dramatic, literary, personal, and social understand^s. 
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On the other hand, the spectator role, characterized by Britton (1993) as a stance 

wherein an mdividual refiames her "world representation, reorganizmg it in the light of 

experiences not now engaged in but contemplated..." (p. 152-153) more accurately applies 

to these children's actions m the sign systems of art and language. In reflectmg upon then: 

literary experiences through art and language these children expressed n^riad 

understandings (discussed in the previous section) as a result of then: multiple reframing of 

understandings in the different sign systems of response. 

While it is possible to pursue a participant versus spectator discussion in this 

chapter, to do so would be beyond the purview of this dissertation—a more important 

issue for discussion is the &ct that the primacy of these children's participant experience(s) 

of literatiu-e is communicated only through their drawings. This aspect of their 

experience(s) is not communicated in the dictations which accompany them. The 

discrepancy between these visual and verbal understandings strongly underscores Eisner's 

(1994) point that, '"Not everything can be said through anythnig...Some aspects of human 

experience are smq)ty better expressed through some forms than through others. If it were 

possible to convey with one or two forms of representation, the others would be 

redundant" (pp. 41-42). 

Each of the forms of representation—language, drama, and art—used durmg thu 

literary event communicate different aspects of these children's literary experiences. The 

varkty and breadth of their literary, dramatic, artistic, linguistic, personal, and social 

understandings strongly corroborates Short's (1990) observation that, "When learners are 
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able to view an experwnce finm the perspectives of different sign systems, they have the 

potential for broader understandmgs than if onfy one sign system is involved" (p. 2). 

Summary 

This chapter focuses upon the "literature-to-drama-to-life" process which is unique 

to this class of hearing-inq)aired children. An examination of these students' visual and 

verbal responses to their lived-through drama experiences of Marshak's (1987) poem, ''In 

The Van," reveals an unexpected discreteness m these literary responses. 

In the sign system of art these children focused unanimously upon their participant 

understandings of this dramatic literary event. Then, m the sign system of language they 

focused exclusive^ upon their spectator understandmgs of this same event. The separate 

perspectives of these chfldren's "side-by-side" responses (drawings and dictations) suggest 

that the use of a single sign system Imiits children's meaning making and that 

transmediation across sign systems offers potentials for children to create, explore and 

realize multi&ceted understandings which may not be achievable in one sign system alone. 
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Chapter? 

DRAWING FROM THE HEART: 
RESPONDING TO LITERATURE THROUGH ART 

We all come to know more clearly who and what we are while reaching out, 
imaginatively, for what we might become. As the child dwells in and wonders at 
the lives lived in story, she comes to know both herself and the world and begins to 
see that world as something over which she, as a character in life, might exercise 
some control. The events of story are a means of exploration of the world, helping 
her to confirm, to illuminate, and to extend her own life experiences, in ways that 
give her power over them. Story gives public form to private meanings and thus 
helps those who receive its messages to reach out to other human beings in the 
world, knowing that thqr share some of the same concerns and feelings 
(Vandergrift, 1998, unpaged). 

This chapter focuses upon the following research questioos; 

=> What do my students choose to draw and verbally express when they respond to 
multi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

=> Do these drawmgs and verbal statements indicate any patterns of student response? 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

An examination of my hearing-impaired students' drawings and dictations in 

response to classroom literary experiences will support the truth of Vandergrilt's above 

observations on literary potentials and children's responses to literary experience. 

As a body of work, my students' visual and verbal wonderings "at the lives lived in 

story" mani&st great effort "to reach out to other human bemgs in the world, knowing 

that they share some of the same concerns and feelings." Evidence of thek visual and 

verbal understandings reveal these children's deep concern with human needs, emotions, 

and actrons. The fonowmg sections of this chapter will explicate my findings relative to 
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the above research questions. Before this can be accomplished however, I will present an 

overview, or "story," which relates and contextualizes events pertment to this discussion. 

£)rawing as a Way of Responding to Literature: The Classroom Context 

The vivid and colorM drawings found in my students' literature journals served as 

catafysts for this investigation. The majority of these drawmgs had been created withm the 

confines of formatted pages with the use of crayons. However, when I decided to study 

my students' visual responses to literature I discarded the use of these response journals m 

&vor of blank sheets of paper. At first glance this change appears to be relatively minor, 

but as it turned out, this decision had repercussions. When M-size blank sheets of paper 

were substituted for these journals it seemed as if this paper were "too big" for some of 

my students' purposes, and that a few of their drawings took on the appearance of being 

"items on a page" (Hickman, 1979). This "itemization" effect is exemplified by Figure 7.1 

below. 
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Figure 7.1. "Items on a page" effect in a literary response dra^ving. 

In the above drawing (Figure 7.1), which was accomplished with the use of pencil 

on a M-size sheet of paper, the "floatmg" figures, sun, and other objects have the quality 

of being "items on a page" because they have no apparent relationsh^ to one another 

(Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987). This effect had not been noted in the case of students' 

previous visual responses which are exemplified in Figure 7.2 below. 
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Figure 12. Justine's journal entry (second grade, age 8). 

The above drawing (Figure 7.2) was created in response to The Snow Childr A 

Russian Folktale (Littledale, 1978). Unlike the previous drawmg (Figure 7.1) this simple, 

eye-catching picture has a strong visual focal point and an overall sense of unity This 

effect is accomplished through a strikmg use of color and space. It should be noted that 

the human figures in both of these drawings are similar to one another in that they are 

suspended and 'floating'* in mid-av. However, the figures in the former drawing are 

imconstrained and randomly situated on the page. In the latter drawing, the purple-clad 

form of "The Snow Child" is encoded by a swirlmg oval of snowflakes and blue sig^. 

These visual constraints serve to focus and hold the viewer's attention onto the depicted 

form of "The Snow Qifld." Had this drawmg been executed on a larger sheet of paper its 

dramatic m^)act might have been diminished or "lost" in an expanse of space which, in 

turn, could have resulted m a similar "items on a page" effect. 
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These observations led me to experiment with the use of various sizes of paper for 

visual response. Within a short period of time my students' preference for half-size sheets 

of paper for drawing visual responses set the classroom "standard" for paper size. 

Another issue which arose at this time and occasional^ thereafter was the question of 

"what" students were to draw when they responded to literary events. This resulted m the 

establishment of two classroom "rules" for visual response: 

1. Children could draw "whatever the story made them thmk about," but 

2. they could not copy or trace pictures from literary texts. 

These rules were echoed m a casual conversation (December, 199S) between Joey 

and Rennie as they drew their responses (Figures 7.3 & 7.4) to Mv Ol'Man (Polacco, 

1995): 

Figure 7J. Joev's visual response to Mv 01* Man. 

Jô : (voicing as he writes at the top of his d'awing) l̂ ...ol'...num. 

Melanie: Mrs. Phillips, look! 

Jenna: What is that? Oh, a picture of the painting. 

Rennie: That makes nice! 

Jenna: Iwant to draw something, too. 

Lfttle, 

tm 
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Melanie: Where's your paper? 

Joey: (voicing as he writes) Pa-tri-cia ..J'o-lac-co. I mmt to see how to nuUce that 
lake. 

Rennie: Remember, you better not copy it 

Joey: I just don't know haw to nutkethctt. 

Rennie: This one's a good drawing (holding up his awn picture). Are you coining 
me? Look at this, Joey. It kind of looks the same. 

Figure 7.4. Rennie's visual response to Mv 01' Man. 

Joey: Mine's different. 

Jenna: The magic rock...rm drawing the grass now. 

Joey: (drawing and talking to himself) OK. Four trees. 

Rennie: You forgot to mala the tables (easel and table). 

Joey: Wfy(h you want to make a table? 

Rennie: That's how we put the table. 

Joey: No, this is not a table. 

Rennie: No? Draw a picture of the table. 

Joey: I don't want to. 

Rennie: Mine's nice. 

Joey: (Irritably) I don't have to make a table. 

Rennie: (Amiabfy) Yeak, imytkiHgymi waM to draw. 

t k -

r-
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As stated in Chapter 4, the first formal anafyses of these chfldren's visual and 

verbal responses were undertaken during the sprmg and early summer of 1995, when 

tentative categories of student response were developed. In the M of 1995, it was 

apparent that my students were bemg stead&st m terms of the content of their literary 

response drawings and dictations, and that they were extremely satisfied with the status 

quo. When I discussed this situation with my dissertation advisor we decided that my 

students might be too comfortable in their routine and that perhaps they needed to be 

nudged into other avenues of response. During this time the literature group was involved 

with an in-depth study of books related to the topic of "memories"— Koala Tmi (Fox, 

1988); Chicken Sundav (Polacco, 1992); Wilfiid Gordon McDonald Partridge (Fox, 

198y>:Mvor ManfPolacco. 1995); LBardlsSong(Shannon, 1981):Uncle Vova'sTree 

(Polacco, 1989); The Rag Coat (Mills, 1991); and Christmas Tree Memories (Aliki, 

1991). After a reading of Chicken Sundav (Polacco, 1992) I "nudged" the group 

towards other ways of response and 1 asked them to write (not draw) their responses to 

this story. As I expected, this request was not viewed m a popular light, and one of the 

children, Joey, neatly circumvented my "nudges" by "writing" responses in the following 

manner (Figures 7.5 & 7.6): 
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m 

S  5 
Figure 7.5. Joey's "written" response (My favorite page is the man is happy egg's) to Chicken Sunday. 

Figure 7.6. Jo^s "written" response to "memory" stories. (When £ was a baby i had problems with my 
ears. I did not talk and I can tab because I wear hearing aids on. HiEippyBabyBtqr). 
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These "nudges" toward other forms of student response eventually resuhed in a 

broader range of response, some ofwhich are explicated in Chapter 8, "Seasons of the 

Heart; Responding To Literature Over Time." While these and other events were 

transpffing in the classroom, I undertook a search for "distant teachers" who could 

explicate the nature of children's drawmgs. The results of this search are discussed in the 

following section which focuses upon children's significations of meanmg in the sign 

system of art. 

Art: A Sign System for Creating, Expressing and Exploring Meaning 

In Art Mind & Rrain (1982) Howard Gardner reflects upon potentials of artistic 

expression and children's multi&ceted significations of meaning m a world perfused with 

signs: 

Between the ages of five and seven most youngsters in our society 
achieve notable expressiveness in their drawmgs. Hav^ mastered the 
basic steps of drawing and learned to produce acceptable likenesses of 
common objects about them, they go on to produce works that are lively, 
organized, and almost unfailingly pleasing. One feels that the child is 
speaking directly through the drawings, that each Ime, shape, and form 
conveys the mner feelmgs as well as explicit themes in the young child's 
efforts to understand the world. 

There is at this age, perhaps for the first and sometmoes the last time, an 
easy natural commerce among various media. The child sings as he draws, 
dances as he s^s, tells stor^ ^^e at play m the bathtub or in the 
backyard. Rather than allow each art form to progress in relative isolation 
from the others, chiklren move readily and even eagerfy fi'om one form to 
another, combine the forms, and play them off against one another. In fiict, 
age of synesthesia begins: a tmie when more than any other, the child 
effects easy translations across sensory systems; when colors can readily 
evoke sounds and sounds can readify evoke colors; when motions of the 
hand suggest Imes of poetry or Imes of verse stimulate a dance or a song 
(p.l28). 
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These "easy translations across sensory systems" described by Gardner are 

achieved through processes of signification and transmediation (Chapter 2). Through 

these processes, significations of meaning in one sign system are transmediated mto other 

sign systems. Acts of transmediation have the effect of either extending one's 

understandings or of generating new understandings. This generative process of meaning-

making is explicated in Siegei's (1984) discussion of children's transmediational acts of 

sketching which I analogize to my students' acts of drawing: 

...sketching practically demands that students engage in significatory 
processing. By this I mean that transmediation requires that readers 
consider their understanding of a piece of discourse apart from the 
experience of perception. The act of rotatmg the content and expression 
planes cannot be acconq)lished unless the reader takes his/her under
standing as an object of thought. Briefly put, transmediation invites 
readers to think about what they've read and make those thoughts public 
(p. 461). 

Gardner's (1982) observation that, "One feels that the child is speaking directly 

through the drawings, that each line, shape, and form conveys the inner feelmgs as well as 

explicit themes in the young child's efforts to understand the world" (p. 128) speaks 

directly to the heart of this chapter which focuses upon hearmg-unparod children's 

creation, expression and exploration of meaning in the sign systems of art and language. 

This constructivist view of children's mean^-makmg is expressed also by art educators 

such as, Cohen & Gainer (1984) who contend that art is an "mtegral part of life [which 

acts] as a cement, enriching and bmdmg together many aspects of human experience" (p. 

236) and Engel (199S) who notes that "children in many contenq)orary, forward-looking 

classrooms are actively involved ni constructing meaning, making things out for 
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themselves, and remventing the world in their own terms"(p.4). Engel extends this 

statement with the observation that," Making art draws on all of these ways of learning, 

most immediately through acts of organizing, reflectmg, judging, discriminating, selectmg, 

and represent^ the raw material of the world.. .thought functions [whkh] are crucial to 

constructing meaning in every area of learning" (p. 4). These delineated actions mirror the 

decision-making of children as they consider their personal and social understandings of 

their world(s) and then go about representmg those understandings in visual form. 

Children's creation of visual forms in the sign system of art has been a focus of 

scholarly attention smce the late nineteenth century. Since that time psychologists and 

phflosophers have proffered sets of categories, hierarchies and/or taxonomies for the 

classification of children's art. In 1940, for example, British psychologist Cyril Burt 

outlined a series of seven developmental stages of chfldren's art vis-^-vis human cognitive 

development (Engel, 1995). However, a more influential work—^Viktor Lowenfeld's 

(Lowenfold [1947] & Brittain 1967) Creative and Mental Growth (now in its 8th 

edition)—offered a more inclusive view of children's development which incorporated 

mtellectual, perceptual, emotional, physical, social, and aesthetic Actors. The author(s) of 

this continuum of drawing development advised readers that these theoretical stages 

"...melt into one another and [that] chfldren progress at different paces, depending upon 

numerous &;tors..." and that as such, these stages should be considered "convenient 

labels for a study of children's art and not as mvariant categorks" 473). These 

"convenient labels" for exammmg children's art are outlined below: 
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• The Scribbling Stage, Two-Four Years; "Beguinings of Self-Expression" 
• The Preschematic Stage, Four-Seven Years; "First Representational Attempts" 
• The Schematk Stage, Seven-Nine Years; "The Achkvement of a Form Concept" 
• The Gang Age, Nme-Twelve Years; The Dawning Realism" 
• The Pseudo-Naturalistk Stage, TweWe-Fourteen Years: "The Age of Reasonmg" 
• Adolescent Art, Fourteen-Seventeen Years: "The Period of Decision" 

My study of these stages of drawmg development led me to conclude that the 

drawing characteristics, use of space, and human figure representation of wy students 

were well within or beyond the expected ranges of development delmeated by Lowen&ld 

& Brittam (1967). While this developmental perspective was helpful in afSrmmg the "age-

appropriateness" of my students' drawings it did not provide a useful framework for the 

anafysis and/or mterpretation of my students' visual responses to literary experience. 

That framework of understanding was to develop out of the Peircean notion of 

semiotic signification. According to Pevcean thought (Chapter 2), the universe is 

perfiised with signs which are bound together in irreducible triadic relationsh^s. Through 

the process of semiosis (the conq)rehension and production of signs), the dynamic 

relationship(s) of representamen, object, and interpretant evoke meaning (signification) 

m the mmd of the perceiver. 
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Interpretant 

Representamen Object 

Figure 7.7. Peirce's basic triad (Merrell, 1995). 

In Peace's basic semiosic triad of repiesentamen/object/interpretant (Figure 7.7) 

the representamen is a sign-vehicle or sign which represents an object. In Peircean theory 

this object is not a physical entity but a cultural concept or hypothesis. The interpretant is 

a second sign which is evoked in the mind of the perceiver as a result of the 

representamen/object/mterpretant interaction. The interaction of these triadic etements is 

not necessarily Imear in nature—beginning with a simple forward progression from the 

representamen to the object, and then to the mterpretant. Corrington (1993) describes this 

mteraction as ''̂ r more dialectical. In one movement of the dialectic the object can come 

&st, and hence spawn the sign and, through a dififerent movement, the interpretant. In 

another movement of the dialectic the interpretant can come &st and shape the contour of 

the representamen and the object. In yet another movement of the dialectic the sign 

(representamen) can sh£^ the immediate object and its mterpretant(s)" (pp. 148-149). 

In respond^ to literature through the sign systems of art and language my 

students engaged in cyclical processes of semiosic meaning making. This process of 

signi&ation is outlined below. 
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"Poem" 
(Personal Text) 

Book (sign vehicle) Potential Text/ 
Object of thought 

Figure 7.8. The evocation ofthe "Poem" (Creation of personal texts). 

When a literary experience is viewed as a semiosic process of evocation (Figure 

7.8) the "ink spots" (Rosenblatt, 1983) on the pages of a book comprise the sign vehicle/ 

representamen; the reader's hypotheses about the text potential comprise the object; and 

the poem, or personal text, is the interpretant. For the children in my classroom such acts 

of literary signification generally occurred within the context of a read-aloud event during 

which I read a text orally while infusing mto it mult^le layers of meaning through the use 

of &cial expression, tone of voice, intonation, stress, and gesture. In the course of 

attendmg to the spoken words and to text illustrations during these readings my students 

made multiple connections across texts, experiences, ideas, and feelings as they created, or 

evoked, theff own personal literary texts (Rosenblatt, 1978,1983,1992; Short, 1991, 

1992,1993; Short & Kauffinan, m press). 

Recall (Chapter 2) that Peirce's representamen/object/mterpretant triad (Figure 

7.7) represents a single mstance of semiosis in a (potential^) infinite and complex stream 

of signification. Note also, that m the cham of semiosic signification interpretants become. 
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in turn, representamens of other triads in an ongoing process of signification. Therefore, 

whenever my students reflected upon their literary experiences through various sign 

systems they contmued this cham of semiosic signification. 

Figure 7.9. The creation of visual texts: Art as interpretant. 

In the course of responding to literature through the sign system of art (Figure 7.9) 

my students distilled some personally significant aspect of theff literary experiences for 

visual representation. Through processes of transmediation they were able to think about 

and give form to their personal literary experiences as they simultaneously recorded and 

worked out on paper the ideas and feelii^s which had been evoked through their 

experiences of literature (Arnheun, 1969; Brittain, 1979; Cohen & Gamer, 1984; Engel, 

1995; Ernst, 1994: Hubbard, 1989; Lowenfeld [1947] & Brittain, 1987). 

Art 

Book (sign vehicle) 
Personal text C^poem**) 

Potential Text/ 
Object of thought 
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Dictation 

Potential Text/ Boole (sign veiiicle) 
Personal text Cpoem**) Object of thought 

Art (sign vehicle) 

Figure 7.10. Art as a sign vehicle (representamen) for the creation of other texts. 

As these children completed literary response drawings they "took" their artistic 

interpretants (which now served as sign vehicles) as objects of thought and then 

articulated verbal interpretants (dictated response statements) for theff drawings. In this 

process of signification (F^ure 7.10) visual texts (selfcreated or otherwise) become 

objects of thought m any chosen sign system (art, language, music, performance, etc.) 

giving rise to fiirther mterpretants which have the effect of extendmg or creatmg new 

msights (Seigel, 1984, 199S). 

Each of the processes of signification illustrated above (Figures 7.7-7.10) offers 

different potentials for the creation and expression of personal and social understandings. 

My students' creations of meaning ni the sign systems of art and language vis-a-vis literary 

e}q)eriences revealed unique and collective personal and social understandings. Some of 

these understandings are explkated ui the followmg sections focus^ upon the body of 

my students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience. 
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Analysis and Discussion of Students' Visual and Verbal Literary Responses 

The first formal analyses of my students' literary response drawmgs and dictations 

were accon^lished in the spring and early summer of 199S. At that time I exaromed 461 

student drawls and the acconq>anying 461 dictated response statements. 

This initial set of data indicated that my students were focusing prunarily upon the 

depiction of story characters in their drawings. A similar examination of the 

accompanying dictated response statements revealed that these children were using a 

variety of strategies for articulating verbal understandings. These drawings and dictations 

were subsequently analyzed and classified accordmg to emergent categories of pictorial 

and verbal content. 

Close anafyses of these drawings (if=461) indicated six possible categories of 

pictorial content: 

1. Drawmgs which depicted story characters. 
2. Drawings which depicted story sett^s onfy. 
3. Drawmgs which depicted something other than story characters or story settings. 
4. Drawings which symbolized mood or emotion through depictions of fecial expression. 
5. Drawings which symbolized sett^s. 
6. Drawings m which settings were non-existent. 

These SK categories of pictorial content are exen:q)lified m the foUowmg visual 

Ifterary responses (Figures 7.1 U7.15). These drawings, which are the work of a smgle 

student, are illustrative of this range of pictorial content. 
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Figure 7.11. Krystal'sjoumal entry (October, 1992) for Peter And The Wolf rPalecek. 1987). 

Figure 7.11 above is a drawing of the major characters from a picture book version 

of Sergei Prokofiev's orchestral feiry tale, Peter And The Wolf (Palecek. 1987). This 

drawing exemplifies the first, fourth, and sbcth categories of pictorial content m which 

1) story characters and 2) &cial expressions which sign^ mood and/or emotion are 

depicted, but 3) no setting is symbolized. 
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Figure 7.12. (Crystal's visual response (Sept., 1994) to The Lion And The Little Red Bird (Kleven, 1992). 

Figure 7.12 above is a drawmg of the major characters from The Lion And The 

Little Red Bird (Kleven, 1992). This drawmg exemplifies the first and fifth categories of 

pictorial content in which 1) story characters and 2) a story settmg are depicted. 
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Figure 7.13. Krystal's visual response (September, 1994) to The Turnip (Morgan, 1990). 

Figure 7.13 above exeiiq)lifies the third category of pictorkl content in which the 

setting (only) of a story is depicted. 

Figure 7,14. Krystal'sjoumal entry (April, 1993'> for Peter Cottontail's Easter Book fPelacre. 1991). 

Figure 7.14 above is a draw^ of Krystal (KS) and her mother (Mom) with an 

assortment of Easter eggs. This draw^ exenq)Ii&s the thord category of pKtoriai 

content oi whkh somethmg other than story characters or story settings is depicted. 
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Figure 7.1S. Krystal's visual response (October, 1994) to Strega Nona (dePaola, 1975). 

Figure 7.1S above is a drawmg of the major characters from Strega Nona: An Old 

Tale (dePaola, 197S). This drawing exemplifies the first, fourth, and fifth categories of 

pictorial content in which I) a story setting, 2) story characters (Strega Nona and Big 

Anthony who is peering through the window), and 3) fricial expressions which signify 

mood and/or emotion are depicted. 

These derived categories of pictoriai content were utilized in classifying and codmg 

each of the literary response drawls (IF=461) from this data collection period. These 

coded data were subsequently tallied to determine the frequency of occurrence for each 

category (Table?. 1). 
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Table 7.1 

Pictorial Cnntent Summary for Data Set 1 (Spring 1994-Spring 

Categories Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Total 
a 114 177 170 461 

Character(s) 113 166 152 431 
Settmg Only 0 6 7 13 

Other I 5 11 17 
Mood Syniiiolatd 95 139 114 348 
Settnig Symbolized 69 151 145 365 
No Setting 45 26 25 96 

Table 7.1 above summarizes the pictorial content found in my students' literary 

response drawings durmg the first data coUection period (Spring 1994-Sprmg 199S). The 

first column of this table, labeled "Categories," indicates the subject matter of student 

drawings and whether or not students drew pictures of either story characters 

(Character/s), story settings (Setting Only), or somethmg other than characters or settings 

(Other). The remaming categories indicate whether or not students expressed mood or 

emotion through depictions of fecial expression (Mood Symbolized), and whether a 

setting was symbolized (Setting Symbolized) or nonexistent (No Setting) in a drawing. 

The above statistics suggest that at this time my students' self-derived rules for 

drawing their responses to literature could be stated in the foUowing way: 

In the coarse of responding to literature tiiroagii tiie sign system of art one siioukl: 
1. depict story characters (93.5% of the time) 
2. story settings (2.8% of the time) or 
3. something ebe brought to mind as a result of literary events (3.7% of the time). 
4. One should also indicate or depict settings (79% of the time) and 
5. signify mood/emotion through depictions of fiicial expression (75% of the time). 
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These chfldren's focus upon depicting story characters, settmgs and emotions may 

have been mfluenced by a varied of &ctors. One possible £ictor is that they may have 

construed the task of visual response to be just that—the depiction of story characters, 

settings and emotions. Then in the course of responding in this way, they may have 

perpetuated this form of response through an unspoken, mutual agreement as to the 

"requirements" of a response endeavor. Another possibility might be that as a result of 

their vivid, lived-through drama experiences of literature, these children may have been 

left with long-lasting impressions of the dramatis personae which led to this focus. A third 

possibility might be related to the need for hearing-impaired individuals to monitor, 

interpret and nwdify their understandings of thmgs, people and events through the use of 

visual information. 

A common, everyday event from my life as a hearing-m^)aired individual may 

serve to illummate the last statement. Recently, after a meeting with my dissertation 

advisor another graduate student entered the room carrying several bags which I 

understood her to say contained "mats." The rounded contours of these bags did not 

corroborate my auditory and visual understandmg of what had been sakl and I was forced 

to reevaluate the mformation that I had received from the speaker's voice, lips, and &ce in 

order to come up with a plausible ahematwe word for "mats." Sku:e the word "masts" 

seemed to be an unlikely choice, I verified my tentative understanding of this exchange by 

responding, "Masks?' 
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The pomt of this story is to illustrate that successful meaning making for hearing-

impaved individuals is dependent oftentimes upon the immediate interpretation of 

information supplied by situational contexts and the human &ce. In reference to these 

children's understandings of literary texts, illustrations of characters and settings provided 

vital sources of information. I would suggest that these children may have exammed 

textual illustrations with an eye to the details of ^ial expression looking to discover 

"something of the characters." This notion may be related to Nodelman's (1988) 

conjectures about functions of pictures: 'If we expect pictures that illustrate stories to 

reveal something of the characters they depict [then] ...we might look at the same 

picture[s] with more attention to details of &cial expression" (p. 105). 

From my perspective, these visual details were particularly important for my 

students given the &ct that "pictures communicate more universally and more readify than 

do words [because] the sounds we use to speak to each other and the symbols we use to 

represent those sounds in writing rarely have any significant connection with the objects, 

ideas, or emotions they refer to..." (Nodelman, 1988 p. 5). This difference in 

communicative potential leads to a discussion of these children's dictated responses for 

these drawings. 

A content analysis of the accompanying dictations for this set of drawings revealed 

that these children used a variety of strategies to express verbal understandings. These 

strategies were identified through a sentence-l^-sentence analysis and coding process m 
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which twelve categories of dictated response were denominated. These derived categories 

of dictated responses mcluded: 

1. Naming or identifying subjects m a drawing. 
2. Nammg, identifying, or expiammg items m a drawing. 
3. Stating, e}q)laining, describing, or demonstrating story characters' actions or feel^s. 
4. Giving a paraphrase of a story event. 
5. Retellmg a story event. 
6. Giving a combined paraphrase/retelling of a story event. 
7. Givmg a paraphrase of a story. 
8. Retelling a story. 
9. Giving a combined paraphrase/retellmg of a story. 
10. Stating or discussmg a personal connection to a story. 
11. Giving an evaluative statement or opinion. 
12. Giving other statements. 

Examples of these twelve categories of dictated response are offered below. The 

correspondent drawings are included for reference, as well. 
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Category 1 r TdenriiYinp Subiects In A Drawing 

In this category of dictated response students kientified the subject(s) m a draw^ 

by naming or announcing the subject(s) before proceedmg with their response statements. 

''The Horsie" 

To ride the horsie. The horsie run and the 
horsie stood and the horsie sit down. 

''Babushka" 

She smiled at the boy. She was a witch. 
She had long homy ears. She had long 
gray puf^ hair. 
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Category 2: Tdentiivinp or F.vplaininp Ttems Tn A Drawing 

In this category of dictated response students identified items in a drawmg or 

explamed their drawings. 

The lightning is by the house and 
the wind blew the grass and the 
tree. 

o a u .  % Baba Yaga she had a heart and a 
hug. 

That (pomting) is a bottle and 
[that's] coffee. 

Hers a grandma. Hers a mom. 
She say, "You're good." 
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Category 3: 
Stating. Explatning. Describing (Demonstrating  ̂Story Characters' Actions or Feelings 

In this category of dictated response students stated, expiamed, and/or described 

characters' behaviors or feelmgs. If words were inadequate for this task they also 

demonstrated/clarified their meaning with physical actions. 

The horsie was looking at the children and 
the horsie cried and got sad 'cause people 
were laughing at them [him]. 

Jingle's little baby flnimak was tked and 
Jingle let the people have the cffcus for 
free so they won't miss it. Everybody 
was glad. 

I like it because he has a special heart.... 
he's nice. 
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Cateporv 4: Give A Parapiirase Of A Storv Event 

In this category of dictated response students gave a paraphrase of a particular 

story event. 

The relatives went to visit their 
^mily. They look at strangers' 
houses. They ate bologna 
sandwiches, soda pop, and crackers. 
They drove on the mountains to 
Virginia. 

Fritz went under the bridge to get 
those two little kids. The little kids 
weren't afraid to ride on Fritz' back. 
Fritz took the little kuls back to die 
other side and the people cheered 
for him and the friends was happy. 
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Category 5: Give A Petelling Of A Storv Event 

In this category of dictated response students retold a particular story event 

utilizing the language structures, vocabulary and/or dialogue of a story to support their 

retelling of events. 

Strega Nona is very sad because she has no 
Christmas Eve. No cooides. Anthony was 
looking out the window because Strega Nona 
was very sad. Strega Nona heard people sing 
Christmas songs and she go down the hill and 
go to church because she was very sad and 
people were whispering, "Poor Strega Nona." 
Then Strega Nona went home and the 
townspeople turned on the light and gave her a 
Christmas Eve parQr and she was very happy. 

The old man said, '"Rabbi, Rabbi, can you 
help me?' There are sue children and 
there's my wife and me and my mother in 
the hut. It's too crowded in there." 

The Rabbi said, 'T)o you have a chicken or 
a rooster?' 
"Yes," said the old man, "but are you sure 
[you want me to put them in the hut]?' 
"Yes, I am," said the Rabbi. 
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Category 6: Give A Cnmhined Paraphrase/Retelliny Of A Storv Event 

In this category of dictated response students utilized a combination of paraphrase 

and story dialogue to retell a particular event from a story. 

The lion was sitting down. A little 
mouse bumped him but the lion let the 
mouse free and the mouse said, '1 will 
repay your kindness one of these days." 

The lion roared and asked all the 
animals, "EJELP!" 
And then the animals said, "We're not 
big enough and strong enough." 
And the mouse ran to help him. 
He grawed [gnawed] a big, round hole. 
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Category 7: Give A Paraphrase Of A Story 

In this category of dictated response students paraphrased at least three events 

from a story which corresponded to events from the beguming, middle, and end of the 

story. 

The tiger wanted a queen. 

They travelled and travelled, but they didn't find a 
queen. 

One night there was a thunder storm. 
It was a real tiger queen and they got married. 

i. 
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Mom, dad, and children, 
aunts and uncles, grandmas 
and grandpas went to visit. 

They hugged them. 

And they went back to their 
house. 
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Category 8: Give A Retelling Of A Storv 

In this category of dictated response students retold the major events of a story 

utilizing the language structures, vocabulary and/or extensive amounts of character 

dialogue to support their retelling of a story. 

Mr. Gunq)y he let the animals and the children get m the car. Then Mr. Gumpy 
was going to the hill on the field. He got stuck. And he said, "One of you has to get out 
and push." 

"Not me," said the goat, "I'm too old." 
"Not me," said the cal^ "I'm too young." 
"Not me," said the dog, "I'll drive if you like." 
"Not me," said the girl, "he's stronger." 
"Not me," said the boy, "she's bigger." 

Mr. Gumpy k)oked out to the hilL Then he said, "We're realty stuck." Then they 
all got out and pushed and shoved and sloped. Then the man said, "Keep gomg!" be 
cried, "We're nearly there'." 

Then they all got m the car and they saw the sun was shm^. Nfr. Gun^y saui, 
"We'll go over the &kl and have a little swim." Then Mr. Gumpy said, "Bye, and come 
another day for another ride." 
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Category 9: Give A Combined Paraphrase/Retelling Of A Storv 

In this category of dictated response students retold the major events of a story 

using a combination of paraphrase and character dialogue. 

The rat went between his paws. The rat 
said, "Thank you, Mr. Lion." 
The lion laughed and said, "How can a little 
creature help me?' 
And the rat saki, "I can help you." 
The lion got trapped and all the little 
animals heard him and said, "We're not 
strong to help you." 
The rat help him get out and the rat said, I 
can help you." And the lion has been 
friends to the rat [ever since]. 

The man and the six childrens and the 
baby and the mama was all yelling and 
screaming. The goat was kicking and six 
childrens grow up big and the chicken 
was gomg cluck-cluck and the rooster 
was going cock-a-doodle doo. The cow 
was going moo and the chkken got 
feathers on the soup. And then the 
animals got out and people fell asleep. 
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Category 10: State Or Discuss A Personal Connection To A Storv 

In this category of dictated response students stated, or discussed, personal 

connections that they had made in thenr response to a story. In the first example, Lindsey 

was responding to the story of Paddmgton Bear (Bond, 1973) and, in the second example, 

Jenna was responding to the story of Mv Or Man (Polacco, 1995). 

My bear went to my house. 
My bear sleeps with me. 
My bear went to my school. 
My brown bear. 

\ 
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This is my &mily. 
This is my grandparents and they're 
married. 
This is my mom and dad and they're 
married. 
Here's my brother and my sister. That's 
me. 
We're Chinese and that's our Chmese 
names. 
My Chinese name is Sukwon. 
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Category 11: Gwe An Evaluative Statement Or Opinion 

In this category of dictated response students made an evaluative statement or 

stated an opinion in reference to a story, story characters, or events in a story. 

Strega Nona is sad because people didn't 
come to her house to make them feel 
better. 
Ilike that book. It's fiinny and sad. 
I like Big Anthony because he's always 
being bad and fiumy. 

Jingle's little baby animals was tked and 
Jingle let the people have the cffcus for 
fi%e so they won't miss it. Everybody 
was glad. 

I like it because be has a special 
heart... Jie's nice. 
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Category 12: Other Statements 

In this category of dictated response students stated intertextual connections that 

they had made to other stories or created new stories to go along with their drawings. In 

the example below, Krystal has combined the story lines of two texts and created a hybrid 

version of each. 

Tacky jun^)ed m the water 'cause he was hot. Then Perfect was going to go next. 
Perfect was too scared to go in the water and Perfect said, 'I'll go last to go in the water." 
So everybody junq)ed m at once 'cause they wanted Perfect to go m the water. And then 
Perfectjumpedinandsaid,'Itis wonderfiiir And he wasn't scared anymore. He said, 
'Til go frst every time we go swimming." 
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These derived categories of verbal content were utilized in classifying and coding 

students' dictations (if=461) from this data collection period (Spring 1994-Spring 199S). 

These coded data were subsequently tallied to determine the frequency of occurrence for 

each type of dictation (Table 7.2). 

Table 7.2 

Verbal Content Summary for Data Set 1 (Spring 1994-Spring 1995'> 

Categories Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Total 
n /dictated responses 114 177 170 461 

1. Identify char 9 2 3 14 
2. Identify items 7 25 5 37 
3. Exp char act/feel 44 63 58 165 
4. Paraphrase-event 22 35 40 97 
5. Retelling-event 21 44 42 107 
6. Retell/Para Event 9 19 16 34 
7. Paraphrase Story I 4 7 12 
8. Retelling of Story 3 4 0 7 
9. Para/Retell Story 4 4 3 11 
10. Personal Connect 5 4 3 12 
11. Opinion/Eval 4 3 6 13 
12. Other 0 5 3 8 

When each of these categories of dictated response is tallied and the percentage of 

occurrence determmed, the resultant statistics suggest that my students' self-derived rules 

for theur dictations could be stated in the following way: 

In order to verbal  ̂understandings of one's literary drawings (interpretants) one 
should: 
1. state, explain or describe characters* actions or feelings (36% of the time); 
2. retell stoiy events (23% of the time); 
3. give a paraphrase of a story event (21% of the time); 
4. identify or explain items in a drawing (8% of the time); 
5. give a combined paraphrase/retelling of a story event (7% of the time); 
6. give an opinion/evaluative statement (3% of the time), or 
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7. give other types of statements (2% of the time). 

In summary, these initial data indicate that during the first phase of this 

investigation story characters and story settmgs were the preferred subject matter for 

students' drawings in response to literature, and that the depicted &ciai expressions of 

these characters conveyed aspects of mood and emotion These data also suggest that 

students' most frequent forms of dictated response focused upon explication of 

characters' actions and/or feelings, retellings of story events, and giving paraphrases of 

story events. 

The second formal analyses of my students' drawings and dictations were 

undertaken in the spring and early summer of 1996. At that time 1 reexamined and re> 

coded the first set of data to determine if they still '*fit" their assigned categories of 

response. The results of this reexammation were consistent with my previous 

classifications of student response. Upon completion of this task I examined the second 

set of data which had been generated over the course of the 1995-1996 school year. This 

body of data was smaller in size than the &st set of data for several reasons. The 

members of this literature group were being "nudged" mto other forms of literary 

response. The literature group was comprised of fewer children and, data collection had 

been conducted over a two- versus a three-semester period of time. 

In evamining these data I followed the same procedures which had been employed 

hi my first data analyses. This mvolved analyzmg and coding I) each drawing in terms of 

visual content and 2) each dictated response statement hi terms of verbal content. Table 
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7.3 below summarizes the pictorial content found in my students' literary response 

drawmgs over this period of t^. 

Table 7.3 

Pictorial Content Summary for Data Set 2 (Fall 199S-Sprmg 1996) 

Categories Total 
n 98 

Character(s) 94 
Setting Only 3 
Other 1 
Mood Symbolized 77 
Setting Symbolized 81 
No Settmg 17 

When the above data were compared with the previously collected data according 

to percentage of occurrence it did not appear that there had been any significant change in 

terms of my students' decisions of pictorial content for thev drawmgs over the course of 

five consecutive semesters. Therefore, I combined both sets of data (Table 7.4) to 

determine how often these children had made these particular decisions over the course of 

the two data collection periods. 

Table 7.4 

Summary Of Pictorial Content In Childrep's Visual Responses to Literature 1994-1996 

Categories Data Set I Data Set 2 Total 
a of drawls 461 98 559 
Character(s) 431 (93.5%) 94 (96%) 525 = 94% 
Setting Onbr 13 (2.8%) 3 (3%) 16 = 3% 

Other 17 (3.7%) 1 (1%) II 00 

Mood Symbolized 348 (75%) 77 (79%) 425 = 76% 
Settmg Symbolized 365 (79%) 81 (83%) 446 = 80% 
No Setting 96 (21%) 17 (17%) 113=20% 
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These combined statistics mdicate that over the course of five consecutive 

semesters my students chose to depict story characters 94% of the time; story settings 3% 

of the time; and somethmg other than characters or story settmgs 3% of the tune. They 

also depicted or indicated settings in 80% of those drawings, and they signified 

mood/emotion through depictions of fecial ejqjression 76% of the time. 

A visual statement of these findmgs is offered below in Figures 7.16 & 7.17. 

Children's Decisions 
for Depicting Visual Responses to Literature 

1994-1996 

• Story CiMraeitra 
•S«liing«Only 
•OtiMr 

Figure 7.16. Giildren's decisions for depicting visual responses to literature 1994-1996. 

Children's Signification of Mood and Emotion 
Through Depiction of Facial Expression 

1994-1996 

24% 
•CiMHfactwsVMlh 

OInrtoiwFaeM 
EiprMaton 

•Characttra WMiout 
ObvtoiMFicM 
EipwMlon 

Figure 7.17. Chilcfren's signification of emotion through depiction of ficial expression (1994-1996). 
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As stated previously my students' choice of visual subject matter for literary 

response may have been influenced by a variety of fiictors: their construal of the task, 

their vivid, lived-through drama experiences of literature, and/or their need to make sense 

of the world through visual information. These chfldren's focus upon the depiction of 

story characters, settings, and emotions m these literary responses suggests that this visual 

subject matter could signify a variety of understandings. These understandings are 

exammed in the foUowmg discussion of these children's verbal literary responses. 

After analyzing and comparing my students' drawings for pictorial content and 

evidence of change over time (Tables 7.1,7.3, & 7.4) I undertook a content analysis of 

their dictations for the second data collection period (Fall 1995-Spring 1996). A summary 

of this data is offered below in Table 7. S. 

Table 7.5 

Verbal Content Summary of Dictations m Data Set 2 (Fall 1995-Spring 1996) 

Categories Total 
n 98 

Identify characters by naming/announcing 0 
Identify items in drawings 9 
Explicate characters' actions/feelings 45 
Give a paraphrase of a story event 21 
Retell a story event 20 
Give a combined retelling/paraphrase of event 9 
Give a paraphrase of a story 2 
Give a retelling of a story 0 
Give a combined paraphrase/retellmg of story 1 
State a personal connection 3 
Give an opmon/evaluative statement 10 
Other 3 
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The above data indicate that most of the original categories of verbal content were 

manifest in the dictated response statements offered by these students during the second 

data collection period. A con:q)arison of the two sets of verbal content data (Table 7.6) 

was undertaken to determine if there were any significant changes in the nature of these 

children's dictations over the course of the entke data collection period (1994-1996). It 

should be noted that when these data were compiled and the percentage of occurrence 

determined, that sbc of the origmal twelve categories of verbal content were combined and 

termed ''other categories" since together they made up only 1% of the first data set and, 

2% of the second data set. 

Table 7.6 

Comparison of Verbal Content m Student Dictations (1994-1996^ 

Catccorics of verbal content DaU Set 1(1994-1995) Data Set 2 (1995-1996) 

Retell a story event 23% 21% 
Give a paraphrase of a stoiv event 21% 20% 

Other categories 2% 1% 

My comparison of these data revealed substantive changes in four of seven 

categories of verbal conent (Table 7.6). There was a 10% increase m explications of 

characters' actions or feelings; a 7% increase in the expression of ophuons or evaluative 

statements; a 7% decrease in the identffication of items m a drawing, and a 6% decrease in 

the use of a combined pan^hrase/retelling of a story event. These findings are illustrated 

below m Figure 7.18. 
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DICTATEO RESPONSES TO ORAWVIGS 
(by categoiy and percentage of occurranoe for group* 1 &2) 

• Group 2 (1995-1996) 
• Group 1 (1994-1995) 

Explicat* Characters' Actions/Fee ling* 

Retell Story Brent 

Paraphrase Story Brent 

Identify Items in Drawings 

Combined Paraphrase/Retelling of Story 

Opinion/Braluative Statement 

Other Categories 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Figure 7.18. A comparison of students' dictations for literary response drawings. 

The change in the nature of these children's dictations for their literary response 

drawings could have been attributed to any combination of experientml and/or 

maturational ^tors. However, my personal understandmgs and knowledge of these 

children as individuals did not af&m this "easy" interpretation. 

What I saw at the intersections of these children's meaning-makmg in the sign 

systems of art and language was their unflagging concern with "matters of the heart," a 

humanist focus which pronq)ted them to explicate their evolving understandmgs of human 
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behaviors and feelings in unages and in words. The following section illustrates these 

intersections of visual and verbal meaning. 

Matters OfThe Heart: Sipnified Tn Tmages And Words 

Figure 7.19. A visual study: "Amusement and annoyance." 

In this literary response drawing of Henrv and Mudpe in the Green Time (Rylant, 

1992), Justine (age, 8) depicts the humorous outcome to "The Bath." The white space 

surrounding the figures in this drawing (Figure 7.19) allows the viewer to focus 

immediately upon the colorful forms and expressive features of the grinning dog and his 

scowling owner. The close proximity of the canine and human &ces lends a humorous 

emphasis to theff reactions of amusement and annoyance to this watery occasion. 

Justine's journal entry, "Henry was all wef' then sums up the outcome to this event. 
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On their ovna, these visual and verbal texts "each &st allow a number of different 

narrative possibilities; [and then] together, they make each other more specific" 

(Nodehnan, 1988, p. 43). Justine's focus upon these characters' feelings of amusement 

and annoyance is conveyed deftly in this comical drawmg (Figure 7.19). Justme's 

subsequent written response then expresses one of the "narrative possibilities" for this 

visual text which infers the cause for these evoked feelings, "Henry was all wet" 
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Figure 7^0. A visual study: "Frustration." 

In this drawing (Figure 7.20) of The Turnip (Morgan, 1990), Rennie (age, 6) 

depicts the frustration of a white-haired Dedushka (grand&ther) as he strains 

unsuccessfully to pull an unyielding, enormous turnip out of the ground. The physical 

effort involved in this solitary endeavor is illustrated by the slightly skewed, set mouth, 

elongated arms, and "dug-in" heels of the old man. As Rennie composed his dictation for 

this drawing he conveyed this feeling and other emotions as he assumed the roles of a 

neutral-voiced story teller, a querulous old man, and a peevish old woman: 

Dedushka pull and pull. 
"Oh, oh, oh. I can't pull." 
£)edushka call the Babushka mother, "Mommy! Miamishka! [come help 
me]...." 
"OK.. J will help you." 

Each of the above literary responses (Figure 7.20) focuses upon the signification of 

feelings and emotions. However, the "narrative possibilitks" mherent in Rennie's visual 
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Study are aiiq)lified in his evocative dotation whkh enq)hasizes Rennfe's focus upon the 

aspect of emotion in these literary responses. 

Figure 7.21. A visual study: "Fear and entrapment." 

In this drawing (Figure 7.21) of The Lion And The Rat (WOdsmith, 1986) Justine 

(age, 8) focuses upon the emotion of fear and the feeUng of entrapment. Justine's use of a 

limited palette serves to concentrate the viewer's attention upon the lion's &ce and his 

mane of wildly radiatmg hair. The lion's fear is revealed by large, black eyes that are 

directed inward to the heavy black net encvclmg him and by a vivid blue mouth which is 

wide-open m a seeming scream for help. Justine's subsequent dictation which begins with 

the statement that, '*The lion roared and asked all the animals, "HELP!" verifies this 

vuual dilemma. 
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Justine's focus upon tte Kon's feelings of fear and entrapment are emphasized in 

both of these literary responses (Figure 7.21). One of the "narrative possibilities" of this 

dramatic visual composition is explicated in Justine's equalfy dramatic verbal statement for 

thisdrawmg. 

Figure 7.22. A visual study: "Pain and rejection.' 

In this response drawing (Figure 7.22) to Fritz and the Beautiful Horses (Brett, 

1981), Joey (age, 7) focuses upon feelings of pain and rejection. The gray sky and green 

grass, symbols of an outdoor setting, nanow the viewer's attention onto the oversize form 

and pained features of the scraggly pony with its streammg tears, down-turned mouth, and 

droopmg eyelid. The pony evinces an attitude of resignation as it stands and looks 

forlornly out of the picture, a scene which Joey describes as, "The horsie was look^ at 

the children and the horsie crfed and got sad ^cause people were laughing at them [Mm]." 
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Joey's focus upon the pony's overwhelming feelings of pain and rejection is borne 

out equally in both of these literary responses (Figure 7.22). Joey's verbal statement, 

"The horsie was looking at the children and the horsie cried and got sad 'cause people 

were laughmg at them [him]" specifies the "narrative possibilities" of this drawing. 

Figure 7.23. A visual study; "Anger and vulnerability." 

In this visual response (Figure 7.23) to Strega Nona's Magic Lessons (dePaola, 

1982) Rennie (age, 8) depicts the fiiry of the village baker who has returned to his shop to 

fiid Big Anthony asleep on the job. The baker's glowering profile, rigid arms, and stiff 

body suggest his barely contained anger which is directed downward at the slumping, 

snooz^, and unsuspecting figure of Big Anthony. This juxtaposition of characters with 

theff contrastmg states of being presents a dramatic visual counterpoint which is set to 

explode with the first words fiom the baker's mouth—words whkh RennK attempts to 
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ardculate m his dictated statement for this drawmg, "The baker said....*OUT!* he 

shout[ed]." 

Rennie's focus upon the signification of anger in his drawing (Figure 7.23) is 

revved by his placement of the baker's towering form at the center of his drawing. This 

focus of signification is revealed also by Rennie's use of a loud voice to convey the anger 

in the shouted command given by the baker. 

Figure 7.24. A visual stu(fy: "Anger, jealous, resentment and humor.'' 

In thfa response (Figure 7.24) to Strega Nona's Magic Lessons (dePaola, 1982), 

Jenna (age, 9) focuses upon Big Anthony's feelmgs of anger, jealousy, and resentment 

when he is excluded from taking part in Strega Nona's magic lessons. In this drawing 

(executed m pencil with a crayon filQ Anthony is seated on the ground with his &ce m 

his hands. His scowl^ countenance contrasts shaipty with that of his smilmg animal 
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coii^)amoa whose presence adds a touch of humor to the scene. However, it is Big 

Anthony's fierce eyebrows, hard beady eyes, and sullen mouth which command the 

attention of the viewer. Jenna's dictation explains the source of the character's foul 

humor, "Big Anthony is mad because when Strega Nona teach Bambolona some magic 

and he said, "Me, too! Me, too!" [But] Strega Nona doesn't let him make magic. She 

made him feed the goat [instead]." 

On its own, this drawing (Figure 7.24) focuses upon the feelings of anger and 

amusement. Jenna's dictated response statement, "Big Anthony is mad because when 

Strega Nona teach Bambolona some magic..." serves to exclude the "narrative 

possibilities" for the dog's presence in this drawmg while explicatmg her focus upon the 

emotion of anger. 
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Figure 725. A visual study: "Abandonment and loss." 

In this response (Figure 7.25) to Strega Nona Meets Her Match (de Paola, 1993) 

Joey (age, 8) depicts emotions of abandonment and loss. The overall feeling of enqptiness 

pervadmg this picture is conveyed by a panorama of rolling hills and lifeless structures. 

The bereft figure of Strega Nona seems to embody this state of emptiness, and her blank 

gaze, which is fixed upon the distant landscape extending beyond the edge of the drawing, 

muTors a sense of loss. Joey's dictated statement for this draw^ confirms this visual 

signification of personal loss and abandonment, "Strega Nona is sad because people didn't 

come to her house to make them feel better." 

On its own, this drawing (Figure 7.2S) of the sagging figure of Strega Nona 

^cates Joey's focus upon the feeling of loss. However, his dictation, "Strega Nona is 

sad because people didn't come to her house to make them feel better" reduces the broad 
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"narrative possibilities" for this drawing as it explicates the underfymg cause for Strega 

Nona's unhappiness. 

The corpus of these children's work reveals the truth of Eisner's statement that, 

"some aspects of human experience are simpty better expressed through some forms than 

through others" (p. 41). When these children's visual and verbal significations of meaning 

are compared one against the other, the expressivity of thev drawings offers a dramatic 

contrast to their oftentimes matter-of-&ct, prosaic dictations. This dissimilanty between 

visual and verbal signification is addressed by Gardner (1982) who argues that, "an artistic 

medium provides the means for coming to grips with ideas and emotions of great 

significance, ones that cannot be articulated and mastered through ordinary conversational 

language" (p. 90). Similarly, Cohen & Gamer (1984) who state, "The reasoning that 

occurs when chfldren combine and manipulate symbols on paper is part of cognition. 

Drawmg activity for young children is really 'thmking out loud'—it is an easier method 

than the verbal style preferred by adults. Writing would be impossible and articulating the 

words too tedious. But while words may form hesitantly, lines flow in gay abandon..." 

(p.67). 

Cohen & Gainer (1984) raise a related issue stating that, "...among children who 

have not attained literacy, art functions as a potent force for transmitting information to 

them and for yieldmg information about them" (p. 36). This view of the communicative 

potential of art and art-making is explicated by the authors who state, "As with 

conq)licated ideas, youngsters often find it easier and more satisfying to create a picture of 
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an emotionaUy laden subject than to describe it in words. Children communicate with 

themselves in this way and are fi^ed from explaining details to make another person 

understand" (p. 39). This view is echoed by Gardner (1982) who states that for the child 

and aduh artist "the arts provide a privileged and possibty unique avenue by which to 

express the ideas, feelmgs, and concepts of greatest moment to them. Onty m this way 

can individuals come to grips with themselves and express in ways that are accessible to 

others thek own vision of the world" (p 102). 

In responding to literature over the course of five semesters these children 

expressed many of "the ideas, feelmgs, and concepts of greatest moment to them" 

through the sign systems of art and language. The intersections of their meaning-makmg 

m these sign systems (Figures 7.18-7.24) reveal evolving understandings of what it means 

to be sensitive and sentient human beings. In explicating a host of emotions and feelings 

in these sign systems of response these children express a deep concern with "matters of 

the heart" which comprise universal themes of life and literature. 

Summary 

This chapter explicates n^r findings in regard to my hearing-inq>aired students' 

choice of subject matter for art^ic depiction vis-a-vis literary e?q)erience and the verbal 

strategies which th^ utilized in expressmg Imguistic understandmgs of their literary 

response drawmgs. These fiidings ^cate that my students maintamed a stead&st focus 

upon "matters of the heart" in each of the sign systems of response—art and language. 
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In essence, my students' use of the sign system of art allowed them to focus upon 

the emotions and actions of story characters whose feelings and behavior evoked their 

interest and en^thy. These drawings then served as sign vehicles (representamens) 

which offered myriad potentialities for transmediation into the sign ^stem of language. 

The children's transmediated understandings (dictations and written statements) revealed a 

variety of linguistic understandings which were not manifest in their drawings. These 

linguistic understandings focused upon explications of story characters' actions and 

feelings, retellings of story events, paraphrases of story events, and statements of opinion 

and/or evaluation. 

The corpus of these drawings and dictations indkate that the expressive 

potentialities of the sign systems of art and language allowed these children to think 

critically and reflectively upon thenr personal and social literary experiences. As a result of 

such experiences the children's visual and verbal meaning-making efiforts allowed for a 

'̂ greater con^lexity of thought and the consideration of new connections and ideas" 

(Short & Kauffinan, in press) which would have been difiScuh to accomplish in a smgle 

sign system alone. 
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Chapter 8 

SEASONS OF THE HEART: 
RESPONDING TO UTERATURE OVER TIME 

But if in your thought you must measure time into seasons, 
let each season encircle all the other seasons. 

And let today embrace the past with remembrance and the future with longing. 
Kahlil Gibran 

"Seasons of the heart" is a fitting metaphor to describe the unfolding course of the 

process of self-actualization whereby individuals realize their unique potentialities as 

human beings. The actualization of self encompasses all of the seasons of our lives where 

today's understandings are an outgrowth of the past and a harbinger of the future. 

Implicit to this mvestigation of hearing-impaired children's responses to literature 

is the assumption that these students engaged in processes of self-actualization as they 

explored personal, social, linguistic, visual, and literary understandings through the sign 

systems of language, drama, and art. These students' individual paths of understanding 

vis-a-vis literary experience led to then: ever-evolving development as learners, artists, 

performers, storytellers, and meanmg makers of life, literature and language. Thu chapter 

will focus upon three of those students (Selena, Rennie, and Jenna) whose processes of 

self-actualization via literary response provide msights relative to the following research 

question: 

=> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

Any of the students who partic^ted m this study could have been chosen for 

these case study analyses. However, in making this decision, Rennfe and Jenna were 
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selected by virtue of their long-term placement in the Chaparral Hearing-Impaired 

Program (1993-1998/1993-1999), and Selena (1993-1995), the third student, was chosen 

because of the unique perspective that she brought to the literary response process. 

According to Merriam (1988) no standard format for reporting case study research 

is in existence. "Diversity in style of reporting qualitative research is 'rampant'....[and] the 

contents of a case study report depend on the audience's interest as well as the 

investigator's purpose m doing the research in the first place" (p. 193-194). In light of 

this situation, a statement delineating the focus underlying each of the forthcoming case 

studies is offered below. 

Throughout the course of this four and one-half year mvestigation my students 

engaged in numerous multi&ceted transactions with literature. As a result of these 

experiences they expressed myriad linguistic, artistic, literary, personal and social 

understandings which were reflective of their evolving states of being. With the passage 

of time these children's uniquely distinctive, characteristic and/or preferred ways of 

creating and expressing meanmg became increasmgly evident as they evoked, explored, 

and responded to literature through the sign systems of language, drama, and art. 

Durmg this period of time, themes of collective response emerged firom the visual 

and verbal response data (see Chapter 4, "The (Re)Searching Heart: Methods Of 

Evaluation And Analysis"; Chapter 6, "A Communion Of Hearts: Responding To 

Literature Through Drama"; and, Chf^ter 7, "Drawing From The Heart: Respondmg To 

Literature Through Art"). Themes of individual response also emerged (see Chapter S, 
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'ToUowing One's Heart: Pathways To Understandmg" and. Chapter 6, "A Conmnmion 

Of Hearts: Responding To Literature Through Ehrama"). Some of these specific themes 

of mdividual response are identified and explicated in later sections of this chapter. 

Patterns of individual literary response for Selena, Rennie, and Jenna became 

evident as I examined thebr responses to literary experience relative to my understandings 

of them as individuals and as members of our literature group. My analyses of their 

literature response portfolios revealed some of the unique and characteristic ways in which 

these chfldren expressed thev multi&ceted literary understandings. Withm the larger 

scheme of life, Selena's, Rennie's, and Jenna's unique ways of respondmg to literary 

experience were subsumed by the overarching theme of self-actualization which speaks to 

the heart of this chapter. 

In detennining what would be the best way to present n^^ understandings of these 

children's processes of self-actualization via literary response, a standardized case study 

format seemed inimicable to my purpose. From my perspective, a standardized design 

would be sunplistic and reductionistic given the m^tus of this study which is to 

recognize, understand, acknowledge, and celebrate the (collective and individuaO literary 

understandings of these hearing-inq)aired children. Therefore, out of respect for Selena's, 

Rennie's, and Jenna's unique ways of responding to literature, their stories are presented 

as narrative accounts which highlight their individual themes of self-actualization. To that 

end, these accounts focus upon Selena's actualizatron of herself as an artist; Rennie's 
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actualizatioii of hmiself as a language learner and meanii^ maker; and, Jenna's 

actualization of herself as a contemplator of feelings and explorer of self-identity. 
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Selena: Exploring The Potentials Of Visual Literary Response 

This is Me I eMa Tagnei a peikr fva My sister 
This is me I am taking a picture of my sister 

Figure 8.1. Selena's writingjoumal entry (First grade, October 21,1994). 

In the M of 1993, a TUSD audiologist informed me that a kindergarten student at 

Chaparral had been identified as having a moderate, bilateral sensorineural hearing loss. 

Most children who manifest this type and degree of hearmg loss are identified at an early 

age, and for this not to have been the case was rather unusuaL However, the first few 

minutes of my classroom observation of Selena revealed a possible reason for this late 

identification. 

This first encounter with Selena left me with an indeOble mental mage of a newly-

turned six-year-old whose physical appearance displayed maturity beyond her years. She 

had luxuriant black eyelashes and thoughtful, brown eyes. Tall and lanky, she had yet to 

gain control over a loose, long-limbed body. She had a cleft chin, generous mouth, and 

new, oversized front teeth. All of her &cial features gave promise to being striking^ 

attractive in the years to come. 
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The most telling and revealmg aspect of Selena's demeanor was her steady gaze. 

She was a keenly observant child who constantly surveyed and assessed the world around 

her. In the classroom she paid close attention to the whereabouts of the teacher, and 

whenever there was a change of activities she quickly glanced around to see what other 

children were doing. Selena's skiMil use of her residual hearmg and her adept reading of 

the environment made it appear that she was a normal-hearing child who sometimes 

missed auditory information due to inattention or environmental noise levels. 

Soon after I observed Selena in the classroom she was fitted with an FM auditory 

receiver (to receive and amplify sound that is "captured" and relayed by an FM 

transmitter), and placed as a resource student in my classroom. Selena adjusted quickly to 

the attendant changes brought about by her placement in the special education program 

and within a short time she became an active, enthusiastic, and popular member of the 

literature group. 

Like her classmates, Selena greatty enjoyed hearing stories read aloud, and her 

physical and verbal responses during read alouds were those typically associated with six-

year-old children (Chapter 2). She was, by turns, pensive whenever stories took a serious 

twist or giggfy whenever feelings of humor were evoked. She eagerly dramatized stories 

and drew vivid visual responses. In short, most of Selena's responses to literary 

experiences were very much like those of her classmates. However, there was a subtle 

differeiKe about her visual and verbal responses which was puzzling and hard to defiie. 
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When I studied Selena as she created literary response drawmgs she was, as a 

general rule, totally absorbed in her work. At these times, Selena rarely talked to her 

classmates and when she con^)leted a drawing she would dictate response statements 

which seemed off-hand or perfimctory in nature. These statements were flat and 

expressionless m comparison to those given by children with similar language abilities. 

They reflected none of the joie de vivre of Justme's dictations nor the careful, 

deliberateness of Krystal's. Selena's seeming mdifference to verbal response was 

perplexing because I had expected to see greater evidence of "linguistic spillover" (Brown 

& Camboume, 1990) in her dictations. In retrospect, these e}q)ectations were probably 

premature because m studying Selena's drawings and dictations it appears that my focus 

of interest (language expansion) was not coincident with Selena's greater interest in visual 

representation. 

From the outset of this investigation it was apparent that Selena's visual 

understandings were unusual for a six-year-old child. However, just how unusual her 

understandmgs were could not be determined because, "Some of the characteristics of an 

mdividual child's [art] work will appear over time as recurrent qualities and themes, not 

perhaps identifiable oi advance but recognizable hi retrospect" (Engel, 199S, p. 47). 

A retrospective view of Selena's drawings does, mdeed, reveal recurring qualities 

and themes in her understandmgs of the sign system of art. However, m order to discuss 

Selena's understandings of this sign system, two conceptual fi-ames of reference are 

needed. These frames of reference focus upon 1) children's development as drawers and. 
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2) the elements of visual design. These frames of reference are offered m the followmg 

sections prior to my discussion of Selena's work. 

An Overview Of Young Children's Drawing Development 

As stated previously, Selena's understandings of the sign system of art were highly 

developed for a child of her age. Engel (1995) contends that, "Given an optimal situation 

....children will produce work that both evidences and furthers their understanding of the 

world, art that expresses the self and at the same time develops the self' (p. 49). She 

extends this observation stating that, "As an activity, art is central to children's emotional 

and mtellectual development; as product, art-works provide a valuable record of each 

child's growth and unique way of relating to the world and of the qualities of mind and 

disposition that endure and constitute the &bric of individual identity" (p. 49). As a body 

of work, Selena's drawings provide a visible record of this process of self-actualization 

which, in her case, was mspired and nurtured through transactions with literature. 

In order to illustrate the range of Selena's evolving understandings of the sign 

system of art, drawings and summary charts exemplifying part of Viktor Lowenfeld's 

(Lowen&ld [1947] & Brittain, 1987) contmuum of children's drawing development, are 

offered below. These summary charts highh'ght drawing characteristics, space 

representation, and human figure representation associated with four periods of drawing 

development: the preschematic period (4-7 years); the schematic period (7-9 years); the 

period of dawnmg realism (9-12 years); and, the period of pseudo-natural^ (12-14 

years). 
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It should be noted that Selena's work is not included in this section overviewii^ 

children's drawing development because her work did not manifest attributes of the 

preschematic drawing period (4-to-7 years of age). Examples from another child's work 

(Lindsey) are representative of this period of drawing development and they are presented 

for purposes of illustration, clarification, and discussion. Selena's work, which manifests 

attributes of other periods of drawing, is presented and discussed in a later section. 

The drawing below (Figure 8.2) depicts six human forms. According to 

Lowenfeld's ([1947] & Brittam, 1987) continuum of drawmg development (Figure 8.3) 

this drawing is preschematic in terms of Lindsey's human figure representation, space 

representation and drawing characteristics. 

Figure 8.2. Preschematic human figures (LtndsQr, age 7). 
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The Prcschematic 
Period 

(4-7 years) 

First Representatioaal 
Attempts 

Drawing 
Characteristics 

Shapes for things are 
geometric and lose their 
meaning when removed 
from the whole. 

Placement and size of 
objects are determined 
subjectively. 

Objects drawn are not 
related to one another. 

Known objects seem to 
be catalogued or listed 
pictorially. 

Space 
ReprcscBtatMNi 

Objects seem to float 
around page. 

Paper sometimes turned 
or rotated while 
drawing. 

Size of objects not in 
proportion to one 
another. 

Objects may be distorted 
to fit space available. 

Space seems to surround 
child. 

Hwnan Figare 
RcprcseatatkNi 

Head-feet symbol grows 
out of scribble. 

Flexible symbol, 
constantly changing. 

People are looking at 
viewer, usually smiling. 

Distortion and omission 
of parts is to be 
expected. 

Clothing, hair, and 
other details are 
expected to be present 
by the end of this stage. 

Figure 8.3. Summary; The preschematic drawing period (Lowenfeld [1947] & Brittain, 1987). 

In Lindsey's drawing (Figure 8.2), several smiling, preschematic head-feet bodies 

are randomly sitiiated across the page looking out at the viewer. While these figures 

appear to be distorted to fit mto the available space then: sizes may be somewhat relative 

in light of Lindsey's dictation, "The daddy is taldng thek picture." This particular 

drawmg, accomplished in December, 1993, was typical of Lindsey's human figure 

representation during her kindergarten and &st-grade years of school (I99I-1993). 

One month later, in January, 1994, Lindsey executed another drawmg m which the 

human form was startlingly different in appearance. That drawing (fi)rthcoming. Figure 

8.S), manifested representational characteristics which were m accordance with 

Lowenfeld's schematic period of drawing development. These drawmg features are 

summarized below m Figure 8.4. 
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The Schematic Period 
(7-9 years) 

The Achievement 
of a Fonn Concept 

Drawing 
Characteristics 

Development of a form 
concept which is 
repeated again and 
again. 

Schema is altered when 
spedal meaning is 
conveyed, such the 
transformation of a "dog 
schema" into the form 
of an elephant through 
the addition of a trunic. 

Drawings reflect a 
child's active 
knowledge of the 
environment. 

Space 
Representation 

Establishment of a base 
line on which objects 
are placed and often a 
sky line, with the space 
between representing 
the air. 

Two-dimensional 
organization of objects. 

No or little overlapping. 

Subjective space 
representation common. 

Simultaneous 
representation of plane 
and elevation. 

X-ray drawings; multi-
base lines, and 
environment symbolized 

Hnmaa Figure 
Representatioa 

Elepeated schema for 
person. 

Body usually made up 
of geometric shapes. 

Arms and legs show 
volume and are usually 
correctly placed. 

Exaggeration, omission, 
or change of schema 
shows efifect of 
experience. 

Figure 8.4. Summary; The schematic drawing period (Lowenfeld [1947] & Brittain 1987). 

Lindsey's drawings in response to Ludwig Bemelman's (1977) Madeline. Eric 

Carle's (1987) Have You Seen Mv Cat?, and Nonny Hogrogian's (1971) One Fine Day 

exemplify and illustrate some of the drawing features delineated in the above chart. Those 

drawings and a brief discussion are oflfered below. 
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Figure 8.5. Schema drawing of a human figure (Linds^, age 7). 

In her efforts to achieve this (schematic) human figure (Figure 8.5) Lindsey 

utilized a circle and two axes (horizontal and vertical) to construct a head, torso, and 

lonbs. The inspuration for this figure, Madeline, is denoted by red hair and a yeUow hat 

with a black band and ribbon. Madelme's torso is "filled out" and clothed with a 

rectangular-shaped yellow dress which has a row of black buttons ab'gned over the vertical 

axis. \^g-like hands at the ends of the horizontal axis and black ovals at the ends of the 

legs provide the finishing details for this human figure representation. Other schematic 

details oi this drawing include the "floating" and randomfy^ situated triangular house-

structure, balloons, and clouds (some of which are obscured by a layer of pmk color). An 

mq>lied base 1^ (above the book titte) provides a firmament for this figure. 
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Figure8.6. Schema drawing ofa cat (LindsQ^, age?) 

In this delightM response to Eric Carle's Have You Seen Mv Cat? (1987), Figure 

8.6, Lindsey has depicted the brilliant orange form of a cat which is detailed with black 

stripes, whiskers, pomted ears, and a long, slightly bent, striped tail. As noted m the 

preceding chart (Figure 8.5), basic animal schemas have potential for myriad variations. 

The addition of a trunk and four legs could transform this schematic shape into an 

elephant. A snout, curly taO, and legs could represent the form of a pig or, the addition of 

a radiating mane could represent the form of a lion. A variation of an animal schema is 

illustrated below in Lindsey's response (Figure 8.7) to One Fine Day (Hogrogian, 1971). 
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Figure 8.7. Schema drawing of a fox (LindsQr, age 7). 

In the above drawing (Figure 8.7), Lindsey added a "bushy" tail to an animal 

schema (head, body, and four limbs) which transformed it into the body of a fox (which, 

incidentally, is standing on a base line of green grass). 

These examples of preschematic and schematic drawings have been ofifered to 

illustrate those characteristic features which were largely absent fi:om Selena's visual 

literary responses. Even though Selena was one of the youngest members of the literature 

group she displayed a tremendous visual awareness sunilar to what Lowenfeld & Brittam 

(1978) describe m a discussion of visual-mmded and haptic-minded mdividuals, 

"Apparently, the visual type first sees a general shape of a tree, then the single leaves, the 

twigs, the branches, the trunk, and finally everythmg incorporated mto the whole tree. 

Startmg with the general outline, partial visual nnpressions are integrated mto a whole 

image. The visualty m^ed mdividual can anafyze the characteristics of these shapes as 
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they are mfhienced by light, color, atmosphere, and distance. How something looks is of 

prime in^rtance, and even tactile sensations are translated into visual form. For such a 

person the conqslex and ever-changing appearances of shapes and form are exciting and 

pleasurable experiences" (p. 362). This highly developed visual awareness was reflected 

in Selena's response drawings which, over the course of tmie, manifested many of the 

characteristic features of other periods of drawing development. These periods of 

drawing development are summarized below in Figure 8.8. Those features which are 

italic^d in this chart highh'ght those understandings which were manifest in Selena's 

literary response drawmgs. 
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The Schcnuitic Period 
(7-9 years) 

The AchievemcBt 
of a Form Coacept 

Drawing 
Characteristics 

Drawings reflect a 
ckUd's active 
Imawledge of the 
enviroHmeaL 

Space 
Reprcscntatioa 

Simultaneous 
represeMation ofplane 
and elevation. 

Environment 
^mholizgd. 

Hnman Figure 
RepresentatioB 

The Period of 
Dawning Realism 

(9-12 years) 

Greater awareness of 
detaUs. 

Greater awareness of 
physical environment 

Events are 
characterized rather 
than drawn 
ntOuralistically. 

No use of shade and 
shadow. 

Disappearance of base 
line and emergence of 
the plane. 

Overlapping of objects. 

Beginning of 
interrelationships 
between objects. 

Sky comes down to the 
horizon. 

Attempts at skowing 
deptk tkrougk size of 
objects. 

Rigfd sckema no longer 
prevails. 

Greater awareness of 
clotking details. 

Less exaggeration, 
distortion, and 
omission of body parts 
to show emphmis. 

Body parts retain their 
meaning when 
separated. 

Greater stiffness of 
figures. 

The Period of 
Pseudo-Nataralfam 

(12-14 years) 

Critically aware of own 
shortcomings in art. 

Drawings can become 
shorthand notations. 

Ability to focus on 
selected parts of the 
environment. 

End of spontaneous art 
activity. 

Details such as 
wrinkles and folds 
become important for 
some. 

Projection of non-Uteral, 
personal meaning into 
objects and events. 

Greater awareness of 
environment, but only 
important elements 
drawn in detalL 

For visuaUy minded, an 
awareness of deptk; 
ckild draws as a 
spectator; attempt at 
perspective. 

For haptically minded, 
space is determined 
subjectively; child draws 
as a participant. 

Action goes on witkin 
picture [dane. 

Closer to correct 
proportions. 

Facial expressions vary 
for meaning. 

Cartooning popular. 

Person can be 
represented by less than 
totalfigure. 

Figure 8.8. Schematic, dawning realism and pseudo-naturaUstic periods of drawing (Lowenfeld [1947] & 
Brittain, 1987). 
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The above continuum (Figure 8.8) provided a helpful framework for cataloging 

and analyzing various features found in Selena's literary response drawmgs. However, this 

conceptual frame alone was not sufficient to fiilly analyze her work. Therefore, a second 

conceptual frame, elements of visual design, was utilized for purposes of analysis. A 

discussion of this conceptual frame is offered in advance of an in-depth examination of 

Selena's literary response drawmgs. 

Elements of Visual Design 

While Lowenfeld's (1947) continuum of drawing development contributed greatly 

to my appreciation of Selena's literary response drawings, as such, it did not pinpoint the 

distinctive quality that set Selena's work apart from that of her classmates. This elusive 

quality finaUy came mto focus when I examined Selena's drawings for evidence of design. 

According to Gaitskell and Hurwitz (1975), "Design is an mtegral part of any art 

form. The message a creating person wishes to convey is made apparent by means of the 

formal organization produced. Whenever any work of art is bemg produced, whether by a 

child or an adult, design is automatically included in the production" (p. 81). The authors 

conclude this line of thought statmg that, 'Design is an organization of mtegrated elements 

in a work of art. The designs of accomplished artists should convey the feeling that 

nothing could be changed without violatmg their structure. Lines, colors, textures, masses 

and spaces, patterns of Ught and shade should form a complete and, as fer as can be 

judged, harmonious whole" (p. 82). 
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This statement mirrored my intuitive understandings of Selena's drawings. As a 

whole, Selena's work embodied an aesthetic order which I was unable to articulate until a 

study of the elements of design provided me with words to give voice to my sensed 

understandings. A brief discussion of these elements is offered below in an attempt to 

bridge the visual and verbal meanings of these concepts of design. 

Elements of design—^line, mass, space, color, texture, Ught and shade—contribute 

to the wholeness, or unity of any piece of art. The element of line, in Gaitskell & 

Hurwitz' (1975) estimation, 'is perhaps the most flexible and revealing element of design" 

(85). Kiefer (1995) explains this expressive potential in her statement that Imes "can 

convey repose when horizontal, stability when vertical, and movement when diagonal. 

Angular lines can create a feeling of excitement or tension; curving lines often express 

more rhythmic, peaceful qualities. The quality of line can be ahered, so that thin lines may 

appear fragile and delicate, and thick lines can convey strength and weight" (p. 121). 

When lines enclose space they create a mass, or shape, which suggests volume. 

Gaitskell & Hurwitz (1975) note that, "Every mass is surrounded by the element of space 

[and that] in a work of art space exists as a potential that is realized through the action of 

the artist" (p. 88). The realization of spatial potentials in drawings or pamtmgs may be 

uniquely determined according to Lowenfeld & Brittain (1987) who state, "Our own 

society tends to look upon the representation of space as bemg appropriately shown by the 

use of perspective, a mechanical perspective with vanish^ pomts and horizon lines. This 

has not been true for other times or other cultures: for exan^le, an Oriental concept of 
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space shows objects in the distance drawn higher on the page. Many contemporary artists 

have rejected mechanical perspective of space in &vor of representmg subject matter 

honestfy on a two-dimensional sur£ice. It can be readity seen, then, that there is no right 

or wrong way to portray space m a drawing" (p. 228). 

Light and shade are elements which serve to provide visual contrasts. Kiefer 

(1995) notes that when there is strong contrast between light and dark in a picture that a 

mood of excitement or high drama is usually evoked. On the other hand, little contrast 

between these elements may evoke a mood of serenity or broodiness (p. 127). 

Texture and textual effects are elements which may be incorporated into 

drawings or paintings. This element may be actual or simulated. In the case of drawings 

this effect is usualfy^ simulated such as when lines are "crisscrossed or a pattern of dots 

...[is]...devised so that the area has a rough [textured] appearance" (Gaitskell & Hurwitz, 

1975, p. 91). 

Coior is a powerful, complex, and appealmg element which Gaitskell & Hurwitz 

(1975) contend "is not a primary feature of design" (p. 95) for many art forms. However, 

inso^ as child art b concerned they do acknowledge the appeal of this element stating, 

"As for the interests of children, teachers will discover that color has an appeal for in 

excess of the other elements of design" (p. 95). More recently, Kiefor (1995) notes that, 

"Color is one of the most expressive elements. Colors can convey tenqwrature (warm or 

cold) or emotion (red for anger or blue for melancholy) The mtensity^ of color (fts 
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brightness or dullness) as well as the ways in which colors are combmed (color schemes) 

can also effect mood and evoke meaning" (p. 126). 

As I was to discover, the use of design elements figured very strongly in Selena's 

literary response drawmgs. The thoughtiulness with which she en^loyed these elements 

became evident when I conq)ared her work to that of her classmates. For exan^)le, while 

all of my students were generous and, at tunes, lavish with the element of color, Selena 

demonstrated a meanmgfiil restraint in its use. Selena's drawings were devoid, also, of 

extraneous, superfluous embellishments such as hearts, flowers, balloons, or %ing birds. 

The lack of ostentation in Selena's drawings seemed to confirm and to underscore the 

deliberateness of her design decisions. The foOowmg section, which capsulizes Selena's 

work over the course of her participation in this study, highlights and explicates what I 

feel that Selena was "workmg on" or "workmg to express" as she actualized myriad 

understandmgs of her visual and verbal worlds of literature. 

Selena: The Self-Actualization of an Artist 

Selena's processes of self-actualization as an artist by way of visual literary 

response will be traced in the following retrospective. These selected drawings will be 

analyzed and discussed m light of two conceptual frames: Lowenfeld's ([1947] & 

Brittam, 1987)) contmuum of drawing development and elements of visual design. 
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Babuskka. She smiled at the boy. She was a witch. 
She had long, homy ears. She had long, gray, puffy hair. 

Figure 8.9. Selena's initial response to Babushka Baba Yaea (Kindergarten, March 8,1994). 

One of the first design decisions that Selena had to make for each of her drawings 

was whether to use a vertical or horizontal format to display her envisioned visual 

understandings. When Selena's drawmgs are viewed singly or m a group it seems as if her 

choices in this matter were unerring^ appropriate. For the above response (Figure 8.9), 

Selena chose a horizontal format which aUowed her to center Babushka's saggy ^e and 

to "puff out" her long, gray hair to fts greatest effect (She had long, gray, pî  hair). 

According to Lowen&ld's (1987) contmuum of drawing development this is an 

unusual drawing for a suc-year-old artist because onty the lace and neck of the subject are 

depicted (see Figure 8.8, "The Period of Pseudo-Naturalism"). An exam^tion of this 

portrait reveals that Selena used a single color (gray) for draw^ Babushka's eyes, nose, 

mouth, jaw, ch^ and neck. The use of a single color for th^ purpose lends a subtle visual 
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emphasis to the mterrelationship of these physical features which are "cemented"' together 

by pink and peach skin tones. Vivid pink exclamations of color emphasize Babushka's 

ears (S/ie had long, homy ears) and the mood of happmess expressed in this drawmg. 

Black eyes give the impression that this benign, smiling creature is looking down 

upon the viewer. These "dots" of color focus the viewer's attention upon the center 

portion of the drawing. The hair, which has suggested texture, fi-ames the &ce. The 

overall unity, or wholeness, of this drawing has been achieved through the use of a single 

center of interest, symmetrical balance, limited palette, and a use of white space to "set 

off' Babushka's &ce. Selena's use of white space might appear to be an accidental 

feature of this drawing but as the next and, other, drawings will show, this dramatic use of 

space appears to be quite deblierate on her part. 

Baba Yoga ske lives in Ike fonsL Ske is sad in tke forest because she has 
MO gnHikhiUreH or family and she has no food. 

Figure 8.10. Selena's first ^^e line" response to Rahushka Baba Yaga (March 9,1994). 
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In this horizontalfy-formatted, synimetricalty-balanced draw^ (Figure 8.10), Baba 

Yaga's unhappy and solitary existence is dramatical^ emphasized by her placement at the 

apex of this triangular composition. Unlike the previous drawing (Figure 8.9), which 

conveyed a mood of happiness through an upturned nwuth, pink skin tones, and vivid pink 

cheeks, this drawing expresses a feeling of great unhappiness and emotional and physical 

distance. Like the previous depiction, Selena used a gray crayon to draw the fk:e and 

mouth of Baba Yaga along with the requisite pink ears and gray, pufi^ hair. However, 

Baba Yaga's skin tones m this picture are gray and peach. Her &ce has a sunken and wan 

expression that is communicated by a diamond-shape face; souliiil, black eyes; absent 

nose; colorless cheeks and, a down-turned mouth. 

The use of two shades of green to outline and fill the overlapping, cactus-like 

bushes which extend across the foreground of this drawing impart a sense of physical 

space m this drawing. These bushes, with their red, berry-like circles of color conceal 

Baba Yaga's figure firom the viewer and heighten the sense of her physical and emotional 

separation fi'om the world. The white space surroundmg Baba Yaga seems to have a 

definite purpose which lends a feelmg of compression and balance to this drawing. 
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She lived in a village. She had a famify and liked iL 
She had graadchildreiu She was happy. 

Figure 8.11. Selena's second "time line" response to Babushka Baba Yaga (Kindergarten, March 10, 
1994). 

The above drawing. Figure 8.11, is a centered, vertically-formatted, full-length 

portrait of a joyfiilfy^ beammg Baba Yaga who has found a place where she is welcome m 

(She lived in a village. She had a family and liked it. She had grandchildren. 

She was happy). In this drawmg. Babushka Baba Yaga's feet are planted firmly at the 

lower edge of the p^)er. She is posed with outstretched arms in an open stance which 

seems to call attentbn to her ama^g transformation fi'om forest creature to beloved 
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grandmother. Here, agam, Selena used a gray color (pencil) to draw the smiling mouth, 

elegant nose, and crmkled-up eyes of Baba Yaga. Her skin tone is now a uniform peach 

color and her vivid pink cheeks have been restored. Baba Yaga's transformation into a 

babushka came about after she cut her long, witch-like fingernails and donned human 

clothing. Selena draws attention to these changes by depicting Baba Yaga's previously 

concealed hands and her newly-acquired clothing and scarf. Selena's lavish use of 

complementary colors (red-green, blue-orange, and yellow-violet) and analogous colors 

(maroon-pink) to detail this colorful peasant garb is reminiscent of Polacco's equalfy vivid 

use of color and pattern. The white space surrounding Baba Yaga in this drawing unparts 

an aff of expansiveness and openness which is consonant with moods of joy and 

celebration. 
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yjctor wenttotkeforesL He saw the yellow evil They're wolf ̂ es. 
And Victor said, "HELP!" And Victor's mom said, "Help for my children." 

Figure 8.12. Selena's third "time line" response to Babushka Baba Yaga (Kindergarten, Mardi IS, 1994). 

The above drawing. Figure 8.12, exemplifies Selena's understandings and use of 

plane to inq)ly height and distance. The stolid form of a massive brown tree trunk at the 

left edge of this drawing gives the viewer a sense of tower^ proximity. A tangle of 

bushes, which extends across the foreground of the drawing, overlaps to separate the 

vulnerable form of a child from the eyes of a potential protector-viewer (Victor went to the 

forest. He saw the yellow evil eyes. They're wolf eyes. And Victor said, "Help!"). The 

child, Victor, is depicted m the middle ground where he is watching an approach^ 

closefy-grouped, symmetrically-arranged, wolf pack. Victor's knpending danger is 

suggested and heightened by Selena's abstraction of the sharp-pointed features and 

gtowmg, yellow eyes of these menac^ creatures. This sense of danger is unintentional 
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ameliorated by the nearby presence of a seal-like form to Victor's right. This mild, non-

threatening form with yellow eyes is an ear-less wolf m profile. In this representation of 

Victor, Selena has depicted him with his back to the viewer. Victor's body is slightly 

angled in a possible state of recoil, and his lower body and left hand are obscured by 

overlapping bushes. The bright red and blue shirt worn by Victor provides a strong visual 

focal point leading the viewer's eyes up to a sHghtly over-sized circle of brown hair which 

is textured with diagonal rows of zigzagging lines. 

The small figures in the upper right quadrant of this drawing are partially obscured 

by either a green bush or a base line of overgrown grass. The focal point of this quadrant 

is maintained by Selena's diagonal and opposing color combinations (green-red, red-

yellow/green-yellow, and red-red) and the strong mass of green color at the foet of these 

figures. Selena's use of black crayon for the ^ial features of these distant figures serves 

a dual purpose in that it calls attention to their distraught expressions whOe compensatmg 

for theo* lack of &cial definition. Selena's use of white space in this drawmg helps to set 

off and define these multiple points of focus. 

This last "Babushka Baba Yaga" drawing effectively incorporates all of the 

aforementioned design features of the previously discussed drawings (Figures 8.9-8.11): 

Ime, mass, space, light and shade, texture and color. This series of drawings exen^lify 

visual understandings characteristic of Lowen&ld's (1987) period of'Tseudo-

Naturalism" (Figure 8.8). This is shown Selena's ability to focus on selected parts of 

the envkonment, her use of details such as wrmkles and folds (and, in the case of the 
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wolves, the abstraction of their distinguishing features), her awareness of perspective, use 

of action within the picture plane, expressive^ drawn &cial features, and form 

representation that is achieved by less than the total figure. 

The sophistication of these literary response drawings might lead the viewer to 

conclude that Selena is not in a state of actualization but has achieved a status of mastery. 

However, as the next drawing will illustrate, Selena is '̂ working" to solve other visual 

"problems" as she responds to another story. 

The bear sat on the wagon ondfiHtUfy the wagon moved down the MIL 
He thought it was going to be scary but U was fun. 

Figure 8.13. Selena's response to The Lazv Bear (Kindergarten, April 11, 1994). 

this horizontalfy^formatted, symmetrical-balanced drawmg Selena has depicted 

the recumbent form of The Lazv Bear (Wildsmith, 1973) from an aerial viewpoint. In this 
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line drawmg, an outstretched, smiling bear is gazing up at the viewer from a prone 

position on the bed of a wagon. 

Short strokes of brown and black color suggest the fur-like texture of the bear's 

body and, two longer, heavier lines of black distinguish each of the bear's claws on his 

softly-curved paws. The upper portion of the bear's head and ears are supernnposed over 

the brown line representmg the side of the wagon. The bear's genial nature is suggested 

by his open, defenseless posture and by the soft pink of his mouth and inner ears. 

The visual problem that Selena encountered in this drawing lay in her depiction of 

the four wagon wheels. Selena solved her visual dilemma by drawing these wheels as if 

they, too, were lying flat on the sur&ce of the paper. Had Selena decided to omit the 

wheels from her drawmg of the wagon she could not have communicated that, ''"The bear 

sat on the wagon and finally the wagon moved down the hill." After conunitting to this 

course of action, Selena detailed the yellow wheels with lines convergmg to the center 

thereby establishmg a "spoke-to-wheel" relationship. The white space in this drawing 

creates a distinctive^ different effect than has been shown in the previous examples of 

Selena's work (Figures 8.9-8.12). Unlike those drawings, the visual organization of this 

picture in^arts a feeling of simplicity and harmony that is remmiscent of a patchwork quilt 

block. 
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The boy was dreaming that the son would melt the snow 6ot it was a dream and the boy woke op 
and lookt out the wrd wood [window] and it was new snow and snow faeiats [flakes]. 

Figure 8.14. Selena's response to The Snowy Dav (Yirst grade. August 1994V 

This horizontally-fonnatted, symmetrically-balanced drawing (Figure 8.14), 

features Ezra Jack Keats' well-known character, Peter, from The Snowy Dav (1976). 

Although Selena's visual mterpretation of this story event is reminiscent of Keats' style of 

illustration, she has portrayed Peter in a more harmonious and more difiScult-to-execute 

composition. In Keats' portrayal, Peter is standing with outstretched hands placed agamst 

a window while he looks out at the snow. In Selena's portrayal, Peter is lying on a 

bed with his legs extended up in the av beh^ hm E& hands are placed on the 

headboard of a bed while he looks out of the window at the lallmg snowflakes. 

The encvcled, orange spider-like shape behmd Peter's head is alluded to and 

clarified by Selena's written response to this story, "The boy was dreaming that the sun 

would melt the snow but it was a dream and the boy woke up...." This use of a visual 
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conventioii (thought bubble) to show Peter's thoughts allows Selena's visual interpretation 

to correspond to her linguistic understanding of this event. 

Selena's use of soft analogous colors in this drawing serves to interrelate the 

different aspects of this compositioa whfle imparting a mood of peacefiilness and serenity. 

This gentle mood is heightened by the rows of billing snowflakes which lend a soft ftaming 

ef^t to Selena's drawing. 

The old mm called Babushka to help. She said, "YOH have been palling that tmm  ̂for weeks." And 
flhenf she said, "Ok, I guess so." Aad ike old mam said, "Tkamkyoa, Babuskka." Then th  ̂patted 
and patted but tkey amidn 't get the mmip out 

Figure 8.IS. Selena's response to The Tumfp (First grade, September, 1994). 
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lathis verticalfy-fonnatted drawing (Figure 8.15), Selena has delineated two 

centers of interest. The prmiary center of interest focuses upon the colorfiil, forward-

&cmg figure of a Russian babushka who is holdmg, or displaymg, a large, black pot. 

Unlike the drawmgs of Babushka Baba Yaga (Figures 8.9-8.11) this pleasant-lookmg 

babushka has a stifSiess of bearing and a seemmg lack of personality. This difference nmy 

be related to the non-existent character development in this story or, it may be indicative 

of Selena's concentrated focus upon spatial representation. 

In establishing two centers of mterest m this drawing Selena has given greater 

weight to the foreground through her use of color and pattern to detail the form of the 

smiling babushka fi'om head-to-toe. The &ce of this figure is firamed by orangish hav 

which is topped with a crisscrossing-pattemed turquoise scarf This pattern is echoed in 

the yeUow and turquoise bask shoes on babushka's feet. These reechoing patterns 

sandwich babushka's form which is skimmed by a dress of alternating, vertical stripes of 

analogous (blue-purple) colors. This ensemble of colorfiil patterns is trimmed by what 

appears to be white eyelet lace on the sleeves and hem of the dress. Babushka's lace-

covered arms and knees suggest a triangularity that is reminiscent of her turquoise-

patterned scarf and shoes. 

The second center of interest in the upper right quadrant of this drawmg is 

minimally executed but livefy m expression. The partial form of a turnip is depicted (a 

pseudo-naturalistic feature, again) to the upper left of a smilmg stick figure whose 

diagonals-positioned legs suggest that he might be approaching Babushka (The old man 
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called Babushka to help). Selena's use of the elements of space, mass, color, and Ime in 

these two centers of interest coalesce into an asymmetrically-balanced con^sition that 

suggests a feeling of conviviality. 

I. i 
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Tommy loves to draw pictures and he also loves to draw every single day. 
He colors and colors and colors. 

He wanted to be a artist until he growed up to be a artî  

Figure 8.16. Selena's response to The Art Lesson (First grade, October, 1994). 

This horizontally-formatted, symmetrically-balanced drawing of Tommy 

(dePaola's The Art Lesson. 1989) has two centers of interest, as well. Again, the 

foreground of this drawmg has greater visual weight with Tomnq '̂s outstretched form and 

h^ draw^ of flowers takmg up most of the horizontal space of the lower half of this 

picture. This depiction of Tommy has a pleasmg, but mixed viewpoint, m that the lower 

half of his body is shown from an aerial perspecthre and the upper half is shown from a 
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ground-level, side view. Tommy's h^py and busy involvement m his task is 

reemphasized in Selena's verbal statement which focuses on Tommy's love of drawing and 

his desire to become an artist 

Although the second center of interest in this drawing has strong visual weight, it 

is less strong than the foreground given the feet that the subject matter (a row of Tommy's 

drawings) is smaller in size and "ferther away" from the viewer. This row of pictures 

reiterates the horizontal design of this drawing while suggesting the existence of a wall in 

the background. Interestingly, Selena utilizes referential notations alongside these 

drawings to identify the subject matter of each. The letter "H" identifies a drawing of 

Tommy's house; the letters "K" and "Z" are written twice, one under the other, to identify 

Tommy's picture of his twin cousins (KZ); and, the letters "SN" identify a figure, Strega 

Nona, from his future work. 

These equally developed centers of uiterest in this drawing may suggest Selena's 

greater interest in this story's subject matter. It may also be mdicative of the higher level 

of character development found in this story. Selena's choice of subject matter and her 

balanced use of foreground and background space also comprise a visual coimterpart to 

her dictated statement 

This con^sition (Figure 8.16) exen^lifies Lowen&ld's periods of dawning 

realism (attempts at showing depth through size of objects) and pseudo-naturalism (ability 

to focus on selected parts of the environment, greater awareness of envh-onment with 

nnportant elements drawn in detafl, action within the plane, closer to correct body 
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proportions, and representation of a human form by less than the total figure). Selena's 

use of the various elements of design (space, mass, line, color) m this drawing results in a 

harmoniously balanced composition which conveys the pleasure and pruie of a child artist 

whose pursuit of visual understandii^s parallels her own. 

The SHOW Child teached the other Uds how to make snow castles and they said 
"Thankyou" to the Utile child who helped them make the snow castles. 

Figure 8.17. Selena's response to The Snow Child (First grade, December, 1994). 

This vertkalfy-formatted drawing figure 8.17) has a strong central visual focus 

which ahemates between the flowing form of The Snow Chfld (Littledale, 1989) and the 
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magenta-hatted fonn of her playmate. The expressivity of this conqxisition is found m 

Selena's use of form, space and analogous colors. 

Selena's intrigumg envisionment of the Snow Child differs strongfy from that of 

the illustrator of this text, Barbara LavaQee. In Lavallee's conceptualization, the Snow 

Child is a short, stocky child swathed in billowing yards of tucked, pleated, and gathered 

blue-purplish clothing adorned with intricate white snowflakes. Lavallee's Snow Child 

has a full, rounded, puf^ &ce that is demarcated down the center into halves of light and 

dark skin tones as if the illustrator is makmg a visual statement about the skin-deep 

difference of ethnicity. 

Selena's conceptualization of the Snow Child differs in that she accentuates the 

oneness of the Snow Child with her life-sustainmg winter environment. This union of 

child and environment is captured and conveyed by Selena's use of analogous colors for 

the foreground, sky, and flowing figure of the Snow Child whose armless form melds 

indivisibly mto the wmtry surroundings. The unembellished snowflakes adorning the 

Snow Child's single garment fiirther establishes her unity with the physical worM. This 

chfld-world unity is also suggested in Selena's artistic envisionment of the Snow Child's 

£ice which is sufiused and surrounded by a yellow radiance like that of the sun. 

The other half of Selena's visual focus (the playmate and snow castle) has a strong 

resemblance to one aspect of Lavallee's visual conceptualization of this story scene. This 

aspect, the castle and playmate, appears to have captured Selena's unagmation leadmg her 

to create her own visual mterpretation of this event. 
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Selena's reconceptualization of this story scene, which exemplifies Lowenfeld's 

period of pseudo-naturalism, has resulted in a visual interpretation that is striking for its 

attitude of fiiendliness and feeling of beneficence which is echoed by the theme of Selena's 

verbal statement. 

Liuie Red Riditig Hood was waUdng in the forest Then was a wolf behind a tree. 
Hesidd, " Where are you going?" She said, "I'm going lo n  ̂grandma's. 

Figure 8.18. Selena's response to Little Red Riduig Hood (First grade. Mav. 1994). 

This final drawing (Figure 8.18), acconq)lished during the last few days of Selena's 

participation m this study, is a highly-detailed con^Msition which depicts Little Red Riding 

Hood with a conqpanionable-lookmg wolf. The stance of these figures and their respective 

eye gazes makes it appear that they have just stepped out into the sunlight and are 

survQTOg thes unmediate surround^s. 
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Unlike the majority of Selena's literary response drawings (exemplified by 

Figures 8.9 - 8.18), this drawmg was acconplished with the use of two drawmg media 

(crayon and pencil). Those parts executed in pencil are: the wolfs head, the form of Little 

Red Riding Hood, her basket, the tree, the clouds and the sun. 

Selena's use of pencil in this mstance may have been motivated by a desu-e to 

experiment with this mediimi or, its use may have been a deliberate attempt on her part to 

give greater defiiition and detail to particular aspects of this drawing. Whatever the 

intent, the unique properties of these media allowed Selena to 1) focus upon and 

emphasize selected parts of the environment, 2) to detail clothing and &cial features, and 

3) to convey a sense of depth and action within picture plane (all of which are 

characteristic features of Lowen&ld's period of pseudo-naturalistic drawing development. 

Figure 8.8). 

The above drawing is unique also m that it exhibits three mterdependent 

arrangements of elements which Gaitskill and Hurwitz (1975) state "may be observed in a 

unified work of art—rhythms, centers of interest, and balance (italics added)" (p. 97). In 

describmg the use of these artistic devices, the authors state that ""Rhythm (italics added) is 

used by artists to give orderly movement to the manner in which our eyes move over a 

work of art and to control the pace at which our gaze travels" (p. 98). The authors 

observe that two main types of rhythm—:^ow (which is achieved through Imes or 

elongation of forms) and (such as when an element used in one area of an art form is 

repeated elsewhere)—may be found in works of art. The second device, centers of 
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interest, are those aspects, or areas, in an artwork which "attract and hold the observer's 

attention" (p. 98). The thvd device, balance, refers to the aesthetic balance of a work 

which "should be considered as attraction to the eye rather than as sin:^)le gravitational 

puU"(p.99). 

These interdependent attributes may be found m the above drawing (Figure 8.18). 

A U-shaped rhythm flows from the wolfs outlined head down along the form of Little 

Red Riding Hood and back up the length of the tree where it stops to reverse direction at 

the uppermost part of the tree. This U-shaped arrangement also serves "to attract and 

hold the observer's attention" (p. 98) thus serving as the center of interest and point of 

balance in this drawmg. 

This final drawing constitutes a vivid statement of Selena's evolving personal 

understandings of artistic design and visual literary response. As such, it supports 

Gaitskill & Hurwitz' (1975) premise that: 

Each learner arrives at a personal statement of prmctples that reflects 
personal experience and its resulting insights. If a pupil has worked 
thoughtfiilfy with all of the elements of design and has mastered, with some 
degree of success, problems related to unity and variety of composition, 
two principles of design somewhat like the following may be arrived at: 

Every successful design exhibits uni^ of composition. 

\)blthin its unfty, every successful design exhibits variety in the use of its 
elements (p. 104). 

A third premise, "All successM design m art bears the personality of its creator" 

(Gaitskill & Hurwitz, 1975, p. 104) is evident also in the corpus of Selena's literary 

response drawings. Engel (1995) sheds light uponth^ evolvmg aspect of chfldren's 
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artistry, stating that, "One might also see a certain quality of shape, line, pattern, and 

composition ....echoed in future work. These subtle but distinct consistencies are 

in^x)ssible to predict or identify in advance, but are recognizable m retrospect. 

Characteristics recur in different forms and contexts but retain, mysteriousfy, traces of the 

same sensibility*' (p. 47). 

This retrospective of Selena's work illustrates some of the "distinct consistencies" 

found hi her literary response drawings. These consistent characteristics include Selena's 

artful use of negative (white) space, visual perspective, scale, metonymy (a part standing 

for the whole), design elements, and con^wsition. As such, Selena's artistic consistencies 

comprise a visual record of her explorations of the sign system of art, whereby she 

actualized her potentialities as an artist through response to literature. Over the course of 

time Selena's unique understandings of this sign system became manifest to such a degree 

that as Engel (I99S) suggests, "The child appears fiiUy identified with the work, almost 

continuous with it; the finished work shows the feelings, thoughts, and actions of the child 

in the doing. Because it is relatively unmediated by ulterior considerations, the work is a 

record, in the sense that a footprint is a record, conveymg the presence of its maker "(v). 

Disciission 

At various stages of this research investigation I had serious doubts that Selena 

would be selected as one of the case study students for this dissertation. The primary 

reason for my reservations rested m the &ct that I found Selena's drawings and dictations 

m response to classroom literary experiences to be mystifying to the extreme. This was 
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evident in a discussion with my dissertation dvector when Selena's drawings came to hand 

and I could say only, '1 don't know what she is doing." 

At the time of that conversation, I knew that Selena's drawings were unusual for a 

child of her age but I did not see anything in her behavior or actions to explain what I 

perceived to be her ofQiand approach to literary response. As tnne passed, I realized that 

Selena's literary response drawmgs differed not only from those of her classmates, but that 

they also differed from her own drawings of everyday events (see Figure 8.19 below). 

This is Me I eMa Tagnei a peikr iva My sister 
This is me I am taking a picture of my sister 

Figure 8.19. Selena's writing journal entry (First grade, October 21.1994). 

In view of these "everyday" drawings, such as the one above (Figure 8.19), it 

seemed reasonable to conclude that Selena was respondmg intensely to the art of the 

pic/ur£6oo/t whenever she engaged m visual literary response. According to Kiefer 

(1995), "...the picturebook is a unique art object, a combination of image and idea that 

allows the reader to come away with more than the sum of the parts..." (p.6). 

Selena's drawings and dictations took on a different character in Ught of Kiefer's 

(199S) statement that "...when consUering any mode of commtmication—^visual, verbal. 
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or an interaction between the two—it is in^rtant to understand how meaning is 

expressed and understood. Although both language and visual art have a meaning-

expressing potential, the two are not identical and cannot be matched at a word or 

sentence level. Furthennore, the result of the readers' engagement with visual and verbal 

texts may be very different (italics added)" (p. 117). Kiefer's observation led me to realize 

then that what lay at the heart of Selena's visual responses to literature was a path of self-

actualization which she followed consistently throughout the course of her participation m 

this study. 
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Rennie: 
Actualizing Self As A Meanmg Maker And Language Learner 

Figure 8.20. "Rennie: A Self-Portrait" (age 8). 

Rennie, a young first-grader, entered the Chaparral Hearing-Impaired Program in 

the M of 1993. The previous year he had attended kindergarten at his neighborhood 

school where it had been discovered that he had a moderate, bilateral, sensorineural 

hearmg loss and a severe language impainnent. Rennie was fitted with personal hearing 

aids and provided with special education services at that time. At the end of his 

kmdergarten year it was determmed that Rennie's educational needs were too great to be 

met at his home school and he was placed ni my class at Chaparral. 

Rennie's arrival in our midst created a flurry of excitement and conqoetition among 

the first-grade girls in my classroom. He was a sweet-natured, handsome child whose 

charms included a penchant for hand-hokling. This endearmg habit led to a number of 
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tearful squabbles and feuds among Lindsey, Justine, and Krystal who all tried in vain to be 

the sole rec^ient of his generous affections. 

As I was to discover, Rennie's loving and kind-hearted nature could pose problems 

in other aspects of classroom life as well For example, he entered wholeheartedly mto the 

world of story during classroom read alouds. This meant that I had to be careful in my 

reading of poignant stories because Rennie's eyes would fill with tears and he would have 

difficulty maintaining his composure. A case in point was Rennie's response to Svlvester 

and the Magic Pebble fSteig. 1969). 

In this story, a young donkey (Sylvester) happens upon a magic pebble and soon 

thereafter finds himself &ce-to-&ce with a fierce lion. Unthinkingly, Sylvester wishes that 

he were a rock and out of harm's way. After his thoughtless wish is granted Sylvester is 

unable to return to his former state. Seasons pass until, one day, his grief-stricken parents 

go on a picnic where his &ther notices the magic pebble and places it on top of a nearby 

rock. The rock, of course, is Sylvester who then makes another heartfelt wish and is 

restored to the lovmg embrace of his &mity. 

Durmg readmg of this story all of the chfldren in the literature group were 

literally on the edge of their seats. Their fecial expressions were anxious and thenr bodies 

were taut with tension as the story built to its clunactic resohition. At the conclusion of 

the read aloud Rennie isolated hnnself at a nearby table and kept his fece averted as he 

pondered the possibilitks for response through drawmg (Figure 8.21, below). 
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He (Sylvester) said, **1 can't get the pebble r̂ t 
there. My mother is nor there." 

Tiiis one (pointing to the green shape close to the 
gray rock) is the dog. 

He (the dog) can't sumII (Sylvester in the rock). 

Figure 8.21. Rennie's initial response to Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. 

As it turned out, drawings of Sylvester in the form of a rock were typical 

responses to this read-aloud event. Rennie's emotionally-laden dictation for his drawing 

(Figure 8.21) was more indicative of his lived-though experience of this story than was his 

picture. However, Rennie's response to Sylvester's plight did not end with these 

statements. 

The following morning Rennie came to see me at the start of the school day. At 

that t^, he solemnly handed me a wrmlded, grease-stained picture (Figure 8.22) that he 

had drawn the previous evening and explained its contents. 

csrcDc 
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The Sylvester's pebble red and it's OH 
Ike ground. 

That's Minting) a basket 

[That's] Fatker and mom. Hetfather) 
wants to put it (the pebble) on Ike rock. 

The rock is gray. 

He[the rock/Sylvester] say, "Motker, 
came on!" 

Tkat's (pointing) a plate witk food 

Figure %J2. Rennie's second response to Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. 

Again Rennie's expressively-voiced statements conveyed the troubled feelings that 

had been evoked as a result of his lived-through experience of this story. This pattern of 

intense oivolvement and response to literary experience was to be repeated many times 

throughout the years to come. However, unknown to me, another pattern of literary 

response was taking form as Rennie participated in classroom literary events during the 

1993-1994 and 1994-1995 school years (it should be noted that, due to his young age and 

severe language impairment, Rennie repeated first grade (1994-1995) at Chaparral). This 

mcipient form of literary response will be explicated in the folio wmg section which 

provides a review of the classroom context. 

The Classroom Context 

Durmg the early years of his participation in the Ifterature group Rennie struggled 

to understand and to express his understandings of story (and life) through language. 
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Rennie's extreme difficulty m this area of human expression was related to a con^lex 

combination of Actors: the late identification of his hearing impairment; the type and 

degree of his hearing loss; a lack of language dominance in either Tagalog or English; a 

severe language disorder; and an attention deficit disorder. These complicating 

conqx)nents had tremendous impact upon Rennie's receptive and expressive language 

development and, as a result, his linguistic understandings were limited at best. 

Recall (chapter 3) that chfldren with "any degree of hearing loss appear to be at 

risk for delayed development of verbal skills and reduced academic achievement" (Davis, 

El&nbein, Schum, & Bentler, 1986, p. 61) and that a possible effect of hearing loss "is a 

language deficit that varies in degree and kind for each hard of hearing child" (Brackett, 

1981, p. 47). The majority of the hearing-impaired children at Chaparral had significant 

language difficulties related to their hearing impamnents and, as a result, most of them 

received speech and language services from a speech/language specialist whose areas of 

expertise included working with hearing-impaired children. One of the responsibilities of 

the speech/language specialist was to evaluate my students' receptive and expressive 

langiiage understandings and to rate their language skills according to stringent district 

guidelines (Figure 8.23). According to these district criteria any student whose language 

evidenced the followmg characteristics or, whose language test(s) score was 1.5 (or 

greater) standard deviations fiom the mean, was eligible for special services as a mildly, 

moderately, or severely language-mipaved student 
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A mmmmm of 30%40% of uttenuKcs with atypical chuacteratks or disooufse enon, OR. 

a score of U standiiii deviatiaiis or mofc bdow tbe mean fir chfonological age or measured nndlectual fiinctioiitiig. 

MILD 

41%-50% ofutterances wid> atypical charactefBlics or dBCouiseenots, OR 

ascoreof2or more standard devatkws below tfie mean fir cfaonofcigical age or measured uitellectiial llincrionihg. 

MODERATE 

mGieliMnSl%andaboveofuttetanceswiiliatypKalcharacteristicsardiscoutseerrors, OR 

ascoreofl^or more standard devntions below tbe mean fir chrmologicai age or measured intellectual functionihg. 

SEVERE 

Figure 8 .̂ Eligibility criteria for special education language services in TUSD. 

Accordmg to these criteria, the hearing-impaired children in my class were 

classified as having the following degrees of receptive/expressive iangiiage impairment 

(Figure 8.24). 

Stndent 1993-1994 1994-1995 1995-1996 

Rcanie Severe/Severe Severe/Severe Severe/Severe 

Jcnna Severe/Severe Not availabk (NoneVModerate 

Lindaey Severe/Severe Severe/Severe Severe/Severe 

Justine Moderate/Moderate Moderate/Moderate Moderate/Moderate 

Kryital Severe/Severe Seveic/Sevcre Moderate/Modeme 

JT Moderate/Moderate Moderate/Moderate Mild/Mild 

Joey Severe/Severe Severe/Severe 

Selena None None 

Figure 8.24. Degree of students' receptive/expressive language impairments. 

As the above chart mdicates (Figure 8.24) all but one of the hearing-mq)aved 

children m this group received special education services for speech and language during 

the 1993-94/1994-95/1995-96 school years. However, by the tme that these children 
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reached sixth grade onty Lindsey, Rennie, and Joey continued to have a need for these 

services. 

Throughout these years, Rennie's expressive language was marked by numerous 

errors and omissions. As his teacher I felt that the best way for me to ameliorate this 

situation was through everyday classroom interaction and "literary hnmersion." 

• This approach was based on my belief that " l̂iterature is a warp of experiencing, 
considering understanding, and learning" This view of literary experience is 
consonant with Wells' (1986) suggestion that," ..stories have a role in education that 
goes &r beyond their contribution to the acquisition of literacy. Constructing stories 
m the rmod—storying as it has been called—is one of the most fiindaroental means of 
making meaning; as such, it is an activity that pervades all aspects of learning" (p. 
194). 

Inso&r as my own educational curriculum is concerned, literature has served to 

nurture all of the ways of knowing identified by Short (1994). However, in regard to 

literature being a way to learn language, I would argue that literature is a way to learn 

about all aspects of language (listening, speakmg, readmg, and writing). 

To some, this change may appear to be of little import. However, fi'om my 

perspective as a teacher of hearing-impaved students, this recension offers parity for the 

language-learning potentials which may be realized as a result of children's experiences of 

literature. As such, it is also consonant with Lmdors' (1991) statement that, "reading and 

writing and talking and listening are all language and develop m inseparable and mutually 

supportive ways" (p. 247). 

Over the course of this investigation the nurturant effect of classroom literary 

experiences became evkient m nqr students' growing understandings of these aspects of 
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language (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). One of the ways in which this was 

manifest was in these children's strategks for conqws^ dictated verbal statements in 

response to literature. Recall (Chapter 7) that these students' self-derived rules for 

verbaliz^ understandings of their drawings focused upon: 

1. stating, explaining, or describing characters' actions or feelings (36% of the 
time); 

2. retelling story events (23% of the time); 

3. giving synopses of story events (21% of the time); 

4. identifying or explaining items in a drawing (8% of the time); 

5. giving combined synopsis/retellings of story events (7%) of the time; 

6. giving opim'ons or evaluative statements (3% of the time), or 

7. giving other types of statements (2% of the time). 

As a whole, these dictation strategies were not surprismg m light of Appiebee's 

(1978) often cited study of children's concept of story. One of the outcomes of 

Appiebee's research (which focused upon children ranging from two to seventeen years of 

age) was a hierarchical continuum of children's responses to literature which posits that 

retelling is the least "mature" form of literary response followed, m succession, by 

summary, synopsis, and evaluation. 

As my students' "rules" for composing dictated responses indicate, all of these 

modes of response (retelling, summary, synopsis, and evaluation) were present or 

emergent ui theff dictated response statements durmg the earty years (1994-1995) of this 

investigation. The strategy of retelling (which involved students' utilization of language 
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structures, vocabulary and/or story dialogue as a scaffold for expressing their literary 

understandmgs) was also the most prevalent of these particular modes of verbal response. 

During the &st data collection period (Sprmg 1994-Sprmg 1995) my dissertation 

advisor and I discussed my students' fi^quent use of retellmgs m conpos^ their dictated 

response statements. Whenever this subject came up in our various conversations Dr. 

Short often expressed puzzlement and I, for the most part, shrugged it ofif as being an 

existential "non-issue." 

While she may have thought (but never expressed) that I might be ignoring a 

potential avenue of research, my reasoning was essentially that these retellings were a 

valuable source of insight. They revealed growth in my students' literary and linguistic 

understandings as they incorporated new vocabulary and/or more con^)lex language 

structures in their retelling statements. Two deb'ghtiiil examples were Rennie's response 

to The Turnip (Morgan, 1990) in which his generalization and approximation of the 

Russian word Babushka (grandmother) came out as "Mommy...Mamishka" and Justine's 

use of "grawed" appeared for the word gnawed in her dictated response to The Lion and 

theRat(WDdsmith. 1986). 

From my perspective, the "level" or "maturity" of these verbal responses was of 

little mqportance and, as a result, I did not perceive a need to attenq)t to "extmguish" them 

in &vor of "higher levels" of response (synopses, summaries, or evaluative statements). 

My underfying assunq>tion for this course of maction was that if children are mdeed 
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mean^-makers, then this fonn of response had to be meaningful, and that time might tell 

if this were the case. 

Proceeding on that assunq)tion, I pigeonholed a set of dictated response data 

(Table 8.1) which, without a frame of reference, did not offer any particular insights 

beyond the obvious. When, durmg the second data collection period (Fall 199S-Sprtng 

1998), it appeared that the strategy of retelling was playmg a significant role m Rennie's 

actualizations of hunself as a meaning maker and language learner, these data were 

retrieved and reexamined for any relevance that they might have m regard to these issues. 

My &st action b reconsidering these data (Table 8.1) was to re-order the columns 

of information according to my perception of these students as knowers of language. This 

ranking began with Lindsey, followed in succession by Rennie, Joey, Jenna, JT, Justine, 

Krystal, and Selena. My second action was to drop the data column for Joey, because he, 

unlike the others, had not been a member of the literature group for the entro three-

semester data collection period. A table highlightmg the data pertinent to retelling was 

then constructed (Table 8.1). 
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Table 8.1 

Verbal Content Summary For rnHfviHiial Students rSppngr 1994-Sprmg 19951 

Liodscy Rcaaic JCBM JT Justiae Krystal Sclcaa 
Identify characters 7 2 2 0 0 0 3 
Identify items 10 13 7 1 1 2 1 
State characters' actions 48 37 19 10 11 12 15 
Synopsis-event 7 13 17 15 10 14 18 
Retellmg-event 4 10 12 17 22 20 21 
Retellmg/syn-event 2 1 4 11 10 5 11 
Synopsis-story 0 0 I 3 1 1 0 
Retdlinr-story 0 0 1 3 1 2 0 
Syn/retellinK-stacy 0 0 1 1 2 6 0 
Personal connection 4 1 2 0 1 I 2 
Opinion/evaluation 6 1 2 0 1 I 2 
Other 0 1 2 1 0 3 I 
Combmed retellmgs 6 11 IS 32 35 33 32 

These reorganized data (Table 8.1) revealed that the incidence of retelling was 

greater in the verbal responses of those children who were more knowledgeable in then-

understandings and use of language. While this information was not surprising in and of 

itself I was taken aback to discover that in terms of percentage of occurrence, that these 

children's use of retelling strategies increased m an almost-correspondent manner to my 

ordering of them as knowers of language: 

1. Lindsey: 6/88 statements involved retelling 7% 

2. Rennie: 11/79 statements mvolved retelling 14% 

3. Jenna: 18/70 statements involved retelling 26% 

4. JT: 32/62 statements involved retell^ 52% 

5. Justine: 35/60 statements involved retelling 58% 

6. Krystal: 33/67 statements invoh^ retelling 49% 

7. Selena: 32/74 statements mvolved retelling 43% 
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As part of the research puzzle these heretofore "missmg" pieces of information 

seemed to afiBrm that, in Itemiie's case, this form of response was beginning to unfold as 

he engaged in literary transactions during this period of his life (Spr^ 1994-Spring 

1995). The evolvement of this form of response will be traced in the following 

chronologically-ordered sections focusing upon Rennie's actualizations of self as a 

meaning maker and language learner via transactions with literature from the spring 

semester of 1994 to the spring semester of 1998. 

Rennie's Unfhidinp Responses To Literature (1994-1995) 

In respondmg to literature through the sign system of language Rennie (and his 

classmates) had to devise strategies for composmg and expressing Imguistic 

understandings of classroom literary experiences. This was a particularly daunting task for 

Rennk who, nevertheless, always attempted to communicate something even if he could 

compose only a single sentence. The following literary responses exemplify Rennie's 

earnest efforts to express his personal understandings of literature through the sign 

systems of art and language. It should be noted that, given the focus of these sections, 

that Rennie's literary response drawls will not be subject to analysis. 

February II, 1994 

Purple cat 
Puiplecat 

What̂ yousee? 

Figure 825. Rennie's responses to Brown Bear. Brown Bear. What Do You See? (Martin. Jr.. 1983). 
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In conqwsing a dictated response for the above drawing (Figure 8.25) Rennie has 

utilized a response strategy which involved repeating a memorable phrase. In this 

instance, Rennie has repeated the question, "Purple cat, purple cat, what do you see?' 

from Bill Martm, Jr.'s cumulative tale Brown Bear. Brown Bear. What Do You See? 

(1983). Rennie's repetition of this chunk of text allowed him to express a verbal response 

which "matched" his drawmg of a purple cat. Rennie's use of this strategy of "recall and 

repetition" is indicative of the difiBculty that he had in composing and expressing his 

linguistic understandings of literary experience. 

March 1994 

I cut big tree and big boy was looking 
for girt. 
The girt and her mother helped. 
The girt was going down the tree. 

Figure 8^6. Rennie's responses to The Maine Beans (Hillert, 1966). 

In responding to a simple, "easy-to-read" version of "Jack And The Beanstalk," 

Rennie has atten^ted to relate an event from this story. Much like Rennie's runnmg 

speech, his dictated response for this drawmg (Figure 8.26) is characterized by an 

mdiscruninate use of nouns and pronouns which, without a shared context for 

understanding, leaves the reader in a state of confiisioa My mterpretation of this verbal 

response is that, '1 (He) cut [the] big tree (bean stalk) and big boy (the giant) was looking 
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for girl (him). The girl (mother) and her mother (repetition) helped Dmn]. The gnrl (giant) 

was going down the tree." 

April 5, 1994 

Bird was helping the lion, 
lite mouse was heiping the iion. 
He ma biting. 
The animals went away. 

Figure 827. Reimie's responses to The Lion And The Rat (Wildsmith, 1987). 

In the above drawing (Figure 8.27) Rennie has depicted a trapped lion, two birds, 

a mouse, and the partial forms of various animals. Rennie's dictated response explicates 

the events taking place in his drawing. As such, this verbal explication appears to be a 

September 1994 

Granny was snoring and the dog is 
sleeî . 
That's (pointing) the cat. 
It steeping in the basket and everyone is 
sleeping and I think I'm done. 

Figure 8 J8. Rennie's responses to The Napping House (Wood. 1984). 

Rennie's dictated response for the above drawing (Figure 8.28) expla^ pictorial 

content and also teDs us where to locate the sleep^ form of the cat (in the basket) while 

refteratiog the £ict that all of the pictured subgects are asleep. Rennie's final statement, '1 

th^ I'm done" is a verbal strategy similar to other renoarks such as, "That's it," '̂ o 

% 

0 

retelling of a story event. 
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more writiag," or That's all," which Remiie eiiq>ioyed whenever he wanted to indicate 

September 16,1994 

The sky is fatting and bumped Itis 
head. 
Henny Penny teU the king. 
And they went along and went along. 

Figure 8.29, Rennie's responses to Hennv Penny (Galdone, 1968). 

Rennie's dictated response for this drawing of Henny Penny (Figure 8.29) may be 

a retelling of a story event. With slight revision this statement could read, "The sky is 

idling and bunq)ed his (her) head. Henny Penny [went to] tell the king. And they went 

along and they went along." Rennie's drawing demonstrates his understandmg that 

something fell on Henny Penny's head but, in composing his dicatation, he has repeated 

two refrains which express his partial understanding of this event and its outcome: "The 

sky is Ming" and, "And they went along and went along." 

September 1994 

The lion cannot go out. 
The mouse go to the lion. 
Over there (poiiOing to tree). 
The mouse try to help the lion. 
He bite the string. 

Figure 8 JO, Rennie's responses to The Lion And The Rat fWtldsmhh. 1986). 

that be bad nothmg further to say. 

'f 
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The dictated response for the above drawmg (Figure 8.30) expla^ a story event. 

While this statement may be an attempt to retell an event from this story, Rennie's action 

in pointing to the tree seems to indicate a focus upon the pictorial content of his drawing. 

October 9, 1994 

the gooes sied qWak and qwa< and qwak 
and the nrxwse cne. 

(The goose said quack and quack and quack and the mouse 
cry/cried). 

Figure 8.31. Rennie's responses to Mother. Mother I Want Another fPolushkin. 1978). 

Rennie's written response for his drawing (Figure 8.31) of a crying mouse and 

Goose" employs dialogue recalled fix)m our reading of this tale. The incorporation 

of story dialogue in my students' verbal literary responses is a strategy associated with the 

retell^ of story events and/or stories (Chapter 7). Rennie's use of the verbal marker 

'*said" in this statement seems to confirm this response as being a retelling of a story event. 
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Once upon a time She can'd Not SLeeP at all 

October II, 1994 

Figure 8.32. Rennie's responses to "The Princess And The Bowling Ball" (Scieszka, J., (1992) The 
Stinky Cheese Man). 

Rennie's written response to the princess' inability to sleep with a bowling ball 

under her mattress (Figure 8.32) begins with the traditional literary expression, "Once 

upon a time." The appearance of this phrase m Rennie's written response to this story is 

an indication of his evolving understandmgs of the &iry tale genre, Le., that one begins a 

fimy tale with, "Once upon a time,..". 

Figure 8.33. Rennie's responses to Strega Nona (dePaola, 1975). 

At fbrst glance, Rennie's dictated response for his drawing of Big Anthony (Figure 

8.33) could be mistaken for a retelling of a written story event. However, Rennie's verbal 

response is actual^ a 'telling" expUcatmg the events of a wordless illustration in Strega 

Nona (dePaob. 197S). This response exen^lifies Wells' (1986) notion of a 

October 1994 

Big Anthony eat ail of the spaghetti 
(Pointing) There's one left. 
Strega Nona go sleep. 
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"fundamental means of making meaning" (p. 194) which allowed Rennie to construct a 

coherent, organized narrative (story) expressing his understandmgs of this wordless event. 

October 1994 

Charlie have a beautiful coaL 
He has a (poiiOs to shepherd*s crook) for the 
sheep. 
To catch the sheep. 
He had to cut the white sheep. 

Figure 8.34. Rennie's responses to Charlie Needs A Cloak (dePaola, 1973). 

Rennie's dictated response for this drawing (Figure 8.34) of Charlie and his sheep 

may be a retelling of dePaola's concluding story statement, "Charlie had a beautifiil new 

red cloak." Rennie's other comments may be an attempt to express or summarize 

Charlie's process for obtaining his "beautifiil coat" i.e., that he had 'To catch the sheep" 

[with his shepherd's crook] and "He had to cut [the fleece fi:om] the white sheep." 

November 30,1994 

Mudge PoKied his big black nose into the snow. 

Figure 8.35. Rennie's responses to Kenrv And Mudge in The Soarkle Davs (Rvlant 1988). 
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In responses to Henry And Mudge m The Sparkle Davs (Rylant, 1988) Rennie 

has recalled an illustratu>n of Mudge gamboling m the snow (Figure 8.3S) and the 

memorable phrase describing that event, "Mudge Poked his big black nose into the 

snow." This strategy of response entailed a verbatim "remembrance and retelling" of a 

story event. Interestingly, Rennie's "remembrance and retelling" of this story event is 

analogous to his "recall and repetition" of the phrase, 'Turple cat, purple cat, what do you 

see?' from Brown Bear. Brown Bear. What Do You See? (Figure 8.25). 

Figure 8.36. Rennie's responses to Tosca's Christmas fStunris. 1989). 

Rennie's written statement for his drawing (Figure 8.36) of Tosca explicates two 

story events. The first event being that Tosca, the cat, is (was) asleep (sleepmg) and, the 

second being that "Santa went up by the fire(place). This statement may be a paraphrased 

retellmg of a story event. 

Tosca is/was asleep/sleeping 
the Santa went 

up by the &e(place) 

Tosca s slip 
the srta wot 

up by the Firi 

December 1,1994 
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Strega Nona got the poL 
Strega Nona said, **No magic at Christmas.** 
Strega Nona said, "Nol Nol Nol" 

December 1994 

Figure 8.37. Rennie's responses to Merry Christmas. Strega Nona (dePaoia, 1986). 

While the above drawing (Figure 8.37) depicts an optimistic Big Anthony holding 

forth Strega Nona's magic pasta pot, Rennie's dictated response statement seems to 

indicate that his understanding of this story event may have been that Strega Nona took 

the pot away from Big Anthony (Strega Nona got the pot). Rennie's inclusion of Strega 

Nona's forcefully stated words, "No magic at Christmas! No! No! No!" is indicative of 

the strategy of retelling with the use of story character dialogue. 

January 1995 

When it f ogs. it fogs 

Figure 8J38. Rennie's responses to When It Rains...It Rains (Martin, Jr. 1970). 
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A year into this mvestigation, the strategy of "remembrance and retelling" (a 

verbatmi recall and retelling) continues to be present in Rennie's oral and written 

responses to literature. In the case of the above responses (Figure 8.38) the notion of 

"fog" may have been an intriguing phenomenon for expression in the sign systems of art 

and language. 

Figure 8 J9. Rennie's response to Too Much Noise (McGovern, 1967). 

In order to appreciate fully the written response for the above drawing (Figure 

8.39), one needs to have observed Rennie's accompanying physical demonstration and 

expressive reading of this statement, "The teapot makes a noise, 'Hiss-Hiss.' Too 

much!" This evocative retelling was an apt counterpart to the pained &cial expression 

depicted m Rennie's humorous drawing. Like many young children, Rennie's great 

enjoyment of onomatopoeic words was evidenced in fi^quent oral readings and responses 

to this story. 

The teapot makes a noise 
Hiss-Hi^ 
Too Much (erased but legible) 

The TeT Mate a nos 
Hos Hos 

(Too Moch) 

January 11. 1995 
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January 1995 

Gidcfyup 
Giddyuf) 

to martet 
to market 

Figure 8.40. Rennie's responses to Giddv Ub (WUdsmith, 1987). 

Rereading and enjoying "old" stories was a practice that Rennie had in common 

with other young readers. The vivid illustrations and sin:q)Ie text of Wfldsmith's humorous 

story of a stubborn mule (Figure 8.40) who sits down on the Job provides definitive visual 

detail for developing children's personal understandmgs of the unusual words and phrases 

("Giddy up!" "Rise up!" and 'To market!") m this story. Rennie's written response and 

recitation of the former's command to, "Giddy up Giddy up to martet to martef' is 

another example of his strategy of "remembrance and retelling." 
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//7 

February 1995 

The witch catted the girl to bring yom hair down 
and the witch climb up. Then the witch get in. 

Figure 8.41. Rennie's responses to Raounzel (Ehrlicli, 1989). 

In explainmg this drawing of Rapunzel (Figure 8.41) Rennie has paraphrased a 

story event, "The witch called the gvl to bring your hair down and the witch clunb up. 

Then the witch get m." This dictated response is more linguistically complex than the 

previously seen exan^les (Figures 8.25-8.40) in that Rennie has combined two story 

events mto a s^le (paraphrased) sentence. The second sentence, "Then the witch get 

in," demonstrates Rennie's growing understanding of ten^ral sequence as indicated by 

his use of the verbal marker "then." 
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Soshe ran the yard 
the dog gave her Cob 

March 7,1995 

Figure 8.42. Rennte's responses to Bonv-Legs (Cole, 1983). 

The story ofBonv-Legs (Cole, 1983) was a long-term &vorite with Rennie. 

Rennie's frequent readings of this Russian tale were always accompanied by giggles, grins 

and guf&ws of laughter as he read and re-read this story to whomever would listen. 

Rennie's written response for this drawing (Figure 8.42) is composed essentially of two 

simple sentences: "Sasha ran [into] the yard" and "The dog gave her [a] comb." While 

these statements do not reflect the greater linguistic complexity of the previous dictated 

response (Figure 8.41) this disparity may be the result of a "gap" between Rennie's 

abilities to express literary understandings through oral versus written language. 
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X'"' 
V\ The young man said, "What are you 

doing?** 
The old woman said, **See the beautiful 

 ̂ grms? So the cow can eat it,** 
And the young man pushed the cow up 
the roof. 

April 1995 

Figure 8.43. Rennie's responses to The Three SiUies (Galdone, 1981). 

In the story ofThe Three Sillies (Galdone, 1981) an old woman attempts to get 

her cow up onto the roof of her house so that it can eat the grass that is grow^ there. 

Rennie relates this event in a retelling which utilizes extensive story dialogue. 

In con^arison with Rennie's earlier dictated responses, this retelling offers a 

striking contrast that is due, m large part, to Rennie's lived-through drama experiences of 

this story. Rennie's whole-hearted portrayals of the "young man'̂  seem to have led to his 

"discovery" of the use of character dialogue as a sca£fold to construct a richer and, more 

Imguistically-complex verbal response. 
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The fax eat the cake and swaUowed the 
cake inside the tummy. 
And the cake say, **Let me outJ** 
And the fax walk slowfy and get a rest. 

April 1995 

Figure 8.44. Rennie's responses to The Fine Round Cake (Esterl. 199n. 

The Fine Round Cake (Esterl, 1991), a version of the "Johnny-Cake" story, 

provided Rennie's inoagiiiation with food for thought. Elis humorous drawing of an over

stuffed fox (Figure 8.44) is accompanied by a rather lengthy retelling explaining the final 

events of this tale. 

Figure 8.45. Rennie's responses to Rubv (Emberiy, 1990). 

During the final month of the 1994-1995 school year, Rennie responded to Rubv 

(Emberiy, 1990), a humorous and sophisticated parody of ''Little Red Riding Hood." 

Rennie's drawing (Figure 8.45) depicts Ruby's encounter with a pugilistic reptile and his 

dictated response paraphrases and retells this event. While this dictation infers an 

May 1995 

She watk to give the cheese pie to the 
grandma. 
The strangers come to see the mouse. 
She forgta to not to talk to strangers. 
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in^rtant message CT>on't taOc to strangers") it also indicates that the linguistic 

complexity of this story did not allow Rennie to understand and/or appreciate more than 

just the gist of this story. 

The above literary responses (Figure 8.4S) conclude this section tracing Rennie's 

responses to literature during the &st data collection period (Spring 1994-Spring 1995). 

The following discussion summar^s the highlights of these responses and provides an 

expanded fomework for a contmu^ exammation of Rennie's responses to literature 

during the Fall l99S-Spring 1998 data collection period. 

Discussion 

Rennie's verbal literary responses during the &st data collectwn period mdicate 

that he was "beginnrng to discover the symbolic potential of language [and] its power to 

create possible or imaginary worlds through words (Wells, 1986, p. 156). In the course of 

his explorations of literature Rennie developed myriad understandmgs of life, literature, 

and language out of the nexus of his aural, visual, and kinesthetic literary experiences. 

Rennie's efforts to express these understandings m the sign system of language led 

him to devise verbal response strategies which mcluded: 

• repetition of memorable phrases, such as, "Purple cat, purple cat, what do you see?" 
aiui, "Once upon a tone...." 

• utilization of verbatmi statements to reteU story events, such as, "Mudge poked his 
big, black nose mto the snow" and, "When it fogs, it fogs." 

• iitiliyatinn of paraphrase to retell story events such as, "The witch called the gnrl to 
bring your ha^ down and the witch climb up. Then the witch get m" and. 
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• utilization of story dialogue to retell story events such as, 'The young man said, 'What 
are you doing?' The old woman said, 'See the beautiful grass....'" 

As stated previously, retellings are not an unusual form of literary response. 

Accordmg to Petrosky (1980) an "enormous amount of retelling" is to be found in the 

literary responses of readers of all ages and that the act of retellmg appears to suppfy 

"crucial background, sorting out, and frames of reference for talking about literary 

selections..." (p. 152). 

Petrosky's (1980) observations about the role of retelling in readers' acts of 

literary response seems to imply that retellings are primarily exploratioml in nature. All 

of the students'm Rennie's literature group utilized such retellmgs to think through many 

of their personal, literary and linguistic understandings of literature ui this maimer. 

However, some children practiced other forms of retelling which appeared to be 

presentational and experiential in nature. 

As such, my students' reteUings (presentational, explorational, and experiential) 

seemed to reflect the continuum of effererent and aesthetic literary stance conceptualized 

by Rosenblatt (1938/1983). In order to clarify these distinctions, exan^les of 

presentational and experiential retellings are offered below m Figure 8.6. 
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Krvstal's Presentational Retelling 

Mr. Gumpy he let the animals 
and the children get in the car. 
Then Mr. Gumpy was going to 
the hill on the field. He got stuck. 
.4nd he said, "One of you has to 
get out and push." 

"Not me," said the goat, "I'm 
too old " 

"Not me," said the calf. "I'm 
too young." 

"Not me," said the dog, "I'll 
drive if you liice." 

"Not me," said the girl, "he's 
stronger." 

"Not me," said the boy, "she's 
bigger." 

Mr. Gumpy looked out to the 
hill. Then he said, "We're really 
stuck." Then they all got out and 
pushed and shoved and slipped. 
Then the man said, "Keep 
going!" he cried, "We 're nearly 
there!" 

Then they all got in the car and 
they saw the sun was shining. 
Mr. Gumpy said, "We 'II go over 
the field and have a little swim." 
Then Mr. Gumpy said, "Bye, and 
come another day for another 
ride." 

Justine's Experiential Retelling 

Baba Yaga watched the rest of the babushkas talking then she thought 
the cotdd be a babushka, too. She found some clothes so she looked like a 
babusMca instead of a Baba Yaga. 

She pta herfingers in the stream to clean her fingers. She scrubbed the 
forest off of her. 

"Oh, my ears!" she said Then she remembered that babushkas always 
wear scarves. She got dressed. She looked happy and she went to tlK 
village. 

There was a brand-new baby there and the babushkas showed it to Baba 
Yaga and she saw Natasha and Victor walking to their little home. 

Baba Yaga wanted to take care of the house and Victor while the mother 
was working. 

"I can cook. I can clean," she said 

Baba Yaga was so happy. Victor and Baba Yaga cleaned the little hut. 
They went to the forest. She pulled Victor into her arms and she sings him 
fongs. She kissed factor's eyes and held him in her heart. 

Then one day the babushkas are telling stories to the childreru One of 
them said, "There's a Baba Yaga around the forest." 

"She comes and gets you and eats you up at night," said another. 

Another one said, "Ifyou don't behave, she 'II come and get YOU!" she 
taid to Victor. 

factor went up on Baba Yaga's tap. He was so fhghtened 

That night, she [Baba YagaJ went to put Victor in bed She signed a 
note. She kissed his eye:, and her heart was heavy and she lefi to never 
return. 

Victor was sitting at the edge of the forest. He saw the yellow evil eyes in 
the deep ofthe forest. One ofthem snarled and snapped his teeth. 

Victor's mother said "Someone, help my baby!" 

The trees spread apart and all the babushkas screamed—"The Baba 
Yaga is going to eat Victor!" 

The Baba Yaga hugged Victor. He knew it was his babushka because of 
her warm hug. 

They had a party that night and one ofthem took Baba Yoga's hands 
and said, "Those who Jut̂ e..." Baba Yaga hugged Victor and held him 
in her heart The end 

Figure 8.46. Presentational and experiential reteHrngs. 
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Krystal's efficient, matter-of-^ct retelling (Figure 8.46) of Mr. Guinpv's Motorcar 

(Riimmgham, 197S) may be characterized as being a retelling which "presented" 

(Goodman, 1982) and, thereby, demonstrated her thorough knowledge of this story. As 

such, this presentational retelling is indicative of an efferent stance which led Krystal to 

focus upon the "Actual information" to be gleaned and dissemmted from her experience 

of this tale. 

Justine's emotive retelling (Figure 8.46) of Babushka Baba Yaga (Polacco, 1993) 

may be characterized as being an experiential, "reliving the moment" retelling which 

reveals her heightened sensitivity to the literary aspects of this story. This experiential 

retelling is consonant with Rosenblatt's notion of aesthetic stance in that Justine's 

attention was focused upon a savoring of the images, thoughts, language, and emotions of 

her "lived-through" literary experience. 

Over the course of the second data coQection period (199S-1998) similar 

presentational and experiential retellings would become manifest m Rennie's dictations 

and written responses to literature. However, these retellmgs would not come about until 

such time that Rennie had explored some of the potentials of retelling strategies in. 

communal meanmg-making contexts. The unfoldment of these responses will be traced m 

ui the following sections. 

Rennie'58 Unfolding Responses To Literature (1995-1998) 

At the beginning of the 1995-1996 school year the con^sition of Rennie's 

literature group changed due to the departure of Setena, Just^, and Krystal from the 
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Ch^)arral hearing-mq)aiied program. Also, JT, who remained at Chaparral, was no longer 

a member of this particular group. The group members for this school year included 

Rennie (age 8, second grade); Joey (age 8, second grade); Lindsey (age 9, thvd grade); 

Jenna (age 9, thkd grade); and, two new members, Melanie (^e 6, first grade) and, Noelle 

(age 9, third grade). 

Throughout this year these children were "nudged" into other forms of literary 

response which included writing and more intensive group discussion. Examples of such 

responses will be included in this continuing analysis of Rennie's responses to literature 

overtime. 

Figure 8.47. Rennie's responses to The Snowv Dav fKeats. 1976). 

In this written response to The Snowv Dav (Keats, 1976), Rennie has included an 

mferential statement in his paraphrased retelling of Peter's actions. Interestingly, Rennie's 

recollection of the word "tracks" fi'om this story allowed him to create a conqx)und word 

"steptracks" to explain the footprmts m his response drawmg (Figure 8.47). 

He likes to have fim/when he woke up and Peter 
went outside he make a snowball/ 
he make steptracks 

He lites to hove fun wan he wote up 
and PeTer wan out side he Make a 
Snoe ball he Makie steptraks 

September 1995 
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The ugfy diwk grew and his name 
was swan. 
And the ugfy duck looked to the water on 
his face and b în to swim. 
He's not ugfy anymore. 

September/October 1995 

Figure 8.48. Rennie's responses to The UbIv Duckling (Paraell. 1987). 

The story of The Uglv Duckling (Pamell, 1987) was a classroom fevorite which 

never Med to elicit expressions of soul-felt empathy from my students. After readmg this 

story to me, Rennie asked if he could draw and dictate his responses (Figure 8.48). In my 

judgment, this drawmg was the "prettiest" visual response created by Rennie during his 

tenure in n^r class. This quality may have been related to a desire to illustrate just how 

beautiM the swan had become, a transformation that is related in his retelling of the 

duckling's transformation. 

In late October of 1995, the group began a literary exploration related to the theme 

of "memories" focusing upon a selection of books which included Koala Lou (Fox, 1988); 

Chicken Sunday (Polacco, 1992): Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge (Fox. 1985); Mv 

01' Man (Polacco, 1995); r iVarH's Snnp (Shannon, 1981); Uncle Vova's Tree (Polacco, 

1989); The Rag Coat (NfiDs, 1991); and, Christmas Tree Memories (Aliki, 1991). 

Prior to reading Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge (Fox, 1985), a story about a 

young child's atteoqst to &d memories for an eklerly woman who has lost her memory of 

the past, we held the following discussion about "old people." 
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Remie: Afy grcpidna and gram  ̂are old I got two granĉ pas an two grandmas. 
One's name is O. and the other's P. like me. My name is P. 

Teacher: How old are they? 

Rennie: My ̂ taû  O. has a lot of white hair. And my grandma O. has little bit of 
white hair but it's curly. Afy grambna P. has a little bit of white hair and 
grandpa P. has black hair. 

Teacher: Do you know how old they are? 

Rennie: No. 

Teacher: You don't know how many years old they are? 

Rennie: Umm...twenty. 

Teacher: Twenty? 

Rennie: Yes, I think so. 

Teacher: Okay, Jenna wants to scq̂  something. 

Jenna: I have a grandma. I (hn't know ifl have a grandpa but my grandma's last 
name is T. She's mother's mom. I have one grandma that's American 
and the other one is Chinese. I have two grandmas. 

Teacher: An American grandma and a Chinese grandma... 

Jenna: We go to my grandma's house, the American one, and she always gives us 
presents. 

Teacher: She does? Is she very old Jenna? 

Jenna: Uh-huh (yes). I don't know how old she is. 

Teacher: How old do you think she is? 

Jenna: / think she's 79. 

Teacher: That sounds pretty old Are you through talking Jenna? 

Jenna: I think my Chinese gramhna...she's 69. 

Teacher: Sixty-nine...okay, what were you going to S(Qf, Rennie? 

Remie: My dad is old, too. He has a little bit of white hair... 

Melanie: My grandma's old and when she got broken arm and broken toes and she 
had to go to the doctor and the doctor had to take the bones out and she got 
new ones, so she'llfeel better. And my ̂ am ĥer got choke and he already 
died and he's in heaven for the rest of his days. 

Remie: My grandna went to the hospital and then the doctor opened her 
leg...(laughterfrom lads) That's the way she said it! (annoyed) And we went 
to the hospital and I Just saw her leg got broken and the doctorfixed it back, 
but she is alive. 

Teacher: Jerma? What were you going to sĉ  about old people? 
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Jeima: I have a grandma and my Chinese grandna, ne helped her walk 

Teacher: You helped her walk? 

Jenna: Yeah. 

Teacher: Haw didyou help her walk? 

Jenna: We hold her arms and we geraly put our hands on her shoulckrs. 

Teacher: You put your hands on her shoulders? 

Jenna: Yeah, and she walks slowly and when she walks she feels so comfortable. 

Teacher: She feels comfortable? 

Jenna: Yeah. She feels comfortable. 

After this conversation ended I read the story about Wilfiid Gordon's attempt to 

restore Miss Nancy's memories and we held another discussion. Unfortunately, in the 

course of that conversation, one of the participants absent-mindedly broke the microphone 

adapter and our discussion was lost. The following day this story was dramatized in our 

usual &shion and the children subsequently drew their visual literary responses. Rennie's 

responses (Figure 8.49) to this literary event were quite vivid and mdkated somethmg of 

his lived-through drama experience of this story. 

November 1995 
Miss Nancy laKf at wifnd dragin poptt wilfrid Gordn 
got the football n' give it to Miss Nancy a football to 
pLoy it togeter n' we have fun. wilfrid forgot somtin 
AAiss Nancy wats a mabree seid wilfrid. 
Miss Nancy laughed at Wilfrid's dragon puppet. Wilfrid 
Gordon got the football and give it to Miss Nancy. A 
football to play it together and we have fon. Wilfrid forgot 
something. Miss Nan ,̂ "What's a memory?" said 
Wilfrid. 

Figure 8.49. Rennie's responses to Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge (Fox, 198S). 
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Remiie's written response for this drawing (Figure 8.49) retells a £ivorite story 

event fiom his dramatization of this story. This rather lengthy verbal explication is 

indicative of Rennie's understandmg of this story as a whole. The following responses to 

Polacco's Chicken Sunday (1992) is indicative of a more superficial literary experience. 

Figure 8.50. Rennie's responses to Chicken Sunday fPolacco. 1992). 

Rennie's dictated response statement for the above drawing (Figure 8.50) is 

reflective of his responses to literary experiences which have not been explored beyond the 

initial aural and visual experience of the read-aloud event. As such, Rennie's evocative 

visual response is more indicative of his aesthetic understandings of this story than is his 

dictated response which retells a story event. 

The sketchiness of this retelling contrasts strong^ with the previous response 

(Figure 8.49) to '*>Wlfiid Gordon." These responses (Figure 8.49 & 8.50) reveal the 

November 1995 

The grmdma got the Idds with them. 
She wonts to have a hoL 
She likes the pink hat better. 
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in^rtance of dramatizatioii and other forms of literary response in Rennie's transactions 

with literature. The opportunity to engage in muhi&ceted literary experiences allowed 

Rennie to deepen his understandings of story and to express more complex responses—a 

characteristic which was true across literary events in general. 

December 1995 

Uncle Vova is gone. Everybody is sad 
became they all loved him and they miss 
him. 

It makes me sad because Svetlana wants 
to dance with him again. 

Figures. SI. Rennie's responses to Uncle Vova's Tree (Polacco, 1989). 

Rennie's responses to Uncle Vova's Tree (Polacco, 1989) are revealing of his 

deeply compassionate nature. Unlike Rennie's other drawings, this drawing (Figure 8.51) 

does not depict emotion through subjects' &cial expressions. The blank ^es of 

sorrowful &mfly members gathered around a table seem poignantly appropriate to this 

occasion where they are recallmg past Christmases with Uncle Vova. The first part of 

Rennie's dictation, "Uncle Vova is gone. Everybody is sad because they all loved him and 

they miss him," is an interpretive statement which relates his understandmgs of this 

bittersweet moment from Polacco's childhood. The second part of this statement, 'It 
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makes me sad because Svetlana wants to dance with him again," expresses Rennie's 

smcere enq)athy for Svetlana's feelings of loss. 

Our final story for this semester was The Snow Child (Littledale, 1978). Although 

it had been read in previous years, the "old-t^rs" m the literature group reminded me 

that Melanie and Noelle (who were new to the class) had not heard the story and, that 

they "had" to hear it before the commencement of winter break. Following our reading of 

this tale, some of the chfldren chose to draw and write their responses onto blue paper. 

December 1995 
The Snow Child 

by Rennie 

The old woman Wss the lip s and she mad a wise the wise came true cried the old 
woman and the old man was happy too the snow chiLD nrwve her body she canne alive 

The old woman kissed the lips (of the Snow Child) and she made a wish. The wish came true!" cried the 
old woman. And the old man was happy, too. The Snow Child moved her body [and] she came alive. 

The 
EnD 

Figure 8.52. Rennie's responses to The Snow Child (Littledale, 1978). 
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Rennie's literary response drawmg (Figure 8.52) of The Snow Child" was the 

catafyst for the creation of a booklet retelling this vivid story event (translated above). 

Rennie's decision to use this form for his recreation of this scene was a source of envy for 

his classmates who had not thought of this possibility for their own responses. This 

format was useful also, in that it aUowed Rennie to "control" the amount of writing that 

would be necessary to carry out this task. In the years to come Rennie would undertake 

many writing projects with enthusiasm until he was confronted with the prospect of 

editing and revision. In his later writmgs the use of punctuation, capitalization, paragraphs 

and correct spelling were conventions which Rennie followed inconsistently. 

In March of 1996,1 read Thv Friend. Ohadiah (Turkle, 1987) to the group. A 

Caldecott Honor Book, it relates the story of a young Quaker child, Obadiah Starbuck, 

and a pesky sea gull who followed him at every turn. After my readuig of this story we 

had the following discussion which was carried on prunarily by Rennk and Jenna. 

Teacher: Rennie, what did you want to sĉ  about Obadiah? 

Rennie: Obadiah chesn't like the sea gull. He said, "Go away." The sea gull just 
keeps following him and that night the sea gull was not there and then she... 
those (his) families said, "Obadiah is that your friend?" and after that, "I'm 
NOT yourfriend! " he shotaed And after that he looked out the window and 
then Obadiah saw the (unintelligible) down the street and then sea gull.... 

Teacher: Just a moment. I think everyone is not being polite. When Rennie is 
talking everyone shotJd be looking at him. Put yotir futnds down so you can 
see his fixe. 

Rennie: ...dawn the street and then the sea gull has the hook around his deek... 

Teacher: The beak. 

Rennie: Yeah, and then he ran away and then the sea gull began to ft)llow him and he 
took the hook out of his...beak and then he, the sea gull fly tq> in the sky and 
he....what's the kid's name? 

Teacher: Obadiah. 
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Remie: Obadiah look tq> and then the bird began to fly and make sounds and then 
he cannot see that sea gull. That's all. 

Teacher: (Laughing) Well, you've told it <dl except for the end! What happened at 
the end? 

Rennie: He went to the bed and his mother kiss him and he, Obadiah, saw the sea 
gull out there and he told his mother, he said "I think the sea gull must be 
cold " And he went to sleep. 

Teacher: How did Obadiah feel about the sea gull at the beginning of the story? 

Rennie: Happy. 

Teacher: At the beginning ofthe story when the sea gull was following him... 

Rennie: Sad 

Teacher: How Sd he feel? 

Rennie: Sad I mean mad and angry. 

Teacher: Why? 

Rennie: Because he doesn 't want the sea gull to follow him. 

Teacher: Ami did he change his feeling about the sea gull? 

Rennie: Yeah. 

Teacher: How did he change his feelings? 

Rennie: WelL.because he likes animals. When his feelings was bad he doesn't like 
animals and when he change his feelings Ae likes animals. To be sorry. 

Teacher: WhatMelanie? 

Afelanie: Mmm...what that little bay's name in the book? 

Teacher: Obadiah. 

Afelanie: Obadiah he likes a bird but the thing was around his beak and he took it 
out and then the birdflew when... what's his name again? 

Teacher: Obadiah. 

Melanie: Obadiah, he threw the thing in the water and then he sat down. 

Teacher: How did Obadiah feel at the begging of the story when the bird was 
following him aroiout everywhere? How didhefeel about that?.... Jenna 
and Noelle, are you part of the group todcQf? 

Jenna: Obadiah, when the sea gull followed him, Obadiah, he feels like wondering 
why the sea gull was following him. 

Teacher: He was wondering why the sea gull was following him? 
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Jenna: Yeah, and when he acted mean, and when he went to the Meeting he saw the 
sea guJl following him and I remember when he said, "Go away!" like that. 
And the sea gull go away and come back again and the father likes the sea 
gullandumm, thefather, he likes the sea gull and he <k>esn't like it when 
Obadiah s(̂ s, "He's not my friend!" like that. And, umm, when he was at 
his house, when he was at his house, he shout, "HE'S NGT MY FRIEND!" 
like that. And that's how (wIq/) the sea gull diibi't come to his chimney. And 
when he (Obadiah) came [back] to his house [the sea gullj was not in (on) his 
chimney. I saw that. He didn't come. 

Teacher: Is that how or wf̂ ?̂ 

Jenna: That's why the sea gull didn't come to his chimney. 

Teacher: Why do you think the sea gull was missing? 

Rennie: Because Obadiah hurt his feelings and because he won't come back and 
Obadiah was being sorry to him. That's how Obadiah hurt his feelings, he 
said, "Go away!" and he said, "I'm not your friend!" 

Teacher: Okay, any more ideas? (no response) How did Obadiah change in his 
feelings at the erui ofthe story? How did his feelings change or did they stay 
the same? 

Jenna: His feeling changed at the end, he found out about the sea gull not coming 
to his house and then he decided he felt sorry, he went around the coimtry 
and he was trying to lookfor the sea gull and the sea gull found the boy and 
Ae was tied up with that hook, the fishing hook, and Obadiah helped the sea 
gull to get Ota the fishhook and the sea gull and Obadiah are best friends 
now. 

Teacher: They're bestfnerub now? 

Jenna: Yeah. 

Teacher: Noelle, do you have arching to say today? 

Noelle: Shakes head 

Teacher: You have nothing to say? Did you want to sĉ  something else? 

Rennie: Obadiah was sad because he wants to feel real sorry and he wants to be, he 
wants to see him again and be his fnend, and he looks like Obadiah be 
ashamed because he wants to, because the animal are feel good They never 
be mean to people, only the animal was good, and Obadiah, the sea gull wants 
to be Obadiah's friend And Obadiah doesn't want to be his friend And 
then Obadiah is hisfnend now and he wants to feel sorryfor him. 

Teacher: Okay, Rennie, you contributed a lot today to what we were talking 
about...what Jerma? 

Jenm: Obadiah he felt sorry for the sea guU because he, what he done to the sea 
guil, the sea gtdl could hear what he said, he the sea gull twis hurtfid because 
Obadiah hurt him and that's why the seagull (Udn't come to his house then 
Obadiah was sad because he d̂  't come to the house. That's all. 
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Teacher: Why do you think the author called this book Thv Friend. Obmiiah? 

Jenna: Maybe because he might be Amish and (unintelligible). 

Rennie: When Obadiah shouts very loud and loud and her (his) mother said, "No so 
loud." And then he (the sea gull) doesn't want to be his real friend He hear 
Obadiah shout and sea gull began to cry and fly away... 

Teacher: What about this (pointing) the title? Whv do vou think it was called Thv 
Friend Obadiah? 

Rennie: Because they look like Amish girls. Amish girl. Obadiah's mother and we 
saw it on the new book white cap inside the house and.. 

Teacher: White cap inside the house... 

Rennie: Yeah, ummm..... 

Teacher: Okay, Jenna wants to say something. 

Jenna: Me and Rennie said a lot of things. We said a lot. 

This conversation reveals some of the ways through which Rennie was able to 

communicate his thoughts and understandings about this story utilizing the strategy of 

retelling. As such, this strategy allowed Rennie to participate in, and contribute to the 

complicated activity of communal meanmg-making hi which there were "various 

motivations and various functions shnuhaneously at work" (Chambers, 1996, p. 13). 

These functions and motivations, delmeated by Chambers as "four kmds of saying" (p. 14-

17) are evident in this discussion where Rennie said: 

1. something for himself m order "to hear said what has been so far only inwardly 
thought" (p. 14), e.g., 

Rennie: Obadiah doesn't like the sea gull. He said, "Go away." The seagull just 
keeps following him and that night the sea gull was not there and then she... 
those (his) families said, "Obadiah is that your fnend? " and after that, "I'm 
NOTyour friend! " he shouted. And after that he looked out the window and 
then Obaiiah saw the (unintelligible) down the street and then seagull... 

Rennie: ...down the street and then the sea gull has the hook around his deek.. 

Teacher: The beak. 

Rennie: Yeah, and then he not away and then the sea gull began to follow him and he 
took the hook out of his...beak and then he, the sea gull ffy iq> in the sky and 
he....what's the kid's nam? 
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Teacher: Obadiah. 

Remie: Obadiah look up and then the bird began to Jfy and make sounds and then 
he cannot see thta sea gull. That's all 

2. something to others in the hope ^hat they will interpret what we have said and help 
us to understand it better" (p. 14), e.g.. 

Teacher: How did Obadiah feel about the sea gull at the beginning of the story? 

Rennie: Happy. 

Teacher: At the beginning of the story when the sea gull um following him... 

Rennie: Sad. 

Teacher: How did he feel? 

Rennie: Sad I mean mad and angry. 

Teacher: Why? 

Rennie: Because he doesn't want the sea gull to follow him. 

Teacher: And did Ae change his feeling about the sea gull? 

Rennie: Yeah. 

Teacher: How did he change his feelings? 

Rennie: WelL.because he likes animals. When his feelings was bad he cbesn't like 
animals and when he change his feelings he likes animals. To be sorry. 

The thought that Rennie is atten^)tmg to express m this excerpt is that Obadiah's 

feelings for the sea gull changed fi-om angry annoyance to remorseful concern (When his 

feelings was bad he doesn't like the animals (the sea gull). And when he change his 

feelings he likes animals (the sea gull). To be sorry). 

3. something together in an cooperathre act of discussion ""aimed at discovering more 
about the text than would otherwise be possible" for an individual to accomplish alone" 
(p. 16), e.g.. 

Teacher: Wf̂  do you think the author called this book Thy Friend Obadiah? 

Jenna: Maybe because he might be Amish and (unintelligible). 

Rennie: When ObatUah shouts very lotid and loud and her (his) mother said, "No so 
loud." And then he (the seagull) doesn't want to be his real friend He hear 
ObtuUah shout and sea gull began to cry and flyaway... 
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Teacher: What about this Minting) the title? Why do vou think it was called Thv 
Friend. Obadiah? 

Rennie: Because tĥ  look like Amish girls. Amishgirl. Obadiah's mother and we 
saw it on the new book white ccq> inside the house and... 

In this exceipt Rennie is supportmg Jenna's conjecture that Obadiah might be 

Amish through an intertextual connection to the Amish practice of wearing white bonnets 

indoors. 

4. something new through the generation of "new understandings, [and] increased 
appreciations, that no one till then could have articulated" (p. 17), e.g., 

Rennie: Obadiah was sad because he wants to feel real sorry and he wants to be, he 
wants to see him again and be his friend, and he looks like Obadiah be 
ashamed because he wants to, because the animal are feel good They never 
be mean to people, only the animal was good, and Obadiah, the sea gull 
wants to be Obadiah's friend And Obadiah doesn't want to be his/Hend 
And then Obadiah is his friend now and he wants to feel sorry for him. 

In this excerpt Rennie has expressed the new thought that Obadiah was ashamed 

of his actions because animals are not mean to people (...he looks like Obadiah (he) be (is) 

ashamed because he wants to, because the animal are feel good. They never be mean to 

people, only the animal was good, and...the sea gull wants to be Obadiah's jnend). 

I>espite the lop-sided nature of this "group" discussion it seems to have been 

instrumental in shaping Rennie's literary responses. The following day Rennie depicted 

Obadiah and the sea gull in a drawing (Figure 8.53) and retold the depicted event. 
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March 12. 1996 

The sea guU rammer Obadiah, Thesea 
gull follow Obad  ̂ Obadiah stop and 
theseaguUsU  ̂ The sea gtUl doesH*t 
move. ObaiBah gotthe hookoutofhis 
betdt. ObatUah feel sorry for the sea gulL 
Obadiah saved his life. 

Figure 8.53. Rennie's responses to Thy Friend. Obadiah (^Turkie. 1987) March 12,1996. 

Unlike Rennie's "stream-of-consciousness" retellings in conversational situations 

his dictated retelling of this event and, his observation that, "Obadiah saved his life,'''' is 

well-organized and concise. These qualities are evident also in Rennie's forthcoming 

literary responses. 

In April 1996, the group becanie involved m a study of Cinderella stories which 

included Cinderella (Andreas, 1954); Princess Furball (Huck, 1989); The Rough-Faced 

Girl (Martin, 1992); and, Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982); Cinderella Penguin (Perlman, 1992); 

and. Prince Cinders (Cole, 1987). After my oral reading ofYeh-Shen (Louie, 1982) the 

group members spent several days reading portions of this story together and creating 

tmie-lme responses which explicated events of Yeh-Shen's life. 

f 
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April 1996 
YehShen was a ttttie 
baby and YehShen *s 
mother died and Wu died, 
Uhk 

There is the mean 
stepnuHher and the mean 
stepper. She is selfish 
to YehShen because they 
want to make YehShen 
do a iot of work. 

Figure 8.S4. Ramie's first time-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie. 1982) April 1996. 

Rennie's first time-line response to this story (Figure 8.S4) included a drawmg of 

Yeh-Shen's &mily in a cave dwelling. In Rennie's depiction, Yeh-Shen's &ther, Wu, is 

pictured standing between two wives who have m&nt daughters at their sides. Rennie's 

genealogical-like arrangement of the &mily members (two of whom are not illustrated in 

Louie's text) indicates his understanding of these branches of ancestry and, perhaps, a 

sense of diplomacy, as well. Rennie's dictated response for this drawing paraphrases and 

retells the early events surroundmg Yeh-Shen's childhood m a concise and organized 

manner. 
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April 1996 
YehShen begin to wear 
theflsh coatandthe 
fishcameup. 
The fish hb head on 
the pond. 
YehShen feed the fish 
and the fish eat it 
When she took off her 
coat the fish was ph^mg 
in the water and the fish 
went down under the 
sea. 

Figure 8.SS. Rennie's second time-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie. 1982) April 1996. 

In these responses (Figure 8.55) Rennie has focused upon Yeh-Shen and her 

beloved pet fish which, "would come out of the water and rest its head on the bank of the 

pond, waiting for Yeh-Shen to feed it" (Louie, 1982). In his dictated response to this 

episode, Rennie has retold these events in the order of their occurrence and, composed a 

verbal nnage similar to Louie's, ''The fish lay his head on the pond. Yeh-Shen feed the 

fish and the fish eat it." 
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April 1996 

The stepmiaher cooked 
the big flsh for dinner. 

YehShen take the big 
fish skeieton with her. 
She wiU miss him 
because she loves the fish 
mtd that's her pet 

Fieige 8.56. Reniu'e's third time-ltne response to Yd»-Shen (Louie. 1982) April 1996. 

Rennie's primary response to the stepmother's murder of Yeh-Shen's pet was one 

of disbelief and horror. When it came time for him to con^wse his drawing and dictated 

response, Rennie had developed some emotional distance to this event which seems to be 

reflected m tus dictation. Interestmgly, Rennie's careful arrangement of the fish bones in 

this response drawing (Figure 8.56) replicates his placement of the fish m his previous 

response (Figure 8.S5). The first sentence of Rennie's dictation, "The stepmother cooked 

the big fish for dmer," glosses over the circumstances of the fish's death. This gloss^ 

may be ^cative of Rennie's reluctance to d^uss this disturbing mcident. The other 

sentences, "Yeh-Shen take the big fish skeleton with her. She will miss him because she 

loves the fish and that's her pet," reteUs Yeh-Shen's action and offers an interpretation for 

her feelings of loss. 
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April 1996 

YehShen walk down to 
the path and YehShen 
doesn t̂ want to let two 
stepsisters to see her close 
atherface. 

YehShen got away from 
two stepsisters and she left 
one golden dipper. 

Figure 8.57. Rennie's fourth time-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982) April 1996. 

These time-line responses communicate two messages. The visual message 

(Figure S.S7) conveys the excitement (note the applauding figures in the foreground) 

generated by Yeh-Shen's arrival at the village festival. Rennie's dictated response retells 

the events subsequent to this pictured commotion. This retelling strongly echoes the 

original text which states that, "...Yeh-Shen jumped up and ran ofifbefore her stepsister 

could look closed at her. She raced down the mountainside, and in doing so, she lost one 

of her golden slippers," (Louie, 1982). 
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April 1996 

YehShen got married 
to the prince. 

The stepsister and the 
stepmother die. 

Figure 8.58. Reimie's final time line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982) April 1996. 

Since these were to be his final responses (Figure 8.58) to Yeh-Shen. Rennie's 

focus of verbal expression at this time may have been upon the achievement of an 

"ending" for his t^ Ime. If this were, indeed, the case, his response, "Yeh-Shen got 

married to the prmce. The stepsister and the stepmother die," served to summarize and 

brmg together the culmmating events of this story. However, it is interesting to note that, 

unlike h^ classmates who portrayed Yeh-Shen's marriage to the prmce in their drawings, 

Rennie depicted the desolate burial site of the stepmother and stepsister (note the partially 

obscured stone with "Chmese" symbols). This evocative visual response may be another 

mstance of Rennie's unvoiced compassion and concern for the misfortunes of others. 

At the conclusion of our study of these various Cinderella stories I asked the group 

members if they would be mterested in writing their own "southwestern" Cinderella tales. 

This idea captured thev mterest and we had a lengthy discussion of "things" that they 

might incorporate into their stories such as, cacti, mountains, desert, javelina, roadrunners. 
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quail, and coyotes. When all was said and done however, none of the Xmderella writers" 

produced a story with a southwestern theme or setting. While this outcome might have 

been upsetting to some, I found it to be a humorous reflection of these children's lack of 

hesitance when it came to redesigning projects to suit thev own purposes. Rennie's 

"change-of-heart" Cmderella story is an exemplification of that event. 

Cinderella MIS tier (tired) to Mv/C(work) alat The step mother 
tell cindere to do ever ting and U\e step siter too. tehr (Their) menfUll 
(memfitl) step mother toll Cinderella to make step mother and step ̂ ter 
l3&jtefull 

Cinderella ters (tears) She is all alon (ahne) the fairy god mother 
toll Cinderella to gat a huge pumh'n and Let the mics (mice) out of the 
cage the fairy God mother them (turn) the micsfiiuoi foot man (men) the 
fairy god mother turn the pumtQn [into/ a coch (coach) ti\e fairy god 
mother turn Q'nderella a beautiful dres and Cinderella rid (ride) on the 
coch Cinderella is on the ball Cinderella saw step mother and step 
sister and the Pn'ns sat̂ f a beautiful Cinderella 

Cinderella herd tuehe o 'dok it bell (chimed) 3 t'em (times) 

Cinderella run cmdlcrft(left) one gllas ̂ iper the pn'ns ty to fine ff)e l̂as 
sllper that fith (fit) on ther foot the Prins ftxtn (found) Jas Qust) the rite 
girl they merre togoter. the end 

Rennie's story is essentially a retelling of the most ^miliar of our Cinderella texts 

and, as such, it relates the "basics" of this &iry tale. While Rennie's con:q)letion of this 

story was an accomplishment in itself I was particularly pleased to read his words, 

"Cinderella ters (tean) She is all alon" because they conveyed a mood sonilar to that of 

Andreas' (1954) text, tears m her eyes, Cmderella watched them get mto their 

coach." Rennie's statement that, "Cinderella herd twelve o'clok it bell 3 tiem" was 
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mtrigu^ also, in that the word "bell" functions as a verb m this sentence to indurate that 

the clock struck three times before Cinderella's departure. 

Rennie's foniliarity with this version of Cinderella may have been mstrumental ui 

allow^ him to retell this &try tale with the use of indirect speech where he paraphrased 

the original text. Rennie's forthcoming responses (Figures 8.59-8.61) to Zemach's It 

Could Always Be Worse (1976) exenq)lify another retelling strategy which entails the use 

of direct speech (dialogue) taken from the story. 

Rennie's responses to this humorous Yiddish folk tale (Figure 8.S9- 8.61) were 

generated shortly after a group discussion about the beguming, middle, and end of stories. 

A three-panel series, these pencil sketches depict the state of af^s in a peasant's hut 

1) before he seeks the Rabbi's assistance in solving his Emily's uncomfortable and 

overcrowded liv^ conditions, 2) after he has implemented the Rabbi's various 

suggestions, and 3) after he has followed the Rabbi's final bit of advice. 

April 30, 1996 
The kids is fighting and noî  andtheman 
went out to tell Rabbi for help. 

And Rabbi stud, "Yes?" 

And the num said, "WiUyou stop the kids fivm 
making noise andfighting?" 

And the Rabbi titought and thought (rocking 
nurtion). "Tell me, do you have a chicken?** 

And the man said, "Oh, yes! And i also have a 
goose and a rooster. 

Figure 8 Rennie's "faeeinnlng-og'the-storv" resnoose to It Could Always Be Worse fZemach. 1976) 
April 30,1996. 
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Reonie's retelling of this conversation between the peasant and the Rabbi was 

accon^)anied by an eloquent oral interpretation and physical demonstration of the 

characters' actions. In assuming the voice of the beleaguered peasant Rennie conveyed 

feelmgs of extreme frustration through his dramatic use of &cial expression and verbal 

intonation as he exclaimed to the Rabbi, ""Willyou stop the lads from making noise and 

JightingT This attitude of frustration was transformed into one of tranquillity as Rennie 

then rocked back-and-forth in his chair and stroked his chin while he "thought and 

thoughf^ about this request and then replied, ""Do you have a chicken? " To which the 

eager response was, "^Oh, yesi And I also have a goose and a rooster." 

April 30, 1996 
Rabbi said, **Doyou have a cow?** 

And the man saidt "YeSfldo." 

And Rabbi said, ''Excellent! Now go home 
and bring the cow inside your house." 

And the man trut̂ ed home. 

The cow pushed and knock down everything 
andthesoup. All the animals is messing the 
house and making dirty, too. It was a 
nightmarel 

Figure 8.60. Rennie's "middle-ofitfae-storv" response to It Could Always Be Worse (Zemach. 1976) April 
30,1996. 

This dialogicai retelling was continued in Rennie's subsequent response statement, 

"Rabbi sakl, ^Do you have a cow?' And the man said, 'Yes, I do/ And Rabbi said, 

'Excelfent! Now go home and br^ the cow mside your house.'" Here, again, Rennie 
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used physical demonstrations and vocal mterpretation to convey the demeanor of these 

characters. As Rennie spoke the words, ''And the man trudged home," he cast his eyes 

downward and his shoulders drooped as he lifted his feet up-and-down in a manner of 

great weariness. He muned shovmg the cow into the hut and then proclaimed, "The cow 

pushed and knock down everything. All the animals is messing the house and making 

dirty, too. It was a nightmare!" 

Rennie's physical actions and accompanymg dictated interpretation of these story 

events (Figures 8.59 & 8.60) illustrate, once again, the importance of dramatization and 

other forms of response in Rennie's transactions with literature. These interpretational 

behaviors seem to indicate that Rennie was attending to the language of the text and 

resonating to its syntactic, semantic and literary aspects. 

April 30, 1996 

The man let ail the animals out and the 
people helped the old man to get the animal 
out. The mimais weM out mut the people 
sleep together. 
There is more room. 

That's Minting) is the cow feet (footprbtts). 
That's (pointing) the [brolunl egg. 
ThiU's (pointing) the cow poo. Th  ̂smell U. 

Figure 8.61. Retinie's "end-of'the-story" response to It Could Always Be Worse (Zemach, 1976) April 
30, 1996. 

This "end-of-the story" dictated response summarizes and retells the final events of 

this tale. Rennie's reteOmg u followed hy a serious^ proffered explication of the pictured 
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''mementos" ("cow feet" (footprmts), a broken egg, and steaming "cow poo") left behmd 

by the animals when they vacated the hut! 

The preponderance of dffect speech (dialogue) in this experiential-like retelling 

(Figures 8.59-8.60) may be indicative of the immediacy of Rennie's lived-through drama 

experience of this story. It may be suggestive also of a process of self-realization whereby 

Rennie "practiced" and thereby integrated new verbal understandings mto his expanding 

Imguistic repertoire. 

These responses to It Could Alwavs Be Worse (Zemach, 1976) were accon^lished 

towards the end of the 1995-1996 school year. When Rennie and his classmates returned 

to school the foUowmg year (1996-1997) the literature group was no longer in existence. 

Lindsey and Noelle had transferred to other schools and Rennie (tho-d grade, age 9), Jenna 

(fourth grade, age 10), and Joey (third grade, age 9) were being mainstreamed into the 

Chaparral general education classrooms for greater amoimts of time. This change was 

part of the transitional process whereby my students received decreasing amounts of 

special education support as they successfulfy^ participated in the general education 

program. During this transitional period, Jenna and JT were reunited in a two-person 

literature group and, Rennie and Joey made up another group. 

The following year (1997-1998) of this investigation, Jenna was fliOy-

mamstreamed into the general education program. Joey transferred to another hearmg-

impaned program in the district and, JT and Rennie continued to receive special education 
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support for their academic needs. 

Throughout these years (1995-1999) Rennie received special education support in 

the area of langiiage arts where strategies of retelling played an influential role in his 

actualizations of self as a meaning maker and language learner. In concluding this 

exammtion of Rennie's evolvmg responses to literature, two literary responses &om the 

M and spring semesters of his fourth-grade year (1997-1998) exemplify this continuing 

influence. 

In September of 1997, Rennie and I read the picture book Bub or The Very Best 

Thin^ (Babbitt, 1994) which tells the story of a quarreling king and queen who disagree 

about what is "the one and only very best thmg" for their young child, the prince. The 

king turns to his Prime Minister for help in searching the royal library for the answer to 

their dispute whfle the queen. In the company of the prince, travels through the castle 

seeking the opinions of various members of the household. The nursemaids reply that 

vegetables and sleep are the best. The gardener suggests sunshine and the court musician 

vouchsafes a song. The royal parents finally ask the cook's daughter what she thmks is 

best and she, m turn, questions the prmce who whispers, "Bub." While the king and queen 

are mystified at his reply, the cook's daughter later tells her mother, "The Prince was 

right. Mama. Love »the very best thing." 

After our reading of this text, I asked Rennie to explain the problem of the story. 

He then wrote the foUowmg response: 
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No body dot understen the fQng and the Queen went to find whet's the beste thing 

t[he] princ sad bub 

The nursery nnaids said vegetables and plenty of sleepe were important because 
children need rest and good food. 

The cook dauhter sade (to the prince) did (will) you wisper (the answer) ? I will, then 
he wisper bake to the cook dauhter. tehn's (there is) is youV answer (she said) 

The prince said "BuB" is the very best thing because children need love. 

I think the best thing is school because children need to lem. 

Figure 8.62. Rennie's response to Bub Or The Very Best Thine (Babbitt, 1994). 

In his attempt to explicate the problem of this tale (Figure 8.62), Rennie achieved 

a presentational retelling. As such, it summarized and related the gist of this story which 

was "wrapped up" with a statement of Rennie's personal opinion that, "..the best thing is 

school because children need to lem." 

While Rennie may have perceived this particular task as being a request for a story 

retelling, his self-initiated response to another classroom literary event in May of 1998, 

reveals the synergy of l^e and literary experience in. Rennie's transactions with literature. 

The cvcumstances surroundmg this event were reminiscent of the occasion, three years 

prior, when Rennie had struggled to express his heartfelt response (Figures 8.21-8.22) to 

Svlvester and the Magic Pebble fSteig. 1969). 

The open^ chapter of Goliath And The Burglar (Dicks, 1984), "The Puppy 

Nobody Wanted," is about a boy's long-held wish for a dog of his own. When his parents 
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finalfy^ agree that circumstances are right, the fiimily makes a trip to the pet store where the 

boy msists upon having the runt of a litter of pups. When Rennie and I read this ch^ter 

together he commented that it '̂ vas Just like Spike." The meanmg of his cryptic remark 

was clarified the followmg day when Rennie returned to school and handed me a story 

(Figure 8.63) that be had written at home: 

THE PUPPY NOBODY WANT 

When I was Jive Mom and dad gave me a toy dog at crhristmas I said "doggy!" 
Mom and dad laghed. I grew older I want a dog. 

But my mom and dad said "no " "aw" I said. Whene we moved now I said "can I 
have a dog now? we got a big yard" ok. 

"Cool!!!" I shouted "can we go to the pet shop now? " 
"OK" they said, we went to the pet shop they have a dog in the cage, there was a 

small puppy. The puppy was scared wene a big dog pushed him. I said "I want that one 
please?" mom and dad said ok. "Yes!" 

the dog's name is Spike. All I wanted was a real dog. 

Figure 8.63. Rennie's response to "The Puppy Nobody Wanted" (Dicks, 1984). 

The above response, "The Puppy Nobody Want," (Figure 8.63) relates the events 

of Rennie's real-life experience m acqukmg his dog. Spike. As such, it mirrored not only 

the happenings but also the title of the first chapter of Goliath And The Burglar (Dicks, 

1984). This serendipitous confluence of literature and life prompted Itennie to utilize a 

retelling structure to meld and transform his understandings of these actual and fictive 

events mto a narrative (Figure 8.63) setting forth his story of 'The Puppy That Nobody 

Want[ed]." Rennie's response to his transactions with this chapter of flnh'ath And The 

Burglar (Dicks, 1984) vivuily illustrates Wells' (1986) statement that, "...stories contmue 
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to provide one of the most enriching contexts for the development of langiiage...[while 

providing]...a real purpose for extending control over language...[and tapping mto]...one 

of the child's most powerM ways of understanding, enlargmg, and working on 

experience" (p. 203). 

The above response (Figure 8.63) concludes this presentation and exammation of 

Rennie's actualizations of self as a meaning maker and language learner via transactions 

with literature during the second data collection period (Fall 199S-Spring 1998). The 

following section will review and discuss some of the ramifications of Rennie's literary 

response strategies durmg the course of this investigation. 

Discussion 

When it became evident during the second data collection period that the strategy 

of retelling was becoming an important form of response in Rennie's transactions with 

literature, I earmarked a range of readings on the subject of retelling m an effort to better 

my understandings of this phenomenon. These readings revealed that this subject is a vital 

and viable line of mquiry in the areas of language and literacy (Brown & Camboume, 

1987; Burke, 1990; Caimey, 1996; Cazden, 1983; Colasent & GrfflSth, 1998; Goodman, 

1982; Hade, 1988; Heath, 1985; Irwin & Mitchell, 1983; Leung, 1992; Liodfors, 1990; 

Morrow, 1985,1989,1996; Morrow, Gambrell, Kapmus, Koskioen, Marshall & Mitchell, 

1986; Morrow, Sisco & Smith, 1992; and, Tackett, 1994). 

However, in the area of literary response, inquiry mto this subject is Imiited 

(^)plebee, 1978; Eeds & Wells, 1989; Peterson & Eeds, 1990). The absence of scholar^ 
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mvestigatioa into the subject of retelling as a form of literary response speaks volumes as 

to its perceived unin^rtance in this fiekl as does the cursory and/or dismissive nature of 

what may be found in the research literature. 

This state of af&irs was puzzling in b'ght of the support for the use of retelling m 

the areas of language and literacy. This dearth of research made me wonder if inquky into 

retelling as a form of literary response had been given the kiss of death as a result of 

Applebee's (1978) posited hierarchy of response. Be that as it may, this blind aUey left me 

with no choice but to seek a common ground of understanding between retellmg as a form 

of literary response and retelling as a pedagogical strategy for developing students' 

reading comprehension. That area of shared focus is "retelling as a form of meaning 

making.'' 

Retellinp as a form of meaning making. According to Morrow (1996), retelling is 

a generative task which "allows a reader or listener to structure responses according to 

personal and individual mterpretations of text" (p. 267). As such, acts of retelling require 

learners to construct personal texts and make mforences based on "origmal text as well as 

on prior knowledge" (Morrow, 1989, p.54) with the probable result being the 

development of a sense of story structure, story comprehension, and oral language 

conplexity. This muhifokl development, accordmg to Morrow et. al. (1986), is indicative 

of a holistic comprehension process whereby learners mtegrate and personalize 

mformation by relating parts ofatext to one another and to personale}q)erience. 
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Brown & Camboume (1987) contend that reteOmg is "not a new form of 

behaviour which has to be learned. Tellmg about' what has happened (recounting or 

narrating what took place) is a well established form of linguistic behaviour" (p. 25). 

These authors found that after children's use of structured retellmg procedures; 

1. There was evidence of a great deal of incidental, almost unconscious, 
leammg of text structure, vocabulary and conventions of written 
language taking place. 

2. There was repeated evidence of what we decided to call 'linguistic 
spiDover' from the retell^ sessions. We corned this phrase to describe 
the reappearance of certain Imguistic forms, structures, concepts and 
conventions, which had been encountered m the texts used in retellmg 
sessions. 

3. We noticed an enormous growth m the confidence of our young 
learners when approaching tasks that involved reading, writing, and 
talking (p. 10). 

Burke (1990) expresses similar observations in her statement that, "Long-lasting 

effects, seemmgly peripheral and serendipitous, are legion. Snippets of language remain in 

the child long after a story is shared only to burst out unexpectedly at a later time. Not 

only snippets of language but the tale itself remains with children as is evident in the 

child's retellmg of the tale" (p. 58). Burke contends that anafyses of children's personal 

stories and their retellings of those that they have heard abound "in literacy and read^ 

research today [and] that there is no question from the corpus of such studies that young 

children gam a sense of story structure, that in their own retellmg, they exhibit such 

structure as well as abilities that range from single re-creations to such transformations 

that the tales come close to bemg new creations..." (p.58). 
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Hade's (1988) findings in this area suggest that story language has "staymg 

power^ and, that in the process of retelling, children may be resonatmg syntactically to the 

language of story and, "making the language of the original texts part of thek own story 

language" (p. 319). This notion is supported by Heath (1985) who contends that, "Within 

mainstream school-oriented society, written literature presents the most mtense and 

earliest opportunities for focusing perceptual and cognitive sifills on language itself' (p. 

16). As a result of such opportunities, she argues that "mainstreamers" as young as five 

years of age displayed the ability to appreciate and discrmiinate among literary styles as a 

result of their attention to the language of stories. In reference to these findings she 

writes: 

Though it is probably impossible to prove beyond a doubt that what 
children attend to in noting the differences of literary style are the fine 
details of the language, or the 'wordcraft' and the genre forms, the 
evidence mounts that it is precisely this attention to language which enables 
them to make such distinctions (p. 10). 

Heath suggests that attending to details of story language and, having extended 

and repeated opportunities to talk about what one has read seems necessary "...because 

authors do not use language m ordinary ways—because then: language is a counter 

discourse to that of ordmary talk" (p. 12). In concluding her discussion of these points. 

Heath en^hasizes that, "The language of literature needs special cognitive, perceptual, 

and mnemonic skills which must be developed oralty. These skills, moreover do not easfly 

become automated, and th^ need repeated and contmued opportunities for display" 
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(p.l2). This comment is especially relevant in view of Rennie's responses to literature 

over the course of this investigation. 

My thesis in this case study is that Rennie was actualizing himself as a meaning 

maker and language learner through his transactions with literature. In respondmg to 

literature through the use of retelling was Rennie creating meaning and learning language? 

If so, what did he accomplish via this form of literary response? In the following section, 

a reexamination of the data will provide msights into these questions. 

Rennie's meaning making via retelling. As a result of his muhifaceted experiences 

of literature, Rennie expressed a range of understandings of life, literature and language 

by: 

1. constructmg verbatim chunks of text which articulated connections between his aural 
and visual experiences of story, i.e., 

"Purple cat/Purple cat/What do you see?" (Figure 8.25); 

"Mudge poked his big black nose into the snow" (Figure 8.35); 

"When it fogs, it fogs" (Figure 8.38). 

2. creating and articulating new Imguistic understandmgs through generalizations and 
approximations of words, i.e., 

"Nfomishka" for the Russian word Babushka (grandmother); and, "step tracks" 
(Figure 8.47) and "cow feet" (Figure 8.61) for the word footprints. 

3. explicating pictured story events or pictorial content in his response drawmgs, Le., 

"Bird was helpmg the lion. The mouse was helpmg the lion. He was biting. The 
animals went away." (Figure 8.27) 
"Granny was snormg and the dog is sleepy. That's the cat. Itsleep^inthe 
basket and everyone is sleeping" (Figure 8.28). 
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4. utilizmg textual structures, linguistic conventrons, or literary conventions/vocabulary 
i.e., 

'The sky is Ming and buiiq)ed his head. Henny Penny tell the king. And they 
went ak)ng and went along" (Figure 8.29). 

"Once upon a time..." (Figure 8.32). 

5. practicmg variations m prosody (or forms of verbal interpretation) through variation of 
stress, intonation, pause and/or duration of the linguistic signal, Le., 

"Strega Nona got the pot. Strega Nona said, 'No magic at Christmas." Strega Nona 
said, "No! No! No!" (Figure 8.37). 

"The young man said, 'What are you doing?' (rising mtonation). 
The old woman said, 'See the be^uti&l grass? (rising intonation). 
So the cow can eat it.' And the young man pushed the cow up the roof." (falling 
intonation). (Figure 8.43). 

"The kids is fighting and noisy and the man went out the tell the Rabbi for help. And 
Rabbi said, 'Yes?' And the man said, 'Will you stop the kids fi-om makmg noise and 
fighting?' And the Rabbi thought and thou^t, 'TeU me do you have a chicken?' And 
the man said, 'Oh, yes! And I also have a goose and a rooster.'" (Figure 8.59). 

6. creating narratives via storying (WeUs, 1986), i.e., 

"Big Anthony eat all of the spaghetti. There's one left. Strega Nona go sleep. 
Big Anthony get &t" (Figure 8.33); 

"The ugty duck grew up and his name was swan. And the ugly duck looked to the 
water on his &ce and begin to swim. He's not ugly anymore" (Figure 8.48); 

"Miss Nancy lahf at wilfiid dgagm puptt. wilfiid Gordon got the footbal 'n' give it 
to Miss Nancy a football to play it togeter 'n' we have fim. wilfiid forgot somtm 
Miss Nancy wat's a mabree seid wilfiid" (Figure 8.49); 

7. organizing story events accord^ to temporal order, Le., 

"Charlie have a beautifiil coat. He has a [shepherd's crook] for the sheep. To 
catch the sheep. He had to cut the white sheep" (Figure 8.34). 
The witch called the girl to brmg your hair down and the witch clunb up. Thenthe 
witch get m" (Figure 8.41). 
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"The seagull ran after Obadiah. The sea gull follow Obadiah. Obadiah stop and 
the sea gull stop. The sea gull doesn't move. Obadiah got the hook out of his 
beak. Obadiah feel sorry for the sea gulL Obadiah saved his life" (Figure 8.53). 

8. paraphrasing story events through written forms of response, i.e., 

"Tosca s slip/the srta wat up by the Firi" 
(Tosca is/was asleep/sleeping, the Santa went up by the &e/fireplace) (Figure 8.36). 

"The tet maks a nos/Hos Hos/Too moch" (The teapot makes a noise/Hiss-Hiss/Too 
much) (Figure 8.39). 

"Sashe ran the yard/the dog gave her cob" (Figure 8.42). 

"The old wonoan kiss the lip's [of the snow child] and she mad a wise/the wise came 
true cried the old woman and the old man was happy too/the snow child move her 
body she came alive" (Figure 8.52). 

9. integrating unusual and/or unfamiliar words and phrases into his linguistic repertoire, 
i.e., 

"When it fogs, it fogs" (Figure 8.38) 

"Giddyup/Giddyup/to market/to market" (Figure 8.40). 

"And the man trudged home" (Figure 8.60). 

10. exploring and/or expressing a range of emotions, i.e., 

"Strega Nona got the pot. Strega Nona said, 'No magic at Christmas.' Strega Nona 
said,'No! No! No!'" (Figure 8.37). 

"Uncle Vova is gone. Everybody is sad because they all loved hm and th^r miss him. 
It makes me sad because Svetlana wants to dance with hnn agam" (Figure 8.51). 

11. partic^ting in, and contributmg to acts of communal meaning-making via classroom 
discussion, i.e.. 

Teacher: Remie, what did you want to s(̂  about Obadiah? 
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Remie: Obadiah doesn't like the sea gtdl. He said, "GoaweQf." The sea gull Just 
keeps following him and that night the sea gull was not there and then she... 
tfmse (his) families said, "Obadiah is that your friend?" and after that, 'Tm 
NOT your friend!" he shouted. And t̂ er that he looked out the window and 
then Obadiah saw the (unintelligible) dawn the street and then sea gull.... 

Teacher: Just a moment. I think everyone is not being polite. WhenRennieis 
talking everyone should be looking at him. Put your hands down so you can 
see his face. 

Remtie: ...down the street and then the sea gull has the hook around his deek... 

Teacher: The beak. 

Rennie: Yeah, and then he ran away and then the sea gull began to follow him and he 
took the hook out ofhis... beak and then he, the sea gull fly up in the sky and 
he....what's the kid's name? 

Teacher: Obadiah. 

Rennie: Obadiah look up and then the bird began to fly and make sounds and ttxn 
he cannot see tfuit sea gull. That's all. 

Teacher: (Laughing) Well, you've told it all except for the end! What happened at 
the end? 

Rennie: He went to the bed and his mother kiss him and he, Obadiah, saw the sea 
gull out there and he told his mother, he said, "I think the sea gull must be 
cold " And he went to sleep. 

12. explicatmg story events through the use of paraphrase, i.e., 

'*Yeh-Shen was a little baby and Yeh-Shen's mother died and Wu died, too. There 
is the mean stepmother and the mean steps^er. She is selfish to Yeh-Shen because 
they want to n^e Yeh-Shen do a lot of work." 

"Yeh-Shen begin to wear the fish coat and the fish came up. The fish lay his head 
on the pond. Yeh-Shen feed the fish and the fish eat it. When she took off her coat 
the fish was playing m the water and the fish went down under the sea." 

"The stepmother cooked the big fish for dinner. Yeh-Shen take the big fish 
skeleton with her. She will miss hhn because she loves the fish and that's her pet. 
Yeh-Shen walk down to the path and Yeh-Shen doesn't want to let two stepsisters to 
see her close at her &ce. Yeh-Shen got away firom two stepsisters and she left one 
golden simper." 

"Yeh-Shen got married to the prince. The stepsister and the stepmother die" 
(Figures 8.54-8.58). 

13. conq)tetmg an assignment, i.e, writ^ a Cinderella story 
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14. reliving a vivid literary experience via an experiential retelling, Le., 

The kids is fighting and noisy and the man went out to tell the Rabbi for help. 
And Rabbi said, "Yes?" And tl» man said, "Will you stop the kids fiom making 
noise and fighting?" And the Rabbi thought and thought, 'Tell me, do you have a 
chicken?" And the man said, "Oh, yes! And I also have a goose and a 
rooster." 

Rabbi said, 'T)o you have a cow?' And the man saki, "Yes, I do." And Rabbi 
said, "Excellent! Now go home and bring the cow mside your house." And the 
man trudged home. The cow pushed and knocked down everything and the soup. 
All the animals is messing the house and making dvty, too. It was a 
nightmare! 

The man let all the animals out and the people helped the old man to get the 
animal out. The animals went out and the people sleep together. There is more 
rooHL.. (Figures 8.59-8.61). 

15. presenting details of story understandings i.e., 

"No body dot understen the king and the Queen went to find whet's the beste 
thing/t[he] princ sad bub/The nursery maids sakl vegetables and plenty^ of sleepe 
were important because children need rest and good food. The cook dauhter sade 
(to the prince) did (will) you wisper (the answer)? I will, then he wisper bake to 
the cook dauhter. tehris (there is) is you'r answer (she said)/The prmce said 
"BuB" is the very best thmg because children need love./I think the best thing is 
school because chfldren need to lem" (Figure 8.62) and, 

16. creating a structured narrative via a retelling format, i.e.. 

When I was five Mom and dad gave me a toy dog at crhristmas 1 said 
"doggy!" Mom and dad laghed. I grew older I want a dog. But nQ" mom and dad 
said "no" "aw" I said. Wbene we moved now I said "can I have a dog now? we 
got a big yard" ok. 
"Cool!!!" I shouted "can we go to the pet shop now?" 
"OK" they said, we went to the pet shop they have a dog in the cage, there was a 
small puppy. The puppy was scared wene a big dog pushed him. I said'1 want 
that one please?" mom and dad said ok. "Yes!" 
the dog's name is Spike. All I wanted was a real dog (Figure 8.63). 

The range of meanmg making evidenced the above retellings mdicates that this 

form of literary response has unrecognized potentials in regard to children's creatu>ns of 
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meaning. The majority of Rennie's responses to literature were acconq)lished via retelling 

strategies which allowed him to express &r more than what the term "retell" would unpty. 

Indeed, m addition to retelling story events, Rennie's strategies of retellmg allowed him to 

experience, explore, clarify, formulate, discuss, practice, present, transform, and explicate 

his evolving understandings of life, literature and language. 

The mult^licity of purpose underlying Rennie's retellings may be related to 

Lindfors' (1991) observation that narratives serve diverse functions, i.e., to inform, to 

persuade or, to entertam. Here, again, Rennie's responses served all of these purposes 

and more. Rennie's meanmg mak^ via retelling lends support to Lindfors' (1991) 

argument that children in school are most likely to develop ''ways of using the narrative 

function effectively if they are accepted as full-fledged members of the club of story 

makers and interpreters and actively engage in narrating (reading, writing, listening, 

telling) in real interaction with others—^with classmates, conmiunity members, published 

authors, child authors, and so on" (p.3S8). 

In view of Rennie's creations of meaning throughout the years of this investigation 

it seems that bis mclusion in the chib of story makers and interpreters is a foregone 

conclusion and, m the spirit of Lindfors' (1991) statement, 'Narrating can be an m^rtant 

way of knowing and domg for children" (p. 364) I would suggest that, "Retell^, 

likewise, can be an important way of knowing and domg for chfldren." 
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Jenna: 
Actualizing Self As A Conteii^)lator of Feelings and Explorer of Identity 

Rosenblatt (1983) holds that, "...to the great nsajority of readers, the human 

experience that literature presents is primary [and that] for them the formal elements of the 

work—style and structure, rhythmic flow—fimction only as a part of the total literary 

experience" (p. 7). This majority of readers, she suggests, is seeking "to participate in 

another's vision—to reap knowledge of the world, to &thom the resources of the human 

spirit, [and] to gain insights that will make his [or her] own life more comprehensible" (p. 

7). 

This path of understanding is one which was evidenced strongly in Jenna's 

explorations of human emotion and identity via literary transaction. These interwoven 

themes of personal response will be traced in two chronologicaUy-organized presentations 

illustratmg Jenna's deep concern with these aspects of human experience. To that end, the 

following section offers a selected set of drawmgs and dictations which highlight Jenna's 

meaning makmg in the area of human emotions and feelings. 

Jenna: ActualiTatinns of A Contemplator of Feelings 

In actualizing herself as a contemplator of feelings via muhi&ceted transactions 

with literature, Jenna "appropriated symbol systems as metaphorical vehicles with 

generative syntax...which afforded new possibilities for engagement with sel^ others, and 

this world" (Tiemey, 1997, p. 296). These multi-symbolic, mdiv^ual and social literary 

transactk)ns allowed Jenna to explore and express her evolv^ understandings of a range 

of human emotion as exenq)lified by the foUowmg literary responses. 
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Spring 1994 
First Grade 

Baba Yoga was very sad 
because her heart was verŷ  
very heavy. Her friends mtde 
her sad because she was ugfy. 
Baba Yaga kissed the baby 
[good-bye!. 

Figure 8.64. Jenna's responses to Babushka Baba Yaea (Polacco, 1993). 

In the above literary responses (Figure 8.64), Jenna is focusing upon Babushka 

Baba Yaga's feelings of anguish and heartache which were brought about by the village 

gossip that the "hornble, wicked Baba Yaga...is ugly...a h^...evil and hateful!" (Polacco, 

1993). These hurtful words lefl Babushka Baba Yaga with a heavy heart C*Baba Yaga 

was very sad because her heart was very, very heavy") and led to her decision to "go back 

to her home m the forest before Victor [her adopted grandchild] learned who she really 

was" (Polacco, 1993). 
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Fall 1994 
Second Grade 

Fritz saw the horses and the children 
on the horses. Fritz was sad. The 
citkens latched at Fritz because they 
thought he was ugly. 

Figure 8.65. Jenna's responses to Fritz and the Beautiful Horses (Brett, 1981). 

In these responses (Figure 8.65) to Fritz and the Beautiful Horses (Brett, 1981) 

Jenna is focusmg upon the feelings of pam and rejection suffered by a homely, outcast 

pony who is humiliated by the jeers and laughter of the snobbish citizens of a walled city: 

Fritz was not beautiful. He had a long tangled mane, whiskers on his 
muzzle, and short legs. 

One day he climbed up to the road leading to the walled city. He tried 
to take long, gracefiil strides. He pranced and curved his neck. He threw 
his tail into the air. 

The citizens stared at Fritz and then they began to laugh. *Look at that 
silly horse,' they said. 

Then the lovely ladies and the magnificent gentlemen galloped away.... 
(Brett, 1981). 

Unlike Brett's illustration of a pensive pony with a glistenmg eye, Jenna's visual 

response (Figure 8.65) depicts Fritz' outstretched, stubby body in a posture remm^ent of 

a sobbing chikL This nnage of vulnerability is heightened fiirther a stream of tears 

coursmg down the pony's &ce. 
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Grower becc».u.s^ -SH^ l[  r €S 
An'^rtory u>ie»^He ,y. jjn. 

Fall 1995 
Third Grade 

Bambolona ga\fe Anthony a fiotMer 
because ̂  h'kies Anthony \Nhen he 
[is] plain. 

Figure 8.66. Jenna's responses to Big Anthony and the Maeic Ring (dePaola, 1979). 

In the tale of Big Anthony and the Magic Ring (dePaola, 1979), the always-

bumbling and clumsy Big Anthony is transfonned into "Handsome Big Anthony" with the 

aid of Strega Nona's magic rmg. In this new state of bemg. Big Anthony goes to the 

village dance where all of the ladies clamor for his attention and pursue him ^iien he tries 

to escape their overeager demands. Jenna's observation that, "Bambolona gave Anthony 

a flower because she like's Anthony when he [is] plain" (Figure 8.66) is a thoughtiiil 

inference that Anthony's physical appearance is unimportant to Bambolona. 

A related exanqsle of Jenna's concern with feelmgs and emotrons was evidenced 

one day m the course of a casual conversation among Rennie, Joey, and Melanie. These 
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three students were involved m drawmg pictures and commentmg on the story of the 

"Ugty Duckling." Jenna, who was working on another project at the tmie, added her 

personal thoughts about the word "ugly" and offered an interpretation of how the ugly 

duckl^ had become beautiful: 

Remie: That's [ugly] not a nice yvori 

Joey: That's not peace-building. 

Jenna: I (hn't like that yvord It's not a nice word. 

Rennie: Why did they sô  that? 

Melanie: Why is the ugly duckling getting bigger? 

Joey: That's very peace-building (in reference to the swans who asked the duckling to 
join them). 

Rennie: Why was he ugly and how did he get beautiful? 

Jenna: When he was an ugly duckling he wished to be a beautiful swan and then he 
became one. 

These brief remarks, with Joey's reference to "peace buOdmg" (a curricular 

program promoting the peaceful resolution of conflict), illustrate the ongoing meanmg 

making that these students pursued as they considered their own questions in the midst of 

classroom activities. 
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Spring 1996 
Third Grade 

I feel sorry for mina because her 
father died that summer And 
she dosen't have a coat ethier. 
And I feel sad when other fQds 
wake fun of her Kids feel angry 
or sad when other people tease 
them. 
when she ran into the wood's she 
felt better Then she told stories 
about the rags to the other fQ'ds. 

Figure 8.67. Jenna's responses to The Rag Coat (Mills, 1991), 

In these responses to The Rag Coat (Mills, 1991), Jenna is focusing upon the 

emotions of pain and loss feh by the recently bereaved Minna whose classmates mocked 

her rag coat. Jenna's comment that, "I feel sad when other kids make fun of her [because] 

kids feel angry or sad when other people tease them" reveals her thought-out 

understandings of the effects of such treatment. 
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SV« cQ^n 

•L^«K ̂  niMry 
UMS OMM KmcOI»S« 

%.«Ktefva'lt staraA>^V 

<xslc. h«r mom I# 

because everyone stared at her. 
And she was guwachy pouchy). 
Then she ask her mom if she can 
change her dress after breakfast 

I think that Mary was angry 

1997-1998 
Fourth Grade 

Figure 8.68. Jenna's responses to chapter one of Marv Todd Lincoln (Anderson. 1991). 

In these responses (Figure 8.68) to the &st chapter of Marv Todd Lmcoln 

(Anderson, 1991) Jenna is focusing upon Mary's anger at her Emily's stares of 

astonishment when she appeared at the Inreak&st table m a "&shion-statement" dress 

accessorized with home-made hoops. Jenna's explanation for Mary's reaction, '1 think 

that Mary was angry because everyone stared at her and she was grouchy" is very 

revealing of Jenna's closed guarded personal experiences of the world which will be 

discussed b the forthcoming section, "Jenna's Story." 

Jenna's Storv 

Unlike the previous case studies of Selena and Rennie, this study was not prefiiced 

with an mtroduction of the focus student. This presentation was deferred m an effort to 

establish and illustrate the "ordinary" qualities of Jenna's responses to classroom literary 

experiences (Figures 8.64-8.68). 

Jenna's concern with human feelmgs and emotions was one which she and her 

classmates expressed consistent^ throughout the course of this investigation (Ch^^ters 5, 
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6 & 7). Therefore, as a general rule, many of these children's literary responses bore a 

strong resemblance to one another due to thev common focus upon story characters' 

actions and feelings (Chapter 7). However, Jenna's focus upon the actions and feelings of 

the story characters in the previously discussed literary responses (Figures 8.64-8.68) also 

reveals a strong personal concern which will be examined within the context of the 

following sketch presenting my personal understandings of Jenna. 

My first encounter with Jenna took place during student registration in August of 

1993. That day she was accompanied by her parents who held her hands lov^y as they 

walked through the doorway into my classroom. While her &ther went through the rituals 

of mtroduction, Jenna and her mother stood by quietly until he tumed to them and 

prompted Jenna to, "Say hello to \frs. Phillips!" 

At that time, Jenna's odd &cial ^pearance struck strong chords of compassion 

and sympathy within me. However, over the course of our five-year relationship, the 

exterior aspect of Jenna's being would become virtually unnoticeable by me as her inner 

beauty and strength of character became apparent. Now, sk years later, a discussion of 

this matter is important only because of the h'ght that it may shed upon Jenna's 

transactions with literature during this period of her life. 

By seven years of age, Jenna had undergone more than twenty surgeries to correct 

a variety of congenital cranio£tcial abnormalities. During her elementary school 

years another operation was performed to deepen her eye sockets and to give greater form 

to her nose. Jenna's fiicial structure durmg these years was similar to that of a two-year-
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old child m that she had an aspect of being "all eyes" because of a wkie nasal bridge. This 

onpresssion was heightened further by eyeglasses which rested precariously on the tip of 

her nose. 

Figure 8.69. "Jenna: A Self-Portrait" (age 7). 

In her early years at Chaparral, Jenna's demeanor was quiet and reserved to the 

extreme. However, according to her teacher from the preschool program for hearing-

impaired children, this was a tremendous improvement on Jenna's part because she had 

remained resolutely silent during her years of attendance at the preschool. 

As t^ went by, Jenna became increasmgty comfortable m the Chaparral Hearing-

Impaired Program to the pomt that, after Krystal's departure, she became the 

acknowledged classroom leader. This was due, largety, to her role as the "peace-maker" 

in this close-knit but, sometimes, contentious group of children. As a peace-maker, Jenna 

smoothed over and resolved many of the conflicts that occurred throughout the years of 

these children's feuds and fiiendsh^s. 
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This philosophy and practice of pacifism masked the import of some of Jenna's 

literary responses. A case in point is the set of previously discussed responses (Figures 

8.64-8.68) which focus upon story characters' actions and and emotions. These visual 

and verbal responses also indicate a deep-seated concem with social rejection because of 

one's physical appearance. This personally sensitive issue became evident for the first 

time in the M of 1995, when Jenna jomed Rennie and Joey's conversation about the "The 

Ugfy Duckling:" 

Rennie: That's [ugly] not a nice word. 

Joey: That's not peace-building. 

Jenna: I don't like that word It's not a nice word 

Rennie: Why did they say that? 

««««* 

Joey: That's very peace-building (in reference to the swans who asked the dtaUing to 
join them). 

Rennie: Why was he ugly and how did he get beautiful? 

Jenna: When he was an ugly duckling he wished to be a beautiful swan and them he 
became one. 

This conversation was a vfftual "red flag" which brought to mind Jenna's 

responses (Figure 8.64) m the spring of 1994, to Babushka Baba Yaga (Polacco, 1993), 

when she expressed that, "Baba Yaga was very sad because her heart was very, very 

heavy [and that] her fiiends made her sad because she was ugfy." The realization that 

Jenna may have mterpreted a relatively innocuous story episode in a highly personal way 

led me to reexamine the corpus of her visual and verbal literary responses. 

To oQr regret, this examination revealed that Jenna had responded snnilarly to the 

story of Fritz and the Beautffiil Horses (Brett, 1981): "Fritz saw the horses and the 
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cbfldren on the horses. Fritz was sad. The citizens laughed at Fritz because they thought 

he was ugfy" (Figure 8.65). This concern was evidenced also m her responses to Big 

Anthony and the Magic Ring (dePaola, 1979): "Bambolona gave Anthony a flower 

because she like's Anthony when he [is] plain" (Figure 8.66). 

From my perspective, these literary responses (Figures 8.64-8.66) were a powerful 

illustration of Rosenblatt's (1983) statement that talking about emotional matters in terms 

of a situation in a book "makes it easier for the reader to bring his own inner problems into 

the open, and to &ce them or seek the help of others without embarrassment of explicit 

self-revelation. Thus [allowing him to reveal] what he cannot or will not say about 

himseE...[which] is a perfectly valid way of responding to literature—in some ways the 

most valid, since it means that the work has profound in^urtance to the reader" (p. 20S). 

In Jenna's attempts to express what was of profound importance to her, she was 

engaging in a transactional process of response and interpretation described by Holland 

(1975) as an occasion for "work." In the course of this "work" a reader synthesizes and 

recreates a piece of literature, transformmg unconscious thoughts into "the conscious, 

social, moral, and inteUectual meanings he finds by 'mterpreting' the [literary] work" (p. 

17). 

A related view of this meaning-making process is offered by Bettelheim (1989) 

who suggests that a chfld "feels which of the many &iry tales is true to his iimer situation 

of the moment... and he also feels where the story provides him with a handle for coming 

to gr^s with a difBcuh problenL But this is seldom an immediate recognition, achieved 
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upon hearing a &iry tale for the first tone.... Onty on repeated hearmg of a fairy tale, and 

when given anq)le time and opportunity to linger over it, is a child able to profit fiilty fi-om 

what the story has to ofifer him in regard to understandmg hunself and his experience of 

the world" (p. 58). 

Jenna's focus upon the feelings of Babushka Baba Yaga, Fritz, and Bambolona 

suggests that she may have been identifying (in the literary sense of the word) with these 

story characters' situations and, perhaps, coming to a better understanding of herself and 

her own worlds of experience. As a metaphor of understanding, Jenna's interpretation of 

"ugliness" may have been abstracted to a concept of "rejection" in her later literary 

responses to The Rag Coat (MOls, 1991): "I feel sad when other kids make fun of her. 

Kids feel angry or sad when other people tease them" (Figure 8.67) and, MarvTodd 

Lmcoln (Anderson, 1991): "I think that Mary was angry because everyone stared at her 

and she was grouchy" (Figure 8.68). 

Unfortunately, Jenna's unhapppy experiences of the world—being stared at, made 

fim o^ being laughed at, and bemg called ugfy^ are evidenced m her expressed 

understand^s of these particular texts. However, another portrait of personal 

understandmg was becoming manifest in Jenna's transactions with "&mily-" and "Asian-" 

oriented literary texts. This theme of response wfll be discussed m the foUowmg section 

focusmg upon Jenna's actualizations of self as a conten^lator of feelings and explorer of 

kientity. 
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•Tennar Actiialiyatinns of a Conteniplatnr of Feelings and Explorer of Identity 

Figure 8.70. "Self-Portrait: A Chinese-American Girl" (Jenna, age 9). 

In late October of 1995, Jenna's literature group began a literary exploration 

related to the theme of "memories" focusing upon a selection of books which mcluded 

Koala Lou (Fox. 1988); Chicken Sunday fPolacco. 1992): Wilfrid Gordon McDonald 

Partridge (Fox. 1985): My or Man fPolacco. 1995); L^dlsSong (Shannon, 1981); 

Uncle Voya's Tree (Polacco, 1989); The Rag Coat (Mills, 1991); and, Christmas Tree 

Memories TAlikL 1991). 

Prior to reading Wilfrid Gordon MieDnnald Partridge (Fox, 1985), a story about a 

young chikl's attenq)t to &xl memories for an eklerfy^ woman who has lost her memory of 
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the past, we held a discussion about "old people" (for the complete text of this discussion 

see the previous case study) during which Jenna discussed members of her &mify: 

Jenna: I have a grandma. I don't know if I have a gram  ̂but tiQ/ grandma's last 
nameisT. She's mother's mom. I have one grandma that's American 
and the other one is Chinese. I have two grandmas. 

Teacher: An American grandma and a Chinese grandma.. 

Jenna: We go to my grandma's hotee, the American one, and she always gives us 
presents. 

Teacher: She does? Is she very old, Jenna? 

Jenna: Uh-huh (yes). I don't know how old she is. 

Teacher: How old do you think she is? 

Jenna: I think she's 79. 

Teacher: That sounds pretty old Are you through talking Jenna? 

Jenna: I think my Chinese grandna...she's 69. 

Teacher: Jenna? What were you going to say about old people? 

Jenna: I have a grandma and my Chinese grandma, we helped her walk. 

Teacher: You helped her walk? 

Jenna: Yeah. 

Teacher: How did you help her walk? 

Jenna: We hold her arms and we gently put our hands on her shoulders. 

Teacher: You put your hands on her shoulders? 

Jenna: Yeah, and she walks slowly and when she walks she feels so comfortable. 

Teacher: She feels conrfortable? 

Jenna: Yeah. She feels comfortable 

Jenna's contributions to this group discussion of^ msights into the closeness that 

she &els to her &mify's American sponsor (her '̂ American grandma") and to her "Chmese 

grandma." Jenna's concern with her (Chinese) grandmother's comfort and well-bemg is 
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expressed tenderly hi her statements that, "We hold her arms and we gently put our hands 

on her shoulders...and she walks slowly and when she walks she feels so comfortable." 

In December of 1995, the literature group became mvoived in another discussion 

focusing upon the different kmds of memories represented m the books of this theme 

study. Excerpts from that discussion are offered below; 

Teacher: What are some ot the things that make these books alike? 

Katie: They 're memories and umm.... 

Teacher: Are the memories all alike? 

Katie: Yeah. 

Teacher: Are they all about the same thing? 

Katie: Shakes her head. 

Teacher No?... Joey? 

Joey: Um...they're true stories. 

Jenna: Some are like sad, some are like happy...andsome are worrying like 
(unintelligible) 

Teacher: Did you say the word "sweet? " Were you lookingfor the word, 
"bittersweet?" 

Jenna: Yeah, bittersweet (reaching over to touch The Rae Coat). 

Teacher: The Rae Coat was bittersweet? 

***** 

Rennie: Some...when they try to bother someboefy they hurt your feelings. The Rae 
Coat. 

Teacher: The Rae Coat is about hurting yourfeelings... 

Teacher: Afy other question is, remember when we talked about memories and how they 
can make you cry? Are there ary books here that can make you cry? 

Jenna: Mv Ol'Man can make voucrv. 

Joey: The Rae Coat. 

Rennie: Uncle Vbva's Tree. 

Jenna: And Mv Ol' Man. 
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Teacher: Whv did Mv Ol' Man make vou crv? 

Jenna: Because it was about when he lost his Job and the rock is gone. 

Teacher: The rock is gone.., 

Jenna: And that's all... 

Rennie: MvOl' Man when the sun came through, the old man points to the rock, the 
magic rock where it goes, and it's gone. 

Teacher: Could that be a sad memory? Something that makes you cry? 

Jenna: The Rae Coat is something that makes you cry and it's like about...what's her 
name again? 

Teacher: Minna? 

Jenm: Mima, when Minna's father was sick and he died and she feels bad about her 
father and the other kids were hurting her feelings. That makes her cry. She 
ran away into the woods and she says she wants her father here. 

Teacher: She wants herfather there? Did this story about Minna make you feel sad 
inside when I was reading it? 

Group: No. No. No. 

Teacher: When I read this story I saw a lot you you looking really sad When I was 
reading it you didn't like the things that were happening...Is this a story that 
makes you want to laugh? 

Group: No. No. No. 

Jenna: It makes me feel sad because I felt sorry for txrfather when he had to go. 

Joey: I'm so sad because kids are being mean to her on [inj The Rae Coat. 

Teacher: Do any of these stories have a memory of something that makes you laugh? 

Jenna: Oh, I know what makes me laugh. MvOl' Man when she, Patricia and her 
brother and her ol' man was holding the rock and they came back home and I 
like the wtQf Patricia and her brother and her ol' man were dancing around 
saying, "Here comes the magic!" 

Teacher I thought that wis a pretty fitnny part, too. Are there any other stories that 
mdce you laugh? 

Jenna: Uncle Vova's Tree because Babushka saw Uncle Vova dancing around and 
Uncle Vovasaid, "I was so lucfy to get your heart long ago" and her cheeks 
were pink. 

Teacher: She blushed and her cheeks turned pink. That souruis like a happy, fiawy 
memory. What about a memory that can be warm? Something that would 
make you feel good inside. 
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Jenna: When Uncle Vava's making /Ae Christmas tree, and everybody has to see the 
Christmas tree after dinner, and when they saw the Christmas tree, they felt 
warm in their bodies. 

Teacher: What about a bittersweet memory? 

Jenna: The Rae Coat. Her/ather died and she was so sad and the kids make fiat of 
her and her raggy coat, and she ran to the woods and she was crying and she 
thought of her father and she felt something warm from her father and she felt 
her father's arms around her. 

Teacher: So is this memory bittersweet? 

Jenna: Veah. 

Teacher: What's the sweet part, the good part of it? 

Jenna: The good part is when the other mothers came to help her make the jacket 
and another sweet part is when herfriends stop makingfim of her and they said 
sorry to her and Minna tried to tell the story of her coca. And that girl, she felt 
the coat and she said "sorry " to Minna. 

Jenna's contributions to this discussion reveal her understandings of a contmuum 

of human emotions which range fi-om feelings that are "happy" to those that are "sad," and 

to the in-between, "bittersweet" combmation of both: "Some are like sad, some are like 

happy...and some are worrymg like... Yeah, bfttersweet." Jenna's fondness for the femify-

oriented stories of Patricia Polacco is evident also m her thoughtful comments about ^ 

or Man (1995) and, Uncle Vova's Tree (1989): 

Teacher: Do any of these stories have a memory ofsomething that makes you laugh? 

Jenna: Oh, I know what makes me laugh. MvOl'Man when she, Patricia and her 
brother and her ol' man was holding the rock and they came back home and I 
like the way Patricia and her brother and her ol' man were dancing around 
saying, "Here comes the magic!" 

Teacher [thought that was a pretty fimny part, too. Are there any other stories that 
make you laugh? 

Jenna: Uncle Vava's Tree because Babushka saw Uncle Vova danang aroundarui 
Uncle Vovasaid, "I was so lucfy to get your heart long ago" and her cheeks 
were pink. 

Teacher: She blushed and her cheeks turned pirdL That sounds like a hcppy,fimrQf 
memory. What about a memory that can be warm? SonKthing that would 
mtdceyou feel good inside. 
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Jenna: When Uncle Vava's making the Christmas tree, and everybody has to see the 
Christmas tree after dinrwr, and when they saw the Christmas tree, they felt 
warm in their bodies. 

In February of 1996, we reread the story of Mv 01* Man (Polacco, 1995) in 

conjunction with Mv Rotten Redheaded Older Brother (Polacco, 1994) and FiretaPdng 

(Polacco, 1994) which is an autobiographical account of Patricia Polacco's life. At the 

conclusion of these readings, Jenna, Rennie, and Joey created 'Tamity Photograph 

Albums" showing the various members of Polacco's &niily. In the course of their 

endeavors, Jenna and Joey made the following comments: 

Joey: 1948! [in reference to a photograph of Patricia and her brother, Richie]. 
That's when Indians and cowboys was here...and Japanese..[in r̂ erence to a 
classroom stiufy of Japanese culture}. 

Jenna: I'm mt Japanese. I don't speak Japanese. I speak Cantonese...Afy dad 
Hoy in Hong Kong and he decided to marry. He went to Saigon, Viet Nam 
[where my mother was and] then they both marry together and they decided to 
come to Arizona because they like the United States. And they want me to go 
to school and learn... 

Joey: Wfxre were you bom? 

Jenna: Tucson, Arizona...1986,1think. 

Joey: I was bom in Corpus Christi in 1987. 

In this conversation Jenna is clarifying the details of her femily's origms to Joey 

who might be under the impression that she is of Japanese descent. Jenna emphasizes her 

Gi^se heritage by saying that she speaks Cantonese and relating the story of her parents' 

marriage and immigration to the United States. Jenna's pride in her femily and their 

cultural heritage was evidenced again when she shared the following responses (Figure 

8.71) to Mv or Man rPolaccn. 1995). 
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CSsijfc sily. Tf*4. 

This is family. 
This is my graiu^eiils and they're married. 
This is my mom and dad and they're married. 
Here's my brother and my ̂ er. That's me. 
We're Chinese and that's our Chinese names. 

My Chinese name is Sukwon. 

Figure 8.71. Jenna's responses to Mv 01' Man (Polacco, 1995). 

This delightful depiction of Jenna's &mily tree (Figure 8.71) differs &om the usual 

genealogical format m that it presents an inverted illustration of the different branches of 

Jenna's ancestry. Although Jenna was familiar with the more traditional genealogical 

format, her decision to situate the maternal and paternal grandparents along the baselme of 

this drawing lends a strong emphasis to their roles as co-founders of Jenna's &mily. This 

visual response and Jenna's careM explication of the different familial relationsh^s and 

reiteration of the &ct that, "We're Chmese and that's our Chinese names" seems to 
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validate Holland's (1975) notion of "an identity principle of continuity'" (p. 175). This 

prmc^le posits that, "The individual (considered as the continuing creator of variations on 

an identity theme) relates to the world as he does to a poem or a story: he uses its 

physical reality as grist with which to re-create hnnsel^ that is, to make yet another 

variation in his single, enduring identity" (p. 128). 

According to this viewpomt, re-creations of self through literary experience may 

be an inevitable form of response because, "We can really know those words onfy from 

inside our own mental processes. The literary critk, for exan^le, cannot examine a text 

apart from his personal and inner re-creation of it. If he could, that would mean that he 

could choose between being in h^ mind, or out of it—surely, not even the most agile of 

literary critics can achieve the latter, except in a metaphorical sense. The very notion of 

bavmg an identity, habitual ways of coping with inner and outer reality, means that one 

interprets reality through that identity" (Holland, 1975, p. 221). 

In a similar vein, Scholes' (1989) argues that, "Reading is not just a matter of 

standmg safely outside texts, where thefr power cannot reach us. It is a matter of 

entermg, of passing through the looking glass and see^ ourselves on the other side" (p. 

27). He suggests that, "When we become aware of ourselves, we are already thorough^ 

developed as textual creatures. What we are and what we may become are already shaped 

by powerfiil cultural texts...We cannot start ourselves over as blank pages but must go on 

writmg the texts of ourselves from where we find ourselves to be" (p. 27). 
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In April of 1996, Jenna's passages through a look^ glass of "Cinderella" stories 

allowed her to see herself anew and to go on with the writing of the inqmrtant texts of her 

life. These literary lookii^ glasses included Cmderella (Andreas, 19S4); Princess Furball 

(Huck, 1989); The Rough-Face Girl (Martin, 1992); Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982); Cinderella 

Penpiin (Perlman, 1992); and Prince Cinders (Cole, 1987). After our reading of Yeh-

Shen (Louie, 1982) Jenna's literature group spent several days readmg portions of this 

story together and creating time-line responses which explicated the events of Yeh-Shen's 

life. 
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This pictwe is before when Wu and YehShen *s mother died. 
I drew the fish right behind YehShen because YehShen toved her fish. 

When / was drawing Iforgot to make Chinese eyes for YehShen *s famify. 

Figure 8.72. Jenna's first time-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie. 1982). 

In these responses to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982) Jenna has depicted Chief Wu with 

his two wives and m&nt daughters. Chief Wu, Yeh-Shen's mother, and Yeh-Shen are 

wearing contemporary clothing and smiling as if posing for a photograph. Yeh-Shen's 

stepmother, also in conten^rary clothmg, is grm-&ced and scowling while her daughter 

is pictured in an attftude of howling protest. Jenna's dictated statement relates that this 

draw^ is a picture of the &milies before the death of Yeh-Shen's parents and that, '1 

drew the fish r^t behmd Yeh-Shen because Yeh-Shen loved her fish." Jenna's final 

comment in regard to this drawmg, "When I was drawing I forgot to make Chinese eyes 
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for Yeh-Shen's Minify" indicates that she was striving to achieve a realistic-looking 

portrait of these Chinese ^milies. 

(JeK; 

ff^en YehShen *s a girl she have to live with her stepmother. 
The ̂ epmother wants YehShen to work  ̂but YehShen doesn't want to work. 

Figure 8.73. Jeiina's second time-line response to Ydi-Shen (Louie, 1982). 

In these responses (Figure 8.73) to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982), Jenna is focusing 

upon Yeh-Shen's girlhood when she "have to live with her stepmother [and] the 

stepmother wants Yeh-Shen to work, but Yeh-Shen doesn't want to work." Jenna's 

drawing offers a realistic depiction of a young girl with Asiatic eyes and shoulder-length, 

black hair. Agam, as m the previous visual response (Figure 8.72), the subject is pictured 

m an attractive pose and wearmg contenqrarary clothing. This drawing of Yeh-Shen is 

quite similar m execution to Jenna's portrait (Figure 8.70) of herself as a nine-year-old. 

This similar^ of appearance seems to suggest that Jenna may be communicating, through 
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the sign system of art, a variation of her "single, enduring identity" (Holland, 1975, p. 

128). 

The siepmo êr knows YehShen's secret and then she went to the pond but the fish 
(Udn *t come up. She toid YehShen that she want her jacket [andfor YehShenJ to 
stay in the house and gather some wood. And the stepmother took the jacka and went 
to the pond again and kitted the fish. And YehShen was sad. 

Figure 8.74. Jenna's third time-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982). 

In these responses (Figure 8.74) to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982), Jenna is focusing 

upon the murder of Yeh-Shen's beloved fish. Jenna's dictated statement explicates the 

&ct that the stepmother discovered the existence of the pet fish and, disguised herself with 

Yeh-Shen's coat in order to lure it to its untimely death: "And the stepmother took the 

jacket and went to the pond again and killed the fish." Jenna's visual image of this event is 

startling for its gr^hic depiction of this act of violence. The mtensity of this drawing 

may be mdicative of the hnmediacy of Jenna's lived-through experience of this story event. 
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YehShen was sad because her fish is no longer alive. She Oand on her knees and 
started crying and the wise man came and told her about the death of her friend. The 
wise man told her that the bones had spirhs. 

Figure 8.7S. Jenna's fourth time-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982). 

In these responses (Figure 8.75) to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982), Jenna is focusing 

upon Yeh-Shen's grief over the loss of her fish, 'Teh-Shen was sad because her fish is no 

longer alive. She stand on her knees and started crymg...." In its entirety, Jenna's verbal 

statement is strongly reminiscent of Louie's text: 

The old man sighed and said, 'Tes, my child, your fish is no longer 
alive, and I must tell you that your stepmother is once more the cause of 
your sorrow... 

"Now you must listen carefully to this: The bones of your fish are filled 
with a poweriiil spirit. Whenever you are in serious need, you must kneel 
before them and let them know your heart's desire." 

Jenna's depiction of the sage who brought this message to Yeh-Shen offers a 

strong contrast to that of illustrator, Ed Young. Unlike the almost feature-less spiritual 
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being depicted by Young, Jenna's wise man has strong Asian features which seems to bear 

out her focus upon realism of physical appearance. 

The stepmother and the stegaister died by [because of] the stone and the king and Yeh-
Shen built a place for them. They carved their names and the flowers in the stones. 
YehShen was sad. 

Figure 8.76. Jenna's fifth tune-line response to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982). 

In these responses (Figure 8,76) to Yeh-Shen (Louie, 1982), Jenna is focus^ 

upon the death of Yeh-Shen's stepmother and stepsister. According to Louie's text; 

Not long after this, Yeh-Shen was married to the k^. But &te was not 
so gentle with her stepmother and stepsister. Smce they had been unkind 
to his beloved, the kmg would not permit Yeh-Shen to br^ them to his 
palace. They remamed m their cave home, where one day, it is said, they 
were crushed to death m a shower of flying stones. 

Jenna*s visual response to this story event is gr^hic in detailing the occasion and 

manner of the stepmother and stepsister's deaths (note the head and Imob protruding from 
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undeineath the rock). Jenna's expressed (visual and verbal) understandings of the events 

following these deaths, "The king and Yeh-Shen buflt a place for them. They carved their 

names and the flowers in the stones. Yeh Shen was sad" seem to be an mterpretation of 

the final illustrations of this text which ofifer the viewer a glinq)se of a single stone with 

Chmese characters hi an otherwise enqpty and lonely stand of trees. 

Towards the end of this "Cinderella" theme study, Jenna's literature group 

responded enthusiastically to my suggestion that they might like to write their own 

"southwestern" Cinderella tales. After a lengthy discussion of what they might include in 

these stories such as, cacti, mountains, deserts, javelina, roadrunners, quail, and coyotes, 

the group members went about this task. However, as stated previous^, none of these 

chfldren produced a story with a southwestern theme or setting. Jenna's "change-of-

heart" story is offered below: 

Sandy and JUH 

A Cinderella Storv frvm Asisa 

Once upon a time there lived a stepmother step ŝter and Sandy. 
The stepmoU\ers mean andjealas of Sandy's beauty. The stepsister 
nameisJuH She is Mi'nd to sandy but she dose not Hkie ho¥f her mother 
twde sandy do her mrkall day and night Then theres a door t)̂ l 
ringing. "SANDY GO GETTHE DOORUr the stepmotirer shouted. 
Then Sandy ^nent to get t!he door. It mjs a letter &om a ball 'Thanf&,' 
d\e said. 

The stepmother won't let sancfy go to the ball. JuH dtd not say a 
word. tf)e stepmother said, "only I could go to baU.' The next day 
JuH has a plan. The stepmother was all dress up. She want JuH to 
come too. ButJuli pretend that she was sick. Then on her way out she 
said, "Sandy go wash the windows, dean the Hoor and oh gî  some 
water for JuH." 
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Then the stepmother &2id. 'Just a second I kt// t>e txjck.' Then 
she peak trough the \Nindo*f. She had kno¥f that Jul! haw trick her. 
Then ̂  found A knife inn'th Chinese hmrds on it She could not read it 
so ̂  iMent inside and faffed Jufi and Sancfy. When the stepmotf)&' Mjik 
to the couch (axjch) she feel happy. But *4)en she could not read that 
Chinese word it means ff)at it's mcyica! in ti\ere. 

When JuH and Sandy are OMjke they look at thereself. They are 
50 beaSful They ride on a beautiful couch (coach). When they saw lots 
of Girls and tNo prince, when JuH saw her mother she said 'San[djy 
took!! Theres my mother!" They ran. The t*̂ o prince saw them, they 
ran after the girls. JuH and Sandy lost one of there slipper, the tNo 
prince try and try to look for ffte two Girls. JuH and Sandy try on the 
slippers, now they fit They lived happily ever after. The End 

It would appear tfaat once these children became involved in the writing of their 

stories, that their independence as decision-makers led them to change the focus of this 

assignment to ones that were personally relevant to them as individuals. In Jenna's case, 

this change of focus led to her creation of Sandv and Juli: A Cinderella storv from Asisa. 

This story, with its' stated Asian-oriented focus, and Jenna's forthcoming final responses 

(Figure 8.77) to this study of Cinderella tales, mdicates her contmumg concern with this 

personal theme of literary response. 
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Figure 8.77. Jenna's "Favorite Cinderella Story" drawing. 

At the conclusion of this literary theme study, Jenna and her classmates were asked 

to draw pictures of their &vorite Cinderella stories. Jenna's responses (Figure 8.77) were 

surprising in that she had chosen all of the stories as bemg "&vorites." Jenna's 

explanation for her actions indicated that she had specific reasons for domg so: 

Theŷ re aU my favorites. YehShen because she's Chinese like nu. The 
Rough-Face Girl when she went into the lake and she was beautifuL 
Cinderella Penguin because Hike penguins and th  ̂live in Antarctica. 
Princess Furball because Hike (M of the dresses. Cinderella because / 
like the nmgic when it was midnight and she ran home. Prince 
Cinders... Hike his story because it was funny. 

Jenna's expressed understandmgs of her lik^ for each of these stories seem to 

substantiate Holland's (1975) v»w that, "each reader creates from the literary work a 

psychological process m hhnseE We say we get absorbed m the act of reading or 

watchmg a film or play, but to speak of bemg ^absorbed' by a book puts the met^hor the 
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wrong way around. It is not the book that absorbs us; it is we who absorb the book" 

(p.l8). 

Jenna's "absorption" and appreciation of these different literary texts reveal several 

&cets of her identity as a reader, Le., that she liked the story ofYeh-Shen (Louie, 1982) 

because Yeh-Shen is Chinese; she liked the transformation of The Rough-Face Girl 

(Martin, 1992) into a beautiM maiden; she enjoyed the story of Cinderella Penpiin 

(Perlman, 1992) because of her likmg for pengums; she admured the different dresses worn 

by Princess Furball (Huck, 1989); she appreciated the magic of Cinderella (Andreas, 

1954), and the humor of Prince Cmders (Cole, 1987). However, if the order of these 

&vorite Cinderella texts is of any significance, it would appear that Jenna's themes of 

personal concern, that is, her focus upon personal identity and physical appearance are 

given primacy in this series of texts: "Yeh-Shen because she's Chinese like me" and "The 

Rough-Faced Girl when she went mto the lake and she was beautiful." 

These final responses (Figure 8.77) conclude this presentation and examination of 

Jenna's actualizations of self as a contemplator of feel^s and explorer of identity via 

transactions with literature. The followmg section will discuss some of the ramifications of 

Jenna's path of self-actualization during the course of this investigation. 

Discussion 

Jenna's actualizations of self as a conten:^)lator of feelmgs and identity via literary 

transaction was an mqmrtant path of realization which allowed her to explore her personal 

understandings of the work! withm the context of literature. This literary context was of 
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vital importance because "literature...is not life—^it is not reality, but it is about reality, and 

it is thus one degree removed from talking about oneself or one's immediate emvonment" 

(Heath, 198S, p. 16). According to Heath (1985), '̂ Literature does not mandate a 

specific course of action; it may provide morals or aphorisms, but to be carried into action, 

association must be made and a variety of inferences carried out on relations between the 

items, characters, and events of the text and those of one's own life. Thus, it is possible to 

focus on text without ensuing action" (p. 16). 

In respondmg to literature through the sign systems of art and language, Jenna was 

able to focus upon the texts of Babushka Baba Yaga, Big Anthony, Mary Lincoln and 

Yeh-Shen's lives, and come to a greater understanding of herself and her experiences of 

the world. Throughout the course of this investigation (Spring 1994-Spring 1998), Jenna 

was able to express these understandings only withm the context of literary response. 

However, after entering middle school m the M of 1998, Jenna began to voice her 

concerns about these same issues to Mr. Mark Speetzen, who is the counselor for hearing-

impaured students m the Tucson Unified School District. 

During the course of a conversation about Jenna's adjustment to her new school, 

Mr. Speetzen remarked that, after five years of talking with Jenna on a weekty basis, she 

was beguinmg to discuss issues related to her physical appearance and social isolation. 

After this conversation, I asked Mr. Speetzen to write a brief reflection of his personal 

understandings of Jenna for inclusion in this case study. That reflection is offered below. 
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October 1988 

Throughout the first eight weeks of middle school Jenna has been 
confiionted with the grm realities of immense numbers of students, a six-
class schedule, and the anonymity of those who are judged to be 
"different." She has been well-prepared for these challenges by her 
Emily's support but she is still somewhat isolated and lonely for fiiends. 

Jenna has concentrated on domg well in school but is expressing, for the 
&st tune, that she is bothered by the ^pearance of her &ce. She has 
commented that she sometimes eats alone during lunch. One topic that she 
has brought up several times in the past few weeks is the possibility of 
starting an A^an Club. Jenna has remarked that there are "a lot of Asian 
students" at school and that a club would be a "good thing." 

She sees the prospect of a club as a refuge fi-om the wall of indifference 
and glances out in the school hallways. In her mind, the only place she has 
been accepted and loved on a deeper level has been at home. I think that 
she views the possibility of a roon^ of Asian students as the next best 
thing to being at home because they surety would understand her more 
than the others. 

These insightful comments reveal Jenna's strength of character in the &ce of the 

harsh realities of her life in the environs of school. They also reveal the source and 

nurturance of this inner strength—the warm and loving family whose eyes see the true 

beauty that is withm Jenna's being. I would suggest that Jenna's strength of character has 

been nurtured also by her thoughtful explorations of literature. These explorations 

allowed Jenna to consider and revise her conceptions of the world and her place within it 

much in the same way as Probst (1988) proposes: 

In broader terms, literature contributes to who they (students) are. As 
students' ideas shift and theur experiences broadens, each one of them 
evolves and changes. Literary works contribute m^iortant material to this 
evolution. The literature class should help the students make connections 
between the books and thenr experience, contmualty revising their 
conception of the world and thev place m it (p.66). 
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Summary 

This chapter examines via case study format, the literary responses of three young, 

hearing-onpaired children. These children's responses to classroom literary events provide 

msights into my last research question: How do these students' visual and verbal 

responses to literary experience(s) change over the course of time? 

The corpora of these focus students' literary responses do not reveal metamorphic-

like change over the course of this investigation. However, identifiably unique, constant^ 

unfolding and focused themes of understanding are manifest m these chfldren's visual and 

verbal responses over time. 

These focused themes of personal response indicate that these children were 

exploring matters of great mterest to them as mdividuals. As a result they followed unique 

paths of self-actualization in becom^ either an artist, language learner and meaning 

maker, or conten^lator of himian feelings and self identity. 

Selena, for example, in actualizmg herself as an artist focused upon realizing her 

visual understandings of the sign system of art as a resuh of her intense involvement with 

the art of the picturebook. Rennie actualized himself as a language learner and meanmg 

maker through his wide-rangmg explorations of the potentialities of literary retelling, and 

Jenna actualized herself as a conten^)lator of emotions and self identity through her focus 

upon human concerns. 

These children's gradual and ever forward movmg unfoldment as sentient human 

beings over the course of this mvestigation exenq)]i&s the ways through which we all 
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move into self-knowledge and self-realization. This blossoming of human potential is 

described in the followmg lines whkh conclude this chapter examining these children's 

responses to literature over the course of time; 

Say not, "l have found the truth," but ntker, "l have found a truth." 

Say not, "l have found the path of the souL" 
Say rather, "/ have met the soui walking upon Miy path." 

For the soul walks upon all paths. 

The soul walks not upon a line, neither does it grow like a reed. 

The soul unfolds itself, like a lotus of countless petals. 

KahUlGibran 
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Chapter 9 

LESSONS FROM THE HEART: 
WHAT THESE CHILDREN CAN TEACH US ABOUT WAYS OF KNOWING 

Then said a teacker. Speak to us of Teackiitg. 
And ke said: No man can reveai to yon augkt hat tkat 

wkick already lies kalf asleep in tke dawning of your knowledge. 
Tke teacker wko walks in tke skadaw of tke temple, among kis 

fottowers, gives not of kis wisdom but ratker of kis faitk and kis lovingness. 
Ifke is indeed wise ke does not hid you enter tke kmtse ofkis wisdom, 

but ratker leads ym to tke tkreskold of your own mind. 

Kaklil Gibran 

Kahlil Gibran's words about learning and the guiding role of teachers whose &ith 

and lovingness contribute to the unfolding potentialities of their students speak to the 

findings of this research investigation into young hearing-inq)aired children's responses to 

literature through the sign systems of language, drama and art. 

These findings, and some of the implications thereof will be explicated m 

forthcoming discussions of this investigation. Prior to those discussions a review of the 

research questions and methodology which guided this study is offered below. 

Reviewing the Research Questions and Methodology 

This longitudinal, teacher research investigation (which was conducted over the 

course of nine consecutive semesters) focuses upon young hearing-^aa%d children's 

responses to literature through the sign systems of language, drama and art. The 

questions guiding this investigation were: 

1. What role does literature play in my classroom and in the lives of my students? 

2. What role does dramatizatran play m my students' constructions of meanmg withm 
their lived-through experiences of literature? 
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3. What do my students choose to draw and verbally express when they respond to 
multi&ceted literary experiences through the sign system of art? 

4. Do these drawls and verbal statements mdicate any patterns of student response? 

S> How do these students' visual and verbal responses to literary experience(s) change 
over the course of time? 

Reviews of the professional literature in the areas of research methodology, 

hearing-impaument, readers' responses to literature, language, drama, art, sociocognitive 

psychology, semiotics and sign systems provided the foundation for my analyses and 

mterpretations of the literary response data for this investigation. These data included: 

students' visual and verbal literary responses (n=SS9 drawings and accompanying dictated 

response statements); students' literature response portfolios; twenty audio-taped/ 

transcribed student literature discussions and teacher field notes. 

These data were generated as part of daily classroom literary events which 

included any combination of the following activities: teacher read-alouds of chfldren's 

picture books; student dramatizations of literary texts; literature group discussions; 

student conversations; group response activities; and/or student drawings and dictations. 

Analyses of these accumulated data were accomplished through the use of the constant 

comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) which resulted in the construction of 

categories of verbal and visual literary response. 

These categorized data were anafyzed for 1) patterns of collective response, 2) 

patterns of mdividual response, and 3) evidence of change over the course of t^. In 

addition to provulmg insights relative to these issues, data anafyses played a role in the 
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selection of tbree students for case study examination. The research findings relative to 

these various examinations will be reviewed and discussed m the follow^ section. 

Review of the Findings 

Accordmg to Bleich (1985) the task of developing knowledge about response to 

literature is made difficult by the "the epistemological standards and research procedures 

of the quantitative sciences" which confer an aura of objectivism upon investigative 

findings which have been garnered through "traditional research methodologies and 

reasonings" (p. 253). Bleich argues that a more productive avenue of investigation entails 

a reconception of this problem which "involves kientifying response research with literary 

pedagogy" (p. 253). 

Bleich (1985) contends that, "Those interested in response who seek to do 

'research' need not invent any new context, but use instead the one they are already in on 

a regular basis—the classroom" (p. 270). He suggests that the use of literary response 

statements "encourages pedagogy and research to be carried out under identical classroom 

cffcumstances" (p. 270). Using such response statements, according to Bleich, "teaches 

that learning about language and literature is a process of self-regulation and not a matter 

of acquiring knowledge [and] that to become aware of this process of self-regulation is to 

teach oneself to develop knowledge" (p. 270). 

Bleich's proposal that research on response be connected with pedagogy may be 

related to Short's (1994) observations of the potential problems and possibilities of 

moving toward a literature-based curriculuuL According to Short (1994), "Bemg literary 
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is not just what we do but the perspectives that we have toward what we are doing—^ways 

of look^ at literature and how literature can be read and used, ways of viewing children 

as readers and ways of looking at the classroom community, curriculum, and leammg" (p. 

158). These observations speak dnrectfy to the heart of the first research question guiding 

this investigation; 

What is the role of literature m mv classroom and in the lives of mv students? 

In our creation of a literature-based curriculum my students and I explored many 

of the potentialities of children's literature while striv^ to maintain an aesthetic stance 

vis-a-vis the experience of literature (the literary evocation) and response to literary 

experience. One of my roles in this process was to devise a curricular framework (Figure 

9.1) which was grounded in Rosenblatt's (1938/1983; 1978; 1982; 1986;1991) 

transactional theory of literature. 
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literary event Framework 

Figure 9.1. A response-based curricular framework. 

This curricular firamework (Figure 9.1) focused upon four aspects of the literary 

event—the experience of text, the extension of students' personal and social responses to 

literary experience, the reflection upon literary response, and the connection of literary 

response to life experience. The premise underlying this pedagogical fiiamework is two

fold: 

^ the developnKnt of literary understandings is a conqslex response process rooted in 
students' knowledge and life experiences, and 

this response process can be profoundfy^ marked by the type and/or quality of literary 
experience engendered in the classroom. 

Over the years of this investigation and beyond, this fiamework supported my 

students to become active and independent learners who &eely assumed rotes as curricular 
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infonnants and negotiators. In these roles they helped to detemime the duration and 

course of classroom literary events (recall the never-written "Southwestern Cinderella" 

tales) as they participated in daily literature group activities. 

As learners and meanmg makers these children shaped and reshaped their 

thoughts, feelings and understandings of literature and life as they experienced the "lived-

through" quality of literature and explored their responses and understandings through the 

sign systems of language, drama and art. 

In their aural and visual (read-aloud) experiences of literary texts my students 

"lived-through" and shared the joys, tribulations, and laughter of story characters as they 

entered into the worlds of story ofifered by children's literature. The potentialities of these 

textual worlds of experience were explored extensively in the "drama world" of literature 

where my students' actions and responses provided insights relative to my second research 

question: 

What role does dramatiyatinn plav fai mv students' constructions of meanmg within their 
lived-throuch experiences of Ifterature? 

In respondmg to literary experiences through the sign system of drama my 

students extended thek understandings of literature, language, drama and life through the 

verbalization of words and physicaUzation of actions as they engaged in dramatic 

mterpretations of story. Through these literary dramatizations they developed 

understandings of dramatic conventions delineated by Neelands (1990) as: context 

btiilding actions which enabled them to create or engage with the dramatic context—the 

concrete particulars of the situation, characters or roles whkh...mfi)rm and drive the 
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action" (p. 9); narrative actions which 'invoh^e individuals and groups mov^ the story 

on through the use of language and behavior appropriate to the context" 21); poetic 

actions which "emphasize or create the symbolic potential of the drama through highly 

selective use of language and gesture" (p. 6); and reflective actions which may be used as 

a means to review or comment on the action or "inner thmking" of a drama. Through 

their use of these conventions my students engaged m literature-to-drama-to-life 

experiences which allowed them to enter "someone else's world through hearing a story 

and translating the meaning of that experience into another form" (King, 1981, p. 166) 

which gave rise to personal reflection and "a new or fuller understanding of life" (ibid.). 

These fiiiler understandings of life were manifested not only in the thoughtful 

dramatic interpretations given by my students in their "drama worlds of literature" but also 

in thev wonder^s about "the lives lived in story" (Vandergrift, 1998, unpaged) when 

they engaged in acts of drawing and verbal explication m response to their "lived-through" 

experiences of literature. These visual and verbal responses (drawmgs and dictated 

response statements) mfermed my third, fourth and fifth research questions: 

What do mv students choose to draw and verbally express when thev respond to 
multifeceted literarv experiences through the sign svstem of art? 

In responding to muki&ceted experiences of literature through the sign systems of 

art and language, my students were led to explore, extend, and/or verify their evolving 

understandings of life, literature and language as they wondered "at the lives lived m 

story." These wonder^s were evidenced m the corpora of my students' drawls and 
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dictadons which, in addition, to providmg answers to the above question also answered 

the followmg research question: 

Do these drawinps and verbal statements indicate any patterns of Student response? 

The corpus of my students' literary response drawings revealed that they chose to 

depict story characters (94% of the time), story sett^s (3% of the time) or something 

else brought to mind (3% of the time) when they responded to literary experience through 

the sign system of art. They also signified mood and emotion through depictions of 

characters' &cial expressions (76% of the time). 

This stead&st concern with story characters and thenr emotions and actions was 

borne out in the dictated response statements which accompanied these drawls. The 

corpus of these statements revealed that my students explicated story characters' actions 

or feelmgs (41% of the time). They also gave retellings of story events (22% of the t^), 

gave paraphrases of story events (20% of the time), identified or explained items m 

drawings (4% of the t^), gave combined paraphrase/retellings of story events (4% of the 

tone), and gave opinions or evaluative statements (6% of the t^) or other types of 

statements (1% of the time). 

The corpora of these drawmgs and dictations indicated that the different expressive 

potentialities of the sign systems of art, language and drama allowed my students to think 

critically and reflective^ upon their personal and social experiences of literature and life. 

In then- creations and transmediations of meaning n^r students acconq>lished "greater 

con^lexity of thought and the conskleration of new connections and kleas" (Short & 
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Kauffinan, in press) as they explored a range of human feelings, emotions and actions in 

response to their personal and social e^qieriences of literature. 

This consideration of ideas and connections was evident at the intersections of my 

students' visual and verbal literary responses where they focused strongly upon "matters 

of the heart" in the sign systems of art and language. This unflagging individual and 

collective concern was evidenced time and again as my students explored the expressive 

potentialities of the sign systems of language, drama and art throughout the course of this 

investigation. These patterns of visual and verbal literary response provided a basis for a 

comparative analysis of my students' responses to literature over time which provided 

answers to my final research question: 

How do these students' viaial and verbal responses to literarv experience(s) change over 
the course of time? 

In addition to finding patterns of response in my students' literary response 

drawings and dictations, analyses of their drawings revealed that there had been little to no 

change in the pictorial content of these drawings throughout the course of this 

mvestigation. However, significant changes were evident in their dictated response 

statements, i.e., there was a 10% mcrease in explications of characters' actions or 

feelings; a 7% increase in the expression of opmions or evaluative statements; a 7% 

decrease in the identification of items m drawmgs, and a 6% decrease in the use of 

combined pan^hrase/retellings of story events. 

In addhionto these collective patterns of response, uniquely characteristic and 

fecused themes of response were found in each of my students' work over the course of 
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this investigation, Le., Lindsey responded strongly to the emotional overtones of story; 

Krystal excelled as a "student" m her verbal analyses and presentations of literary 

understandings; JT was transformed into an energetic and enthusiastic learner whenever he 

entered mto the drama world of literature; Justine emerged as a magnetic storyteller and 

actress; Rennie engaged primarily in personal and linguistic meaning makmg m all of the 

sign systems of response; Jenna undertook quiet thought and reflection; Joey and Selena 

evolved as visual thinkers and artists, and Noelle as a commentator on life. These powerful 

meaning-making potentialities were evidenced m the work of aH of my students. 

However, in-depth examinations of the work of three selected students (Selena, Rennie, 

and Jenna) provided additional insights relative to the above research question. That is, 

that mdividual themes of self-realization led Selena to actualize herself as an artist and 

visual meaning maker. Rennie was led to actualize himself as a meaning maker and 

language learner in the sign systems of language, drama and art, and Jenna was led to 

actualize herself as a contemplator of human emotion and self identity. 

A consideration of some of the conclusions which may be drawn from these 

research findmgs is offered in the followmg section. This forthcoming discussion is 

presented in an mtegrated narrative format. 

£)rawing Conclusions from these Research Findmgs 

Rosenblatt's (1982) proposition that focus^ upon the literary evocation for its 

own sake may well have the effect of producmg the "educatbnal, M)rmative, social, and 

moral values for which literature is often praised" Q). 27S) seems to have been borne out 
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m this investigation of young, hearing-in:^)affed children's responses to literature. Many 

educative, informative and edificatory potentialities of literature were realized by my 

students as a result of then: predominantty aesthetic stance to classroom literary events. 

The mamstay of this primary literary stance was a sociosemiotic literature-based 

curriculum which allowed my students to construct and express myriad personal and social 

understandings of literature, life and language through the sign systems of art, drama and 

language. In essence, these understandings revolved around my students' strong mterest 

in "matters of the heart." 

This mterest was manifest in my students' vivid depictions of story characters, 

settings or events and, in their accompanying dictations which offered explications of story 

characters' actions and feelings, retellings, paraphrases and/or evaluative statements. This 

focus of understanding is exen^lified by Figure 9.2 below; 
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Figure 92. "Reaching Understandings Through (Art), Explications, Paraphrases, Retellings, Evaluations. 

In the above visual response (Figure 9.2) to Babushka Baba Yaca (Polacco, 1993), 

JT has depicted the joyfiil reunion of Babushka Baba Yaga and Victor in the midst of the 

Russian forest. JT's dictation for this drawmg is a combmed paraphrase/retellmg of the 

final events of this story which emphasizes the loving actions of Babushka Baba Yaga 

after her rescue of Victor from a pack of threatening wolves. 

While JT's verbal understanding of these events may ^pear to be an 

"mformationar or "educationaT' realization of the potentialities of this story, his words 
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pomt to some of its edificational potentialities. JT's responses (Figure 9.2) to his 

experience of this story indicate significant social and moral understandings of the word 

"love" which has great prominence in his dictated response statement. 

Rosenblatt (1938/1983) contends that, "if we take the word understand in a most 

limited sense, as it would apply to the defiution of particular words, we ultimately isecome 

involved in elements of direct human experience that lead into all of the complex 

considerations concerning the social significance of English teachmg. For to understand a 

word is to see implications in a context significant for human beings" (p. 111). 

In a specific reference to the word "love" Rosenblatt (1983) states, "The word 

love, for mstance, cannot be defined without reference to some context [because] the 

varied experiences in life and literature that different individuals associate with the word 

will also affect the way m which they understand it" (p. 112). Rosenblatt continues her 

line of thought stating that, 'Thus, even so narrow an aim as the understanding of words 

leads back to the field of human experiences...and that [an] understanding of even one 

word demands a framework of ideas about man, nature, and society" (p. 112). 

JT's fields of human experience and his evolvmg concepts about humankind, 

nature and society are evidenced strongly in his visual and verbal responses to his 

experience of this story. JT's drawing signifies concepts of "belonging," "happiness," 

"contentment," and, "love" which he expresses verba% in a paraphrase/ retelling of two 

story events: 

BabaY^ahoki the baby ni her hands. She rocked hm Shehokied 
Victor in her heart. She loved Victor. 
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The villagers said, "Oh, no! She is going to eat him!" 

She went back to the village. They ate there together and slept there 
together. They had a party. They loved each other. 

JT's recognition of this humanist ("matters of the heart") theme in the story of 

Babushka Baba Yaga (Polacco, 1993) is manifest in each of his responses to this 

classroom literary event. However, his verbalization of this theme via a paraphrase/ 

retelling suggests a conq)lex relationship between literary meaning making and the 

expression of linguistic response. 

From my perspective, such story retellings, explications, paraphrases, and/or 

evaluative statements were vehicles of linguistic signification which allowed my students 

to construct and express an array of evolving personal, social, literary and Imguistic 

understandings. The sum and substance of such literary meanmg makmg, I would suggest, 

was greater than the whole of then" parts and, as a result, my students were led to realize 

deeper understandings of life, literature and language through these forms of response. 

Several mq)lications may be drawn fi'om this discussion thus &r. These 

implications will be considered in the followmg section. 

In^lications of this Research 

The results of this research investigation offer implications of interest to three 

particular audiences. The first audience is one that is con^)osed of classroom teachers, the 

second is that of teacher educators, and the thffd is that of researchers. The first of these 

plications will be offered m the followmg section which addresses classroom teachers. 
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Tmplicatinns for classToom teachers 

The first in^lication to be drawn firom these research findings is that children's 

literature is a medium of exploration through which readers may explore and become 

aware of potentialities for thought and feeling within themselves (Rosenblatt, 1938/1983). 

This is possible because bodies of literature record "the depths and heights of the human 

experience [and] can develop con^assion by educating the heart as well as the mind" 

(Huck, 1982, p. 317). 

In educating the hearts and minds of learners, literature allows for the 

consideration of new ideas and the development of personal insights and understandings as 

readers' imaginations are captured and enriched through thev personal and social 

experiences of literature. In respect to classroom settings, important corollaries to this 

thesis are that: 

=> the development of literary understandmgs is a con^lex response process rooted in 
students' knowledge and life experiences, and 

=> this response process can be profoundly marked by the type and/or quality of literary 
experience engendered in the classroom. 

A second plication of these research findmgs is that the realization of the 

potentialities of literature to entertain, enlighten, mform, educate and edify the mmd and 

the heart may be accomplished through an aesthetic stance or attitude. This stance allows 

learners to consider personally meaningful lines of thought as they transact with stories 

and reflect upon their literary experiences. This aesthetic process of evocatron and 

response is described by Rosenblatt (1982) who states that, 'In aesthetic reading, we 
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respond to the very story or poem that we are evok^ durmg the transaction with the 

text. In order to shape the work, we draw on our reservoir of past experience with people 

and the world, our past mner linkage of words and thmgs, our past encounters with 

spoken words or texts" (p. 270). 

Rosenblatt (1982) suggests that "reading draws upon the whole person's past 

transactions with environment" (p. 273) and that, "Reading, especially aesthetic reading, 

extends the scope of that environment and feeds the growth of the individual, who can 

then bring a richer self to fiirther transactions with 1& and literature" (ibid.). 

The responsibility of teachers m this process, according to Rosenblatt (1982), is to 

"reinforce" children's discovery that texts make intense literary experience possible and to 

not rush children away &om thev 'lived-through' literary experiences m order to 'do 

justice to the total text'" (p. 272) because "other stories, continued readmg, [and] the 

maturation of cognitive powers, will contribute to the habit of attending to the entke text 

or organizing the sequence of episodes mto a whole" (ibid.). The notion of rushmg to 

fulfill extrinsic pedagogical goals at the expense of children's explorations of thenr 'lived-

through" literary experiences relates to a third in^)lication of these research findings which 

concerns the need for the development of a curricular fi'amework which is supportive of 

young children's explorations of literature. 

According to Short & Burke (1991), "A curriculum is a prediction concemmg how 

people leam, what people shouM be teaming, and the contexts that will support that 

leammg. It is an organizational device mtended to put the answers to those predktions 
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into operation and to establish a context for fiiture decisions" (p. 33). In n^r classroom, 

the literary event fi-amework (Figure 9.1) provided a curricular model which allowed for 

aural, visual, linguistic, artistic, and dramatic experiences of literature. 

In:^)licit to this curricular framework is the assumption and belief that children are 

inveterate meanmg makers. This prmciple was illustrated in the actions of my students 

who were not just "making pictures" as they explored their understandings of story 

through art. Neither were they just "playing the story" as Rennie believed when they 

engaged in dramatizations of literature. Nor were they just constructing a mural as Justine 

may have thought when she suddenly realized the meaning of the word "village" through 

her participation in the act of "village making." 

A strong belief in children as meaning makers is essential when we, as teachers, do 

not understand just what learners are "doing" at a given pomt in t^. During such times 

we must trust that our students are exploring and creating understandings, as in the case 

of Selena whose strong responses to the art of picture books led her to actualize herself as 

an artist. 

A belief and trust in students as meanmg makers is essential m developing a 

sociosemiotic curriculum. This belief is necessary because withm this learning paradigm 

students must feel free to "follow their hearts" as they thoughtfiilfy explore the 

potentialities of individual sign systems and construct understandings withm those sign 

systems. In the event that my mtended meaning in the previous statement is unclear, it 

shouki be reiterated that my metaphorical use of the word heart throughout this 
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dissertation does not in:q)ly a separation of the cognitive-affective aspects of the humaa 

mind. To the contrary, the word heart is symbolic of the indivisible wholeness of human 

understanding and knowledge. Therefore, by "following their hearts" students may 

explore dimensions of experience and understanding which may be outside of the "paper 

curriculum." 

The development of a sociosemiotic curriculum does not require that teachers be 

"expert" in all of the sign systems. However, it does necessitate an openness on the parts 

of teachers to the inherent potentialities of different sign systems and a willnigness to 

examme and speculate upon children's actions within those sign systems. 

A final implication of particular hnportance for teachers is that children's use of 

explications, retellings, paraphrases, and evaluative statements to express then* evolving 

literary understandings is "significant" both in terms of importance and in the semiotic 

sense of the word. My students' contextualized wonderings "at the lives lived m story" 

through explications, retellings, paraphrases and evaluative statements ofifer a different 

perspective for reviewing and reconsidermg Applebee's (1978) hierarchy of literary 

response. 

Interestingly, the perspective that these forms of literary response are in^wrtant 

vehictes for literary and linguistic signification seems to be acknowledged ui Louise 

Rosenblatt's (1982) statement that in the teaching of literature, "Much of what we need to 

do can fortunate^ be viewed as a reinforcement ofthe chOd's own earliest linguae 

processes, richtyembedded ma cognitive-affective matrix. Transactbns with texts that 
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o£fer some linkage with the child's own experiences and concerns can give rise 

aestheticalfy to new experiences. These in turn open new linguistic windows into the 

world" (p. 275). 

Implications for teacher educators 

If pre-service and in-service teachers are to be knowledgeable about children's 

literature and the roles which literature may play in their respective classrooms they must 

have experience of the potentialities of literature in their own lives. Rosenblatt (1983) 

describes the potentialities of literary experience m the following way, 'Imaginative 

literature is indeed something 'burned through,' lived through by the reader. We do not 

learn about Lear, we share, we participate in, Lear's stormy induction into wisdom. In 

Huckleberry Finn, we do not learn about conditions in the pre-Civil War South; we live m 

them, we see them through the eyes and personality of Huck. Even while we chuckle at 

his adventures and his idiom, we grow into awareness of the moral d^nsions appropriate 

for viewing that world. Whether it be a b'ghthearted lyric...or a swiftfy paced intellectual 

comedy...or a broodmg narrative...a reading is of necessity a participation, a personal 

experience" (p. 278). 

While it seems reasonable to assume that pre-service and m-service teachers would 

know what it means to have had such literary experiences, Carlsen & Sherrrill (1988) offer 

anecdotal accounts which mdicate that this assumption is not necessarity true. Therefore, 

teacher education programs which provide survey-type courses of children's literature 
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should offer numerous opportunities for teacher-students to explore and experience a 

range of literary texts within the context of such courses. 

In addition to realizmg the experience of literature, teachers must have 

opportunities within such courses to develop understandings of how they as learners may 

reflect upon literary experience. Undoubted^, teachers and teachers-in-tram^ are well-

versed m approaching literature from an efferent stance and are expert m know^ how to 

deconstruct texts m search of approved or conventional interpretations. Therefore, it is 

m^rative that they have opportunities to explore and experience the potentialities of 

aesthetic literary stances which allow them to focus and reflect upon their "heart-felt" 

understandmgs of literature. 

These explorations should involve other sign systems of response such as art, 

drama, dance and so forth, m addition to the prerequisite sign system of language. While 

some students might be reluctant to follow this approach, my opinion is that they would 

overcome any initial feelings of resistance, insecurity or self-consciousness as they engage 

with other sign systems. 

Hopefiilly, if such experiences become available in college courses and in district 

in-service classes, then teachers and teachers-to-be could begin to envision the possibilities 

and potentialities of literature in their own classrooms. Experiences of this sort might help 

them to realize that pre-packaged literature-based "materials" do not address the 

educational needs of "real" chiMren who have then: own questions and concerns about life 
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and literature. Neither do "one-size-fits-all" curricula. This notion of genericness is 

addressed by Nachmanovitch (1990) who writes. 

In many schools, teaching is expected to follow syllabi that lay out what 
students willleam, as well as when and how they will learn it. Butinareal 
classroom, whether kindergarten, graduate school, or the school of life, 
there are live people with personal needs and knowledge. A particular tap 
in this direction will shift this person's perspective; after today's discussion 
you know that this reading wfll be good to assign, based on what seems 
like the natural flow to the next step. You cannot plan these things. You 
have to teach each person, each class group, and each moment as a 
particular case that calls out for particular handling. Planning an agenda of 
learning without knowing who is going to be there, what their strengths 
and weaknesses are, how they interact, prevents surprises and prevents 
learning. The teacher's art is to connect, in real time, the living bodies of 
the students with the living body of knowledge (p.20). 

Nachmanovitch (1990) also observes that teachmg is as much of an art form as is 

playing the violin or writing English prose. He contends that certain principles apply to all 

fields of creative activity along with the caveat that, '̂ Any action can be practiced as an 

art, as a craft, or as drudgery" (p. 10). 

As part of their "artists-in-training" course work teachers should have 

opportunities to develop theoretically-based, pragmatic, and personally meaningful 

fi-ameworks for teachmg and leammg such as that in Figure 9.1. Such frameworks could 

serve to bridge the huge divide separating theory and practice. In formulating their own 

pedagogical theories teachers could be enqwwered to become builders of context-specific 

curricuhmi as opposed to becommg just implementors of others' preconceived curricula. 
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Tmplications for researchers 

Skepticism has been voiced about the value and rigor of teacher research 

(Applehee, 1987) and objections have been raised saying that "tests of the accuracy of 

teachers' self-reports suggest that teachers do not know what they do" (Stenhouse, 1985, 

p. 15). Also, that "involvement m the action of school and classroom gives teachers an 

interest in the tendency of research findings and condemns them to bias" (ibid., p. 16). 

Additionally, that a shortage of time on the parts of teachers is an impediment to research 

because "teachers teach too much. So research by teachers is a mmority activity..." 

(ibid.). 

I would suggest that one implication of this study is that such criticisms as these 

maybe biased and self-serving. A study of this nature (a longitudinal, teacher research 

investigation) has the potentiality to yield unique insights about particular children hi 

particular settings. 

In this study, for instance, themes of self-realization via literary response were 

found in the corpora of these children's visual and verbal responses to literature over the 

course of time. Patterns of visual and verbal literary response were foimd as well. This 

investigation indicates that verbal explications, paraphrases, retellings, and evaluative 

statements were significant in terms of these children's literary meaning making and then-

respective personal and social understandings of life, literature and language. 

These findings were made possible largety because of the ctose, long-term 

"history" which ray students and I had in common. These shared relationsh^s were the 
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source of many of my understandmgs of them as individuals throughout this investigation. 

This depth of understanding might have been limited in the case of an outside researcher 

whose presence and partic^tion in the classroom would have been of a more superficial 

nature. 

However, &idmgs such as these are not meant to be generalized but rather to be 

judged against the classroom experiences of other teachers or other teacher researchers. In 

this view, Stenhouse (1985) recommends that teachers who found their practice of 

teaching upon research should adopt a research stance to theo: own practice which is 

"provisional and exploratory" (p. 126). If this recommendation is to be followed fiirther 

exploration and research into these findings is mandated on my part and on the parts of 

other interested teachers, because "research, to be of use to teachers, requires that they 

test its theoretical inq)lications in their classrooms" (Rudduck & Hopkins, 1985, p. 7). 

According to these authors, this testing is needed due to the &ct that, "Much 

educational research, because of its allegiance to the psychoeducational paradigm, 

expresses its findings as generalizations that cannot claim to offer guidance for action in 

particular settings [and that] more supportive of teacher practice is research that either 

issues in hypotheses that can be tested ui classrooms or that illuminates particular cases 

that can be judged against experience" (ibid.). 

En terms of fixture research endeavors, I would suggest that the questions which 

propelled this study merit fiirther mvestigation on the parts of other mterested special 

education teachers (who are in educational settings conducive to long-term mvestigation). 
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general education teachers, and/or researchers who may be involved m collaborative 

partnersh^s with classroom teachers. 

Those research questions, or variations thereof are basic to the development of 

fiirther understandmgs about young children's responses to literature within a literature-

based sociosemiotic educational curriculum. For those who are interested m pursumg 

similar mvestigations I would emphasize the unportance and value of a thorough review of 

the professional literature. I would suggest also that the references cited in this 

dissertation offer a wealth of insights for researchers who are looking fer a starting place 

for their own investigations. 

Insofar as offering specific recommendations for the collection and examination of 

students' literary response drawings is concerned, I would suggest that researchers 

organize and maintain mdividual notebooks of respondents' drawings and verbal 

statements for extended periods of tone. Also, that during periods of data collection that 

researchers conduct searches and reviews of the professional literature which will support 

them in the devek)pment of their own procedures for exammmg and analyzing drawings. 

To that end, I would recommend that such drawings be exammed for 1) pictorial content, 

2) drawing characteristics, space representation, and human figure representation (refer 

to Lowenfeld [1947] & Brittain, 1987), and for visual design (refer to Bang, 1991; Engel, 

1995; Gaitskill & Hurwitz, 1975; Gardner, 1980). 
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While the above-mentioned texts should be particular^ helpful in learning how to 

"see" and describe these various drawmg features, respondents' drawings will have to be 

considered m light of each specific research context. 

Insofiir as my present and fiiture research endeavors are concerned, the research 

questions which guided this mvestigation contmue to provide an ongoing focus of study m 

my classroom. A related question focusing upon the role that "props" (puppets, toys, 

arti&cts) may play in the development of hearing-impaured children's understandings of 

literature and language is another area of interest as weU. 

Summary 

At the moment, my understandings of this research investigation are relatively 

simple and straightforward. To wit, contextualized literary experience and response 

within and across multiple sign systems allowed my hearing-impaired students to develop 

multi&ceted understandings of literature, art, drama, language and life. These 

multi&ceted understandings, m turn, led these chfldren to deeper understandings of thenr 

own worlds of experience. 

On this note, the followmg two thoughts serve to conclude this dissertation. 

The first, from The Wisdom of Gibran (1996) is this: 

The things which the child loves remain in the domain of the heart until age. 

The second thought, from the same volume is this: 

Perplexity is the beginning of knowledge. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT 
Tucson Unified School District 

1010 East 10th Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 

February 2,1996 

LaFon L Phillips 
Schumaker Elementary School 
501 N. Maquire Avenue 
Tucson, Araona 85710 

Dear Ms. Phillips: 

We are pleased to inform you that your request to do research in the Tucson Unified School District has 
been approved for the site indicated in your proposal. 

Project Title: Reader-Response in a Hearing-Impaired Classroom: From Evocation to 
Personal and Social Understanding. 

Reference Number. 20/ 95-96 

Have the principal fill out the enclosed form and return it to Planning & Assessment Please remember 
that the building principals have administrative responsibility and control of conduct for your study in 
his/her area. 

Rnally, please provide this Department with one copy of the final report of the completed study. 

Sincerely, , 

/̂joyce C. Swamer, PhD 
Research Evaluator 
Planning & Assessment 

JCS/brt 
Enclosure 
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January 23, 1996 

Parent Permission Form 

Dear , 

This year I will be conducting a doctoral study in the hearing-impaired resource classroom 
to describe the personal and social understandings expressed by children as thQr participate in 
classroom literature experiences. As your child's teacher I am interested in helping him or her to 
grow and develop in this area. As a part of our normal classroom routine your child will be 
participating in various learning activities such as, literature discussions, drama, and/or art to 
promote his or her understandings of literature and literary experiences. 

The purpose of this letter is to obtain your permission to audio/videotape your child as 
he/she participates in literature discussions/activities; to collect your child's drawings, dictations 
and/or other samples of his/her work; and to photograph your child as he/she participates in events 
related to this study. 

These items will be used by me to better understand your child's learning and they will be 
incorporated in a doctoral dissertation which can benefit other teachers of the hearing-impaired and 
their students. Additionally, these items may also be used in professional presentations to other 
teachers, and/or as part of educational articles or books. 

This study has been tentatively approved by the Tucson Unified School District. The 
results of this study will be kept confidential and any reports of the study will not include the actual 
names of the children involved. 

If you have any questions about this study, please feel free to contact me at school (798-
2624) or at home (749-2163). 

Sincerely yours, 

LaFon L. Phillips 

I give my consent: 
1. For my child to be audio/videotaped in classroom activities related to this study. 
2. For the u.se/inclusion of my child's verbal comments, drawings, dictations, 

artifacts in any reports of this study. 
3. For photographs to be taken of my child as he/she participates in classroom 

events related to this study. 

I understand that my child's actual name will not be identified in future presentations or 
publications that may result from this stu(fy. 

Parent's Signature 
Child's Name 
Date 
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O T K P b l T O E  A K I i M O H E P H O E  O B U J E C T B O  

MSAaTCABCTBO 

«PAAYRA» 
121839, nMocxma 

nap. Oitue* Bpamuc, a.43 
T»M4oh:24I 6815 

<eaica (0951241 6353 
EMAIL WMOAOMDUGAMSKKU 

MHH 7704094576 (f) dxs KxutHmoS 
U3 MoocAt 
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taSpytux P/C 467406 • XdMOiHM><aa(OM OCS 7812/Mn 

iopodo6 focetm K/C 164916 • ME AK CS PO 
K/C 342161600 • rPKU FY UE PO cMoeua MOO 44583001 

Mot No T] H 

'  J l '  1"/ r-
123480, MocKsa, y/i. 
r.naH«n/ioBueB, 4.9/1 

PyKaBOAMTeflw yneBHoro 
UBHTpa "ABC" 
km3mpm5i b.m. 

^•axasMMM EeHMTO l/leaHaaMH! 

B oTBBT Ha Baiu sanpac qt 19.09.96 Kacare/ibHO 
Mcna/ii>30BaHM$i unTar wa CTMxaTBOpeHHfl C.MapuiaKa a nepeaaAs Ha 
aHr/iMiScKWM nawK cooBuian, sra MaAare/iikCTBO "PaAyra" He MMear 
npasa Aasarb m/ih hb Aaaaxk paapeiueHHS Ha Mcna/ikaasaHMe BTora 
npOMBBeAeHMfll TBK KaK CPOK ABMCTBHSI HaUlMX KOHTpaKTOB C 
Har./ieAHMKaMM aarapa n c nepesoAHkiKaM yxa hctbk. 

•AHaKO, CTaTi»fl 19 SaKQHa POCCMMCKQM (#eAepauMM "OB 
asTapCKQM npaaa m CMeacnyx npaaax" m cxaTi** 10 SapHCKOM 
KOHBSHUMM "OB OKpaHO /iMTeparypHUX m ityAOiKecTBSHHWH 
npoMaaeAeHMM", Koropyw npHSHaiOT Paccmn m CUIA, 
npeAycMaTPMBasT B0aM0*HacTk UMTMpoaaHMji npoMaaeABHMS sea 
car/iacMfl aarapa m isa awn/iaru BoaHarpa*AeHwa b osteMe, 
onpaaAaHHaM nacraB/ieHHOM us/i^n. Plpn 3Tom oBsaareyifcHO 
yKaawaaaTCB mm* aarapa (a AaHHOM c/iynaa- CaMyw/ia 
MapuiaKa/Samuil Marshak), nspaaoAHiiKa (B AaHHOM c/iynae 
Maprapar Ber/iHH/Margaret Wefctlin) w ntcTOSHUKa aaMMCTaoaaHM^ 
( a AaHHOM Cflysae crMxarBopeHkia "Bara*"/In the Van, 
BunyuieHHae a caar MaAare/ibCTBOM "PaAyra" B 1987 r./RADU6A 
Pub1ishsrs,1987). 

BeAyuiMM cneuMayiMcr rpynnu MapKSTMHra 
e/rana MM/iioTeHKO 
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the universttyof 

ARIZONA Department of Russian fcSUvic Languages iVl\l̂ V.ylN/v » Modem Languages 322 
Dtiaa<«M A «  .  .  ^7-_ 

Tucson, Arizona 8£ 
(602) 621-734* 
Fu (602) 621-7341 

tucson Arizona 

September 19,1996 

Translation of Letter 

In answer to your query of September 9, 1996, concerning the use of 
citations from a poem by S. Marshak in English translation, I would like 
to inform you that Raduga Publishers do not have the rights either to 
give or not to give permission for the use of this work since the period of 
our contract with the author's heirs and with the translator has already 
expired. 

However, Article 19 of the Law of the Russian Federation concerning 
authors' rights, and Article 10 of the Bern Convention, concerning the 
protection of literary and artistic works, which has been acknowledged 
both by Russia and the USA, stipulates the possibility for quotation of 
necessary portions of literary works without obtaining permission of the 
author and without payment of honoraria. Th6 name of the author must 
be given (in this case Samuil Marshak), the name of the translator (in 
this case Margaret VVettlin) and the source of the derived material (in 
this case the poem, "In the Van," published by Raduga Publishers in 
1987). 

Signed-Leading Marketing Group Specialist 
Elena Milyutenko 
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